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MASS TRANSFER
AND KINETICS

EXTRAC�fCN KINEll.CS,'IAND ITS CHEMICALlENGINEERING,APPLICATION

0

Vladinffrr-tto'd, lllfstitute of Chemieil Process Fundamentals, Czechoslovak Academy of
Sciences,,frague, fssR

Many papers on'kinetics'lft'llllttal ,extrll'dtiwns are contraversial and do not present
the rate equations ·that could 11Je.,.pplltw11 ·;1n -chemical engineerino practice. Some
authors try to _derive the descriptton<:lfftthe extraction mechanism on the basis of
chemical·re.t¢1it1Ms fJ:Oln.the data obtained far from equilibrium, neglecting the effect
of diffusion·restttallce ontthe extraction rate. From the stand-poi�t of a chemical
engineer, potential user ··of ·the'lilfte'. equttton for equi!Jllent design, the mechanistic
explanation:.o'ftthe extractton�pl!tysaar,minor role, while the following points are of
orimary impol!tance:
a) Kinettcll!INdlamust intrinsically compritse a very precise description of the
equilibrium ,arld�'toiit at zero ex.t�tion rate
b) The parllllll!ters of the na:,lctel t:til&t,depend on the geometrical arrangement and on
hydrodynamic conditions (mass transfer,coeff.taients) must be distinguished from the
parameters specific .to•:t:,ae gi'ven extraction system.
The former ,._quTI!ll!lllent :is,v.euy 1iipportant, since·mass transfer in industrial coun
ter-current processes occU'IIS19enerilJy cl'os-etto ·equilibrium, which affects extraction
rate and final·separation1i,n:the system in a decisive way. Consequentelly, the accu
rate descrii1lt1*1 of' the equilibrium ,in ,the kinetic equation is more important than a
perfect fit··to�the,extr&c1ttonl'lltteit.-.rNJgtofts far from equilibrium. It _is desirable
that both extraction :add ,reex:tua.tton rJ2tte ·may' be described by the same kinetic model.
The latter requfrementtfJdllows 'fraa the fact tMt diffusfon resistances that mani
fest•themsems in laboratory conditions (e,g. in a mass transfer cell) may be quite
different from'thos-e relevant in ·imiustrtil .·equipnient (in small drops of 1.-1.disper
sion).
Modelling of extraction�ktnetics 'is very 'diff.icult because of the complex charac
ter of tbeit�tel:'f.acial transfer accompanied by reversible reactions and complicated
by int-erf1cf.al,phenomena (intewhcial resistance or interfacial turbulence). Some
approaches ·to a simplffieid fAmaal idewriwtton of the extraction kinetics suitable to
chemical engineeri og,purposes ··a·re disoosukl 1in the lecture.
We restrict our attention to the extl'Uttonss3'tt--em, where extractant A reacts with
the extracted componentcll.to,form one eextractable complex E which is transferred into
the •0119anic phase anddaccompoaent1,H which is transferred into the aqueous phase. The
overall stoichiometrtcet!qUatton
( l)
with proper:.stoichiometrtc coefftcitents �,A• "'Ytt• ,suits to the majority of important
extractionss1stems.
Due to tbe�practfcal,requfreaents"on·t.f'ldlsstitil extractants, namely high extractior
rate at very low solubfltty, ·p.,actieil}y lillhUtractfons of industrial interest occur 1
in the so called,fast, readion regi11e, 'IIIIOltnt·ett-r.acted being directly proportional
to the i nterfacfa 1 area. 'The 'film ·t1teory of·,raass · transfer offers a simplified but

very useful background for the fonnulation of the model for the extraction rate, de
fined as the interfacial flux of the extracted component, J(kmole m-2s-1).

Fig.1.Concentration profiles at the
interface
a) Fast reaction in the film
b) Equilibrium reaction at the
interface
c) Equilibrium reaction at the
interface with interfacial
resistance
Fast reaction in the diffusional film. In this case the relationships for the extrac
tion rate are obtained by integration of the diffusion equations with corresponding
reaction tenns over the thickness of the film. Physical equilibri1111 at the interface
and chemical equilibrium in the bulk of the phase is usually assumed. The integration
can be perfonned analytically only for si11pliest cases of reaction kinetics and only
under restrictive assumptions. Shall the model respect the formation of the extrac
table complex in the aqueous film and its simultaneous transfer into.the organic pha
se, the resulting implicite relations for the extraction rate are very complicated,
difficult to be solved and their .validity restricted by the necessary simplifying as
sumptions. The concentration profiles for the reaction components in the diffusional
films are shown in Fig.la. If the solubility of the extractant is very low, the reac
tion occurs in a very thi-n reaction zone at the interface whose thickness 6R decrea
ses w,thincreasing values of the reaction constant kR and of the partition coeffi
cient pA. In the 1 imiting case (kR + •, pA + •, kR/p! 'I 0) the reaction zone thickness
6R approaches zero. the concentrations at the interface fulfill the condition of
equilibrium expressed by.the extraction equilibrium constant

lilfflll
0

b

C

"A
"H
lC • cEicHi /(,lAi )
and a correctly set-up model reduces to
- "A
"
K • (cE + J/fE)(cH + J/("HkH)) H. / [(cB - J/ke)(cA - J/("AkA )) ].

(1)

(2)

Eq.(2) represent the rate equation for extraction accompanied by the equilibrium re
action (I) .at the interface.
Many models of extraction kinetics have been propbsed on the basis of the data on
the so called initial extraction rate (with cE • 0). In an erroneous.analogy to homo
genous kinetics, tlhe effect of the reverse reactfon on the extraction rate has been
often neglected. Holllever. zero concentrations of the products do not eliminate this
effect. which depends on the concentrations at the interface (uinly·cEi ). The con
centration of the extracted complex at the interface may be significant even at its
zero concentratioa in the bulk of the organic phase. especially in case of high dif
fusion resistance in this phase. The ccaparison of the similar graphs.in Figs 2 and
3, which show the dependences of the initial extraction rate on the concentration of
the extracted ca.ponent in the aqueous phase. indicate that system with instantaneous
reaction (Fig.J) can be easily incorrectly identified, if the reverse reaction is
neglected. as system controlled by reaction kinetics (Fig.2).
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_Fig.3 ,Instantaneous reversible reaction at
the interface. Dependence of the
extraction rate on concentrations
and extraction constant K (kR-)

Fig. 2 ;Fast irreversible reaction in the
film. Dependence of the extrac
tion rate on concentrations and
reaction rate constant kR (K-)

Models with fast reversible reaction in the aqueous film proved to be appropriate
in cases of metal extraction by chelate formation, e.g. for copper extraction by hy
droxyoximes 1 , as well as for modelling catalysed extraction2 •
Equilibrium reaction at the interface with interfacial resistance
A number of extractants (DEHPA, amines, hydroxyoximes and others) are due to their
hydro-lipophylic character surface active, can adsorb at the interface and lower the
interfacial tension. The surface active compounds generally increase the rigidity of
the.interface, increase viscosity and decrease diffusivity in the vicinity of the
phase boundary and also decrease considerably mass transfer rate. The interfacial re
sistance caused by the extractant should be included into the models of extraction
rate. Two mechanisms of the interfacial resistance have been proposed. The barrier
model3 expresses the resistance by a set of adsorption and desorption constants with
the assumption of non-equilibrium at the interface. The hydrodynamic model4 is based
on the assumption that the interface is of finite thickness with a capacity to accu
mulate the solute and that equilibria exist at its boundaries. When first order ab
sorption-desorption kinetics is considered in the barrier model, both models imply
resistance additivities and an effective mass transfer coefficient k' may be defined
1/k'. = 1/k + 1/kI,
(3)
where II characterizes the interfacial resistance.
When extraction is accompanied by a reaction involving ions, the reaction takes
place at the aqueous side of the interface and the transfer of the components cros
sing the interface is hindered by the interfacial resistance (Fig.le). In this case
tne kinetic model for extraction can be formulated as
"H
(ke:c£ + J)("HkHcH + J)"H
IE ("HkH)
K ----..--,- = at
(4)
(kBcB - J)(vi}lA - J) A
ks("lA) A
'

6

where

(5a,b)

k'E

If the extractant is in excess and component H is hydrogen ion, it is likely that
JJ/(vlAcA) I « 1, IJ/(vHkHcH) I « 1 and Eq.(4) can then be rl!duced to

vA
1
vH
- (cs - CE.CH /(KcA )).
= ------(6)
V
like+ cH\IH/(i:EKcA A l
In case of an interfacial resistance
vH kE << vkl, diffusion resistances in the aque
ous phase can become negligible (k8cH / (kEKcA >> 1) and Eq.(6) further simplifies,
for the initial extraction rate (cE = 0) to
J

-

V

V

(7)
J = kEKcA ACB/CH H
for the initial rate of reextraction (c8 = 0) to
J = -Ii'E.
(8)
Extraction then mimic rate control by chemical reaction with power kinetics (7)
and with an apparent reaction rate constant kiK, the rate of reextraction being de
pendent only on the concentration of the extracted complex in the organic phase.
The dependences of the initial extraction and reextraction rates on the concentra
tions of the reaction components are illustrated in Fig. 4 for the case vA = vH = 2,
which representsextraction of a divalent metal ion by a monovalent organic acid.
Fig.4a characterizes the dependence of the extraction rate on the concentrations
of the metal and of the hydrogen ions in the aqueous phase, Fig.4b similar dependen
ce of the reextraction rate on metal and extractant concentrations in the organic
phase. Fig.4c and 5d illustrate the dependence of the extraction rate on extractant
concentration and of the reextraction rate on the hydrogen ion concentration. The ap
parent order of the extraction rate varies from Of vA for the extractant, 0 f 1 for
the metal,and Of -vH for the hydrogen ion, in dependence on the concentration ratios.
Similar changes of the apparent order can be observed for the reextraction. This ef
fect of diffusional resistances on the apparent reaction order can explain different
results obtained in interpreting rate data by chemically controlled mechanism.
Measurement of extraction rate. Mass transfer cells with defined interfacial area re
present the most reliable technique for measurement of extraction rate. The cell with
vibrational mixing5 •6 offers advantage over the cell of Lewis' type, as the vibratio
nal mixing provides high bulk mixing with unifonn distribution of turbulence over the
interfacial area. Kinetic experiments should be perfonned in a wide range of concen
trations in order to increase observability of the parameters. It should be noted
that in a counter-current extraction process there is low metal extractant concentra
tion ratio at the raffinate end and highly loaded extractant and high metal concentration at the extract end. Hence, it is
hardly possible to accept the simplification of the model such as Eq.(6), which may be justified for batch experiments but
not for counter-current extraction, where in the region of highly loaded extractant
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Fig.4.Equilibrium reaction at the interface with interfacial resist1nce. Dependence
of the initial extraction and reextraction rate on the concentrations of the
reaction components (vA = vH = 2)

and high metal concentration in aqueous phase the assumption of negligible resistance
for component A won't be fulfilled. The method of fitting integral kinetic data, preferably measured up to practical equilibrium, by calculated curves obtained by inte
gration of the rate equation, is generally more reliable than the method of initial
rates. It is important to carry out a series of experiments at different levels of
mixing intensity, in order that diffusional and kinetic (interfacial) resi.stances
might be separated.
If exponent r in the dependence of mass transfer coefficient on mixilllS intensity
(mixing speed n, amplitude of vibration A) is known
(9)

the interfacial resistance can be estimated from the slope of log J vs. log n plot by
means of the relation'

k'

1 d log J

(10)

r d log n
8

This �rocedure is considered to be more reliable than the detennination of the inter
facial resistance from Eq.(3), using k value calculated from a general correlation,
which is subject to errors in the correlation itself and in the detennination of the
diffusivity •swell.
Application of the model with interfacial resistance
As an example of the above mentioned approach to extraction kinetics, integral ki
netic data on extraction and reextraction of Celll by DEHPA in nitrate media7 are
presented in the lecture and interpreted by the model with interfacial resistance.
The values of the parameters, estimated by maximum likelihood method, are compared
with tbe values obtained from published data on similar systems. It is demonstrated
that the model produces a very good fit of kinetic data from a number of different
systems, e.g. Zn extraction by DEHPA 8 or HCl extraction by TLA 9•
Though the model of equilibrium interfacial reaction with interfacial resistance
may not in all cases provide a complete and true description of the complex extrac
tion mechanism, nevertheless, it represents a sound and useful approxi111ation for the
rate equation, suitable for chemical engineering applications. As an example of this
application, prediction of the separation efficiency of a vibrating plate column for
ce111 extraction based on this model is described.
Symbols
c - concentration,
J - extraction rate.•
k - mass transfer coefficient,
k' - apparent mass transfer coefficient,
including interfacial resistance ,
1:1 - coefficient of interfacial resistance,
kR - reaction rate constant,
n - frequency of mixing,
v - stoichi0111etric coefficient,
K - constant def. by Eq.(4),

Subscripts:
A,B,E,H - refers to c011p0nents.
- value at the interface-.
Barred symbols refer to organic phase.
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CATALYTIC PROPERTIES OF LIQUID/LIQUID-INTERFACES
W. Nitsch and
FRG

A.

von Imhof, Technical University of Munich, Garching,

INTRODUCTION
The numerous chemical extractions of ions in water/solvent-systems exhi
bit one common ·feature: Ions aggregate to uncharged species which be
come soluble in an apolar medium. There are symptoms which indicate, that
these typical ion-exchange steps are localized at the interface between
water and solvent. Catalytic actions of amphiphilic layers on the rate
of chemical extractions (1) and the strong change of the rate constants
with the nature of the water/solvent-interface (H 2 0/CC14 resp. H 2 0/CHC13)
( 2 ) are relevant examples.
From such effects the general question arises for additional parameters
acting in the interface or the "interphase" between water and solvent. Be
cause physical properties of such fluid "angstrBm regions" are not acces
sible from methodical reasons until now, a comparison of the same chemical
reaction occuring in the homogeneous phase and in the "interphase" should
be an interesting subject for the study of the effect of interfacial para
meters for the course of chemical reactions.
The contribution demonstrates that the complexation of cobalt-ions in a
water/CC1 -system with dithizone (HX) yield relevant and surprising re
4
sults.
Experiments
Experiments were performed in a column (18,5 cm) filled with aqueous
coc1 2 -solution. Using a plate, equipped with 2 95 capillaries swarms of
nearly monodisperse drops of cc1 loaded with the HX, were produced at the
4
top of the column. Changing the volumetric throughput of the dispersed
phase , well defined interfacial areas between 2 00 and 2 500 cm 2 are to
realize. After coalescence at PTFE··spheres the solvent phase was pumped in
to a stirred vessel and redistributed at the capillary-plate (3). With
on-line measurements of the concentration in the vessel using the material
balance, the cobalt-fluxes N into the drops are to calculate.
Results
-2

For CoC1 2 -concentrations between 10 -4 and 10
mol/1 the calculated
fluxe� are always proportional to the exposed area, with a first order
for the HX and the cobalt-ion concentration.in constrast to this behavior

in the region of low cobalt concentration -(Co � 2 . 10-s mol/ll the
fluxes are becoming independent on the area, again with a first order
+
for cobalt ions and HX and a reciprocal dependency for H .

The controlling step
The kinetic case of N being independent on the area is easy to assign:

the homogeneous complexation inside the aqueous phase must be rate con
trolling. This means, that the equation

N
( 1)

holds for the rate law.
For the region N,.,F special calculations enable the exclusion of two
kinds of limitations: the measured fluxes are to fast for a homogeneous
reaction in the regime of transport and to slow for an interfacial reac
tion being transport controlled. Therefore the conclusion is justified,
that the region N...,F is controlled by interfacial reactions in a state
of a pronounced nonequilibrium. The known independency of flux from con

vection (stirred cell-experiments) (2) supports the above conclusion.
With regard to the measurements the equation

N

F . k
(2)

describes the rate law for the interfacial reaction.
Comparison of the homogeneous and the heterogeneous conversion
The values for the constants k v (s-1) and k (cm s- 1) ar� not comparable
for dimensional reasons, but the interfacial reaction can be converted

into the usual "homogeneous scale" if one assign t�e interface a certain
thickness d. This means that instead of equation (2) the relation

_N __

F • d

( 3)

should be used.
11

Assuming for d the value of 10 A as an approximate thickness for the
region of transition from aqueous-to solvent bulk properties, the rele
vant rate constants are
o, 18
k/d

43

This comparison demonstrates a strong catalytic effect of the liquid/
liquid-interface. This effect together with the higher concentration of
dithizone in the interphase (HXI related to the value of the aqueous
phase HXw (see eq. 1) favours the interfacial path of the complexation.
The catalytic effect of the interface can be made plausible with regard
to the known strong influence of the dielectric constant (DK) on the rate
constant of ionic reactions (4): because of the continuous transition
of all bulk properties at the surrounding of the interface, one have to
account, that the DK of the aqueous phase decrease into the value of the
solvent phase inside the small thickness of such a transition layer. This
means for an ionic reaction inside this transition layer, that the effec
tive value of the DK,beeing essential for the reaction plane,is between
the aqueous-and the solvent bulk value. Because of the known relationship
lnk,., 1/DK for ionic reactions, the interfacial process must run accele
rated in relation to the homogeneous path inside the aqueous phase.
It is possible, that the reported behavior of the cobalt-system reflects
a general property of liquid/liquid-interfaces, explaining the meanwhile
conventional concept of ion extraction, running as an interfacial process.
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INTEPFACIAL PHENOMENA IN THE ION-M¼SQ«I•ATION'l EXTRACTION
OF IRON(II) WITH 1,10-PHENANTHROLINES

H.Watarai, Department of Chemistry, Facultwof:f Education, Axita
University, Akita 010, Japan

Interfacial phenomena in solvent exb�action process is,currently an
attractive subject in solvent extraction chemistry. Recently, it has
been elucidated that the chelate extracti�on, rates of Zn(II), and Ni(III.
with n-alkyl substituted dithizones (1) and! Ni(II) w.i,th1 �d.x:oxy-5nonylacetophenone oxime [ 2 I in highly agi,tated systems are- governed by
the formation rate of 1:1 complex at the liquid-liquid interface, by
means of the high-speed stirring app�ratus whioh allows both measure
ments of the interfacial amount of extractant (3) and the extraction
rate under the same condi!tions [ 4]. Thus.,, tu)e primary Iio
. :lle.·, of interface
in the chelate extraction kinetics was shown to be the int.13rfaci. al ad
sorption of the extractant. On the other hand, the role off inllJi.rface in
ion-association extraction pro.cess is less understood than that· in chel
ate extraction. In the present study, the i·nt�ial phenomena in the
extractio
, n of Fe(II) with 1,10-phenanthrolines, known as a representa
tive ion-association extraction system-, in analytical chemkstry, were in
vestigated.
Experimental. 1,10-Phenanthroline(phitn), 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenan
throline-(D
. PP) and other reagents used were of'. all reagent g,i:.ade. Chlo
roform was used as an organic phase solvent in almost expe�iments. Ion
ic strellJ!th of aqueous solutions was adjusted to 0.1 by, sodi·um salt and
pH was controlled by sodium acetate(0 •.00 2M), sodium hydr®<ide and hydDO::
chloric acid or perchloric acid. Int�r�acial adsorptiv�ty of Fe(II)
complexes in static systems was inves·tiCJS·ted through the• measurements of
interfacial tension by means of the drop-volume metl)od. For the Fe,('II. ).
DPP s.ystems, the interfacial adsorption under st:iirred conditioll)S. was in
vestigpted by means of the high-speed stirring apparatus. In this meth
od, the interfacial adsorption of [Fe(Dl!'l!>h131 t 2 + was observed as a de
crease in organic phase absorbance, whici,; was reversiblY, caus.ed by, stir�
rin�. The presence of [Fe(DPP) 3J 2+ at interface was con,t>1irmed fr0� the
measurement of the spectrum characteristic of the comple,» ion in the di.s
persed system composed of DPP in chlorotorm and Fe(II) in Na 2SO� s0lu
tion, in which no-ion-association extraction occured.
Kinetic experiments of the extraction of Fe(II) with DPP were carried
out: by means of the high-speed stirring appA,ratus [ 2 J. Ei.fty ml of OPP
in ehloroform and 45ml of aqueous salt solution were agitated at the
stirring rate of 4700rpm in an extraction vessel thermostated at 25:t0.1 °
C, and the extraction was· s;tar, ted by inj,ecting 5ml of Fe(II) solution
int.o the mixture. Extraction rate was observed as an absorbance in
crease in th!! organic phas.& which was continuously separated from the
two-phase mixture by the aid of Teflon phase separater and circul�ted
13

through the flow cell at the rate of 1 2.9 ml/min. The absorbance data
were acquired by a micro-computer as a function of time, and then ana
lyzed to obtain an observed initial extraction rate r8bs(Abs./sec).
Interfacial adsorption of [Fe(phen)3J 2 + and [Fe(DPP)3] 2+
Interfa
cial tension observed in the liquid-liquid systems of chloroform or car
bon tetrachloride/[Fe(phen)3J 2+ in 0.lM sodium chloride solution is
shown in Fig. 1. According to the equation derived by combining the
Gibbs equation and the Langmuir isotherm, the adsorption constants K',
which were defined as the ratio of the interfacial concentration to the
aqueous phase concentration of [Fe(phen)3J 2 + at infinit dilution, were
obtained; 9. 23xlo-5 l/cm 2 and l.07xlo-6 l/cm 2 for chloroform and carbon
tetrachloride systems, respectively. Although it has been reported that

[Fe(phen)3J 2+ does not adsorb at air/water interface [SJ, a significant
adsorptivity of the complex ion was found out in the oil-water interface.
The stronger adsorptivity observed in chloroform system than carbon tet
rachloride system corresponds to the larger distribution constant in the
former system; Ko•7 23(CHC13)) K cl.14(CC14). This suggests that the ab
O
sorption of [Fe(phen)3J 2+ from aqueous phase to interface is governed by
the lipophilic interaction between phen coordinated to Fe(II) ion and
the organic phase solvent at the interface.
In the case of [Fe(DPP)3J 2 +, which is insoluble in water but soluble
in chloroform forming an ion-pair, the adsorption from organic phase to
interface was shown from the interfacial tension lowering (Fig. 2).

Fig.l. Interfacial adsorption
of [Fe(phen)3J 2+ in the two
organic solvent systems
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The adsorptivity of [Fe(DPP)3J 2+ depended on the nature of counter anion
and increased in the order of c10 4 < Br- < CCl3COo- < Cl-, corresponding to
the order of decreasing extractability of the ion-pairs.
The interfacial adsorption of [Fe(DPP)3J 2+ was also observed in vigor
ously stirred liquid-liquid system as a decrease in the organic phase
concentration of the ion-pair caused by stirring (Fig. 3). Figure 4
shows saturation curves in the plots of the absorbance decrease 6A
caused by stirring against A', the organic phase absorbance under stir
rin�. These results were analyzed by the next equation based on the
Langmuir isotherm,
6A = ----aE: + K'A'

(1)

Vo

where a refers to the saturated interfacial concentration (mol/cm 2), K'
to the adsorption constant (l/cm 2), E: to the molar absorptivity of the
ion-pair, Ai to the total interfacial area (cm 2) under stirring and V0
to the volume of organic phase (1) (V0 •V in the present study). The
values of K'Ai were estimated as 0.473(Cl-), 0. 207(Br-), 0. 203(CC13coo-)
and 0.0045 2(Cl0 4). Thus, the interfacial adsorptivity of [Fe(DPP)3J 2+
was largely affected by the hydration energy of the anions.
Extraction kinetics of [Fe(DPP)3J 2+
The rate of extraction of the
complex ion into chloroform was measured in the four anion systems by
means of the high-speed stirring method. The rate of increase in the
organic phase absorbance was strongly dependent on the counter anion,
i.e. the value of r�bs defined by (dA'/dt>t=o in Cl0 4 system was 69
times larger than that in c1- system. The r8bs depended linearly on
both initial concentrations of Fe 2 + and DPP. Effect of pH on r8bs was
not remarkable in the reagion of pH•4.0-7.0. Hence, the rate-determin
ing reaction was suggested to be the chelate formation of Feopp 2 +. From
these results, the next rate equation was proposed taking into account

i,@,1t

lDPPJ • Ula 1rM
CIICl1
r,.,.J• ,.o a 10·1 ..
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Fig.4. Adsorption isother111 in
agitated CHCl3/0,lM salt
solutions

Fig.J. Typical example of stirring
effect on the organic phase
absorbance
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2J)

the interfacial adsorption of fiE)e.(.DPP) 3 J 2+ through the extraction (see
Fig. 3) ,
_____ , kapp[Fe 2+ linit[OPPlo, init
___e:..l
1 + (K'Ai/V 0)

( 2)

where 1 and kapp refer to the cqptical cell length and the apparent ex
tnaction .�ate constant. If the rate-determining. reaction takes place in
bulk aqueous phase, kapp is given by,
kl
kapp = -Ko

( 3)

wh.ere k1 refe.11.S ·to the formation ,.1cate constant in aqueous phase and Ko
to the distt1,ti:,ution constant _o1: OPP, 10 7 -1 3 [6). The values of k1 calcu
lated by eq. '(>,),.) showed the cOXlie.r _of 10 8 M-1sec-1, which is 10 3 times
larger than the formation -rate.-con-stant of [Fe(phen) 3 J 2+ , and hence
other reaction pass may be responsible for the rate-determining step.
If the chelate formation reaction in interface has predominant role,
kapp is approximated by,

�i
--,
V

( 4)

o

wher.e ki' and KL' :refer to the :f.QlfllUl.tion rate constant at interface and
the ;,:tdsorption c:mn11tant of OPP,, �pectively. Although the interfacial
adsorption of OPP in the neutra'l itorm was very slight, a contrili)ution of
the interfacial reaction, eq. (14)
1 ,_ was suggested from the estimaton of
-�L· A j/v_0 • The back-extraction rate of iron from [Fe(OPP) 3 J 2 + in chloro
form -wit-h 1>.i.OlM sodium -�l(droxide was much faster in Cl - system ,t!han that
;J,n .Cl04 sys-tern, sugge�g a signi.fi.i:cant role of the interfaci-al IOOl'ICen
•t:u:.at:ion of [Fe(OPP l 3 I 2:+_. Thus, tlu! role of interface in the ion-·asscx:i
rt-:lion ex.traction rate was discuss�l:l in terms of the interfacial -adsorp·td.1t>n .:e:,f · the complex ion as well as OPP.
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NEW TOOLS FOR AN OLD PROBLEM: THE L·L .INTERPACE
Henry Freiser; Strategic Metals'Recoveiw Research Facility, University of
Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA

Moat acientlsta l-nterested in the chemlst,ry <1Yf solvent extraction
processes tended, until relatively rec.ently, to,overlook or minimize the

role of the liquid-liquid (L·L) ·interface. Particularly when extraction of
-tal ions are concerned, lnvolvi, ng sub.s.t:ltutlon of hydrated water by a
nwaber of (usually) anionic organic ligands tto form a neutral, extractable

chelate, much of the chemistry of chelation ls viewed as occurring in the
bulk aqueous phase (1).
The adequately organic soluble ligand or metal
chelate . were not thought to be adsorbed at-the •L·L interface. Moreover,
even though procedures for phase mixing lio 1'1lb1Ch equilibrium or in studying

extraction kinetics (2) were �onducted under,conditlons of energetic-mixl'l&
or stirril)S, bound to create a subst
: antial iiitmerfacial region, prooe.ilune.s
for the ex-instion of the systems called <far quiescent phases, so that :!the
interface .... of little or no influence.

There
validity

is still lively controver111 concerning tllhe relative -rits Jtnd
of measuring extraction kinebics •b.:Y ,means ,of either known fi.xed

interfacial ,area ,configured experiaent!s, which run ·tlh,i danger of involving
diffusion lle11aa, or by means of rapid •sti'Jll:!l.,ng apparatus in which dif£uri.,on
is minimized, ·but interfacial area is lla,z;ge •but ,not adequately descr.tbed.

Work

from ,thi.9

Laboratory (3-6) deaonstnted that, by use of an appar.atus

incorporatiqg ,a miaoporous -flon iJlhaae .u_parator /�PS), a quantitative
relationabJat 'between stirring speed .and inter.faeiial area in a solvent ,eg.
traction ·ml&>tl1&re coald be obtalned; thus ., ·malting .it ;poaslble to (a) measune

quantltat.l-ly the extent of urter£aclal .adsorptd,011 fif -tractanta and metal
coaplexH. (1,) det.ralne the kinetics of extraatll,11n tUnder high, controlled
known l-nter&cial area, .and (c) elucidate the :aecban'i-(s) of metal extrac
tion,

both v.ith regard to the nature of die ;rau limiting reaction and iota

location, ei11beT in bulk phase or interface.
Thus, eapl1>ying the automated solvent �n apparatus which incor

porates the KTPS, we -re able to quantltatl'll!Jll? -uure the reaction rate
constants of three cone.rent reaction paths tnvo1-.d in the extraction of
Nl(II)

wlth

1-quinolinol

l1J in chloroi- and identify their loci.

They

each-involve 11be formation of the 1:1 complex but differ aa follows: (a) the
first involve• the neutral ligand and occurs in the bulk aqueous phase; the
next

two

involve the ligand anion, one in (b) the bulk aqueous 1'base, and

the other.
studied ao
ligand can

(c) occur• in the interface. Several related aysteaa have been
that auch factors aa the effect of increasing hydrophobicity pf
be evaluated. Using this experimental approach, Watarai (8) has

observed that charged aetal. coaplexea, such as those with substituted
phensnthrollne, can be adsorbed at the. 'L•L interface. Recently, Dietz and
Freiser have �ound that certain, relatively simple neutral chelate• are also

2.3-.262
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aurface active (9). The impact of such phenomena on the course of extrac
tions will be diacuaaed.
A

second, and relatively recent approach to the examination of solvent

extraction processes involves investigating the Faradaic ion transfer across
the externally polarized L-L interface. Such studies have demonstrated their

ability to provide powerful insights into the mechanisms of mass transfer in
a wide variety of extraction systems. Our entry in thi• field resulted in
the elucidation of the phase distribution behavior of 1,10-phenanthroline
(phen) and related chelating agents between an aqueous and dichloroethane
(DCE) phase pair (10].
Through this study, we were able to detail the
sequence of events; namely, that (a) phen distributes between the two
+
phases, then (b) phen is protonated in the aqueous phase to give phenH
which then

(c)

electrochemically transfers to DCE as indicated by the ob

served polarographic wave, and finally, (d) there is ion pair formation in
+
and tetraphenylborate, part of the aupporting organic
DCE between phenH
phaae electrolyte.
+

This auggeated to ua that the polarographic behavior of

K •facilitated" by valinomycin might be explained in the same manner, which
we confirmed by our study (11,12].

presence of

Polarographic examination of phen in the

metal• in the aqueoua phaae, produced wave• reaulting
n+
from the transfer of M(phen)i (13). Analyais of these wave• allowed ua to
obtain quantitative evaluation of the kinetics of formation of the 1:1 phen
complexes
extreme,

of

various

Co(II)

and Zn(II) which both gave "kinetic• wavea. At either

Cd(II) was found to give a-"diffusion-controlled" wave, indicating

ita
kinetics of phen complex formation were faster than the
that
polarographic experiment, and Ni(II) which gave no wave at all, aa a result

of its

very

slow

rate of complex formation. We have studied a number of

metal chelate extraction systems by meana of this technique, including those
of selected 8-quinolinola, acylpyrazolones, dithizone, and can obtain a much
clearer and detailed picture of the overall extraction scheme, -including

various -tal complex species not usually detected, Furthermore, by means of

a COfflRUter-controlled apparatus for the acquisition of electrochemical data

at the L-L

developed

in this Laboratory

(14), we can now acquire both

polarographic data and electrocapillary curves rapidly and simultaneously
with a level of precision and accuracy significantly better than currently

available alternatives. Thi• apparatus gives us the capability to examine
the compoaition of the interface, information readily obtained from the
electrocapillary curves. Example• of this approach will be discuaaed.
ATR has been employed principally for its advantages with opaque samples
and thin films, but also ha• been used quantitatively for analyses of homoIn the course of other work on adsorption of chelating
geneoua solutions.

agents at interfaces, we needed to quantitatively determine surface excess

values (adsorption densities) of species adsorbed at liquid-solid interfaces

•in the presence of solution. Inasmuch as ATR is particularly sensitive to
light-absorbing species near the internal reflection element (IRE)/solution
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interface, we decided to investigate its potential for quantitative deter
mination of adsorbed species. The convenience of the "CIRCLE" cylindrical

internal

reflection

(CIR) cell [15, 16] has led to its increasing utiliza

tion for analyses of homogeneous solutions, but it also has some advantages

over other ATR devices which simplify the determination of adsorbed species.

Unfortunately, the correct mathematics for separation of the IR band
intensities due to adsorbed and solution analytes have not been available in
the literature.
We have developed the necessary equations for interpreta
tion of CIR ATR spectra of surface-active analytes in the presence of

analyte solutions and presented an experimental verification of the method
with the use of cetylpyridinium chloride (C PC). By using a calibrated CIR

cell

excess

(17],

we

values,

were able to obtain quantitative values for Gibbs surface

r,

of CPC absorbing from water and CH c1 onto the zinc
2 2
selenide IRE of the CIR. The single-point (B-point) Brunauer-Emmett-Teller

liquid N
batch

adsorption method for surface area determination, along with a
2
adsorption
experiment
with
depletion
determined
by UV-vis

By

coating the internal reflectance element with thin layers of suitable

spectrophotometry, was used to independently confirm the IR values.

materials, and examining the resulting spectra, we hope to be able to learn
not only what and how much is adsorbed in the L-L interface, but by examina
tion of the precise position of absorption bands to learn more about the
nature of the chemical environment in the interface.
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HOW TO RELATE IlfTERPACrAL Ell'PECTS·TO IlfTERPACIAL KIBB'l'ICS
AND VICE VERSA

J-5

l

Th. Michel and W. Ni,ttscl\.,, 'l!:e.ch·mi.cal University of Munich,
Garching, FRG

Despite many efforts a detailed and• isolated examination of
processes

at

fluid

till today. In particular the- 1:.±mited or even totally
cal

reactive

interf-ace.s, i.s of a comparatively undeveloped state
missing

methodi

- -1:El'!!--s; it is possible via a suitable procee
Nev.erth
- e

investigations.

ding to get some significant ef.fects and results related to

interfacial

kinetics of metal ion extraction fl�.
In

the present contribution. a �ew important aspects of methodical as

well as of i:nterfacial chemical: na-tllll,'e shall be presented.
1. One
- main problem the�eh¥ i:s, that for
of

the

kinetic

investigation

meta.l. ian extraction ·a s-ep.a·ration and independant measurement of the

two limiting cases - trans-po..i:t and reaction regime - must
For

th-a-t

purpose

the

flu.i d states offers a su. .i,ta,b,l'e, expe-rimental set up.
this

i:t

appears

Howev-er,

�

ffi;

ill

-------

IB

possible.
by

dcing

as nec-e•s·sary to "ca:tibrate" the flow behaviour of the

stir-red' cell via pure traBl.S;p.ort limited processes (fig. 1).

ill

be

- x:e.d· celr w.:iith its controllable and variable
stir.

Ro.te

pure transport

PG

reaction
stirring speed

F:iig·. l
The principle of a
stirred cell and its
characteristic depen
dance of transfer rate
upon fluid state
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This makes sure that flow independant plateau rates of mass transfer
are really caused by limiting chemical processes and not by undefined
flowstates of the stirred cell. This methodical aspect is of great im
portance for the determination of the reaction kinetics ot the system
considered. By evaluating the obtained plateau rates for instanc� �t.
was possible to derive for the system Zna /Dithizon0 rg a kinetic equ&
.
q.
tion of the form (2)
n = k

C

Zn

C

HDz

CH,+

The additional proportionality of the mass transfer to the interlaac.La,l
area is a strong proof for an interfacial reaction. In this connection,
it is also important to consider the influence of various buffer ��s�
terns on the kinetics of the reaction. Different buffer substan.ce•s a>n-d:
also their different concentrations can lead to considerable alte�·
tions of the reaction rate.
If at these kinetic investigations additional adsorption laye·rs a-re
introduced at the interface, one proceeds to the supplementary are.a of
interfacial effects and their influence on mass transfer.
In the following three important aspects in this connection supplmen
tary to the above considerations are presented.
2. A totally independant interfacial effect of adsorption laye�a is
their fluid dynamic effect, which means the interaction of the layer
with the fluid flow adjacent to the interface . Here the elastic ?Jroper
ties of the layer are decisive and thereby it is only possible that ef
fects are based on influences on transport proccesses (fig. 2). A plot
of
mass transfer rate against stirring
speed for pure transport limited cases then
always results in the same phenomenological
appearance for different surfactant layers,
this means a more or less unspecific ef
fect. For investigations of the specific
interaction of the adsorption layer and the
interfacial reaction the fluid dynamic ef
fect always represents more a disturbing
superimposition and it should be repressed
as far as possible.
However, the fluid dynamic effect regard
Fig. 2, The fluid dy
lessly is of great importance, if adsorp
namic picture of the
tion layers of special interfacial behav
surfactant effeci at a
iour are used (e.q. lipides). In this case
liq./liq. interface
it
is possible, that totally different
states caused by the liquid flow simu�tane

uu
ii illi.®U i J
()(\
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ously exist at the interface and that the distinct properties of these
states have a different effect on the limiting interfacial reaction. As
a result by this detour therefore a flow effect can change limiting
reactions.
3. Of totally different nature interfacial effects are

in

the

case

of limiting interfacial reactions. Here one can speak unequivocally of
an electrostatic effect, if ionic surfactants are adsorbed. In the Zn/
Dithizon system anionic layers retard the reaction, on the other hand
cationic ones enhance it (3,6), both cases related to the same charge
density at the interface (see also fig. 3). The qualitative interpreta
tion within the meaning of an enrichment of some ionic species at the
interphase (4,5) out of the water-phase does not succeed here. This
means, the known classical principles of colloid chemistry directed to
wards the aqueous phase are not applicable in this case. Rather some
indications pointed into the direction, that the potential effect of
charged monolayers must be related to the interface itself and hence to
the interfacial reaction taking place there. Within this meaning the
influence of charged monolayers on the dissociation of the ligand ex
plains qualitatively the direction of the effects.

8

l'I.I

0
0
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lli.:._l. The effect of dif
ferent surfactant layers
on the mass transfer rate
DHSS z dihexyl sulfosuccinate;
AOT s Aeorosol-OT c bis
(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate;
HDz: 1.25 l0-4m,'
Zn 2+ : l O -4 m; pH: 5 . O;
all surfactants referr to the
same surface excess 1.84·10-G
(mol /m')

4. Finally chemical and constitutional aspects of monolayers and
their effects at interfaces shall be presented. Whith the results shown
in fig.3 it is clearly demonstrated that specific properties of the
layer can by far exceed the unspecific potential effect. The results
shown in the figure are all related to the same surface excess and
therefore to the same interfacial charge density. Especially in the
anionic case of AOT appears a drastic

retardation

of

the

interfacial

reaction. This influence is of such an extent, that reaction rates at
zinc concentrations hundred times higher (in surfactant free systems
then this reaction is much faster and the mass transfer is practically

pure transport governed) can be decreased down to a level which is even
lower than the reaction at clean interface at a zinc concentration of
10-4 m . Via interface-chemical investigations it was possible to demon
strate some specific interaction between zinc and AOT compared with do
decylsulfate. However, yet it has not been possible to establish dis
tinct states of the layer caused by this interaction. But specific chem
ical aspects of this effect of the layer are indicated by the fact,
that in the case of the Cd/dithizone system the difference between AOT
and dodecylsulfate is considerable smaller.
Until now it has not been possible to establish definite relations
of the observed effects. The ma.in problems in this context are that it
is nearly impossible to measure directly such quantities like the exact
site of the reaction in the interfacial region, the thickness �f the
interphase or interfacial concentrations of the involved species.
However, beyond this it would be thinkable to derive via analogous
conclusions from examinations in multiphase systems and microemulsions
particularly in the case of AOT a few insights into its out.standing
system behaviour at liquid/liquid interfaces.
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THE INTERP'ACIAL ACTIVITY OF HYDROXYOXDlES AND THE REACTION! 3-6
'ORDER OF COPPER EXTRACTION IN THE OCTANE/WATER SYSTEM

J�.Szymanow•ki and K.Prochaska, Poznan Techni_c al University,
Ins tit ute of Chemical Technology and Bngineering, Poznan, Poland

The aim of this work is to discwss the kinetic relations p redictet �or different versions of extraction mechanism, using the values
of the interfaoial hydroxyoxime concentration determined from inter
facial tension i•otherms at the octane/wat er interface according to
various adsorption isotherms and to compare these predicted reaction
<0.l'ders against hyd roxyoximes with those determined experimentally.
the interfacial tenaion isotherm determined previously for 2-hydro
q�5-t-ootylbenzophen one E oxime ti] was used for discuasion. The
Yal.ues of the appropriate con•tants for different adsorption is o
therms were also computed in our previous work l'2.7.
It we consider the following reaction scheJllea and we neglect dif
tuaion1
Scheme I
2+
cu---.+
+ HBad • cuB+ad+ H +w __.
( 1)
(2)
CuBad + HBint • CuB2 ad+ aw
CuB2 ad+ 2HBo • CuB2 o+ HBad+ HBlnt
(J)
Scheme II
+
+
2+
cu---.+
+ HB
(4)
ad • CuBad + H w +
CuBad + HBad • CuB2 ad+ e;
(S)
(6)
CuB2 ad + 2HB 0 • CuB2 0 + 2HBad
where: HB stands tor hydroxyoxime, subscrip ts� and� denote a wa
ter phase and an organic pha••, respectively1 aubsc ripta ti and ,1Ai
denote the molecules in the intertaoial aonolayer and at the border
oL the subl&J•r from which the hydroxyoxiae 1• t r anaferred 1Ato the
aonola7er without diftuaion, the following kl1111tic equatiou oan be
- ...,. rm. 7 , r
- • k r'""',3
,as,r , r
obtatne-d1 r1,4 • k r , r...
0
0 5 • 1c1-, r6 •
2 • k r ,nsu
3
2 /HB/� for
reactions 1 and 4, 2,5 and 6 aasUMd a• the liaiting
ateps, respeotively l'JJ, where r stands for the aurfaoe exceaa.
The s urface exceas equals approxiately to the by•roxyexiae in
terfacial concentration and can be determined acoordi.ag to the dif•
terent adsorption iaotherms, e.g. the Gibbs iaothera, the Sayaskcnr
ski isotherm, the Temkin isotherm and the polynoaial of the third
order used previously by us ['l,"J].
The relations Vrmaxvs(HB] 0gtven for various isothe:nu in Pigs1-4.
are similar to those observed in the toluene/wa ter aystem £)], al
though SOM difference• are obaerved. �hey are partly cau •ed by the
higher interfacial activity of bydroxy•xlu• at the ootue/nter in
terface in 0011par i•on to the toluene/water -,•tea. Som apparut
differenoea are connected with different regio• of conoent ration

1cr
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considered. In octane the solubility of model pure compounds is low,
and the meaaurements must be restricted to relatively low hydroxyo
vs Limlo and
xime concentrationa. As a result functions r 2
ram]� ve/iJ:J O cannot obtain such high values as in the toluene/wa.
ter system.
The most important differences are observed as the Gibbsiso�hernr
is considered. In the octane/water system computed relations exhibit
distinct maxi-. This is interpreted as a quick saturation of �he
interface which is achieved at the maximum. As a result, the regfcm
of low oxime concentration, in which the surface excess increases up
to the maximum value characterizing the saturated interface as the
oxime concentration increases, has only a physico-chemical meaning,
Some apparent differences are caused by transformation of the predieted extraction rates to the relative reaction rates. rmax was taken from the graphs at oxime concentration of 0.015 mole, dm-3 for
all monotonous functions or at the maximum as such a aaximum was, ob
served. Due to such transformation, it was possible to present all
curves on the same scale of the relative extraction rate changing
from O to 1.
'Relations rvs [HB] 0 and r 2 vs [HB] 0 are always convex what is in
an agreement with some experimental data demonstrating the decrea
se of the extraction order against hydroxyoxime as its concentration
increases (Table). The relation rffiBi O vs t'rm! 0 is almost linear.
Thus, such behaviour is in agreement with those works in which the
constant order of the extraction rate was observed, or it changed
only in a limited range, 'Relations rLHBT� vs /HB/ 0 and r 2 /HB/� vs
{I{B] 0 are very concave, and r{iml� and r 2 Llia7� values sharply in
crease as the hydroxyoxime concentration increases. It means that
the extraction order against hydroxyoxime should sharply increase as
the concentration increases, what is in full contradiction with all
experimental data. Thus, equations J and 6 as the limiting steps can,
be disregarded.

-L"mv�

-

Experimentally determined extraction orders

Extractant
OH N-OH

t- 9H�7 D
OHR-OH
�II
c-CH
J
t-caH17
Lix 65R

�"-0

Diluent

octane

heptane

'Reaction order
cu 2 +
RH

I

H+

-

1 0 J-0 0 8

-

1

2-oX

-1-0

X

'Ref

'

4

-

1-oX
-1-0
-o.7
1
.5x
1
.P 50
0
1-0
1-0
heptane
7
increases
concentration
the
h
droxyoxime
s
!Zthe
orders
cecrease
a
�------------�yABF

octane

heptane

!

2S

I

r, r t
0.1

0.8

0.1

0.6

O.o\

0.1

0.1

s

•
..40-9
[H8]0, mole d.nt •3

I

Fig.1. Relative extraction rate:
the Szyszkowski isotherm

1S•«l"1

«I

[HB1, mole dm ·I

Fig.2. Relative extraction rat
the Temkin isotherm

r[HaJ!.

5

40

5

�5.40-3

[HBJ 0 , mole dm ·l

Pig,J. Relative extraction rate:
the Gibbs isotherm

10

[H8]0 ,

9• 40·3

moL, d,,,-,

Fig,4. Relative extraction rate:
the polynomial of the Jrd order
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A polynomial y a a1x2 + a2x + a3 and an expontial functio�
_
ya b1exp b2x were matched to the discussed relations 1'vs LHJV 0,
and then used to c alculate the reaction order against hydroxyoxime
(Fig.5). In this way problems connected with graphic and/or numeric
al differentiation were avoided and quite precise value s of the reac
tion order were obtained. Sz, T, G and P, describing the curves, de-

...,

note the reaction orders calcu
lated according to the Szyszkowski, Temkin, Gibbs isotherns �
0
1.6
and the polynomial, respective
-�
ly. Numbers denote reactions
assumed as the slowest steps.
For reactions 1, 4 and 5 assum >- u
ed as the slowest ones the re
�::::--------&z2
action orders c alculated accor
------P2
ding to the Temkin and Gibbs
isotherms are presented. The
character of relations obtained
G2
for the two other adsorption
o.�
:a isotherms is quite similar. The
obtained d ata significantly su
pport the scheme I with reac
10
15 • 10tion 2 as the slowest step. On
[HB]o, mole-dm-3
ly in this case the predicted
reaction orders are near 1 for Fig,5, Predicted reaction orders
each adsorption isotherm considered in a quite large range of hydroxyoxime concentration. The ef
fect of hydroxyoxime concentration upon the reaction order is great
only for very low bulk concentrations, i.e. below 0.001 M. In this
region the reaction order significantly increases as CHll70 decreas
es, and the order near 2 can be obtained for very low concentrations.
Other reactions, i.e. 1,4 and 5 cannot be the slowest steps beca
use the order decreases very sharply as LRBJ 0 increases and achieves
very low and unrealistic values already in a region of very low/HB/�
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EXTRACTION KINETICS OF PALLADIUM WITH DIALKYLMONOTHIOPHOSPHORICr-::-:-7
�CIOS - EFFECT OF ALKYL-CHAIN LENGTH ON EXTRACTION BEHAVIOR
�
K. Kondo and F. Nakashio, Department of Organic Synthesis,
Kyushu University, Fukuoka, JAPAN
1. INTRomJCTION. Extensive studies on extraction of palladium have
been conducted, but most of the studies have been limited to those on
extraction <equilibrium or their hydrometallurgical applications [l-3j.
Few�s on extraction kinetics have been carried out so far [4,5].
�n this study, the extraction of palladium with synthesized dialkyl
;monothiophosphoric acids is carried out in a highly stirred tank and in
� stirred transfer cell, along with the measurements of palladium-load
ing capacity and of interfacial adsorption equilibrium of the extrac
tant. -An interfacial reaction model is proposed to interpret the experi
memt,tl results on the extraction rate.
2. EXPERIMENTAL. 2-1 Reagents, The extractants, didodecylmonothio
phosphoric acid (abbreviated as DDTPA), dioctylmonothiophosphoric acid
(DOTPA) and dibutylmonothiophosphoric acid (DBTPA) were synthesized. The
or!Janic solution was prepared by dissolving the extractant into toluene.
Th� .aqueous solution was prepared by dissolving perchloric acid, lithium
chloride and palladium chloride into deionized water.
2-2 Interfacial tension . The interfacial tension between the organic
and aqueous solutions was measured at 303 K by the pendant ,u,op method.
2-3 Loading capacity. The extractants extract completely palladium
over a wide range of the experimental conditions, so that .ii.it is diffi
cult to determine experimentally the extraction equilibrium �onstant.
The loading test was carried out to estimate the extracted ,species of
paliliadium in the organic solution.
2-4 Extraction rate. A highly stirred tank was mainly used to meas
�re the extraction rate of palladium. Equal volumes (about 180 cm 3 ) of
the aqueous and organic solutions were poured into the tcmk and immedi
·ately stirring was started. Stirring speed was adjusted at 1250 rpm by
stroboscope. Samples of the solution were taken out at i�t�rvals. Palla
dium concentration in the aqueous solution was �etermined by atomic ab
sorption spectrophotometry.
A stirred transfer cell was also used under the experimental condi
t:ions where low extraction r. tes were observed. The stir
- re,d transfer
cell has two flat-blade stirrers. The aqueous solution was first poured
�nto the lower cell and then the organic solution was ca,refully placed
on ,the aqueous solution. The aqueous and organic solutiC!Jll'S were stirred
�n opposite directions at 150 rpm. The interfacial area i$ about 14 cm 2 .
'The organic solution was sampled at intervals after stir.ring was start
ed. The organi� solution was stripped and then the palladium content was
determined.
3. RESULTS. 3-1 Interfacial tension
The relation be,tweert the in28

terfacial tension, Y, and the concentration of DDTPA, CHR' is shown in
Fig.l. The following relation between the interfacial tension and the
extractant concentration is derived from the Gibbs adsorption isotherm.
y = Yo - (RT/SHR) ln(l + KHRCHR''
(1)
where KHR and,SHR are the adsorption equilibrium constant and the inter
facial area occupiea by unit mole ,of the extractant, respectively.
3-2 Loading capacity. From a p1ot of the ratio of the initial con
centration of the extractant to the concentration of palladium extracted
into the organic solution versus the palladium concentration in the
aqueous one, it .-was ·found that the complex of palladium 1 to extractant
2 was formed under the experimental condition.
3-3 Extraction.rate. Assuming that the extraction rate is expressed
by the relation of·pseudo..;f.irst order with respect to the palladium con
centration, .cPd' •the 11elation between the palladium concentration in the
aqueous solution -and the extraction ·time., t, is expressed by Eq. ( 2).
( 2)

where kf is t"he apparent extraction rate constant and A is the specific
interfacial area, respectively. The value of k.f .i:s evaluated from the
slope of the linear relationship plotted according to Eq.(2).
The effect of the DDTPA con
I
I
centration onrkf is shown in
Fig.2. The conc:entration depend
ency of DDTPA on kf is first or
der in the low concentration re
Ocie 200 mol/m'
O 0
gion, but in'the high concentra
Cold.
line
;;_
tion one it approaches zero be
2cause the ads·orption of DDTPA at
the interface attains the satu
I
rated state.
I
I
2
1
0
-1
The effect of hydrogen-ion
log<:tlff(mol/m3)
concentration on kf is shown in
.Fig.l. Relation between Y and CHR
Fig. 3. The concentrat'ion of hy

1;���-

12

drogen ion scarcely affects the
extraction rate under the exper
imental condition.
The effect of chloride-ion
concentratiCll'l on•kf is shown in
Fig.4. The concentration depend
ency of chloride ion on kf is
inversely first-order in the low
concentration region, but the
dependency approaches zero in
the high concentration one.
FrOIII the a
·4. IDFSCUSSION
bove experimental results, the

-I

-

Ci>d-0.Smol/ml
Ctt::Kk•1000mol/m1

/

Co·•1000mol/ml
-Cold.line
/

�

I
log Ctfl(mol/m')

Fig. 2 ._ Effect of CHR. on kf
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following interfacial reaction model for the extraction of palladium is
proposed.

respectively. k1 to k4 are the reaction rate constants corresponding to
Eqs.(4) to (7), respectively. Assuming that Eqs.(4) to (7) are the rate
determining steps, the reaction rate, r, can be expressed by Eq.(8).
r = (k 1[PdC14 2- ] + k2[PdC13H20 ]�
+ k [PdC1 (H 0) ] + k [PdC l(H o) + ])C R
(8)
H ad
4
2 2 2
2 3
3
Using the stability c0nstants, ai(i=l-4), of palladium-chloride ion com
plexes and assuming the Langmuir adsorption isotherm of the extractant,
the extraction rate, JM, at the early s,tage of extraction under reaction
control is expressed by Eq. (9).
- 4
- 3
- 2
k1B4[Cl ] + k2B [ C l ] + k B [Cl ] + k B [cl ]
3
3 2
4 1
><
JM = f --------------.....,..-----..;_"'---] l.
l + E B.[Cl
l.
C
KHR
HRC Pd
X
(9)
SHR l + KHRC HR
where f is a correction factor for the increase in the s
_ pecific interfa
cial area accompanied by the decrease in the interfacial tension and de
fined as follows.
f = [yo/{yo - (RT/SHR) ln(l + KHRCHR(l + K /CH)))] 0 ·75
(10)
a
where y is the interfacial tension between pure solvent ·and the aqueous
solutionO and Ka is the dissociation constant of the extractant.

CHR= 5 mot/ m3
Cpd=0.5mol/m3
Ccr=1000mol/m3
-Cold.line
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I

2

I

3
log Ced mol/m3 )

4

From Eq.(9) and using the ex
Table 1, Values of constants
perimental results, the values of
the constants listed in Table 1
1.0 X 10-l
m 3 /mol
KHR
5
m 2 /mol
were obtained. The solid lines in
4.0 X 10
5HR
3
Figs.1-4 are the calculated ones
1. 5 X 10m 3 /mol·s
kl
2
by using the· constants. The cal
m 3 /mol•s
2 .0 X 10k2
-l
m 3 /mol•s
culated results are found to a
8.7 X 10
k3
gree with the experimental ones.
m 3 /mol•s
k4
3.8
The effect of alkyl-chain
length of the extractants on the
0
CPd = 1 mot-nrl
extraction rate is shown in Fig.5.
Ca·= 1000 mol·m·l
0
The extractant with shorter alkyl
CHCI04=1000 mol-m-l
chain, DBTPA, shows higher ex
-6
traction rate. In this case, the
<?oBTPA
extraction reaction is antici
Ill
pated to take place in the aque
0
ous phase close to the interface.
� -7
Further discussion on this point
• DOTPA
is necessary to clarify the ex
traction mechanism.
5. CONCLUSION. Using the high
� -8
ly stirred tank and the stirred
transfer cell, the extraction
rates of palladium with dialkyl
monothiophosphoric acids were
measured to examine the concentra-9
tion dependencies of the chemical
species on the extraction rate.
2
1
The experimental results were
log clfl ( mol·m·3)
analyzed by the interfacial reac
Fig.5, Relation between JM and CHR
tion model proposed to obtain the
rate constant of the reaction between palladium-chloride ion complex and
the extractant. The extraction rates of palladium were made a comparison
between the three kinds of the·extractant having aifferent alkyl-chain
length.
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SOLVENT EX1RACTION KINETICS OF DIVALENT METALS WITII
ORGANOPHOSPHORUS ACIDS USING TIIE ROTATING DIFFUSION CELL
TECHNIQUE
D.B. Dreisinger, University of B.C., 309-6350 Stores Rd., Vancouver, Canada and W.C. Cooper,
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada

The Rotating Diffusion Cell (RDC) techniqpa.:devefoped by Albery and his coworkers [1] has been an
imponant advance in the field of solvent extraction kinetics. Well defined rotating disk hydrodynamics
are established on either side of the rotating membrane separating the aqueous and orpnic solutions. The
RDC technique has therefore pamitted the direct calculation of mass transfer contributions to metal
extraction rates. This has allowed the solvent extraction researcher to distinguish between mass transfer
and chemical kinetic contributions to the overall extraction rate.
The authors have previously used the RDC technique to investigate the extraction of cobalt and nickel
in sulphate solutions with the phosphonic acid extractant mono 2-ethyl hexyl phosphonic acid mono
2-ethyl hexyl ester (HEHEHP) [2,3). The previous study showed that both cobalt and nickel extract via a
mass transfer with chemical reaction mechanism. Prollminary experiments with the phosphoric acid
extractant D2EHPA and the phosphinic acid extractant HDTMPP (Cyanex 272) indicated that these
reagents may also extract metal ions via the mass transfer with chemical reaction mechanism [3]. The
present study has therefore been undertalten to determine the extraction mechanism for various metal ions
using the extractants D2EHPA and HDTMPP. The only significant change from the previous study was
that metal perchlorate solutions were used instead of'metal sulphate. This change was made to simplify
the analysis of the data.
Kinetic experiments were performed on the systems Zn - D2EHPA, Co - D2EHPA, Ni - D2EHPA, Zn -

HDTMPP and Co - HDTMPP. All extractants wore:;purified through the copper salt technique [4]. The
diluent employed was heptane. Aqueous solutions.were prepared from rcageoi grade metal perchlorate
salts. No background electrolyte was introduced. The experimental, procedure for making kinetic
measurements with the RDC has been doemnented elsewhere [2,3). The pH-stat technique was used to
measure the metal ion flux b)'.,.titrating tm·acid released from the organic during metal extraction with a
dilute solution of NaOH.
Three series of experiments were performed for each metal-extractant system studied. The three series
comprised the variation of 1) the metal i01, Cu1i0Clllt11lion. 2) the extractant dimer concentration and 3) the
pH. The bulk metal ion concentration was;ty,pically varied aver the range of 0.0005>0.l kmol.m->, the
extractant dimer coocentration,varied from.OXJQOS-0.1 kmol.m.. and the.·pH,from 3;25 to 6.00. Each of
the variables was examined sepantely with all other conditions constanL The temperature was kept

constant at 25 °C. Metal fluxes were measured at rocation speeds of between 1.0 and5.0 Hz.

The data from each experiment were treated via.a.series of computer programs to produc:e-·a set of
rotating diffusion cell plocs (1/Flux versus �- lillroach plot an intacept and a � were detamined.
The plots, slopes and inten:epU will be repc,nedloliewbere (5). For each.experiment a value of flux 11111•
been calculated from the slope and intaceptrvaluea at a rocation speed. value(co) of 1.67 Hz. These
calculated fluxes have been ploucd in Figure 1 for the various metal-extractani systam.
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The previous studies [2,3) of Co and Ni extraction with HEHEHP in heptane were successfully
modelled using Hughes and Rod's [S,6] generalized treatment of the mass transfer with chemical reaction
model for acid cxtractants. The steps in the model arc shown below.

Stepl

HR +-+HR,

Step2
Step3
Step4
StepS
The first step involves the partitioning of the cxtractant to th� aqueous phase followed by dissociation
of the cxtractant (step 2). In the third and fourth steps the first and second ligands arc added to the metal
ion. The metal complex partitions back to the organic solution in the fifth step.
The equation for the flux in terms of the various concentrations is shown below. This equation has been
developed for the case of the first· ligand addition being rate controlling.

J=

The concentration terms (C) arc functions of the flux (J) and may be calculated according to the
equations in references [2,3,5). The bar notation indicates that the concentration refers to the species in
the organic solution.
The cxtractants and metal ions used for these experiments were chosen to perform a general test of the
model. Examination of the form of the model indicates that the value of J will depend on three
parameters, 81 , K. (the extraction constant) and P,. (the partition coefficient). If we assume that

1>

ci/c:,a,;
"'2

K..t-i1R;C11;

and

-2
2
2
CHRJ >PnRCHR

then the model reduces to the form,

J=
8, therefore becomes the key parameter. The value of 81 is dependent on k._ (the ligand exchange rate
constant), D,. (the diffusion coefficient of the cxtractant), P,. (the partition coefficient) and K,. (the acid
dissociation constant for the cxtractant). The 81 term may therefore be broken down into a metal ion
dependent component Ck._), and an cxtractant dependent component (D,.IP2,.K,.).
34

The value of the exchange rate constant (le,.) for the various metal ions can be estimated from the
exchange rate constants for water as the ligand. For a certain metal ion the exchange rate constants for
ligands are usually considered to vary by less than one order of magnitude from the water exchange rate
constants. These constants have been reported by Cotton and Wilkinson [7]. The values of le,. (water) in
sec-1 from reference [7] were approximately 2.5 x 107 (Zn)> 3.0 x 10' (Co)> 1.3 x 104 (Ni). We would
therefore expect that when using the same extractant zinc would extract more slowly than cobalt and that
nickel would be slower than either zinc or cobalt.
In the previous study [2,3] it was found that the rate at which the extractants partitioned to the aqueous
phase decreased in the series D2EHPA> HEHEHP> HDTMPP. The rate of cobalt and nickel extraction
from sulphate solutions also showed the same extractant dependency with D2EHPA extracting fastest and
HDTMPP the slowest. This probably indicates that the term (D,.IP2,.K,.) is greatest for D2EHPA and
smallest for HDTMPP. We would therefore expect that for the present study, when extracting the same
metal ion, the extraction rate would decrease in the series D2EHPA> HEHEHP> HDTMPP.
Inspection of the curves in Figure 1 demonstrates that the results are consistent with the predictions of
the model. The extraction of metal ions with the phosphoric acid D2EHPA is always faster than that of
the phosphinic acid HDTMPP. The rate of metal extraction decreases for both extractants in the series Zn
> Co > Ni. The values of 81 and other parameters are being fitted to the data using non-linear least
squares parameter estimation. The modelling of the kinetic data will be reported elsewhere [8].
In conclusion, an extension of previous experiments using the RDC technique to the organophosphorus
extractants D2EHPA and HDTMPP has been carried out. The results of the kinetic experiments were
shown to be consistent with the predictions of the generalized mass transfer with chemical reaction
mechanism proposed by Hughes and Rod [5,6]. Further modelling and experimental studies will be
reported in full elsewhere [8].
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'RESEARCH ON THE STRIPPING KINETICS OF COPPER FROM COPPER-LOADED
HS-LIX65N
Li Zhou, Tsinghua llntversity, Beijin&, Ch.ina
Fur1t

w.,

A.Ganuandt Renon

H., Center of Reactors and Processes, Institute

of Mining Ind. of Paris, Paris, France

The main aim of this paper is to re1earch the effects of variou1 paramet�rs

on the Cu-HS-LIX65N-NaCl-HCl 1ystem, determine the stripping kinetic regime and
develop related IDAthematical model,.
Experiments and experimental re1ult1. The experiments were carried out in

an improved lewis cell [1]. The copper-loaded HS-LIX65N was prepared by conta
cting the organic phace (unrefined HS-LIX65N-Escaid100) with the solution of

cucl2; all the other reagent• uaed in the experiments are analytically pure.
The parameters researched in the experiment• are as follows1

(1) [RH], concentration of unloaded HS-LIX65N in the organic pha1e,

( 2)

[M ], concentration of copper complex in the organic phase.

(3) [NaCl], concentration of NaCl in the aqueous pha1e.

(4) [HCl], concentration of HCl in the aqueous pha1e.
(5) N or ii, stirring speed in two phaaes.
(6) A, interfacial area between·two pha1es.

(7) _t, operating temperature.
'"The experimental result• .are tabulated in Table 1.
'Models and stripping mechanism. From the experimental results mentioned
above it seem• that the stripping rate of copper is independent of the stirring

1peeds in two phases; nearly proportional to the interfacial area. between two
phases
and
the apparent activation energy, E =31.83kj/mol=7,6keal/mol
b
is obtained trom the experimental data under various operating temperatures.
All there results are characteristics of interfacial chemical reaction as the

controlling 1tep for the stripping kinetie1 of copper.
The experimental data were treated by LLSQ method with computer, and the

following correlation is obtained;
N =0.8[C4R ]�.812[H+]�.713[Cl- ]�"905,
(1)
cu
2
where the concentration unit is mOl/l, arid·the average computation deviation is

.,qual to 1.027..
For dete1'111ing the ,tripping kinetics regime with accuracy, some terms of con-

centration in bulk of pha·se in the model were 1ubstituted by the terms of con
centration at interface or the te1'1111 of activity, but the computation deviations

arennot reurkable improvement.
In order

to explore the mechanism of stripping process the theoretical

analy1i1 is neces1ary •

.-,or the _extraction mechanism of copper with LLX65N the interfacial chemical

rea·ction with adsorption arid de-adsorptton•,waa considered by some authors [1-l].
The stripping proce1s is the reverse process of extraction process, according to
the similar mechanism thP.re are following steps:

Table l. The effects of various parameters on the stripping
rate of copper
variable
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teir

experimental conditions
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(1) Copper complex CuR2 in organic phase diffuses towards to the interfacial
zone and is adsorbed at interface
(2)
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C uR
CuR2� Cd2i
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+
lnterfacial chemical reaction and the formation of CuR and CuClR
+
+ H;
K
� lCuB.ad + RH i
l
+
t
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+
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u
R
+ H
+ c1;
CuR2
C
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(3) Interfacial chemical reaction and the formation of Cu

(4)

(5)

+
+
k
CuR-, + H
�
ad
i +
,
k
+ H
CuClR
i �
ad
De-adsorption of RH

Cu:

+ RH
ad
cucl: + RH
ad
+

++

and CuCl

+

RH
ad � RHi .
Diffusion of species towards to the bulk phase
cu:-�••• +Cu

++

CuCl: •••• +CuCL

+

Rii " ...• Rii.
i

The adsorption of CuR at interface has been proved by the determination of
2
interfacial tension in our experiment and the others (2,4).

In the experiments, RH and CuR2 are considered as the main adsorbed species,
so there is the following correlation according to Langmiur equation:
o<1lw2Jb

(2)

Owing to the fact that the interface has been saturated at very low con
3
4
3
10- kmol/m ),
centration of RH (5 x 10so equation (2) is suitable
only for the condition of low RH bulk concentration. For the conditions of

relative high bulk concentration of RH and d... >o( , equation (2) may be sim
2
1
plified into the following equation;
(3)

At first, let it be supposed that the first step of interfacial chemical

reaction is the controlling step, so;

NCu = * kl[CuR 2]ad[ H ] i+ *ki[CuR2]ad [H ] i[Cl-]i
+

+

=[CuR2]ad[ H ] i(klO + klO[Cl-]i ).
Substitute equation (3 ) into equation (4),
+

(4)

(5)
Ncu=C'[CuR2] b[ H J/k1o +kio[Cl- ]i ).
+
+
It is known that [H ] ""' [H ] , and let it be supposed that [CC\= [Cl-J ,
b
i
i
+
(6)
Ncu=C"[CuR2]b.[H ]b.(k2o+k2o[Cl-]b)
the coefficients in equation (6) were obtained by treating the experimental
+

dat,a with non-linear LSQ method, the following equation was deduced,

+
9
(7)
Ncu=2.32 x 10- [ cuR2]b(H ]b (25.9 3 + 24.90[Cl-]b),
where the concentration units are mol/1, and the computinf deviation is equal

to 23.99%.
The second, let it be supposed that the second step of interfacial chemical

reaction is the controlling step, so;

(8)
There are some contradictions between the expression and experimental results,

so this supposition is not valid for the stripping process regime of copper.
In addition, since the solu bility of CuR in water is extremely low
2
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(only

5
1,8 x 10- mol/l [1]), so it seems that it is impossible to carry out the
chemical reaction in the aqueous layer near the interface.

According to the discussion mentioned above it would be conclued that the

interfacial chemical reaction with adsorption and de-adsorption reveals the

process regime of copper-stripping in a good approximation, and the first step

of interfacial chemical reaction is the controlling step,
Conclusions
(1) Various parameters affecting

the stripping kinetics of copper are

investigated. The experimental results show that the !:tripping rate of copper

is independent of the stirring speeds in two phases, nearly proportional to

the interfacial area between two phases, in addition the relative high value of

activation energy was gotten, so the stripping kinetics of copper indicates the
characteristics of process controlled by the interfacial chemical reaction, The
analysis shows that the first step of interfacial reaction is the controlling
step.
(2) The following empirical model was developed, i,e.,
812[H+)�'713[ -)�'905
Cl
Neu= 0.8[CuR2)�'
'
where the concentration units are. mol/1, and the average computing deviation
is about 1"4,

1,
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INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA AND EXTRACTION KINETICS IN SYSTEMS
WITH AMINES

J-1O

V.V.Tarasov, A.A.Pichugin, A.P.Novikov, S.V.Goryachev, N.E.Krout
chinina, Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology, Moscow, USl:R

An analysis of the literature reveals that the kinetics of both extraction and stripping of inorganic acids in systems with amines has
been described under the following two mutually exclusive assumptions:
1.Slow chemical reactions proceed in the system; 2.Only diffusion con
trolled reactions occur. It has been shown that both assumptions led
to mathematical expressions for the rate of the extraction that are
similar in shape[1]. However, only second assumption is a phisically
adeque.te[1,2]. Despite the diffusiO'l'l controlled chemical reactions we
can suggest, that only the fastest step of the overall reaction (1)
occur at the ,interface. The rest steps, which a:re slower, occur during

+
(1)
Kerl R�(NH ),)x"vR5N + vH!. +
diffusion of reagents from interface, that results in varying of sur
face layer properties. In this case, as it will be shown below, it is
possible to estimate equilibrium constants of fastest steps of the
reaction (1), using kinetic extraction data. It will be noted that
this problem cannot be solved using equilibrium extraction data only

x:,.-

p].

Studies of extraction kinetics of HCl, HC1O , �so with tri-n
4
4
octylamine (TOA), tri-n-laurylamine (TLA), tri-n-decylamine
(TDA) con
dacted by short-time phase contacting method (STCM) and by diffusion
cell method, showed that the value of interfacial flux· ( ) is inde
pendent of the concentration of anions of extracted acid. In strip
ping the value of
is independent of pH of aqueous phase. The absen
ce of a dependence of the extraction rate of the ac·ids on the concen
tration of their anions is evidence that extraction proceeds predomi
nantly through a reversible amine protonation reaction at the inter

J

J

faoe:

(2)

Subcequently, formation of water-separated ion pairs and their trans
formation into contact pairs and molecular forms R,NHX takes place as
diffusion occurs deep in the organic phase. The existence of a sur
face layer of the organic phase saturated with water ions or ions
pairs, predicted by a such model, is supported by conductometric
measurement.
In stripping all the steps proceed in a reverse order. The ionic
dissociation is fastest step, for wich use can be made of principle
of local equilibrium proceeds first.

( R 5 N�)�X

Kc11a

vR
40

3

NM

+

+

x�-.

C.3)

'rhis is followed by a somewhat slower step of proton detachment, which
apparently takes place in aqueous phase layers adjoining the interface.
Thus, the process of mass transfer ( either extraction and strip
ping ) proceeds with the instantaneous reversible reaction occuring at
the interface;

A + B KQq

C,

(4)

where in case of extraction Keq • Kprol , A denotes acid; B , the amine;
and C , trialkylammonium ion. In case of stripping Keq • K,i1 , A deno
tes anion; B, the trialkylammonium ion; C, the salt. The surface
concentrations of A , B , C are related by the expression for the
KQX :

l<eq =

c!; rckci).

(5)

Kinetics of the extraction (stripping) process can be described using
the system of following equations:

}A= 1A(CA-CA); Jr, = fe,(Ce,-C�):

Jc = r-,c(Cc-cb),

<6)

where CA , c & ' Cc are the bulk concentrations. The analytical solution
o� the system of the equations (5) and (6) by the considering that
l=J give the following expression:
l=I j& l=I

lJA

Jc

,

Thia expression may be used to describe of the extraction kinetics of
acids (sign plus before second term) and the stripping (sign minus).
The values of J and _f., can be obtained from kinetic study conducted-by
STCM [3]. Thus, the values of Kprot( Kdis ) can be computed by studying
the kinetics of the extraction (stripping)(aee Table 1).
The values of K prot: and Kc1;s found were used for cheking the vali
dity of hypothesis regarding the mechanism of extraction. This can be
done by assuming that K prot / Kciis = K ext , where Kext is the effec
tive constant of the extraction. A satisfactory agreements was obser
ved between the computed values of K ex-1: and those found from the our
equilibrium data ( K'erl ) and from literature ( K"erl) (see Table 2).
Thus, it was shown that thermodinamics values could be determined
from the kinetic data. A division of the extraction process into defi
nite stages together with a determination of their equilibrium cons
tants enables to consider the effect of phase properties on every
stage of the formation extractable compound [ 2 ].
To conclude this paper we should be note that study shown that
transport of ions through the interface is faster than the formation
of ion para. Thia conclusion is in good agreement with the data of[4].
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Table 1. The values of Kprotand Kdis in systems:TOA-toluen-H20-acid
-i
-4
.1
K,..-ot Kdie
K.-l Kdie • 10-..,
-t
•l
Kprot Kd,•. 10- 3
Cc ,M Kprot Kd1e
sulfate TOA
bisulfate TOA
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.25

HCl
6<>±4 56±,3
6<>±5
56±,4
6<>±5
56±4
6<>±5
7<>±5
6<>±5 130±10
6<>±5 250±30
500±60

-

HC104
200±20
0.51,0.05
20Q±20 2.ot0.2
20Q±20
3.4±.0.3
200±20
200:!:,30 13.Q±1.0
200±40 19.Q±2.0
40.Q±6.o

-

-

2<>±2
2<>±2
2<>±.2
2<>±2
2<>±3
2<>±4

-

H2so4
14±.1.6
30±4
14±.1.6
3<>±4
14±.1.6
30±4
14±.1.6
30±4
22±2.0
81±,8.0
143±,1o.0

-

3 00±30
300±30
30<>±40
30Q±40

-

Table 2. The values of Ken in systems with TOA

CA,M

l <, K�irt

l9- Kext.

0.01
0.05
0.10
0.25

3.6
3.9
4.2
4.5

0.001
0.05
0.10
0.25

5.0
6.8
6.9
7. 1

0.01
0.05
0.10
0.15

6.75
6.9
7.4
7.6

HCl

HCl04

H2so4

3. 6
3.8
4.2
4.5

l9K�t[3]
3.6
4.2

6.7
7.0
7.4

7.5

1.a
a.o

7.5

a.o
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INTERFACE PHENOMENA IN LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION

U. Bauer. M. Siebenhofer. R. Marr
Institute of Chemical Engineering, Technical University Graz.
Graz. Austria
Introduction
Apparatus design for extraction with chemical reaction. for_
example metal ion extraction. is still a problem when using
apparatus with continuous phase contact.As demonstrated by fig. 2
conventional mass transfer concepts do not describe the pro
cess [l. 2].
To get information on the mass transfer process a research
programme on acetic acid extraction by a tertiary amine con
taining solvent has been worked out. The amine was diluted by an
undecane hydrocarbon mixture.
Tributylphosphat was used as
modifier. The results are based on the application of the
mechanism A + B • C to the experimental results of single dro
plet experiments.
Experimental set up
As mentioned before mass transfer rate was evaluated from
concentration versus residence time curves of rising solvent
droplets in a single droplet column. The maximum residence time
in the column was about 20 seconds. The analytical detection of
the acid concentration in the solvent was done by
acid-base-ti
tration after addition of a certain ammount of solubilizer (iso
propylalcoholl to the sample.
Evaluation of the rate mechanism
From the experimentally obtained data a concentration versus.
residence time fit was calculated by a second degree polynomial.
Then the mass transfer rate was evaluated from the fitted curve.
As shown in fig.1 and fig.2 the mass transfer rate based on the
conventional mass transfer equation is not able to describe the
experimentally data.
But the data of fig.1 give a constant rate coefficient when
evaluating the mass transfer as a function of the square root of
the difference of the pseudoequilibrium concentration c� and the
actual local concentration et(Table 1 DJ).
To improve the currency of the mode 1 r • k' * (ca, - Ct) £4,J a
complete set of experiments was worked out under consideration
of different initial acid concentrations of .the solvent and con
stant acetic acid concentration in the aqueous phase. The ex
perimental results are shown in fig.3.
The before mentioned transfer mechanism is able to describe
all this data with the result that the rate coefficient is a
strikt function of the initial active amine concentration of the
solvent (fig.4). Therefore the acetic acid extraction is strictly
controlled by the chemical reaction of the acid with the solvent
at the droplet surface. The rate equation is then

-c ) 0 .5 • (Cc-o -Ct ) 0 .5·
r • k • (C
aqu o
Conclusion·
Based on this results it is a failure to use apparatus of the
continuous phase contact type when such extraction problems have
to be worked out. The only possibility to solve this problem
satisfactory is to use apparatus of the mixer-settler type.
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Caqu - 1.35 mol/1
Caqu,acid - 0.89 mol/1

ro • 0.0621 mol/ls
c.. • 0.6399 mol/1
t
[sec]
2
4
6
8
10
13
15
17

[mol/11

r(c._ )
[mol/lsl

(c,.., - c..)
[mol/1 J

.a * 10 2
[m/sl

k'
[mol0 ·"/1° ·"s]

0.2001
0.2970
0.3819
0.4547
0.5155
0.5841
0.6148
0.6334

0.0515
0.0455
0.0346
0.0334
0.0274
0.0183
0.0123
0.0063

0.4398
0.3429
0.2588
0 .1852
0.1244
0.0558
0.0186
0.0065

0.00601
0.00640
0.00686
0.00741
0. 00811
0.00962
0. 01125
0.01427

0.0756
0.0756
0.0756
0.0756
0.0756
0.0756
0.0756
0.0756

Ct

Nomenclature
.a - mass transfer coefficient
c - acetic acid concentration
k - rate coefficient
k' - pseudo rate coefficient
t - residence time

[m/sl,
[mol/1 J,
[ 1/s 1,
[mol0 · "/1° · "'sl,
[s],

Indices
0 - initial value,
equ- total equilibrium,
t
value at time t,
.. - pseudo equi 1 ibrium,
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INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA AND KINETICS OF THE EXTRACTION OF SOME
RARE EARTH AND NON-FERROUS METALS BY ORGANIC ACIDS
N.Ph.Kizim, Yu.P.Davidov, A.P.Larkov,
of Chemical Technology, Moscow, USSR

J-12

Mendeleev Institute

Introduction. The kinetics of the extraction metallic ions by organic
acids has been discussed many times in the special literature,however
in ID8.IlJ' cases it is based on the simple notions,which don't take into
consideration the interfacial phenomena.It is known,that the process
of the extraction of some lanthanidesf1],Co and Nil.2,}] by di-(2-etbyl
he:s;yl)phosphoric acid (HR) is accompanied by interfacial convection
(i.c •. ),by forming the condensed interfacial films (i.f.) 8,4,27 in
fluencing on the kinetics interfacial mass-transfer.In the present re
port we would like to show the results of research of the interfacial
phenomena and kinetics of the extraction Co,Ni,REE(Ce,Pr,Nd,Eu,Gd) by
HR solution in toluene.
Experimental.The kinetics of the extraction has been investigated by
the method using constant interfacial area stirred cells (d.c.) and by
the short-time contacting methodfV.Rheological investigations have
been made by floating plate methodf'\l ,microscopy-by
microscope,which
,
allows to make cinema and photograph at the same time.
Results and discussion.The kinetics of HR distribution between water
and toluene.The mathematical models of the process,e:xpressions for HR
flow from organic phase into aqueous phase are shown in table 1.
The kinetics of the extraction.Semilogarithmic anamorphosises of the
kinetics curves (SAKO) during the extraction Co(II) and Ni(II) are
nonlinear (fig.1),it shows formation of 1.f.The increase of HR con
centration makes the curving of SAKC earlier.The stirring speed of the
phases (1.75-5.0Ss-1) doesn't effect the speed of the process.Decrea
sing of acidity of aqueous phase (a.ph.) effects the time of develop
ment curvature of SAKC,so the curvature becomes the earlier if the
initial value of pH of a.ph. is higher.In our opinion it shows the im
portant role of the bydrolized for111S Co(II) and Ni(II) in the forma
tion of i.f.Equilibriu.m during the extraction REE in d.c. is slowly
established,SAKC are nonlinear (fig.2) 1 and the position of the bending
point depends on HR concentration in organic phase (o.ph.) and metal
lic salt concentration in a.ph.The kinetics of accumulation of the
main solute in the interfacial layer is shown on the fig.3.
Interfacial film.The formation of i.f. was established on the base of
the kinetics investigations and was proved by rheological measurements
of i.f. Shifting strength of i.f. during the extraction Co(II) and
Ni(II) increases if increased pH of a.ph. 1 and decreases if increased
the concentration of salt in a.ph. When HR concentration increases the
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strength of i.f. increases and time for its forming decreases. I.f.
which is formed during the extraction of REE is different by the pro
perties from i,f.,which is formed during the extraction of non-ferrous
metallic ions.Deforming speed by,the action of permanent load is dec
reased in time and,when it becomes zero,deforming value reaches max.
quantity.Ta.1$:ing off the load,leads to floating plate back,but speed is
little (fig.4).Such dependence (t) corresponds to Kelvin-Foight model
of viscoelastic subject and shows the polimeric structure of i.f. The
increasing of Ln(IIL) concentration loads to the change of the modulus
of elasticity (G).Dependences G on a.ph. acidity,Co(II) and Ni(II)
concentration in a.ph. and,HR concentration are shown in fig.4 and 5,
The dependences are very easy interpreted,if assume,that thickness of
i.f. and relative content of polymeric molecules depend on the compo
sition of system and conditions of earring out of process.The mathema
tical description of i.f. growth is based on the solution of a task
Stephan type.It's supposed that i.f. is formed with the help of inter-.
mediate products in the simpliest case of LnR ,which appears and dis
3
appears according to the chemical reactions Ln3+ +}HR(i)=LnR3(i)+ 3H+ ;
LnR (i)+nHR:LnR3•nHR,Posibility of this approach to the description
3
of the kinetics growth of i.f. is based on results of micrographic in
vestigations,which confirm the formation solid. particles in interfa
cial la,yer. The formulation the problem and fts decision, which
describes only the initial part of kinetics curve is shown- in table 2.

r
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or-tlie i.f.(1) and de
pendence modulus of
elasticity on LnCl
concentration in a1ph.
(2 -PrC1 3 ; 3 -NdC1 )
3
A.ph.:0.05kmol/m3Lnc1 3 ,
0.01kmol/m 3HC1(1),
0.ph. :0.6kmol/m3 HR in
toluene

Interfacial convection and structure of .interfacial layer.During con
tact of phases on the interface we can ,see intensive movement - it is
Marangoni-Gibbs effect.The fields with less interfacial tension cause
the movement of nearest layers,which is transformed in the circulati
on cell.As the result of rapid reaction in interfacial layer the nuc
leus of new phase are formed,increasing the fluctuation of interfaci
al tension and fo.»ming solid particles after some period of time. In
terfacial layer has a clear heterogenous structure.It consists of
emulsion,microemulsion,particles of solid phase and gel metal-organic
polymeric molecules.After some period of time i.f. becomes transpa
rent elastic (REE).
Conclusion.Extraction of the examined elements is accompanied by for
ming of i.f. which causes additional diffusion resistance,which is
higher than the phase resistances.Formation of i.f. during extraction
Co(II) and Ni(II) evidently,is due to basic metallic salt with HR on
the interface.Formation of i.f. during extraction of REE is connected
with formation both of neutral salt and basic salts of REE with HR.
In case REE,i.f. has a polymeric structure.Extraction ·:Ls accompanied
by intertacial convection,which causes the rising of the �oefficient
of mass-transfer in the initial moment of time after the phases con
tact.Formation of i.f. allows to remove the interfacial convection.
4. 3&K. 262
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Table 1.Mathematical Models ot distribution process HR
Model

The limiting
stage-reaction
resolvatation
�
(HR) . i! (HR) .
1k_2
1
which takes
place on the
interface
The limiting
stage-decomposition of
dimers
�
(Jffl)2-- 2Iffl
(linearized
task)
j(HR)2 =0.
Two-film model
which takes
into consideration decomposition of dimers
and resolvatation

Mathematical tormulation

1, it x-.(-C10 ,0 l
c'it ::D1c"ixx' 1-- {2, if x•[0, rP)
c1(x,0):C10, c2(x,0):C20,
c�t+2D1c x<o,t)-D2c 2x<o,t)= 0,
c2(0,t):2C1/�+(D2tk2c)C x(0,t),

Solution

j =a 11.C2F 1(t),
m:a1
2A-C2F2(t),

F1(t)=ea t ertc aft
F2(t)=�(t/S) 1 /2+
+a- (F1(t)-1),
C =cC '0,t) .
s 2
C
, 2=2010-�C20 ·
01 1 t-D 11° 11xx•k1C11=0,C 11Cx, 0)=�1' m= A.ft
012t-D12° 12xx-:k-i011=0 , C 12(x,O):C12'
t
-BJ
e-k1t' r1(x,'t )d1
c2t-D2c :xx=0, c2(x,0)=C 20,
0
.£,i
1
:O
t)
I 1 = s exp -2
x d�,
t�1<-D1ic1 1x<O, )+D2C2x<o,t) ,
�=(2C11(o,t)+C12(0,t))/C2(0,t),
A,B- 0const expressed by c.;1,C2o'�' D11' D2.

1

2

2

-

2

j1 = P1<010-011>, j2= �2<021-020),
j1 = (112) j2= j' Kd= [Clffl)21 i/

lnla 0 /(aF1(x)-tF1(x),

+b)I +A 1 1n IA (F2(x)+
3
K1= [im]i/ [HR], C 1: [<Int)2] ,C2: [HR], +A1)/(F2(x)-A1)I =
=� t; F (x):a +a x,
a,a 0 ,a3,a4,�2,b,A1,A2,A -const
2
1
3
3 4
expressed bypi,Vi,s,c 10,Kd,K1
F2(x)=2a(a3+a4x)1/2

[tm)f'

1

Table 2.Model of extraction process of metallic ions by HR
Mathematical formulation

Solution(annroximate'

b11nj1+a 0 5j+b2� 2 +
+b 6 = t.
a o ,3b1,b2,b3-const
expressed by Ci(x,0),
D ,h , h 3,k ,�,r, c .
1
i 1
s
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KINETICS AND INTERFACE PHENOMENA DURING VANADIUM EXTRACTION�
� /
BY TRI-n-OKTYLAMINE
V.A.Kozlov,L.H.Batrakova,B.A.Yusupov,A.G.Terechov,
Institute o! Metallurgy and Ore Benefication o! the Kazakh SSR
Academy o! Sciences, Alma-Ata, USSR
Vanadium-containing solution received during processing o! inter
mediate products of metallurgical and chemical industry are charac
terized by complexity of composition and by presence of vanadium in
different degrees of oxidation.One of the most effective extragents
!or the ve.nadium(V) extraction from weak acid solutions is tri-n-ok
tylamine(TOA).
Vanadium(V) extraction and reextraction kinetics with TOA was
studied by _the methods of short-time phase contacting (STPC) and di
ffusion cell with agitation together with the interface tension
measuring.
Kinetic curves appearance of vanadium(V) extraction by TOA soluti
on in kerosene at the presence of solutilizer (isododecyl alkohol)
(Fig.1) indicates to the presence in the system of surface processes
limiting mass-transfer which was confirmed by the interface tension
measuring.
Extraction rate grows the increase of vanadium concentration in ini
tial solution.Rectilinear dependancy of parameter l.og(Cofc.J from
phase contact time (Fig.2) indicates to the first order according to
metal.Relatively small value of activation energy ( 12 kJ/mol) indi
cates to the advantage of process in diffusion regime.Rate constantes
to the advantage of process in diffusion re ime.Rate constant mean
J
value is rather big and is equal to 7,8·10- am/a.Most probable that
in the interface is going quick chemical reaction of extractable
complex formation not limiting mass transfer together wita this is
SO Q•to 1o. mot

�
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P'ig.1.Kinetic curves ot vanadium
(V) extraction by TOA solution in
kerosene at Cv• mol/1: 1-0.04;
2-0,06; 3-0.08
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Fig. 2.Dependancy of 1.g(cof ci
parameter from phase contacting
time, Cv-0,02(1); 0.04(2k
0.06(3); 0.08(4) and 0.10(5)mol/l

going films !ormation, transfer though wt-.ich defines the, gen.eral extra
ction rate.
Vanadium(V) extraction pro.e.ess by TOA solution is accompan1ee1 Dy
the formation o! s,tru.c.ture-mecbanical barrier about whi.ch evidences
lg(Cof�• !( 't') direct dep:endancy slope angle lowering: together with
vanadium concentration increase in solution (Fig.2. ) •. I.t. ia, possibly
connected with the accumulat�on o! by-products,!orming during extrac
tion and interaction of thn11 among- other with the .formation on phase
o! condenced polymeric films,;1;,J.ocking reaction zone in connee-tion wi
th with additional resistance, to- the mass transfer ill! taking place,
what sometimes exe,e4ds diffusion resistance.
Vanadium(V) reextraction TOA solution by the Ca(Oitl2 solution as
evidences characteristi.c appearence o! kinetic curves (Fig.3) is also
connected with surface pro�esses conditioned by formation of interfa
ce film,angle coef'ficieni· Q.,t kin.•tio lines (A) attributed to unit
concentration of vanadium-organic complex (R3NH)6v10o28 ar..d to value
of transitional time (t�) in the range of'_ experimental mistake beco
mes oonstant in the studied interval of' metals concentration in orga
nic phase.
This fact indicates that found surface process is described by the
equation ot irreversible chemical reaction of the fist order accord
ing to diffusing substance[1] .The value of activation energy waich is
50,07 kJ/mol,indicated to the chemical nature of limiting stage •

..
0

EU

al 0,8

Pig.3.Kinetio curve• of vanadium(V)
�raotion from TOA with Cv-0,98
,o-3(1) and 2,03 10-3(2) mol/1 by
solution of' 5,0 10-3mol/l Ca(OH)2
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Pig.4.Kean kinetic curves of
H2so4 reextraction on the
background of different vana
dium contents in aqueous phase

o.o

Reextraction rate constants,metm value of which is equal (1,44:!;0,08)
10-5sm1s were calculated.
Interphase film fo:rmation hindering mass transfer is observed du
ring vanadium extraction by extragents in particular by di-2-ethylhe
xylphosphoric acid in present isododecyl alkohol.It is possible that
these phenomena are connected with the properties of polynuclear io
nic fonns of vanadium and with extragent nature.In connection with we
have studied vanadium(V) extraction by TOA solution ,processed by
sulphuric acid the transitional state in the absence solubilizing
additives,where all the effects connected the films fo:rmation must be
manifested especially clear.Extraction rate is observed together with
the increase of vanadium concentration in solution during this which
speaks about the fo:rmation of unusually dense on the phase interface.
Por the study of their properties using STl'C we investigated the
influence of vanadium(V) cocentration in aqueous phase to the process
of sulphuric acid transition organic phase.Sharp decrease of kinetic
curves is observed (Pig.4),whio.h is possible, to explain by the vana
dium sorption on phase interface resulting to the surface free energy
change.Separated energy is consumed to the associates growth and to
the appearence of the second organic phase in subsurface layers.This
is confirmed by comparaiive analysis of kinetic curves during organic
phase use in the presence of solubilizer and without it.Solubilizer
presence warns th& appearance of the second organic phase and lowers
extragent association which is reflectacted on the curve by increase
of tangent angle increase at t-O.Kinetic curve form is interesting
at the vanadium. content in aqueous phaae>0,1 g/1 (Pig.5) for which
the presence of some inflections, giving periodicity to the process
is characteristic.Prequences spectre of forming oscillations was
defined for the analysis of this phenomenon.As a rule it is seen on
the curve not more than 7 inflections; therefore for the receiving
of reliability was taken a set of curves in which the time of their
appearance is defined.Prom the mathematical models for the descripti
on of observed picture is close the model described in (2] including
three-dimersional non-linear system of unusual differencial equation
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with some dynamic parametres suggested for the description of the
dynamic parametres suggested for the description of the dynamic chan
ges of interaction rate of hydrogen with oxigen on the metalic cata
lysts.If we isolate the oscillation appearence time with certain or
dered number then the curve of its probabilistic appearence in the
range of this model will have the appearence of Gaussian for random
processes.It is possible to receive non-symmetric curve complicating
mathematical model introducting into it mathematical conditions ref
lecting threshold phenomena.Probability curves of the second and
third inflections allow to suppose that threshold phenomena play an
important role in its appearence.It is most probable that the cause
of their appearence is the presence in the surface layer of contrary
interconnected diffuse flows.At certain thickness of film the n so
2
reextraction rate exceeds its supply from the organic phase receiv!
non-symmetric curve complicating mathe
matical model introducing into it mat
X
hematical conditions reflecting thres
hold phenomena.Probability curves form
of appearence of the second and third
inflections allow to suppose that thre
shold phenomena play an important role
in its appearance.It is most probable
that the cause of their appearence is
the presence in the surface layer of
�00
too
t', s
contrary interconnected diffuse !lows.
At certain thickness of film the H2so
Fig.5.Kinetic curve of H2so4
4
reextraction with the vana
reextraction rate exceeds its supply
dium contents in aqueous pha from the organic phase depth which to
leads to the change of phase interface
se 7• 10-3mol/l
properties, accumulation of extragent
neutral form there.The direct consequence of this is film destabiliza
tion,its rupture,Inflection is observed on the kinetic curve during
rupture.
Thus,forming of interphase films induce aggravation during realiza
tion of extraction in industrial conditions especially if the phase
residence time in the mixing zone is rather big.
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF COPPER WITH EHEHPA--EQUILIBRIUM
AND KINETICS

J-14

Tun Zhu, Changing Chen, Lixin Tian, Zhilan Zhu, Rui Zhang
Institute of Chemical Metallurgy, Academia Sinica, BEIJING,CHINA
Di-2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester(EHEHPA) has
been used in cobalt and nickel separation process and some other proces
ses. Copper is an important coexisting element in Co-Ni ores, and on
which some research work has been reported in the literatures(l].
The equilibrium and kinetics of solvent extraction of copper with
EHEHPA in HAc-NaAc buffer solution are discussed in this papar. The
equilibrium is described by a multicomponent extract model and the ki
netics is dealt with a reaction-diffusion model. The behaviors of ace
tate in extraction reaction is also examined in detail.
EXPERIMENTS
EHEHPA was

purified by the recystallization of the copper salt of

the acid. The refractive index of the purefied EHEHPA is n� 5 1.448 which
is close to the value 1. 449 0 in the literature and the content is 99.4%
determinded by potential titration.
EQUILIBRIUM.

Storage organic solution was prepared by dissolving

the weighted EHHEPA to n-hexane.The aqueous solution contained HAc-NaAc
buffer solution (the total concentration of Ac-was 0.2M) and 0.lH NaCl�
Experiments were conducted in separation funnels and were contacted
for 30 minutes in a shaker. Copper in both phases was analysed colori
metrely in a Shimadzu UV-240 spectrophotometer.
Extracted ctiwer am J\cetate
4.12 3.60 3.70 3.48
(CUlorg mM 1.04 1.46 2.62 5.93
(CU)aq " 0.86 2 .60 3.04 3.70
(J\clorg " 0.447 0.492 0.542 0.669
0.054 0.099 0.149 0.276
[Jlc)d
�" 19.3 15.1 17.6 21.5
(J\c)d
[J\c) d • (J\clorg - (J\c]blank'
(J\c) bl aflk" = 0.393 mM.

Iii

3.60
9.20
4.08
0.647
0.254

3.80
10. 70
4.00
0.S10
0.117

36.2 91.5

5S

0.6

f"' U.4
..

�0.2

·-"
0
2
4
6
8 10 mM
Fig.1.'lhe Relatiooship of J\c
-- am cu2+ Extracted

KINETICS.

The experiments were conducted in an improved constant

interfacial reactor. The organic phase w
. as pumped through a flow cell
in the Shimadzu photometer to which a microcomputer was interfaced for
continuous and simultaneous data collection[2)�
RESULTS AND DISSCUTI0N
EQUILIBRIUM.

The diagram of logD-pH i's a straight line with a slop

of 1. 7 and it indicates that besides th.e .following reaction
+
eu2+ + tn+2)H2R2=CuR2•nH2R2 + 2H

(1)

some side reactions whith release lees than t,wo moles of H."' for extrac
tion .of one Cu should be taken into consideration.
Excessive amount of extractant was used in the experiments, so the
init,ial concentration of which could be used a.s equilibrium concentra
tion approximately. The diagram of logD-log[H2 R 2 ) is a straight line
with a slop o� 2,3.
Equilibrium was carried out at 296K to 329K and fiH of 16.9KJ/Mole
was obtained .by using the van't Hoff's equation and the average appa
rent equilibrium constant.
The amount of acetate extracted into the

THE BEHAVIOUR OF ACETATE,

organic pha:se was quantitatively amalysed by stripping it with a dilute
sulphuric acid solution and detact,e,d wi.th the ionchromatography. Table 1
lists the extracted amount of Cu and acetate from the acetate buffer
solution of constant total concentrati•on of acetate but different pH
values. The "blank" is the acetate extracted from the same buffer solu
tion without Cu. Figure 1 illustrats the relationship between acetate
1 .2 -----------. 1.6.-----------,

8

R
o.9

R
1.2

0.6

0.8

7.'2.

0.3

0.4

6.8

r-

o ___..._______

R

7.6

�

01--�,____..____

1.5 + · 3
4.5
5
1
1.5 4
4.4
4.8
5.2
[Cu2 l 0 rglll01/l
[HRJ nol/1
pH
Figs. 2,3,4. '!be Effect of Cqlper,EHEEPA,Iil on the Initial Rate R (not/min·a1 h
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and copper extracted in a serious experiment. The results show that the
amount of acetate extrtacted mainly depands on the pH but the extracted
copper. It means that the most of acetate was extracted in the form of
HAc and was not coextracted with copper.
KINETICS

The effects of Cu and EHEHPA concentrations on the initial

extraction rate R are shown by the dots in Figs. 2.and 3. The shapes of
the two curves are similar, and whcih may be explained as that the rate
R is controlled by the reaction kinetics in the low concentration region
of the reactants and transfers to the diffusion regime as the concentra
tions gose high. Between them there is the mixed regime. pH has mild
effect on R as shown in Fig.4.
MODELING
EQUILIBRIUM MODEL.

Copper extraction with EHEHPA can be roughtly des

cribed with the general equation 1 and since the slop of logD-log[H2R2]
is 2.3, a variety of extracts with different n exists. Comparing dif
ferent n in the model we have found that the value of 0,1,2 can fit the
model quite well. It has been mentioned before that there are some side
reactions which release less H+ than that expressed in equation 1. It
is easy to think that the coordination compound CuAc'- is extracted but
tha amount of acetate coextracted is much less than the copper extracted
and it can not satisfy the quantity required by slop of 1.7 in the logD
-pH diagram. In fact, even in some other aqueous solutions the slops of
logD-pH are also often less than that required by the general equations
0.5

11.0

r-8

0.0

�0.4

-0.8

0.6

0.2
0

-1.l)L._______.___.__._.__,,

-0.8
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-0.3
-1.3
(M] 0 r calculatioo
log[H2J½l
g
Figs,5,6, O::rlpare of !obdel and Experiment Results
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as reported in the literatures. The side reactions should be complicated ,
but for s.implicity only one term was used in the model to describe them
and it did not try to reflact the linear relation of logD-pH. The coefficient K,, is not a constant throughout the whole reaction, and it is
only a adjusting parameter in the model.
[Ml,,

K1[MJ[H 2R2)
[H+ ] 2

+

caalculation results: K1

K2[MJ[H2 R2 )2 +
[H+ ]2

K3[MHH2R21 3 +[H7 2

0.62 x 10-8,

K 2 = 0.74 x 10 --6 ,

K8 [MJ[H2R2J31 2
[H +]
K3 =0.42 x 10 -s,

Ka=0.SX10-3•
The model can fit the results quite well as shown in the Figs.5
and 6.
KINETIC HODEL

In a priveous paper a reaction-diffusion model was

proposed for the desciption of extraction of cobalt with EHEHPA[3) .The
surface-active extractant which absorbed at the interfase reacts with
copper ions in the aqueous layer. In the steady state this is equal to
the diffusion rate of the reactants and products in the organic and
aqueous layers. The model can be expressed by the equation,
A N =
-·
V

ki([MJ-N/2B o.,) x ([HA]-N/BHA)

N = flux

[H +) + k� ([HA)-N/B IIA)

k� = ki /k 1 , k2 = kl k2 [HA)ad/k-1, B = D/6
k� are the forward and reverse reaction constants. D

are diffusivity of and o is the thickness of the layer. A is the

interfacial area and Vis the volume of organic phase. The subscript
"i" denotes the species in organic or aqueous layer and "ad" denotes
absorbed on the interface. The calculation results as follows,
4
6
6
Beu = 3.1:11<10- , IliiA = 2.1)< 10- , k: = 1.8)<10- 1 k; = 11.01X 10-e
6aq = 2.7 10-4m, 6org= 4.5 10-4m.

The model fits the results fairly well as shown by the curves in

the Figs. 2 to 4.
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INTERPHASE TRANSFER OF URANIUM(VI) BETWEEN D2EHPA-TOPO

IN KEROSENE AND PHOSPHORIC ACID STRIP SOLUTIONS USING
THE LEWIS CELL TECHNIQUE
I. Brci6, I. Fatovi6, s. Meles, J, Romano,
INA-Research & Development, Zagreb,
Yugoslavia

Introduction. The study of rate extraction in a given system h�s as final objecti
ve the development of an efficient extraction unit.
We have recently studied the rate constants for the interphase transfer of uranium
(VI) from phosphoric acid solutions by D2EHPA-TOPO in kerosene (1).
The purpose of this investigations is to determine the uranium kinetics which show

the importance of efficiency reductive strip step in uranium recovery from wet-process

phosphoric acid.

Experimental. Comercial grades of di-2-ethyl-hexyl phosphoric acid (D2EHPA) and
tri-n-octyl phosphine oxide (TOPO) in nonaromatic kerosene provided by Mobil Oil,were
used to prepare organic phase. Pure crystalline uranyl nitrate was dissolved in orga

nic phase. Stripping was perfonned by technical grade wet process phosphoric acid in
wich various concentrations of iron were dissolved. The technical phosphoric acid wich
was obtained from the industrial

Table 1. Analysis of 11 ,24M Hl04
Element Concentration
mol • dm-3

u

F'e

V

Cr

1,23-10-3

7,41-10-2
1,21-10-2

6,54 · 10-3
1, 19-10-3

Element
Pb

Cd
Mo

Co
B

plant "Kutina" contained various

Concentration
mol · dm-3
9,61 -,o- 5
1, 78· 10-4
1,73-10-4
1,08·10-4
1,21-10-4

ions impurities. Typical 11,24M
H Po4 (green grade) are presen
3
ted in Table 1 .

The experiments were carried
out in a Lewis cell jackated for

temperature control, by contact

ing equal volumes (V=50 ml) of
Cu
aqueous and organic phases. The
organic and aqueous phases were stirred by for flat-blade paddles of the speed of
125�5 min-1. A four teflon-baffle arrangement were added to improve mixing and to pre
vent vortex formation.
All of the solutions vere sparged with CO and the system was purged with CO2 to
2
remove oxygen in order to prevent ox.idation of iron.

Results and discussion. The most important step of uranium extraction process from
phosphoric acid is reductive stripping which is performed by reduction of uranium in

aqueous phase

2F'e (II)+ U (VI) = 2F'e (III)+ U (IV)
In the process of reductive stripping a sufficient concentration of F'e(II) must be ma
intained, so that the whole uranium quantity could be transferred into U (IV), since

otherwise uranium passes over into organic instead into the aqueous phase. F'or this

reason the oxidation of iron must be prevented. The oxidation of iron occurs mostly in
the mixer for solvent extraction.
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The rate of the chemical react i on of uranium transfer from the organic into the
aqueous phase has been investigated at the temperatures of 20 °c, 30°c, 4o0c, 50°c and
60° .By the application of equation for forward and backward chemical reactions (2)
1-c/cl}J
the rate constants k• and k (cm/s) have
k• = - ..::!!!.._ ln
been obtained; where a (19,252 cm 2) is the
aAt
interfacial area between two phases; t (s)
1-c•/c0 s
the
time; c and c• the uranium concentraV'
k =
ln (----.C.tDa
tion
in organic and aqueous phase, after
1-c•/cS
0 0
time t (g/dm 3 ); c0 and c� the uranium ini
tial concentration in organic and aqueous phase at t = 0 (g/dm 3 ); D distribution ratio
and S = 1/D.
The results are represented in
-logk
Fig.1. It is obvious that the
constant of reaction rate is be
ing increased from 1,43·10-4cm/s
�·for 20°c, to 8,22·10-4cmts for
6o0c. With the increase of the
J.5
temperature the coefficient of
uranium distribution is also be� ing increased (Hg.2.). Using
van•t Hoff•s equation the heat
value of chemical reaction from
3.1
3.2
3.3
3."
26,53 kJ/mol has been obtained.
1/T X ,o--3
�- The effect of temperature on the trans Activation energy for the forward
rate of chemical reaction is
fer rate constants of uran i um 1 (A to 0),
38,73 kJ/mol, while activation
2 (0 to A): org. 0,5� D2EHPA + 0, 125M TOPO
energy for reverse reaction is
c i = 2,97·10-2mol·dm-3; � 6,76M Hlo11
i
13, 12 kJ/mol. The heat of the
c�Fe--5 ' 35·10-1mol·dm-3 ' c u-7 • 98·10-4mo1,dm-3
chemical reaction is equal to the
togD
difference of activation energies
2.0
and comes to 25,61 kJ/mol. The Hr
value is equal to the value that
has been obtained from distribu
tion coefficients within the ex
perimental error, meaning that
the chemical reaction of uranium
controls the transfer of uranium
�o.,________....,_______...,__. from the organic into the aqueous
phase.
3A
3.1
3.0
In Fig. 3. the dependence of"
1/T x t<P
rate transfer of uranium on the
Fig.2. Distribution ratios of U vs.temperature
concentration of phosphoric acid
is represented. It is visible
that the rate of transfer is considerably influenced by the concentrat�on of phosphoric acid. Thus, the coefficient of rate transfer for 4,91M acid is 4,65·10-4 cm/sand
for 10,93M acid it is 8,53·10-4 cm/s.
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� Uranium rate constant and di:stribution ratio
v:, pho:,phoric acid concentration:
org. 0,5H D2ElfPA + O, 125M roro,cfi =2,97·10-�l ·dm-3;
� cie=5,35·10-1mol ·dm-3, cu· 10-4cmo1 ·c1m-3)=5,88-11, 10
By the application of Ryon•s et al. equation (3)
R
k•a :_E_
V
t
1-E
(E - stage efficiency, R - volume of rafinate phase in mixer)
a large influence of the concentration of phosphoric acid on the decrease of retentior
time in mixer can be observed. It is, therefore,necessaryto perfonn reductive stripp
ing with the increased concentration of phosphoric acid, in order to decrease volume
of the mixer.

1.
2.
3.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EXTRACTION KINETICS OF URANIUH BY TRIBUTYL PHOSPHATE,
, J-1 6
APPLICATION TO THE USE OF PULSED COLUHNS
.
B. Dinh - Conmissariat a 1 'Energie Atomique - IRDI, (FR)

1 , INTRODUCTION

The experience gained in the operation of pilot plants for the extraction
of uranyl nitrate by tributyl phosphate in pulsed columns appears to indi
cate that the knowledge of the type of mechanism limiting the transfer
kinetics (kinetics of the chemical mechanism or diffusion of the uranium in
the phases) is vitally important for the control of their transfer perfor
mance.

While it is commonly acknowledged that the chemical mechanism of transfer
(cornplexation of uranyl nitrate by tributyl phosphate) is interfacial and of
the first order with respect to uranium <1,2>, opinions are divided as to
whether it is actually the limiting step in the transfer kinetics <3,4,5>.
By considering basically that these two steps in the transfer can play an
equivalent role, we employed the single drop technique, in a stationary
medium or one subjected to a pulsation, to determine the conditions in which
one or the other of these two steps was limiting.

2 , EVIDENCE OF THE COMPOSITE llATllRE 01' TRANSFER

We first decided to operate in chemical conditions leading to a high par
tition coefficient, so as to ignore the diffusional resistance in one of the
phases ([H•] = 3N in the aqueous phase, or De 26 at 25 ° C).
In the continuous aqueous phase,the overall transfer coefficient relative
to the dispersed phase is written :.

1

Kg

�
wa�-------------,
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0
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0
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In the continuous organic phase, the coefficient K
--¢**
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k

C

Fig.1. Overall transfer coeffi
cient variation in the aqueous
phase
o without pulsation;+ f = 1;
x f = 1,5; V f = 2 Hz
mean value of K (-k /D)
e
g

:::l

>

ke

Figure 1 shows that the coefficient Kg
do not depend on drop size and is
unaffected by the pulsation of the
continuous phase. This highlights the
chemical nature of the transfer and
offers an idea of the reaction rate
constant k.
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_Fig. 2. Overall transfer co
efficient variation in the
organic continuous phaee
--- measured Ke; o without
pulsation;+ f = 1; x f = 2;
v f = J Hz
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The substantial change observed in the
transfer coefficient with drop size
(see Figure 2) shows that diffusion in
the drops plays a signifiant role, and
is predominant for small drops. The
intensification of convective motion in
the larger drops helps to diminish its
importance. For large drops, internal
agitation becomes very violent, and the
limitation of transfer becomes chemi
cal.
Tests in a pulsed medium (Figure 2)
confirm this analysis, by revealing the
sensitivity of the transfer efficiency
to the pulsation conditions for drops
of intermediate size(accordingly sub
jected to greater deformability).
3,

+ o•

0
0

L-�--=---=��,-,-�--·-·

2 Drop diameter (mm)
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ROLE OF THE Dl'l'ERFACIAL l!ECHAHISH

We took measurements in the continuous
organic phase at different aqueous ni
tric acidities, selected so as to yield
decreasing reaction rate constants ke
according to <2>.
These results (see Figure 3) show that
the extent of diffusion in the drops is
reduced as the kinetics of the chemical
mechanism becomes slower. The sudden
r i s e in the coefficient Kg observed
above, which reveals the scale of dif
fusionnal resistance, diminishes here
and eventually disappears at the lowest
value of k e.
Ji,

2 Drop diameter (mm)
Fig.J. Nitric acid concentra
tion effect on overall trans
fer coefficient K in the erg
ganic continuous phase
o (HNoJ JM; + [HNo.J 1 .1M,
x (H!l03] o. 5 M; v LHNO l o. 11,
J

APPLICATIOII TO PULSED COLmDJS
In experiments in pilot pulsed columns using the system investigated, the
following points were observed.
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• With respect to uranium extraction (transfer of the solute from the
aqueous phase- to the organic phase) :
The transfer efficiency is better in the aqueous continuous phase
(point 1) ;
- The sensitivity of. transfer performance to the wettability properties
of the packing with respect to the dispersed phase is greater in the
organic oont,iiruous phase (point 2).
• With respect to uranium stripping (transfer of the solute from the or
ganic phase to the aqueous phase) : the transfer performance is:less depen
dent, both on the choice of the continuous phase and on the wettability of
the trays (point 3).
These observations, recorded in conditions in which,axial1 mixing was not
predominant, can only be interpreted by considering the transfer kinetics of
the solute.
It should be pointed out that the analysis presented in Section 2 serves
to suggest an interpretation of these observations. In fact, since the
transfer kinetics in the aqueous continuous phase is that of the chemical
mechanism, hence maximal, the transfer efficiency is higher in this mode
whereas, in the continuous organic phase, the predominant role of diffusion
in the dispersed phase makes the transfer efficiency sensitive to the weL
tability of the packing, and the coalescence of drops at this level is the
refore highly beneficial (point 2).
The less cle·ar different between these two operating; modes· with respect
to stripping (point 3) can be explained by the less pronounced role of dif
fusional resistance in the dispersed phase, due to a slower chemical kine
tics (Section 3).
Note however that the Marangoni effect could also explain these three
observations, if one considers that, irrespective of the operating mode, the
diffusional resistance in the dispersed phase remains non-negligible. Points
1 and 2 are explained by the greater coalescence if transfer takes place
from the �ontinuous phase to the dispersed phase (continuous·aqueous phase),
while coalescence is inhibited in the reverse direction (continuous organic
phase) . The last point could be related to the de.crease in the scale of this
effect due to a lower intensity of transfer in stripping operation.
NOTATION

k (k·):
e

r,

D
REFEREIICl!S

- Partial transfer coefficient relative to diffusion in the
dispersed (continuous) phase ;
- Overall t r a n s f e r co efficient relative to the dispersed
phase ;
Reaction r a t e c o nsta n t in t h e extraction (stripping)
direction
- Par.tiitibn. coefficient.

1. Farbu L., MacKay H.A.C. and Wain A .G.IFProc. ISEC'74, 242 7. Lyon,
1974.
2. Moskowicz P. CEA-R-473 5, 1975.
3. Horner D.E., Mailen J.C., Thiel S_.W., Yates R.G. and1 Scott T.C.
ORNL-TM- 6 7 8 6, 1979.
4. Knoch W. UCRL, Trans. 1078, 1964,
5. Batey W., Liddel J.M., Thomson P.J.,and Watson R.J. ND-R-1063, 1983.
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KINETICS OF Co(II) EXTRACTION WITH BIS(2,4,4-TRIMETHYLPENTYL)-r:-=-:7
PHOSPHINIC ACID
�
L. Hummelstedt, K. Westerholm and J. Alitalo
Abo Akademi, Abo, Finland
The present paper reports the results of a kinetic study of cobalt
extraction from nitrate media in the pH range 4.0 - 6.5 using chloro
form
solutions
of
bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic
acid
((CSH17)2P(O)OH, abbreviated BTMPPA), which is the active component of
the commercial extractant Cyanex 272 (American Cyanamid Company). Be
cause of its high selectivity for cobalt over nickel this reagent is of
considerable industrial importance.
Experimental. BTMPPA was isolated from Cyanex 272 using the method
of Paatero et al. (1). Kinetic experiments were performed at 25 °c
using the technique described in (2) with the exception that a normal
pH electrode (Radiometer GK2401-C) was used in a background electrolyte
of constant ionic strength (1 !1 NaN03). The absorbance of the extract
was continuously, recorded at 633 nm and fed directly to a micro�
computer.
The interracial tension was measured using a Du Nouy ring tensio
meter equipped with a Cahn Electrobalance Model RM-2. Direct current
plasma atomic emission measurements were performed with a Spectra. Span
IIIB apparatus (Spectrometrics, Inc.).
� e
� �sa..._._of
� -=BT
�P�r�o�p� e�r�ti
� �M�PP
� �A"""". Ke-an et al. (3) have recently studied th'e
distribution of BTMPPA between chloroform and water in the pH range
0.6 - 3-7 using atomic emission spectroscopy. The distribution data
yielded numerical values for the acid dissociation constant, the dis
tribution constant, and the organic phase dimerization constant· of
BTMPPA, which was reported to exist in 98% purity in the commercial
reagent Cyanex 272. Higher pH values than 3.7 could not be studied
b·ecause of emulsion formation in the aqueous phase, wh':!.ch· did not
contain a background electrolyte.
We attempted to extend the distribution study to pH values above 3.7
in the presence of 1 !1 NaN03 using BTMPPA isolated from Cyanex 272 (1).
The background electrolyte eliminated the emulsion problem, but we
found the aqueous solubility of BTMPPA to be much lower than reported
by Ke-an et al. (3). While they performetl their an�lyses on aqueous
solutions containing 4 - 50 ppm of phosphorus our- corresponding equili
bratio.ns·, (15 hours of shaking) yielded P concentrations too low for
accurate determination (1 - 2 ppm). This was also true for experiments
at lower pH in the absence of NaN03. On the other hand, equilibration
of unpurified Cyanex 272 with pure water at pH 1.9 yielded a P content
of 16 ppm in the aqueous phase. It thus appears that the unpurified
Cyanex 272 sample studied by Ke-an et au.. (3) cannot·. have conta'ined 98:;
BTMPPA; There are also two errors (misprints?) in their equation for.
5. 311c. 262
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centration at pH 5.0 and BTMPPA con
centrations 3 0(6), 60(0), and 300(0)
mol/m 3 • Curves according to equation [2)
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a

The

initial

function of

computation or the equilibrium constants. For these reasons the
constants must be considered unreliable.
In our work potentiometric titration of BTMPPA in 75% isopropanol25% water yielded a pKa or 6.2 while a titration or acetic acid in the
same medium gave a pKa or 6.5 and a titration in water 4.6. Assuming
the same difference to be valid for BTMPPA we estimate an aqueous pKa
or 4,3 for that compound. This agrees with the pKa value of 6 in 75%
ethanol-25% water reported by Danesi et al. (4) but differs from the
aqueous pKa of about 3,2 given by Ke-an et al. (3).
A pKa value of 4,3 also agrees with the interracial tension data
presented in Figure 1. Below a pH of about 4.3 BTMPPA concentrations or
0.03 � and 0.3 � cause only a small and constant decrease relative to
the interracial tension obtained with pure chloroform. The marked
decrease at pH> 4,3 must be caused by phosphinate anions adsorbed at
the interface while the behaviour at pH< 4,3 indicates that the un
dissociated acid has a low interracial activity.
Osmometric studies of BTMPPA in chloroform (5) show a constant
aggregation number or two down to low concentrations, thus indicating a
very stable dimer which explains the low interracial activity. This
finding agrees with the osmometric study of Danesi et �l. (4) in
toluene, where BTMPPA is reported to be dimeric even at concentrations
as low as 10-3 formula weights per liter.
Kinetic results. At low loading BTMPPA is reported (4,6) to extract
cobalt as a waterfree tetrahedral complex Co(HR2l2 (H2R2 denotes the
dimer of BTMPPA). Only this complex was assumed to be formed in our
studies of the initial extraction rate of cobalt with BTMPPA in chloro
form. The experiments were performed at constant ionic strength (1 �
NaN03) in the pH range 4 - 6.5, thus avoiding complications from micro
emulsion formation (1,7).
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Figure 2 shows that the aqueous cobalt concentration has a very
small effect on the initial extraction rate at pH 5.0. Figures 3 and 4
illustrate the effect of the BTMPPA concentration, which tends toward a
square-root dependence at high pH. Figure 5 shows that the rate is
practically independent of the pH in the range 5-6,5.
The rates are quite low (well below 10-5 mol m-Zs-1) and the diffu
sion gradients at the interface may therefore be neglected (2). It
should be noted that the acidic extractant forms a buffer system which
reduces the pH differences between the interface and the bulk of the
aqueous phase. Hydroxo complexes of Co(II) are not expected to inter
fere seriously in the pH range under study.
Extensive studies of different kinetic models by nonlinear regres
sion analysis gave the best fit for a mechanism where the rate is
limited by a reaction between an adsorbed intermediate.CoHR� and a
monomer HR coming from the organic phase:
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CoHR�ads + HR

:= Co(HR2 )R + W .

[ 1]

In:the reaction formula (1) components in the organic phase are marked
by ·a bar over the symbol while the subscript "ads" indicates a species
adsorbed at the interface. Hydration water uound to the cobalt ion is
omitted for simplicity. The intermediate CoHR� is assumed to exist in
equilibrium concentration at the interface, where it competes mainly
with HRz aecording to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm (2). The inter
racial activity of H2R2 and HR appears to be so low that they do not
compete successfully with the charged species for space at the inter
face.
Assuming that the further reaction of the uncharged intermediate
cCo(HR2)R to the end product Co(HR2l2 (4) occurs in the organic phase
without affecting the �inetic expression the proposed mechanism yields
the followint equation for the initial extraction rate Jc0:
Jco

k 1 [ co 2 + J [� J 1 • 5

'[2]

Expressing the concentrations and the hydrogen ion activity aH
mol m-3 the following lumped parameters k1, K2, and K3 were obtained
.nonlinear·regression analysis on 40 experimental rate observations:
k1
(7.39 ":! 1.50)·10-12 mo1-l/2m5/2 s-1
K2 = (1.77 � 0.37)·10-5 mo1-lm3
·K3 = (3.85 � 1.05)·10-4.
The dimer ij2ij2 appears to be very stable and its concentration
therefore taken as 0.5xCBTMPPA· The monomer concentration [fffl']
2
proportional to fH2R2)1/ .

in
by

is
is

Figure 6 and the curves in Figures 2-5 show that the proposed model
agrees reasonably well with the,experimental results.
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INTERFACIAL KINETICS, PAR!' I: MODELLING THE OVERALL RATES OF SLOW REACTIONS
IN LIQUID-LIQUID SYSTEMS

EJ
3-18

�rteza Sohrabi, Department of Chemical Engineering, Amir Kabir University of
Technology, Tehran 15, Iran
Liquid-liquid reactions are encountered extensively in various chemical industries.

As a typical example of such reactions, nitration of toluene may be mentioned.

The industrial ioononitration of toluene is usually performed in a two liquid phase
system using aqueous mixtures of nitic and sulphuric acids (mixed acid) with a typical
composition of 15 ioole\ HN0 , 3 0 lllOle\ H so , 55 ioole\ a o.
2
2 4
3
While the fact that ioost reactions occur in the aqueous phase is not in dispute,

(1-4] nevertheless, no systmatic investigation into the nature and extent of reaction

in the aromatic phase has yet been -undertaken. A few workers have noted the occurrence
in the organic phase (5,6], but their data are not directly applicable to traditional
two phase aromatic nitration.

The purpose of the present study was, therefore, to obtain some further information

on the nature of reaction in the organic phase and to develop a ioodel for the rate of
such a reaction.
3

Experimental, (a) Reactor. The reactor was a CSTR, 1.06 dm in capacity (0.13 m
long and O.102 m internal diameter) and was constructed of stainless .steel type EN58J.

Cooling was provided by means of a coil supported in the tank baffles. The agitator,
was being driven by a 0.5 hp induction motor at the speed of 2000 ! 200 rpm. Further
details of this reactor may be found in reference 7.

(b) Laminar jet. The equipment used was similar to that employed previously [8,9].
(c) Analytical procedure. To study the kinetics of nitration in the organic phase,

extensive data for the solubility of acid mixtures in the latter phase were required.
A complete experimental data and methods of measurement are available elsewhere [10].

Kinetics of nitration in the aromatic phase was studied by dissolving anhydrous
nitric acid (in quantities far less than the saturation concentrations) in toluene or
toluene-ioononitrotoluene mixtures and followed the increase in concentration of nitro
toluene using a gas�liquid chromatograph. In certain experiments, the aromatic mixtu

res contained some sulphuric acid.

The reaction in the organic phase was slow and continued for several weeks.before
a sudden increase in the rate was observed. This was related to the separation of an

aqueous phase from the reaction mixture and thus heterogenity of the system which
could be caused by the formation of water during nitration in the organic phase.

Some of the results are summarised in table 1.
Continuous two phase nitration was carried out in the CSTR. When steady state con

ditions were established, samples were drawn through a sampling tube connected to the
main effluent pipe near exit fro111 the reactor. The organic phase was analysed for to
luene, the the various mononitrotoluene isomers (MNT), oxidation products and sulphu
ric acid.. Concentrations of toluene and MNT were dete-mined by glc. Nitrocresols were
detected by thin layer chromatography and i.r. spectroscopy (11). Nitric acid was de

termined by the method of Giles [4]. Nitrcrus acid was analysed by colorometric tech
nique (12].
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..!i!h!.Ll,Homogeneous batch nitration of toluene in the organic phase
Temperature

<·c>

40

35
30

Acid concentration
-3
(mol.dm )
HN03
H2so4
0.253
0.255
0.256
0.250
0.301
0.261

0.0
-4
l.OxlO
0.0 -4
2.ox10_
3.4xl0 4
0.0

0.297

0.0

0.254
0.256
0.252
0.250
0. 303

Organic phase composition
(10C>le\)
toluene

MNT

18
18
46
82
0

82
82
54
18
54
100

1

99

46

0.0
4
l.lxlOo.o
-4
2.3xlo_4
3.6xl0

82
82
54
18
54

18
18
46
82
46

Rate constant
-1
(s. )
-6
0.118xl0-6
O.l58xl0_6
o.121x10_6
0.355x10_6
0.533xl0_
6
0.125xl0
-6
0.06lxl0_
0.073xl0_66
0.062x10_
6
0.187x10_6
0.253xl0
0.029xl0-6

Results and discussion. Using both differential and integral methods of analysis,

confirmed by least square technique (13], the kinetic data were found to be correlated

by the following equation:

-8irno •

k[HN03J [C6H CH3J
5

• k[HN0 ]1
(1)
3
where -1\i
, is the rate of disappearance of nitric acid; k, is the first order rate
NO
3
constant; [C H CH J and [HN0 ], are molar concentrations of nitric acid and toluene.
6 5 3
3
An activation energy of ca 120000 kJ/kg mol was determined for this reaction.
3

It is clear that in heterogeneous nitration of toluene, reactions occur in both
phases. With a CSTR and under steady state conditions, the compositions and hence, the

rates of nitration in both phases remain constant. By considering the extent of reac

tion in the organic phase and the fact that nitric acid is always present in the lat
ter phase the occurrence of a slow reaction in the bulk aromatic phase, seems a rea

sonable assumption. The following model was thus developed to describe the behaviour
of such a reaction.
By a material balance over a differential thickness
15]:
D_!£+�� R(C) '
'bx

2

(dx)

in the organic phase (14,
(2)

'bt

where D and C are diffusion coefficient and concentration of nitric acid in the org
anic phase respectively and R(C), is the rate equation.
The following boundary conditions are applicable:
In the bulk organic phase:

At the interface: t > 0

t - 0
t >0
X • 0

X

I

>0

x-a:,

;

C

C • C

E

0

C • CA

A
solution of the differential equation may be achieved by the standard technique
and is as follows :
�
r.-:--:-- -kt ]
(nik
,tkt/Tr.e
C •aCA*�D/k[(kt+0.5)erf�kt+
(3)
1
A
where a, is interfacial area per unit volume of the organic phase, and t, is the
reaction time which may be taken as .residence time.
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Table 2

Continuous two phase nitration of toluene in CSTR at 35 ° c by mixed acid

Residence time
(min)

1.0

1.5
2.4

4.1

7.7
10.2

21.3

Conversion of toluene
(\)

11

17
23
36

52

61
74

*) , Based on the unit volume of emulsion.

Concentration of HNJin organic phase
(mol.dm-3 )
predicted
measured
(mean)
(from eqn.4)

Rates of toluene nitratipn
-3 -1
(mol.dm . s. )
in organic phase overall*
(from eqn.5)
7

0.50

l.25xlo-

0.74

0.76
0.86

0.92

1.12

l.52x10
-6
2.58xl0
4.lOxl0-6
6
'6.27xl0-

0.46

0.53
0.59

0.65
0.85

0.58
0.66

1.01

7
2.90xl07
6.6lxl0-6

3
7.95xl03
8.17xl03
6.95xl03
6.52xl03
5.02xl03
4.14xl03
2.68xl0-

If kt

plified as:

1, which is applicable to the present conditions, equation (3) may be sim2ac: J Dt/rr

and

R = 2a<

/ot/rr

(1 + kt/3)

(4)

(1 + kt/3),

(5)

where, R, is the rate of reaction per unit volume of the organic phase.

Testing of the model, demands a knowledge of the values of the system parameters.
*
Interfacial area has been measured previously [Bl, C , has been obtained from solubiA
lity measurements (10], and D, has been found by laminar jet technique.

In table 2, some of the results of continuous nitration have been summarised. Also

a comparison has been made between the actual and predicted values for concentration

of nitric acid in the organic phase.

It may be observed that in all cases, the measured values are 10-20\ lower than

the predicted ones. This, could be related to the errors involved in the determination

of diffusivities and solubilities. Occurrence of oxidation in the organic phase may be
another source of error. Presence of nitrous acid and nitrocresols in the organic pha

se could indicate that side reactions may be relatively important in the latter phase.
If it is accepted that the model is applicable to nitration in the organic phase,

then it is possible to estimate the contribution of such a reaction to the overall
rate of two phase nitration.

In table 2, the rates of reaction in the organic phase

and also, the overall rate of two phase nitration is given for comparison.

Conclusion. It seems that both nitration and oxidation reactions occur in the org

anic phase.

While no more than a trace of sulphuric acid dissolves in the organic

phase, it presence appears to have a significant effect on rates of nitration.

A model, based on a slow reaction regime in the organic phase has been developed

and found to be consistent with the experimental results.
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MACROKINETICS OF BENZENE SULPHONATION IN LIQUID-LIQUID
AND GAS-LIQUID SYSTEMS
Tahereh Kaghazchi, Department of Chemical Engineering, Amir Kabir University of

Technology, Tehran 15, IRAN

Aromatic sulphonation under two phase conditions is an example of simultaneous

mass transfer and chemical reaction. It is also one of the more important unit pro

cesses of the modern organic chemical industry. Whilst previously, workers have clai

med the elimination of mass transfer resistances in liquid-liquid systems by employ

ing high rates of agitation, evidence in favour of kinetic control is quite inconclu

sive [l]. Certain studies on the continuous two phase aromatic sulphonation in vari

ous gas-liquid reactors have been conducted with respect to the effect of mass trans

fer characteristic of reactors on the selectivity of sulphonation products [2,3].

In the present study, some factors affecting the macroscopic rate determining step

of the continuous two phase sulphonation of benzene in liquid-liquid and gas-liquid
systems have been investigated.

Experimental. Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor, In this reactor the sulphonation of
3
benzene in liquid liquid system was studied. The reactor, 1.06 dm- in capacity, 13 cm

length and 10.2 cm internal diameter, was constructed of stainless steel type EN58J.
Four vertical baffles, each one tenth the diameter of the tank, mounted against the

tank wall at right angles to it, were spaced at 90 ° intervals around the reactor.

Cooling was provided by means of a coil supported in the tank baffles.

The agitator,

(four bladed straight paddle) was driven by a 1/2 hp induction motor through a con

trolled variable speed drive and a set of pulleys for adjusting the stirring speed.

The temperature was measured by means of an iron-constantan thermocouple housed in a
water-filled sheath. Further details of this reactor may be found elsewhere [4].

Double Mixed Reactor - The reactor used in this study was similar to that employed

� Sohrabi [5]. It consisted of a cylindrical flask made of "Pyrex" glass 5 cm diame
ter and 8 cm length.

The vessel was divided into two sections with equal volumes by

means of a horizontal plate, 0.5 cm width. Flows of gas and liquid phases were throu

gh the top and bottom sections respectively. To provide the necessary contact between

the phases, four openings, 1 cm in diameter each, were made around the plate at 90 °
interval. Cooling was provided by circulating thermostated water through a jacket,

built around the reactor.

Analytical Procedure - To start the reaction in the·CSTR, the reactor was initial

ly filled with concentrated sulphuric acid. The agitator motor was switched on and

the reactants introduced at the appropriate rates. When steady state conditions were

established, sanq,les of the products were taken. Samples were collected through a

sampling tube connected to the main effluent pipe near the exit from the reactor. Each
sairpling tube was initially filled with ice-cold distilled water. The collected samp

les were transfered to calibrated separating funnels and allowed to separate into two

distinct layers. The aqueous phase was diluted with distilled water and the absorbance

at 260 nm was measured.
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The gas-liquid sulphonation was started by regulating the nitrogen flow and connec
ting the sulphur trioxide inlet to a thermostated container filled with stabilised so3•
The latter evaporated and flowed through a flow regulator to the reactor, wher it was
mixed with nitrogen and absorbed into the liquid.
Collection and analysis of products from double mixed reactor was similar to that

employed in CSTR.

Results and Discussion - (a), Liquid-Liquid System, In two phase sulphonation in

-liquid-liquid system, the maximum concentration of benzene in the acid phase may be

Assuming that
assumed equal to its respective concentration in that phase, C H
[ 6 6Ja.
at steady state conditions, the rate of transfer of benzene to the acid phase and
its rate of removal there by reaction are equal:

(l)

where, A, is the interfacial area per unit volume of the acid phase1 1).• is the over
all mass transfer coefficient1 [C H J and [H so J, are the steady state concentra
2 4
6 6 a
tions of benzene and sulphuric acid in the aqueous phase, k2, is the second order
rate constant; and k1, is the pseudo f�rst order constant. Hence:
[C6H 6)a • (A1),[C6H6)a)/(k2[H2S04) + 1'1).l
and the rate of reaction is given by:
Rate• (k [H so JAI<y,[C H J:)/(k [H so J + 1'1).l,
(2)
2 2 4
6 6
2 2 4
If A1). is very much greater than k [H2so J, the rate will be kinetically contro
2
4
lled and given by:
(3)

However, if k [H so J>>AK , the reaction is mass transfer controlled and the
L
2 2 4
rate is given by:
(4)

actual rates

5

predi�ted rates

0

15

Figure 1,

16

17

18

Exit concentration of sulphuric acid (mol.1-l)

Rates of the two phase sulphonation of benzene as a funct,011
of sulphuric acid concentration at 20 ° c.
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In figure 1, a comparison has been made between the actual rates of the two phase

benzene sulphonation obtained from the CSTR, and those predicted from equation (3).

(b), Gas-Liquid System - To determine the appropriate model for the rate of ben

zene sulphonation by gaseous so , it was noted that the aromatic compounds having
3
reactivities much less than that of benzene, sulphonates quite rapidly in such systems [6].

Two probable regimes were, therefore, considered for such a reaction:

first, a fast reaction in the liquid phase, and second, an instantaneous reaction
between the two reactants •
By considering a material balance over a differential thickness in the reaction

zone, coupled with the rate equation for sulphonation in homogeneous srstems, the

following model has been obtained [7]:

1 5
Rate• A([SO 3 1*
o, •

J

(5)

[s0 1 , is the saturation concentration of so in liquid phase; D , is the
3 0
503
3
diffusion coefficient of so in the liquid phase; and k, is the rate constant.
3
In case of instantaneous reaction regime, a model may be derived by assuming that
where

the dissolved so reacts instantaneously with benzene in the liquid phase. The reac
3
tion zone is limited to a reaction plane beneath the interface and the overall rate

is largely governed by the speed of diffusion of the two reactants to the reaction
plane.

The differential equations describing this situation are as follows:
a 2 c1
(6)
X < ).
Dl � x2
D2

,/c

"""i'72

X

> ).

(7)

subscripts 1 and 2 are referred to so3 and benzene respectively, and >. is the
distance of the reaction plane from the interface. The following boundary conditions

wh�re

are applicable:
At t - 0 : c - o, c2 • [C6H6)o
1
At the interface : X • 0, Cl • [S0 3) o
In the bulk liquid phase : x- oo, C2 • [C6H6)o
ac2
�c1
At the reaction plane : X - A , -Dl�• D23x, c1 • o, c 2 • o

Solution of the above equations, involving a moving boundary, may be obtained by

the standard technique (8-10), and is:

(8)
Rate • A ,/ D /nt
50
3
is a constant and, t, is the absorption time (may be regarded as the liquid

where O ,
phase residence time)
Assuming that [c n6J >>[S0 )*, the enhancement factor may be written as follows:
6
3 0
*
1 + (D H /Dso ([C6H 6)o/[S03)o)
C
1
3
6 6
(9)

J

erf(ja /D50 l
3
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(D C /Dso )
6H6
3

2
..-< '
..-<•

1

0

25

30

40
Temperature ( ° C)

50

Effect of temperature on the controling step of benzene
sulphonation rate by gaseous sulphur trioxide

Figure 2.

Substitution gives:

Rate

=

A([C H ) + [S03):Dso /DC H )
6 6 o
3
6 6

J

(DC H /l7t)
6 6

(10)

or are
At the lower temperatures, the results obtained from the double mixed react
e,
temperatur
the
increasing
by
consistant with the fast reaction model(5). However
° c, the
40
about
at
Finally,
model.
the rate values started to deviate from the latter
results were found to be fairly well correlated by model (10) ·
The results are shown in figure 2.
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KINETICS 01' THE MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS IN SO.ME EXTRACTION�

L:._-=-=.._J
SYSTEMS
I.Kulawik, J.Kulawik, J.Mikulski, Insti
' tute of Nuclear Physics,
Cracow, Poland

Passing of extractant molecules across the interface in the ext-
raction process is accompanied by many physico-chemical phenomena
determined by the state of the system inside the phase and also by
the state of the interface. The state of the interface determined
by the work of the molecules passing•across the interface, by the
orientation of molecules on the inter,f,ace and by the formation and
gathering of the charged surface active complex on thS"?interface
will influence the kinetics of the extraction process, the equilib
rium in the system, and the value of the partition coefficient of
the extracting substance between the two phaa,es. The molecular in
teractions inside the phases (cohesion) and the interactions across
the interface (adhesion) are the measuring parameters connected
with the surface and interface tensions. Changes of those tensions
will reflect the surface state, as is the case with the entropy
changes, free surface energy of the system and the values of the ex
traction coefficients. Therefore a measurement of above mentioned
values make possible to_ determine,. of the state of investigated ex
traction system.
The subject of our investigations were the extraction- systems
with two different extractants as the organic phase. In the first
case it was the phosphorous extractant - tributyl phosphate, and in
the other the chelate extractant - acetylacetone. The aqueous phaae,
was the HCl-solution with different concentration acid and salts,
according to the type of extraction system. The following salts:
NaCl, CuC12, ZnC12, Fec1 , Inc1 , Ticl4 and ThC14 were studies.
3
3
After extraction when equilibrium was reached, the phases were
separated from each other, and the surface tensioft of each ph�se
and interfacial tension of investigated system with the drop weight
method were measured. From the values obtained the work of cohesion
and adhesion in the system were calculated. In some cases the valu-
es are measured as a function of temperature, which allows one t�
determine the values of entropy and surface energy of the system •.
Measuring the concentration of the specific salts in both phases,
after extraction spectrophotometrically or with the aid of the com
plexometric titration method, the extraction coefficient for the
separate salts was determined.
The Table presents the results of the measurements and of the cal
culations of some physico-chemical magnitudes: the work of adhesion
(A), the work of cohes�on- �n, organic phase (K0 ) and in aqueous pha
se (Kw) after extraction in mJ/m2, the value of entropy in phases
2
(e0 and ew) in mJ/m, the value of surface energy in phases (E0,�)
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Physico-chemical values obtained for the extraction
system with TBP and AA
A,
801
System
Kw,
Eo,
ew,
Ew,
Ko,
mJ/m2 mJ/m2 mJ/m 2 mJ/m2K mJ/m 2K mJ/m2 mJ/m2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

D

0•195
1
48•6 49•0 66•4
57•4 57·4 68• 2
0•15
2
1•04
46•4 47• 2
0.06 0.04
57•5 57·5 71•0
3
1•63
0•05 0•05
4
59•4 59·4 72•0
44•4 50•7
3•00
50•4 52•8 72•2
5
6
0•0009
'56•6 56°6 69•4
0•10 -0•05
57•8 18• 8
2• 24
7
58•1 57•0 66•9
0•10 -0•05
60•5 2 0•0
0•75
8
63•1 6 2•3 69•3
0•015
50•1 24·0
0°06 -0•04
65•0 65•0 75•4
9
10
0•09 -0•03
0•014
59. 2 2 9•1
65•7 65•7 75•9
11
0•08 -0•06
0• 2 9
60•0 24•1
73• 2 73• 2 83•4
0•07 -0·05
12
57.4 2 8·5
73•8 73•8 86•4
0•313
1. TBP-1:M NaCl-1:M HCl; k_TBP-1M CuClr1M HCl; ¾.TBP-1M ZnC1 -1MHCl;
2-1MHCl;
TBP-1M ZnCl2- 3M HCl; ..2., TBP-1M Fee 3-1M HC1;_:.TBP-1M ThCl4
7.AA-0.01M CuCl -0.01M HCl; 8.AA-0.1MFeC1 -0.1MHCl; _!i.AA-1M InC1 lr.1MHC1; 10. n.1& InCl3-0.1MHCl; .11,_ AA-,o. M TiCl 4-1M HCl; lb.AA-3
0.1M TiClA-1M HCl

A.

5

in mJ/m.2 Kand the analytical partition coefficient (D).
In the case of chelate systems otherwise than in TBP systems,
it is impossible to perform investigations in a wide range of con
centrations of both the salt and the acid because of poor dissoluti
on of chelates formed.
Conclusions
1. In the extraction system with acetylacetone both the work of ad
hesion between phases and the work of cohesion in the separate
phases increase when the valency of ions decreases.
2. For a separate extraction systems the work of cohesion in the
aqueous phase is greater than the work of cohesion in the orga
nic phase and increases when the valency of ions become higher.
3. In all the investigated systems the values of the cohesion work
in the organic phase and the work of adhesion are simular.
4. In the investigated systems the values of the surface energy are
considerably higher in the organic phase than in the aqueous pha
se. This is connected with the greater values of entropy in the
organic phase for the individual salts compared to the entropy
in aqueous phase. The entropy in the aqueous phase reseives the
negative values because of ordering the inside structure of the
phase in the process of solvation of ions with the molecules of
the solvent.
5. When zinc salt is present in the TBP-system both value of entro
py (in organic and in aqueous phases) are positive and therefore
the values of surface energies in both phases are similar.
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REFLEXIONS ON THE POSSIBILITY TO ENHANCE THE EXTRACTION
KINETICS OF METAL IONS BY USE OF CHEMICAL CATALYSTS

J-21

D. BAUER and G. COTE
Laboratoire de Chimie Analytique, ESPCI, 10, rue Vauquelin,
75005 PARIS, FRANCE
Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) allows economical separations 3nd/or concentration clpera
tions on metal ions solutions. The search for an ideal solvent for a given application is of
major interest for most of us. The main qualities of a suitable extractant molecule for LLE
are : high solubility in the organic diluents, low aqueous solubility, high extraction capacity
for the metal of interest, low extraction capacity for the other metals, rapid phase transfer
for the metal of interest, no toxicity, good stability,. low price, etc. So many conditions are
difficult to be gathered on the same molecule. If one appears to act satisfactorily from a
thermodynamic point of view, it is often possible to enhance (if necessary) the extraction
kinetics. At least two possibilities are offered : (i) use of additives that form transitory fast
extracted complexes; (ii) use of a microemulsion phase formed by addition of an alcohol and
a surfactant instead of the classical organic one ( l ). We deal here with the first point, a
example of which is the role of LIX 63 in the extraction of Cu by LIX 65N. In this paper,
the discussion will be based on the extraction of the precious metals by the dialkylsulfides.
Dialkylsulfides (R S), here mainly dihexylsulfide (DHS), are almost selective extractants
2
for Pd(II) (2,3). In HCI media, the extracted complex is a square planar one, Pd(R S) CJ . Un
2 2 2
fortunately the extraction kinetics is slow; typically l to 3 hours are required to attain equi
librium. Why is this extraction so slow ? R S is is a poorly tensioactive molecule, its inter
2
facial concentration is rather small. On .the other side, in the aqueous phase, the metal is
2
mainly under a complex form, PdCJ4 -, very symmetrical and poorly attracted by the organic
phase. So there is very few chance that these two species come close together and react.
In this paper we will see as an example how it is possible to act either on the organic
phase or on the aqueous phase to obtain faster kinetics.

I.

ENHANCEMENT OF THE RATE OF TRANSFER WITH ORGANIC PHASE ADDITIVES
One can think it is possible to enhance the rate of phase transfer by us� of a go-between

in the organic phase. It could be a species which is greatly adsorbed at the interface and
gives simple or mixed ligand complexes with Pd(ll), these complexes being Jess stable than
the complexes formed with R S. Long chain amines, i.e. triisooctylamine TIOA, seem to be
2
convenient (2) as it is shown in Fig. l. In contact with an acidic aqueous phase, the N atom
is quaternarized, the amine exists in the organic phase as an ion pair TIOAH•cr. This spe
cies is highly tensioactive and the observed effect may be due either to an increase of the
interfacial area or to a catalytic effect. This dilemma can be solved by measuring the initial
rate of phase transfer at constant interfacial area. The results are given in Fig. 2. It is
clear that triisooctylamine enhances the rate of phase transfer. It acts, at least partially, as
a catalyst. The simplified mechanism is the following one : The triisooctylamine is protonated
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The Cl
m < 1the bulk of the solvent and partially adsorbed at the interface as TIOAH + Cf
mt.
ion of the aqueous phase. The new ion
ion of this ,on pair 1s then exchanged with a Pd Cl
3
+
+
pair, TIAOH PdCl - n ' diffuses fron, the interface into the bulk and another TIAOH CI- ion
3 i t.
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Fig. I. Percentage of Pd(II) extracted as a
function of time for several TIOA concen

rate as a function of TIOA concentration.
lnterfacial area : 17cm 2 .

trations.
Aq. phase : HCI 2M; Pd(!!) 3.6g/L.

Aq. phase : HCI 2M; Pd(!!) .5g/L

Org. phase : kerosene; DHS 20g/L; TIOA

Org. phase : kerosene; DHS 60g/L

(1) without;(2) . lg/L; (3) .2g/L; (4) .6g/L

+

pair takes its place at' the interface. In the bulk, the TIAOH PdCI - ion pair reacts with R S
2
3
+
to give the more stable complex Pd(R s) Cl . In such a mechanism, the TIOAH CI- ion pair
2 2 2
is regener:.ated and acts as a catalyst.
At this point of the discussion, the problem seems to be solved. In fact, it is not. In
most of the practical cases, Pd(II) is not alone in the aqueous solution. Several precious or
common metal ions are present. What happens then ? Does the catalytic effect of TIOA still
remain ? We will discuss this point by taking in example the case of the presence of Pr(IV).
The quantity of Pd(!!) extracted ,versus time has been studied for various concentration, of Pt
at constant interfacial area. The results are given in Fig. 3. The extraction rate decreases as
Pt(IV) concentration increases. The catalytic effect of TIOA desappears. The reason is that
TIOAH + is an anion exchanger which gives ion pairs with all the present anions, in particular
those of platinum, PtCl /- and PtCl -. Ion pairs such as TIOAH + PtC1 - exist at the interface
5
5
as well as in the bulk of the solvent. Because the extractant R S is selective of Pd(ll), it
2
+
does not give complexes with Pt(IV). The species TIAOH PtCI - is stable in the solvent, there
5
is consumption of TIOA which is no more available for catalysis. Then if we increase the
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TIOA concentration it is possible to obtain once more enhanced rate of transfer for Pd([!)
but in this case the extraction is no more selective, Pt(LV)

+

being extracted by TIOAH .

Conclusion: it is possible to enhance the extraction rate by use of additives in the orga
nic phase which give transitory complexes : if the transitory complex is not selecuvely
formed with the metal of interest, the catalytic effect may desappear in the presence of
other metals. In our case, any metal which give anionic chloride complexes will interfere.
So, the catalytic additive must be more or less selective of the metal to be extracted.
More precisely, the transitor,y complex

formation must be selective.

N

C,

X
N

2

E

'-:--

0.5
u..J

0

so

100
TIME (min)

lSO

·Fig.- 3. Influence of the Pt([V) conceratratiora on
the extraction rate of Pd([!).
Aq. -phase HCl 2M; Pd(II) 0.5g/L;'Pr(fVI .(1.) ,w;i,th

out; (2) 0.05g/L;(3) 0.23g/L;(4) lg/L.

Org. phase : kerosene; OHS 60 g/L;TIOA 0.6 g/L
II.

ENHANCEMENT OF THE RATE OF TRANSFER WITH AQUEOUS PHASE ADDITlVES

On a symmetrical way than in I, one can think to obtain enhanced transfer rate by desta
2
bilisation of the aqueous species PdC1 -. This is possible by addition -of thiocyanate ion
4
SCN- (4). In aqueous ci-+SCN- solutions, Pd(II) is at least partially under the dissymmetrical

2
form PdCI SCN - . The SCN- ion, alone or engaged in the complex , is less repulsed than
3
2
the Cl- ion by the organic phase (5). So, the complex PdCl SCN - appr.oaches the interface
3
2
closer than the complex PdCl -and then the species R S, even at 1pw concentration at the
4
2
interface, may react. The enhancement of the rate of phase transfer by addition of SCN-ions

in the aqueous phase is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is clear than SCN- is efficient even at sub

stoechiometric concentrations. This fact is a proof of its catalytic effect and not of the
extraction of a new species containing SCN- ions at stoechiometric level. Even more, if the
2

concentration of SCN- is to high, stable complexes such as PdCl CSCN) - already exist in
i
2
the aqueous solution and Pd(II) is no more extracted.
6. 3ax. 262
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Fig. .5. Influence of the presence of Pt(IV)
on the extraction rate of PdOI).
Aq. phase : HCI 2M; Pd(II) .5 l0-4M; Pt(IV)
4
3
(1) without1(2) .5 l0- M; SCN- .5 10- M.
Org. phase : kerosene; DOS .5 10-JM

Fig.. 4. Percentage of. Pd(ll) extracted as a
function of time for several SCN- concen-

trations.
Aq. phase : HCI lM; Pd(II) .5 l0-4M; SCN
4
4
( 1) without.(2)
10- M.(3)
2 10- M.
•
•
-3
0rg. phase : kerosene; DOS .5 l O M.
DOS = dioctylsulfide

With this kind of catalysis, interferences occur only with metal cations which
+
+
complexes. They are mainly Au , Hg2+, Cu +, Ag . In presence of them, the
tion of SCN- must be carefully adjusted. The presence in the solution of Pt(IV) or
cious metals does not modify the rate of Pd(II) extraction as it is shown

give SCN
concentra
other pre
on Fig . .5.
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EXTRACTION KINETICS OF PALLADIUM(II) BY DIALKYL SULPHIDES FROM �
HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLUTIONS

�

G. Cote, D. Bauer and S. Daamach
Laboratoire de Chimie Analytique (Unite associee au CNRS n° 437), E.S.P.C.I.,
10, rue Vauquelin, 75005 Paris, France

This study represents part of our ongoing examination of the application of solvent ex
traction techniques to the recovery and purification of the platinum group metals. Indeed,
the platinum group metals are very important for the high-technology industries and it is
of great interest to develop techniques to recover these metals from spent catalysts or va
rious kinds of scrap. The solvent extraction of palladium(II) has been investigated by many
authors and various extractants have been proposed (1 - 6). Presently, dialkyl sulphides are
used for the separation of palladium(II) at the Acton precious metal refinery of [NCO in
the United Kingdom (7).
Dialkyl sulphides have good physical properties for solvent extraction, moreover their
capacity and their selectivity for palladium([[) over the other platinum group metals and
base metals are very high. However, dialkyl sulphides have a serious drawback : the kine
tics of palladium(ll) extraction is quite slow since typical mixing times for complete ex
traction will be between 1 and .3 hours [8, 9).
Recently, we have shown that the presence of small quantities of long chain amines
(e.g. triisooctylamine) in the organic phase significantly enhances the rate of palladium(II)
extraction from hydrochloric acid solutions by dialkyl sulphides (e.g. di-n-hexyl sulphide)
[ I 0). In the present paper, we further investigate this phenomenon and propose a mecha
nism to explain the catalytic effect due to the presence of long chain amines.

I.

KINETICS OF SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF PALLADIUM(ll) BY DI-n-HEXYL SULPHIDE
IN PRESENCE OF TRIISOOCTYLAMINE

The kinetics of solvent extraction of palladium(II) by di-n-hexyl sulphide (noted OHS)
[SNEA(P), France] has· been studied at constant interfacial area with a stirred cell adapted
from those used by LEWIS. Kerosene (Fluka) was used as diluent and triisooctylamine (no
ted TIOA) [Aldrich] as modifier. The influence of various parameters (concentration of pal
ladium(II), concentration of di-n-hexyl sulphide, concentration of triisooctylamine, concen
-2
tration of chloride ions, etc.) on the initial rate of palladium([[) extraction, V (mol.m •
O
s-'>, has been investigated. The results are given in figures 1 to 4. Let us mention that in
all the experiments the acidity and the ionic strength of the aqueous phase were kept as
+
-l
constant as possible, namely [H ] = 2 mol.L and I = 2. It should also be pointed out that
the quantity of palladium(II) transferred from the aqueous phase into the organic one per
unit of time was independent on the volumes of the aqueous and organic phases, but was
roughly proportional to the area of the interface.
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3
4
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U.

INTERFACIAL PROPERTIES OF DI-n-HEXYL SULPHIDE AND TRIISOOCTYLAMINE
IN ACIDIC MEDIA
The interfacial tension between organic and acidic aqueous phases has been measured for

several concentrations of di n-hexyl sulphide (DHS) or triisooctylamine [TIOA] (figure 5).
In all these experiments, n-dodecane (Merck) was used as diluent.
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Figure 5 .· Interfacial tension versus the global concentration of DHS or TIO,\ at 25 ° C,
after 24 hours equilibration. ( 1) DHS; (2) and (3) TIOA. Aqueous phase :. ( l) and !2)
-1
( )
-1
HCI0 • Organic phase : dodecane
2 mol.L
HCI; 3 2 mol.L
4
Figure 6 . Variation of y and V as a function of the fraction of HCIO
/t (x.H.CIO
O
[HCI0 ] / ([HCI0 ] + [HCI]), at 25 ° C. Experimental conditions : (1) Aqueous phase : [He'! +
4
4
3
HCI0 ] = 2 mol.L -1; organic phase : dodecane. (2) Aqueous phase : 4.7 x 10- mol.L-l
4
4
Pd(Il) in 2 mol.L-l [HC! + HCI0 ]; organic phase : 0.3 mol.L-l OHS + 4 x 10- mol.L-l
4
TIOA in kerosene
Examination of figure 5 shows that di-n-hexyl sulphide is poorly tensio-active since its
critical adsorption concentration (CCA) is close to 0.3 mol.L -l. The critical adsorption con
centration is the lowest concentration in the bulk of the organic phase allowi'ng the pre
sence of tensio-active molecules at the interface. On the other hand, triisooctylamine which
exists as TIOAHCI or TIOAHCI0

when equilibrated with 2 mol.L-l HCI or HCI0 appears
4
4
6
as very tensio-active (CCA < 10- mol.L-1). Moreover, by comparing curves 2 and 3 in

figure 5, we can notice that the interfacial properties of TIOAHCI and TIOAHCI0 are si
4
gnificantly different. Such an observation suggests that the anion (CC or CI0 -) is not
4
completely dissociated at the interface, but to some extent bound to the ammonium ca
tion. Indeed, the same interfacial tension, due to the surface activity of the TIOAH

+

ca

tion, would be expected if the anions were completely dissociated. 'By using the Gibbs
equation, one can calculate the interfacial concentration of TIOAHCJ and TIOAHCJ0

when
4
� mol.m
�•
TIOAHCI0 6.3 x 10
4
Instead of the interfacial concentration one can consider the area occupied by each ion

the interface is saturated : TIOAHCI 1.2 x 10

�
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�;

mol.m

pair at the interface : TIOAHCl 1.4 x 10-18 m 2 ; TIOAHC1O 2.6 x 10-18 m 2 • These values
4
are in good agreement with those found for TLAHCl ant TLAHNO where TLA denotes
3
the trilaurylamine [11].
Ill.

MECHANISM OF CATALYSIS

By taking into account the interfacial properties reported in part II, one can propose
the following mechanism to explain the kinetics of solvent extraction of palladium(II) from
HCI solutions by di-n-hexyl sulphide in presence of triisooctylamine
[1]

PdCl 4 2-

[2]

(Q ,cr)
+ PdCl ad
3

equilibrium

+

..

[3]
I

+

[4]

(Q ,PdC1 -).m.
3 t

[5]

(Q ,PdClJDHSf)

+

+

+

where Q , (--), (
present in the organic
ting in a zone in the

(Q\PdC1 [DHSf)
3

(DHS)
+

(Q+,cn

(DHS)

+

(PdCliDHS]2)
+

)
and (--).m . denote the ammonium cation TIOAH , the species
t
ad
phase, the species adsorbed at the interface and the species reac-.
organic phase adjacent to the interface, respectively. All the other

species are assumed to be present in the aqueous solution.
Let us point out that "the unexpected shape of curves 2 and 3 in figure 4 is explainable
by the fact that in presence of HCIO4 or HNO3 the interface might be saturated by the
ion pairs TIOAHC1O or TIOAHNO instead of TIOAHCI, and that the reactions (2) and (3)
4
3
of the preceding mechanism might become slower when CC is replaced by c1O - or NO -.
4
3
Such an assumption is supported by the correlation which can be observed between the va
riations of VO and y in figure 6.
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INTRODUCTION. Examples ofrate enhancement and catalytic effects in hydrometallurgi
cal liquid-liquid extraction abound in the literature. Mixtures of hydroxyoximes are faster
extractants than the reagents alone [1,2), the proprietary mixture LIX64N being the classical
example (3,4), mixtures ofhydroxyoximes and carboxylic acids have similar properties [5],
and the addition of sulphonic acids to hydroxyoximes results in rate enhancements, too
(6,16]. Explanations to these observations have been usually sought through the formation
of mixed coqiplexes at the interface (7), a proton donor-acceptor interplay by adsorbed
reagents (2), the interfacial complexation by one extractant followed by the rapid ligand
exchange with the other (5,8), or fast complexation in the aqueous diffusion film followed
by redistribution of the complex and ligand exchange in the organic phase (9). The changes
in organic phase speciation caused by the addition of a second extractant provides another
way to explain these phenomena. In this work, the bulk speciation analysis in mixtures is
coupled to interfacial parameters to model the enhanced rate of Ni(II) extraction by dinonyl
naphthalenesulphonic acid (DNNSA or D) mixed with the aliphatic hydroxyoxime LIX63
(L) in hexane.
EXPERIMENTAL RE.�ULTS: INTERFACIAL METAL FL11XES. The flux ofNi(Il)
extracted by DNNSA from 0.5M (HNO, + KN03) at pH=2.5 (Jo) in a Nitsch cell-type
contactor [10) was found to vary linearly with the extractant concentration (Cur) as shown in
fig.I [12). LIX63 alone extracts more slowly, as shown by the JL vs c;_T data in fig.I. When
mixtures were used as extractants, the fluxes Ow) were of higher value than the sum J0 +JL
(fig.I.). An enhancement ratio defined as E=Jw 0 is plotted vs Cor at two values of Ci.r in
figure 2. Three regions can be observed in the graph, with boundaries in close correspon
dence with the critical adsorption concentration (CAC) and the critical micellar concentra
tion (CMC) ofthe mixtures (11,12).
ORGANIC PHASE SPECIATION ANALYSIS. DNNSA aggregates as reversed mi
celles (RM) in hexane with an aggregation number (m) around 7 (13,14,15). Omitting the
metallic counterion for clarity, a reagent balance about the organic phase (thus the bar
supencript) is:

n

(I)

where D7 is the RM. The approximation applies at Cor » CMC. When LIX63 was added to
DNNSA solutions, interfacial tension (11) and VPO work [15,17) suggested that the oxime
associated with the sulphonate resulting in demicellisation and in the formation of
submicellar aggregates (SMAs). The aggregation constants in the following speciation
model were evaluated from VPO measurements [17](all species in eqns. 2 through 8 are in
the organic phase but bar superscripts were omitted for simplicity):
7D�D,;
D,+L�D,L;

D1 + 2L (::) D1.2L ;
D1 + 3L (::) D23L + 5D

1
M
K,. =C0,tC0 =6.47x10

(2)

K111 =C01LIC0.,CL =249

(3)

K112 = C0mlC01.CL = 1.58
5
K11 = Co'l3L·C0 IC01c/ = 1.27 xl0-13
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(4)
(5)

Most authors agree in respect of the dimenzation of hydroxyoximes (18,19]. It has been
recently confirmed (17] that LlX63 also trimerizes according to the following mechanism:
2L <=) L,;
KL2 = CL/C/ = 2.03
(6)
L,+L<=)L,_;
KL3 =CL,ICL2CL=4.68xl03•
(7)
The mixed binary species was also included in the analysis [17] and it was earlier proposed
in a simpler speciation model as the responsible for the shifts in values of CAC and CMC as
the ratio Cur/Ci.Twas altered [11]:
L+D<=)DL;
(8)

The sulphonate and oxime balances were solved for both monomeric concentrations with the
above constants and the concentration of each species at a given composition was computed
by back-substitution. An speciation map at r:t:r = 1 xHr'kmol m-' is shown as fig.3. The ratio F
defined as follows:
F = (concn. ofmicelles plus SMA ),..;,,,, l(concn. ofmicelles )DNNSA

was calculated for each pair of values of Cur ,Ci_y . F is also plotted in fig.2 versus CIJT.

FLUX MODELS. The reaction between RMs and 1:1 adsorbed complexes is the

rate-determining step (RDS) in the extraction of Ni(Il) by DNNSA under kinetic control
[12]. Such steps may be viewed as a renewal of the interfacial film following faster
conversion by complexation. In mixtures at Cur s CAC (region I, where F >> 1), and
assuming similar interfacial dynamics for all types of SMAs, it follows that the film is
r,enew�d much faster than by RMs with DNNSA alone. The adsorption density in mixtures (
r.,) and with DNNSA alone (r0) was estimated from interfacial tension data via the Gibbs
equation [20]. It was found that r., < r0 throughout the concentrations space chosen (fig. 4).
From the simultaneous consideration of E, the species concentration ratio F, and the
interfacial densities it follows that the RDS in region I was the film conversion. The
following model was derived assuming fractional interfacial coverages by both reagents in
the mixnµ-e (80 and 8L) as given by their (I'otrtl.- ratio, and adding the contributions of both
extractants to the total flux:
(9)

where the subscript Ni stands for nickel, the superscript i means interfacial values obtained
from bulk concentrations by accounting for mass transfer resistances [21] and electrostatic
interactions due to the interfacial potential [22]. In view of the non-specificity of DNNSA
[23], the interfacial concentration of adsorbed sulphonate (c;') was approximated by the
""
following balance:
c.
80 =1:-1-•A&,.
(I'M/e)
(where e is the thickness of the adsorbed film, c,.. are the concentrations of adsorbed
sulphonate_,acid and K-salt and A is a function of local ionic (W,K.., concentrations and the
respective dissociation constants) and the following definition: O,=eC,..ir.,.The interfacial
oxime concentration < c£..> wu evaluated is r.,e,;e. The result is eqn. l 0:
JM= (ko8,IA+k,8,!CH')r�Nii ,
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Fig.1. Extraction fluxes of Ni(11) by DNNSA (Jd), LIX63 (J:D) and
mixtures (Jm). Parameter is LIX63 concn.,
Lines are model predictions at LIX63 concn.=0,001 kmot/m3

Fig.2. Enhancement factors of nickel flux (E) and of interfacial
film renewal rate (F)
Fi�.3. Speciation of DNNSA-LIX63 mixtures at [LIX63]=1,10-3kmolm-3
Fig.4. Interfacial adsorption density of DNNSA,LIX63 and mixtures.
X axis is (LIX) for LIX63 alone

where the kinetic constants include e. The model mimics well the results up to
CDT =4xl0-3kmol m-•, as shown by line I in fig.1. In region 111 it was r,, • constant and F fell to
around 1. It was concluded that in this region the renewal of the film was the RDS, the same
as with DNNSA alone. A model was also derived for this region assuming that all SMAs are
similarly able to interact with the interface. By so doing a SMA j hits an adsorbed complex I
and contributes the fraction Iu to the total flux: J,, = 'f.Jlj = I.kiJr,,e,,,?:1 • A rate equation
resulted from estimating the fractional coverages e,,, as��min� the film at equilibrium with
the aqueous sublayer. The concentrations 7:i were estimated as explained above. Also this
model reproduced well the experiments as shown in fig. 1, line m.
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CONCLUSION. The simultaneous consideration of the bulk organic phase speciation of an

extractant mixture and interfacial phenomena allowed to explain the rate enhancements
observed in the extraction of Ni(II) as a shift in RDS from complexation at the interface at
low extractant concentrations to renewal of the adsorbed film assisted by micelles at higher
concentrations.
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THE PROBLEMS OP MASS TRANSPER INTENSIFICATION AND
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF INTERFACIAL SELIJ-ORGANIZATION
AT LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION

L.M.Rabinovitch, M.G.Slin'ko, Karpov Physico-Chemical
Institute, Moscow, USSR
Interfacial self-organization phenomena in extraction systems are
caused by interaction of hydrodynamic, diffusion, heat and chemical
processes taking place either on the interface or in bulks of con
tacting phases. These systems posess all properties needed for self
organization processes to develop. Such systems are thermodynamical
ly opened i.e. they exchange matter and energy with the environment
and the processes running within them are far from equilibrium and
may be described by nonlinear dynamic equations; besides they have
rather strong feedbacs, unstable steady states, their subsystems
show cooperative behaviour and spontanious self-organization at mac
romolecule level'takes place.
In a number of extraction systems the concentration of a substance
on the interface changes while transfering from one phase to another
as well as new interfacial formations may occur. At that interfacial
tensioh local gradients arise which may lead to the hydrodynamic in
stability of the interface, to the considerable change of hydrodyna
mics in its vicinity as well as to sharp change of diffusion mass
transfer between phases [1-3]. As a result of such correlated proces
ses there may occur a spontanious interfacial convection accompanied
for instance by the appearance of well regulated convective flows
such as the interfacial circulating cells or the intensive chaotic
motion leading to interface rupture and eruptions appearance. Such
phenomena can sharply increase the rate of mass transfer and inten
sify both the elementary stage and the process on the whole. Experi
mental works by A.A.Ermakov et.al.(4] present a large number of exam
ples of such increase in extraction processes. It is note worthy that
the intensification in question is obtaned not by the increase of
driving force (that leads to the exergetic losses growth) but by more
intensive surface renewal at interfacial instability. Moreover the
above shown wa:1 of intensification is more economical than the phase
motion relative velocity increase requiring a considerable intake of
energy to get over the rising hydraulic resistance. Thus the use of
interfacial self-organization phenomena is one of the most universal
and promissing intensification methods which allows to reduce the
diffusion resistance near the interface i.e. in the very region which
under normal conditions (without SIC) determines mass transfer.
The paper offers various mathematical models of mass transfer pro
cesses going under interfacial self-organization in two-phase liquid
liquid systems with flat and spherical interface. We have considered
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nonstationary models obtaned on the basis of Navier-Stokes and con
vective diffusion equatione as well as the equations expressing the
balance of .substance and dynamic stresses on the interface:
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i=1

where index i=1,2 denotes phases 1&2, s and n indice are connected
with interface and denote tangential and normal components respec
tively,
fluid velocity, t-time,� -density, p-pressure, g-mass
force acceleration, D-diffusion coefficient, f, v -dynamic and kine
matic viscosities, C-transfering substance concentration, -surface
concentration, Qi, Q 8 -mass sources caused by homo- and heterogenious
chemical reaction, q-adsorption flux, d. ,S, -kinetic adsorption and de
sorption coefficients,'ti-tangential component of viscous stress tP-n
sor, 0--surface tension.
Equations (1) describe viscous incompressible fluid motion, (2)
convective diffusion of transfering substance in two phases. Bounda
ry condition (3) describes surface active agent balance on the in
terface., (4)-the balance of viscous stresses and those due to sur
face tension gradient bringing about fluid motion on the interface
caused by the Marangony effect.
General interfacial instability conditions for various systems
are obtained. The system consisting of two inmiscible liquids with
a flat interface and another one which is a spherical drop submerged
into another inmiscible liquid are considered (Fig.1). Cases of tran
sient substance flux between phases (1a,1c) and the cases of mass
transfer accompanied by surface second order chemical reaction A+B
C (1b,1d) are studied.

V-

a

r

b

C

d

Fig�. Models of two-phase systems with a flat and spherical inter
face
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On the basis of linear stability analysis of steady state solu
tions of equations (�)-(5) describing the situations shown in Fig.�
there are obtained:neutral stability states equations connecting
neutral perturbat'ions wave number k with principal dimensionless
physico- chemical parame.ters of the system:
F( k, hr/h2 , D.r/D2, f rlf2• Ma, Ti ) ,. 0

(6)

2
Ma= (d6/dr)(fo-f.)(l/fD), Ti= Kre1 /D •

Here hi-phase depth,�-,r�-the initial and limit surface concentra
tions, K-surface reaction rate constant,J,L,D-viscousity and diffusi
vity of the phase, limiting mass transfer, 1-characteristic length
scale, Ma-Marangoni number, Ti-Tile number, characterising the ratio
of the surface reaction rate and the rate of diffusion flux to the
interface,
Equation (6) allows to find the dependence of Marangoni number on
the perturbations wave number extremum of that dependence giving the
critical Marangoni number characterising the threshhold of system
stability.
The linear stability analysis of two component system with a flat
interface carried out by L,fo,Rabinovitch and I,A,Belikova and of a
spherical drop [5] made it possible to generalise the known Sternling
S0riven instability criteria, One of the main results of that analy
sis is the fact that there are two critical values of diffusion coef
ficients in phases! and 2 ratio which pick out the interval of
D�/D2 values outside which interfacial instability may occur only at
one direction of surface active agent mass transfer and inside which
the instability may arise at any of the two directions of mass trans
fer., These critical values largely depend upon the ratio of depths of
the phases and the ratio of.dynamic viscousities, as well as of the
··Tile number "if chemical react·ion takes place. Corresponding to
Ste-rhl.ne;-Scriven criterion is the case when the critical values men
tioned above are equal to unity,
As a resul� of �he linear stability analysis of the system with
heterogenious second order chemical reaction (Fig.lb) it was establi
shed that interfacial instability occurence and following it dissipa
tive structures formation may come to life even without transient mass
flux .through the interface if a heterogenious chemical reaction takes
place ( 6] • tin that. ··case monequilibrium necessary for self-organiza93

t1on process to develop is provided for by nonlinear depth to the
interface. That fact is a paramount importance for finding the mecha
nism of chemical and hydrodynamic processes interaction when hydro
dynamical interfacial instability is provoked.
A nonlinear finite amplitude stability analysis method has been
worked out to study the characteristics of dissipative structures
formed as a result of interfacial instability [7). The method has
been used to calculate reagents concentrations perturbations amplitu
des and velocity of convective fluid motion formed in two component
system with heterogenious reaction (Fig.Ib). In the case of nonlinear
analysis equation (6) contains the mentioned amplitudes as additional
variables. The approch used supposed the perturbations determining
the forming structures to have maximum increments. It has been f�und
from the nonlinear analysis that convective motion velocity amplitudes
in both phases monotone increase with the growing deviation M� from
the instability threshold and concentration amplitudes may either mo
notone rise with.../M;.. or jump from zero to finite value in the case of
limiting diffusion flux of one of reagents.
Dissipative structures formation dynamics has been also studied on
the basis of numerical experimentsusing the numerical methods elabo
rated under A.A.Samarski for solving Navier-Stokes and convective
diffusion equationa[81There has been considered twodimenaional problem
of interfacial mass transfer through a flat interface when the subs
tance transfered has surface active properties. The development of
steady state point perturbation on the interface is considered. Pre
sented in Fig.2 are the numerical solution results characterising the
solute capillary convection development in one of the phases liquid
layer. Fig.2 demonstrates equidistant lines of stream function (a)
and concentration (b) at Ma=I0 3, Sc=I03 (Sc - Schmidt number) in suc
cessive moments of time up to velocity and concentration fields
stabilization.
To analise interfacial convection effect upon the substance trans
fer rate through the interface there has been calculated the Sherwood
number Sh=(h/C 0 )(aC/8y)y=O (y - normal coordinate, yco � the inter
face)
mass transfer intensification coefficient ae.=Sh/Sh 0 , Sh=
(I/2�) Sh dx (x - the coordinate along the surface, 2L - the layer
length . The value of -ae characterises integral Sherwood number rela
tive change while molecular- diffusion regime of mass transfer (in the

rd
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absence of SIC Sh•Sh 0 ) changes into convective diffusion one (in the
SIC presence).
l!'ig.J demonstrates the examples of ee. dependence on dimensionless
time 8 at different values of the Marangoni number Ma ( 8 ..tD/h2 , h li.quid layer depth) by I.S.Kalachinskaya and L.M.Rabinovitch.

a

b

Fig.2. Solute capillary convection development in a liquid layer:
(a) - sream function lines, (b) - concentration lines
',£

2·.o

J
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r

I.5

r.o

8x rn 2
2

6

4

8

Fig.J. Coefficient of mass transfer intensification dependence on
time: I - Ma•I0 3 , 2 - Ma=I0 4 , J - Ma=I0 5
The analitical equation for the rate of mass tra�sfer limited by
one of the two phases with cell hydrodynamical structure of convective
motions has been obtained in [3]. In the diffusion boundary layer
approximation it has been shwn that by laminar flow of the layer of
liquid the Sherwood number is as follows:
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Sh, =

Jx. Sc

'1/2

12
Re'l/2. + � a. [ 1 + lf2!N(v2 1Y,/

Sh

f113 Ma.'113 5c

116

,

i

= (1/Co)

Jcoc/o�\j =O <ix

0

wheret6 - interfacial tension change along the convective cell of
the length J.., a - numerical coefficient of the order of unity, Re Reinolds number, characterising the laminar flow of liquid layer.
Formula (7) contains empirical parameter
and may only serve for
qualitative description of mass transfer at SIC.
The problem of the calculation of mass transfer through hydrodyna
mically unstable interfaces is possible to find most intensive regi
mes of extraction.
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INTERFACIAL CONVECTION AND MASS TRANSFER AT EXTRACTION
IN DROPS
A.A.Golovin, L.M.Rabinovitsch, Karpov Physico-Chemical
I n stitute, Moscow, USSR

It is known, that in some industrial liquid-liquid systems ex-·
traction processes are accompanied by spontanious interfacial convec
tion (SIC), which considerably intensifies mass transfer. At sub
stances transfer to the interface the local gradients of the inter
facial t'ension appear which as a result of the Marangoni effect lead
to the hydrodynamical instability of the interface and SIC develop
ment.
To study SIC development the mass transfer in two systems was
considered: (1) in the steady liquid drop, submerged into the infi
nite unmiscible liquid, into which there goes the surface active
agent extraction from the drop, accompanied by its adsorption on the
interface; (2) in a similar drop at whose surface the interfacial
chemical reaction owing to the surface active agents dissolved in
the phases takes place. It is substantial that in both cases the fi
nite rate of adsorption is considered. Surface viscosities and the
inertia of the adsorbed substances are also taken into account be
cause of their essential importance in the kinetics of a number of
extractiO?ll processes [11.
The·study of conditions that bring about the interfacial instabi-·
lity is carried out by the linear analysis of the Navier-Stockes
equations, the equations of continuity, convective diffusion, equa..
tion presenting the balance of substances on the interface whith ad
so�ption and diffusion fluxes taken into account as well as the equa
tion of the tangential stress balance on the interface:

r-

r'dVS/dt=[ns11

+TIS

+dO'/drvsr.

(1)

Here
surface concentration of the substance on the interface,
vs - surface velocity,[nsll - viscouse stress shift,'Ks - the
stresses connected with surface viscosities, d�/dr�sr- the term which"
expresses the additional tangential stress through the Marangoni ef
fect, (S - interfacial ten·sion . The following concentration profil.es
were taken as stationary surface active· distributions in the phases:·
n
t
cf;= c1O(1-a1r-01), c� =_ c20(1-a2r 2), ai, ni are constants,' r - radial
coordinate.
'l'he linear stability analysis of the first system leads to the
dispersive equation from which the neutral stability condition [ 21
follows:
Ds£(e�1l
r D1 f.
r D1(t+1l
�.,.._
c _,,,_+K ---+- 1
(K+£)t(f+1)-2£] K 1QK
2.aK�+Df.
a.
a.
1 •D(t+1l
1

2 1 = (?+7)(2e.1i+-----S!.a._
dr dr Ml\ L · 1 2.

d,..

dCst

7, JaK, �62

a.
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'fi

a.Ki
l> 2. a.K;· 'ft1 _ fs't t(M) (2)
a.K�+D1e ei- � a.K�+D1{t+1) a.1dc�o/d� .. ,.a.

-1

-1

\�\ 1={(21+1)(2l+n1+1)(2l+n1-1 >i 1.5'12={(21+1)(2l+n2+1)(2l+n2+3)].
Here D and Ds - the bulk and surface diffusion coefficients, �
k, � - the coefficients of the bulk and surface - dilatational and
shear� viscosities, a - drop radius,K�:-�.Jt/'clr ,K.�='clJ._/�CL- ef
fective adsorption constants, J 1(Ci' r) - adsorption flux on the in
terface, 1 - the harmonic perturbation number, 1=1 denotes the con
tinuous phase, 1 = 2 - dispersive phase, index st denotes the steady
state. Equation (2) is the generalization of the neutral stability
equation obtained in ( 3 J •
It follows from (2) that the mass transfer direction in which the
interfacial instability may occur dependes upon the diffusion coef
ficients in phases ratio, adsorption constants, harmonic perturba
tion number, and the shapes of the stationary concentration profiles.
In the limit cases of the fast (a) and slow (b) adsorption the di
rection of the "unstable" mass transfer is defined by the ratio of
diffusion coefficients in phases, there being two critical values of
that ratio D. =n ;n1 1 n.1 and D.2, dependent on the shapes of statio
2
nary concentration profiles and adsorption constants, such that if
D�D.1 or �>D.2 then the instability is possible only in one direction
of mass transfer, and if D.1 < D 0 <D 0 2 the instability is possible in
any direction of mass transfer; for D 0 1 and D•:.> we have: D!1gm±n Fa,b
c c 1/2•
b
Da,
•2=mtx F a,b ' Fa = 'f12/�11' Fb= ((1+1)/1 F ak1/k2)
Fig .1 presents the plot o:t· the neutral stability in dimentionless form
of the Marangoni number dependence on
1 : Ma=(do-/dr)(a�/K. )C71D.f�dc�t/d'" = Ma.(tl
in the case of the slow adsorption
with D 0 1< D•<D.2•
2
5 10 .......................
20 so.....;:_.:,_
1001
0 +-�...._.�...._
The study of the interfacial insta
bility
conditions in the system with
-1�
interfacial
reaction yields the dis
0 0
00
4
persion
equation
which in the case of
-10
0
0
slow
reaction,
small
drops and one re
6
-i0
acting component is transformed into
a quadratic one. The analysis of its
�- The plot of neutral
solutions allows to point out the main
stability Ma(l)
parameters which determine the inter
facial instability conditions: the effective interfacial reaction
rate constant f = 't"o F /cW; the parameter, characterising the adsorp
2
tion and diffuslon A= k/(1+'t'.k 0 ), and Marangoni number M= OO"/-or·c ·ta.2 •
Here F (r) - the reaction kinetics function, 'C - characteristic time
of reaction, re.= o.r;/cJ), k=-c>Jhr , k , = k/(1+ �1i.), f; - the limit
surface concentration, C0 - the concentration in the drop centre
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(at the infinity) in the steady state, <'-t i. =1,1=1, 81 c=O,i=c!.
Presented in Fig.2 are the stability regions of the system with
interfacial reaction. The most significant conclusions about the characteristics of the stability are as
IMI
follows: (i) at any weak link with the
,
hydrodynamics (�O) chemical instabili- unstable stable
ty gives rise to the instability of the
1
interface; (ii) the final adsorption
rate makes the system less stable;
/
(iii) although the Marangoni effect
£
o
-A
leads to the instability of the inter
Fig.2. The stability regions
face, still under certain conditions
of the system with interfait supresses the chemical instability;
cial reaction
(iv) under the Marangoni effect
the viscouse dissipation effects may cause the destabilisation of
the system.
As is known the develope.d interfacial convection considerably in
tensifies mass transfer. However there is no strict theory at pre
sent, that makes it possible to calculate analitically the rate of
mass transfer accompanied by SIC. This is due to the serious mathe
matical difficulties entailed by the analitical methods of solution
of essentially nonlinear nonstationary partial differential equations
We have proposed a qualitative semi-empirical model of mass tran
sfer at SIC. The model is based upon the assumption that hydrodyna
mical structure of SIC is a system of convective cells and the assum
ption that the characteristic times of the liquid circulation in the
cell, diffusion of substance and momentum transfer are of the same
order, According to the model while the liquid element passes the
cell length l along the interface there takes place momentum trans
fer into the liquid depth of l due to viscosity and substance diffu
sion into the accepting phase from the diffusion boundary layer of
OD- JD-c , 't'= 'ts - 1/vs-t \J - 1 2/v ; v8- interfacial velocity of the
order of vs ..... t71+7 f\o-/&CAuC, ll•C -change of concentration along the
1
cell, V - kinematic viscosity. Besides it is assumed that the change
of concentration in the boundary layer is of the order of bA�C,
where A.1.C - is the driving force of mass transfer, b - empirical
coefficient, specific for every system, reflecting the interaction
of diffusion boundary layer with the nucleus of the cell and deeper
layers of the phase. The above assumptions prove that the change of
concentration along the cell on the interface is proportional to the
driving force, i.e. D. 11 C ,._ b A..i,_C �A.1.C• and diffusion flux j through
the interface is as follows:
2.

-1

_v2.

2

j =DbA�C/51> = b (? + ? )d<:r /dC·Sc · ( A.1.C),
'l.
1
where Sc= v /D - Somidt number.
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Fig,3, Kinetic curve C(t) for
diffusion cell. 1 - theory,
2 - experiment [4 ]
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Fig.4. Dependence A(m). 1 - cal
culated from (4); 2 - experiment
of N.I.Polomarchuk & A.A.Ermakov

It follows from formular (3) that the mass transfer coefficien.t
2
at SIC K =j/l::i.iC proves proportional to driving force: Km= b (71+�2)
d(r/dC S� A.J.C) K A.1,C, This result is qualitatively in accord with
2
the experimental data [ 4].
Formula (3) served as the basis for the calculation of the mass
transfer kinetics in various systems: diffusional cell, steady drop
and growing drop. For the diffusional cell with mixing there has been
Qbtained the following dependence of the concentration C on time:
C(t)=C0(1 +�c0K;1 t)(1+�c0(1+K;1 )t)-1 , � =K2s., where c0 is the initi
al concentration, Ke- phase equilibrium constant, s.- specific sur
face. Fig,3 shows the obtained formula and the results of the experi
ment ['i],
For the degree of extraction A from the steady drop it follows
that A=1-(3b2MaSc-1 12fo+1)-1 , Ma=a((?1+?2)D)-1dCf/dCAC0 - Marangoni
number, Fo - Fourier number, AC 0 - the initial driving force,
The following expression for the degree of extraction from the
_growing drop has been obtained:
A=1-3m-2(mcthm-1)
(4)

f

=

m=3./3b((71 +72)- 1 dC5'/dC(6C) 0't.la.) 112sc-1 14, 'C .- the drop formation
formula (4) and
time, a.- the drop radius, Presented in Fig.4 is
y
xp
the data of the e eriments carried out b N, I.Polomarchuk and A.A.
Ermakov.
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HYDRODYNAMICAL INSTABILITY IN EXTRACTION OP METALS
BY DI(2-ETHYLHEXYL)PHOSPHORIC ACID (D2EHPA)

1 3-26 1

A.A.Pichugin, V.V.Tarasov, V.A.Arutiunyan, s.V.Goryachev, Mendeleev
Institute of Chemical Technology, Moscow, usm
On many occasions, chemical reactions and mass transfer are belived
" n the interfacial region.
not to affect the motion pattern of fluids°i
This enables the hydrodynamic end mass transfer equations to be solved
separatly, a fact that simplifies the discription of the extraction
kinetics. It should be noted that is possible only under a very limi
ted range of conditions -- that is, when the density and viscosity of
medium are independent of the concentration of the substance being
transferred, and when capillary forces do not make a significant
contribution to the sum of the forces acting on the interface. When
these conditions are absent, mass transfer may cause the fluid to move
in the interfacial region. This phenomenon is known as spontaneous
interfacial convection (SIC). SIC is known to be initiated by the
different mechanisms, but only the o - C mechanism, appearing due to
the I,larangoni instability, plays dominant role during extraction [ 1,2]
At present, SIC attracts great interest because of two main rea
sons:
1. From the point of view of the dissipative structures introduced
by Glausdorff and Prigogine, the SIC furnishes impressive examples of
such structures.
2. SIC gives the possibilities of intensifying extraction by means
of non-power-intensive methods.
The causes engendering SIC are closely assosiated with the charge
of an electic double layer and interfacial chemical reaction, adsorp
tion processes, surface association and formation of interfacial
films. As it has been shown, during extraction of metals, SIC takes
place on many occasions where extraction is accompanied by process of
condenced interfacial film (CIF) formation [2]. The extraction of the
lanthanides and some actinides by D2EHPA furnish impressiv examples
of such phenomena. The study of the extraction kinetics in systems
consisting of two fluid layers existing in the tubes (d=1-Jmm) without
stirring shown, that vigorous SIC take place during long-term period
of time ("'60 s) after the instant of phase contacting. In this
nitud of mass transfer coefficient reachs the value of
cases the
�
8.1 o-2 o m, s- • The irregular process of CD' formation along the
interface is the cause of hydrodynamical instability. Occurence of
the gradients of interfacial tension gives rise to oscillatory motion
of interface, which gives rise to convection in interfacial region.
During extr�ction the convection die out and cease oompletly after
formation at the interface continuous CIF. If take off the part of the
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CIF, mass transfer through "fresh" interface gives rise to SIC. The
spontaneous break of continuous CIF and appearance SIC often take
place. Sometimes such unusual process is periodic in time during
extraction. In these cases we observe unusual kinetic curves (Fig.1) of
extraction.
1-regime of molecular
q
diffusion
2-SIC
J-SIC
4-SIC

�. The view of the unusual kinetic cUJ;'ves in extraction accompa
nied with SIC. Recieved by STCM
Occurence SIC depends on the values of concentration of extractant
and extractive substanses. We revealed the critical values of concen
trations of metals ( La, U, Th) and D2EHPA. If the concentrations
values are gr�ater than the critical values, mass transfer certauly
gives rise to break of hydrodynamical stability of interface. We have
determined, that concentrations ranges of occurence of SIC were wide
1
and lay between 10- g/L and 300 g/L for concentrations of metals, and
between 10-JM and 1-2 M for concentrations of extracte.nt (Fig.2).
CMe' M
5.10-3

0.9 .....___,'-----L--<--'---........--_.___.____.____

�. The concentration conditions of the SIC occurence in rare
metals extraction by D2EHPA
The study of extraction kinetics in these systems shown, that both
extraction rate and regime of SIC strongly depend on the ratio of
thicknesses of layers of contacting phases. The critical value of the
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The influence of the value of the ratio of phase thicknesses
on the rare metals extraction.rate by D2EHPA. Recieved by STCM

ratio occures every extraction system, wich was studied. If the value
of ratio is equal to the critical value, the extremum of extraction
rate occures (Fig.3).
Thus, the value of ratio of thicknesses is the factor of instabi
lity. This conclusion are consistent with some results of theoretic
linear perturbation analysis of surface-tension-driven convection at
a plane interface [3].
Structure of hydrodynamical motions in interfacial range was indi
cated by means of filming. If the value of ratio of thickness is not
equal to the critical value, SIC is the circular cells with diameter
as high as 1 cm. In this case the value of Reynolds number (Re) can be
as high as 150-200. If the value of ratio of thickness is equal to
critical value, the hydrodynamical motion is the vigorous arruptions.
The size of the such motion can be as high as 2-3 cm and the minimal
value of he reaches 2000.
Thia study show that interfacial surface of the largesized drops
(with diameter 3-5 mm) furnish more hydrodynamical stability than
plane interface. By this cause mass transfer through plane interface
was more intense.
Small additions of the some SAS (dodecanol for example� can give
rise to break of hydrodynamical stability.
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INI'ERFACIAL INSTABILITIF.S IN ElITRACI'ICNS WITH OlEMICAL RFACTICN
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Interfacial convection of the Marangoni type in liquid-liquid systems
.was first studied theoretically by Sternllng and Scriven [ll.
By
analysing the interfacial resi;xinse to a pertumation of the interfacial
concentration of a single . �.lute diffusing across the interface of two
inmiscible phases they derived stability criteria that have been canfirned
experilfentally.
The presence of the sarre J;ilenanena in binary liquid-liquid systans,
where the phase rule precludes interfacial variations of concentration, if
the interface is ass\.DTed to be at equilibrium, led Ortiz and Sawisto../Ski
[2] to propose a rrodel for terlq:)erature driven interfacial fla,is. Their
derived stability criteria for these systems have also been confinred
experilfentally [31. The extension of this analysis to ternary systems
where mass transfer is accCJT!Pclllled by heat effects indicated that
theilTlally driven interfacial fla,is may change the stability criteria for
interfacial stability.
Ruckenstein et al. (41 studied the interfacial
behaviour of a reacting system. They found that the stability criteria
for a system with a chemical reaction taking place in the bulk of one of
the Ii'lases were not the sarre as for p.rre mass transfer. The caiditions
under which instability occurs change even with small values of the
'llXJli)SO!l et al [51 ooserved st.roog Maragcru.
reaction rate constant.
stabilities during the extraction of uranium by tri-n-but:yl�te (TBP)
Application of Sternling and
in both odourless kerosene and hexane.
Scriven stability criteria to these systans predicts interfacial
turb.llenc:e only in ·the system using kerosene as organic diluent. Ortiz et
al [61 studied theoretically the interfacial respcnse to pertumations of
terTq:lerature profiles due to the heats of reactioo. They found that the
derived stability criteria explained the ooserved behavioor.
lkwever,
their analysis ooes not include the dynamic effect of the chernical
reactioo, which in this case is rep:irted to be interfacial.
In this work a linearised stability analysis is aw].ied to an
extractive system with an intertac:ial chernical reactioo.
PhYsical Model. The system consists of two inmiscible sani-infinite
phases. A solute A, present in the aqueous phase, reacts with c:a!i)Cl'lent B
of the organic phase according to the follaori.ng equatioo
A+B

P

species A and B are insoluble in the organic and aqueous phases
respectively. Therefore the extractioo of A can only take place through
chemical reactioo. The locale of reactioo is at the interface. It is
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assumed that the system is at steady state and extractant Bis in excess.
Under these conditions the concentraticn profiles are as shcJ,l!1 in figure 1
Stability Analysis. The

mathematical procedure foll™S

stability analysis as used by Stemling and Scriven.
the

fonn F(x,

y,

t)

=

f(x)exp

(iey)

exp

(13tl,

the linearised

A perturbation, of
is

1nposed on the

steady-state velocity and concentraticn profiles and the dependence of the
grCMth constant, 13, with the wave nunt:er, a, is cbtained by simultaneous
solution of the Navier-Stokes and diffusion equations.

---�.._......,.____,__ x=O
Fig. 1.
Concentration
profiles

The folloo.ng boundary conditions at the interface are specific to this
prcblem:
(il

the interfacial tension, aa, may vary with the concentration of

both A and P:

aao
ay

(ii)

the

aao ac

A
-i'JCA

(2)

ay

interfacial

rate

of

transfer

is

governed by

the

reaction

kinetics, i.e.
(3)
and
(4)

The rest of
the

the required boundary conditions are the sarre as for

p.ire diffusion case studied by Stemling and Scriven.

Characteristic equation : Simultaneous solution of the Navier-Stokes and
diffusion equations leads to the folloo.ng characteristic equation:
[Bl] - Z [B2] =
where
B=2._
r;p I;,

13

h

Z=--
vp a

qp
H4 = Z - d' qp + z Mr• qA
Bl= f (r', e•, d'. q, p, CNt;Pl
B2 = f (r', e•' d'. q, p, CNt;P)

10S

B [X4] [H4]

(5)

Analysis of the characteristic eguatioo.
Fquation (5) was solved :for three cases:

(1) r• c e• (r• = 1.5, e• = 2)
(2) r• = e• (r• = 2, e• = 2)

(3) r' > e• (r• = 2, e• = 0.5)

and :for each aie the effect oo the gra.lth coostant of the forward reaction
constant, k 1 , was investigated.

Figure 2 &0'15 that for the sare wave

IUlltler (a) the � constant (� real) decreases as k 1 increases.

'lbese results seem to indicate that for the conditions o:f figure 2 the

:react1al rate is " stabi J i sing :factor.

This can be interpreted as a

dynamic effect.
Since the perturoation .inp)Sed on the systan prcxhlces a local change of
solute ccn::entration at the interface, the :faster the reaction rate the
shorter the tine :for the perturbatiai to dissipate.

The variatiai o:f �

with a at constant k 1 is shcwl in figure 3, where a decrease in � with

20
, ..

Fig. 2.
For a = 1909 m- 1 and

10

0

r•

e•

..

2

0.5

•

2

2

"

1.5

2

24
Pig. 3,

(1) k1

16

(2) k, = 10-• m/s

(3) k, = 10- 1 m/s

8

( 4) Sternling and

(4)
0

10- 1 m/S

0

400

800

1200

1600

Scriven's rro:iel

2000

2400

o ' m -1

increasing k, is also ooserved.

In this figure the points ootained for

p.irely diffusional systems she,.,, a less stable trend than i.nen the forward
reactiai rate constant, k, is of the order of 10- •m;s.
conclusioos

Marangoni

instabilities

in

a

system with

an

interfacial

chemical reaction are not only influenced by the pararreters (r' and e')
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described by Sternling and Scriven, for ternary systems, but also by the
forward reaction constant (k1 ). In the range of values investigated and
for the wave rn.nnber (a) the gro,ith constant (�) is always higher (systems
rrore unstable) for the "reacting system" than for the "diffusing system".
Ha-lever, when the reaction is very fast, equilibrium is reached at the
interface, and the values given by the tv.c rroclels are quite similar.
Under similar conditions, there may be cases when a system with an
intertacial chani.cal reaction is rrore stable than a system with i;,Jre
diffusion only.
Notation
A = phase A ( X < o)
B = dircensionless gro,ith constant
C = concentration
d = lniTvP
D = diffusivity
e = .Jvp1v
A
ti = reverse reaction constant
k1 = fo:z:ward reaction constant
k, = reverse reaction constant
L = undisturbed concentration gradient

M

NA
P
p
q
r

= k 1 c8K,
= flux of species A

= phase P (x>o)
= il + �/a' V
P
= il + �/a2 D

=�

P

µ = viscosity
µ5 = carposite surface
viscosity
v = kinematic viscosity
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MASS EXCHANGE INTENSIFICATION IN INDUSTRIAL EXTRACTION
SYSTEMS BY SPONTANEOUS INTERPHASE CONVECTION

I

3-28

A.A.Ermakov, M.G.Slinko, N.I.Polomarchuk, V.I.Shatokhin, All
Union Research Institute of Herbicides and Growth Regulators, Ufa;
Carpov Pb;ysico-Chemical Research Institute, Moscow, USSR

The concentration-capillary convection, conditioned by dependence
of interfacial tension on concentration of redistributed component
(spontaneous interphase convection - SIC) considerably increases the
rate of mass exchange. Realization of SIC intensive regimes in in
dustrial conditions is one of the basic research tasks in this field,
But if the processes of elemental act of mass transfer both through
the flat interphase boundary and from individual drop in SIC regimes
are studied in details [1-3], the complex systems simulating real
conditions of mass exchange in industrial processes, for example in
dispersed liquid-liquid systems, are insufficiently studied and are
not described in literature.
In this connection the influence of SIC on extraction processes
effectiveness in counter current gravitational column apparatus was
studied. The analysis was carried out on laboratory, pilot and in
dustrial scale column apparatus of different construction, using
both models and real extraction systems. Glass columns: an atomizing
one and with the sieve plate 0.05 m in diameter and 0.5 m in height
were used as the laboratory apparatus. Pilot scale column extractor
with "X"-like contact elements [4] had 2.1 min height and 0.15 m in
diameter (operative part). An industrial extrac�or, equipped with
"X"-like contact elements, height of the operative part - 4.2; dia
meter - 0.4 mis used today. All tested extractors were equipped
with the systems of samplers, allowing to determine the concentra
tion change of transferred material in phases along the height of
column.
To identificate SIC regime and to value its influence scale on
the laboratory extractors effectiveness, a method of testing for
masstransfer regimes [5] was used. This method is based on the stu
dy of sirnaltaneous one-way transfer of 2 materials, when one can
judge about the masatransfer of one material (a teat one) by the
known kinetics o! redistribution of the other (basic) material.
A test material in small doses does not affect SIC, conditioned by
maaatransfer of the basic component. We used this method for stu
dying the SIC method in column extractors, comparing individual
transfer kinetics from carbon tetrachloride drops to water •olution
K1 (solid phase), when the process is in diffusion regime and it•
combined transfer with acetic or propionic acid, when the presence

ot SIC is clearly pronounced.
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Fig.1 shows variation of dimen
(! = Ct -Cp
sionless iodine concentration
Co-Cp
value in disperse phase along
f,O
the height of the spraying
extractor. It is seen from
the figure, that SIC occuren
ce during carboxylic acids
transfer considerably enhan
o,5
ces iodine masstransfer.
Hence, in the process of mass
exchange SIC can essentially
influence the extraction ap
paratus effectiveness and the
height of its operate parts
o.�
o,2
o,4
0,4
as well. So, for curves 1 and
3 (fig.1) mean values of the
Fig.1. Dimensionless iodine concen
given iodine masstransfer co- tration value variation along the
efficients are: K1=J. 3 ·10-•-1
m; height of the column, during iodine
K = 5.8·10-3 m-1 , and the cotransfer (C 0 = 0,05 kg-m/m 3): in the
3
lumn height, which is neces
spraying column - 1 - alone;
sary for the 90% iodine ex
2 - combined with propionic acid
traction from disperse phase (C = 0,7 kg-m/m3); 3 - combined with
0
H1= 0.98 m; H 3= 0.53 m.
acetic acid (C 0= 0,4 kg-m/m3);
It is more effective to
4 - combined with acetic acid
use SIC regimes in sectioned
(C 0 = 0.4 kg-m/m 3) in sectionized
columns (Fig.1, curve 4).
column
This is conditioned by: firstly - frequent coalescence and redispergation of giving-up phase ensu
res constant concentration levelling of the transferred material in
the whole drop volume, thus maintaining high SIC intensity; secondly,
sectionalizing of the column presumes a short-term contact between
phases in the range of one mixing zone, thus allowing functioning in
the maximum SIC development range and increased the masstransfer-co
e!ficient.
Figure 2 shows the variation nature of the Nu-criterium mean value
for eaah separate stage of the contact along the sectionalized column
apparatus height. It is seen from the figure that SIC occurence
allows more than sixfold increase of the extractor contact stage ef
fectivity • .A.fter the 4-th stage of the contact SIC regime is not ob
served, since acetic acid concentration at this point of the column_
is below the critical one and the degree of iodine recovery is
90%
(See fig.1, curve 4). Por comparison-degree of iodine recoTery during
individual transfer (See curve 2, fig.2) after the 4-th stage accounts
only 46%.
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The massexchange study on the pilot unit was carried out with the
aim of developing the industrial process technology of chlorophenols
impurities extraction from 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid dimethyl
amine salt. Preliminary laboratory studios revealed the extragent
(perchloroethane) and technological regime parameters, securing ma
ximal SIC development during masstransfer. At this point critical
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6
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a
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6

7

Section numl.Jer

Figure 2. Variation of the criterion Nu value for iodine on a sin
gle plate along the column height during extraction: 2 - iodine
alone, f - iodine with acetic acid
,f
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B
6
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Figure). Variation of the criterion Nu value for chlorophenols on
a single plate along the column height during extraction with per
chloroethylene. Concentration of chlorophenols in starting soluti
on of 2,4-D dimethylamine salt (C 0 ): 1 - 1.24% mass.,
2 - 2.55% mass., 3 - 4,48% mass. o - data from industrial unit,
C 0 = 2.17% mass.
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concentration o! chlorophenols in raw materials solution, when SIC
appears accounts 0,2% mass., what is below the given degree o! water
solution cleaning. Thus, the recommended regime allows realization
o! the whole extraction process in the SIC conditions •.
While determining the criterion Nu value !rom kinetics data on
chlorophenols concentration variation in phases along the column
height !or each single plate, it may be seen (see !ig.J, curves 1-J)
that appearance o! SIC increases the rate o! masstrans!er on the
first plates (along the disperse phase) almost 4 !old, as compared
with the final rate (at the end o! the process), when SIC does not
appear any more. And, irrespective o! initial chlorophenols concen
tration in raw materials solution, SIC stops, when the critical chlo
rophenols concentration in disperse phase is reached.
Studies on the industrial unit !or 2,4-D dimethylamine salt water
solution extractional cleaning !rom chlorophenol impurities by per
chloroethylene fully confirmed the results o! laboratory analyses and
demonstrated the real potential o! SIC use !or massexchange intensi
fication in industrial extraction processes.
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INTERFACIAL EFPECTS AND PORMATION OF THE DOUBLE ELECTRIC
LAYER AT THE BOUNDARY SURFACE OF TWO IMMISS'IBLE LIQUIDS

N.Ph.Kizim, S.V.Dobrydnev, Mendeleev Institute of Chemi�al
Technology, Moscow, USSR
Introduction. The spreading phenomenon in the surface layer of two
immiscible liquids has not been the subject of numerous publications
["1/. Data on the determination of the interfacial jump potential are
limited [V. At the same time such information has a great importance
for interfacial effects at the extraction /'37 and especidlly at the
membrane extraction when donor and acceptor phases are separated by
the thin layer of the immiscible liquid.
The aim of this work was to study the spreading phenomenon and
interfacial instability of phase interface 1,2-dichloroethane (DClE)
-water (0 1 1 kmole/m3KCl) in the absence and presence of tetraethyl
amonia chlorides (TEACl) by the dynamic condenser method (DC). The ap
plication of this method is due to the high sensitivity dealing with
the surface layer changes.
Experimental. The new structure of the experimental cell was sugges
ted for studying of spreading phenomenon and interfacial instability
of phase interface liquid - liquid by DC method. A vebrating electro
de was in the air and made some periodic oscillation to the auxiliary
electrode, connected with the other electrode by galvanization and
presented in organic interface. The experimental data have been re
corded by the automatic potentiometer and oscillograph with memory.
The experiments were carried out according to the next technique.
Glass cell was filled up 1,2-DClE (chemically pure) and then 0,1 KCl
kmole/m3 aqueous solution. After that it was kept for 2�26 hours un
til equilibrium set up at the interface liquid-liquid. The drop of
TEACl aqueous solution was formed on the end of glass capillary 6
(fig.1a) in DClE phase and was kept for 30-40 min in order to set up
the adsorption equilibrium at the interface drop-DClE. Then this drop
was pressed out into DClE. Having surfaced at the interface this drop
has changed the interfacial jump potential registered with the help of
the metering circuit of the experimental installation. If the plaoe of
the interface surface (where the drop is) was isolated from the rest
.surface by the glass tube (fig.1) the change of electric potential
would not be shown. When studied the liquid contact processes 0,1
kmole/m3 .KCl aqueous solution has been placed in the teflon tube 8
(fig.1c), then we recorded the electric jump potential changes after
its contact with DClE.
The dependence on time of the electric potential change at the in
terface water (0,1kmole/m3KC1)-DC1E is shown in the fig,2 with TEACl
different concentrations in this drop. Figure 2 shows that the in112

terface jump sharply changes according to the absolute value and
then slowly relaxes to some constant value. The first section of these
experimental curves is due to TEClA spreading, its speed being raised
according to the TEACl concentration increase in the drop on reaching
of some constant value (table).
Spreading time dependence on TEACl concentration in the drop
TEACl concentration,·
kmo,l.e/m3
0.01
Spreading time, s

1.58

0.05

0.56

0.1

0.48

0.5

0.45

0.88

0.44

At the initial TEACl 0.05 kmole/m3 concentration and below it.
the intert!acial jump of potential achieves its first value, at hig
her concentrations the interfacial jump of potential decreased with
respect to its first value and the higher the concentration of the
TEACl.solution, the greater is the deflection away from its first
value.
The change of the interfacial jump potential has a damped oscil
lation mode at tbe contact of DClE with KCl (0.1 kmo,].ie/m3 ) aqueous
solution (Fig.3). The first oscillation period is 2 min and the
next - more less. After 8-10 minutes from the beginning of this
experiment the oscillations of interfacial jump potential values we
re not observed.
Discussion. In the course of the experiment the. equilibrium had been
observed when the drop was without an;, break from the capillary at
the inta;rface liquid - liquid. -When surfacing on the DClE - water
(0.1 kmole/m3 KCl) boundary the drop contacts with interfacial film.
If achieved the critical thickness it destructs, the region is for
med at the interface.where TEA.Cl concentration is higher than in the
surrounding solution. The loo.al gradient of the concentration is due
to the presence of the interface tension gradient causing the sprea
ding in the surface layer, the speed of this flow being proportio
nal to the surface activity of the adsorbed substance (TEACl) and
the concentration gradient. Hence the higher adsorbtion, the smaller
is the spreading time. However at the saturation of monolayer the
TEA.Cl concentration increase must not result in the flow time change.
The decrease of the interfac1al jump potential change in absolute
value after maximum point (Fig.2) is connected with the formation of
the double eleotrical layer (DEL) at the interface liquid - liquid.
The lowering of the interfacial jump of the potential in absolute
value at the flow is due to the participation of T�+ cations which
form the dense part of the double electrical layer� The Cl- anions
8. JaK . .:o2
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a)

b)

.Jl
T

c)

Ji
T

Pig.1. Experimental

cells for interfacial potential

measurement
1 - glass cell; 2 - reference electrode; J - vibrating

electrode; 4 - 0,1 lcmol/m3 KCl aqueous solution; 5 1.2-dichloroethane organic phase; 6 - glass capillary
with tetraethylammonia chlorides aqueous solution; 7 glass tube; 8 - teflon tube

20
30
time, a

10

40

1'1g.2. Interfacial potential change at the junction of
TEA.Cl aqueous solution and KCl aqueous solution
TEACl concentration, lcmol/m3 1 1 - 0.01;2 - 0.05; J -0.1;
4 - 0.5; 5 - 0.88
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Fig.3.SpoLvaneous oscillation
of interfacial potential

iX, mV .---------------,

2

4

6

time, min

are the counter-ions in the diffusion part redistribution of these
anions and :s:+ ions between near surface and surface layers of water
phases define the kinetics of the interfacial jump potential. There
fore the change of the interfacial jump potential doesn't achieve
the first value. The oscillatory character of the interfacial jump
potential change at DClE and water (0.1 kmole/m3KC1) contact is
due to the hydrodynamic instability of the interfacial surface in
consequence of the presence of local gradients of interfacial tension
and density in the mutual saturation process of liquids.
Conclusion. The use of the dynamic condenser method in the variant
developed by these authors for the investigation of the interfacial
phenomenon at the interface of two immisible liquids gives a possi
bility to get useful information about spreading processes, hydrody
nal4ic instability of the surface and the development of surface
convection, DEL formation kinetics. It was shown that the spreading
process during the bringing of the drop with TEACl aqueous solution
on the surface section 1,2-dichloroethane-water (0.1 kmole/m3 KCl)
proceeds quickly, the spreading time depending on the TEACl concent
ration. It was found that the spontaneous oscillations of the
interfacial jump potential, quickly damped according to time took
place at the DClE - water (0.1 kmole/m 3 KCl) contact.
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METHODOLOGY FOR CRUD CHARACTERIZATION
G.M. Ritcey and E.W. Wong, Ottava, Canada

3-30

Introduction
Common to a·ll or most solvent extraction operations in the
minin� industry is the problem of stable emulsions and the
eventual formation of cruds.
The crud,can constitute a major
solvent loss to a circuit and therefore adversely affect the
Because there can be many causes of crud
operating co·st
· s.
formation, each plant may have a crud problem unique to that
operation.
Factors such as ore type, solution composit�on,
solvent composition, presence of other organic constituents,
design and type of agitation, etc. can adversely affect the
chemical and physical operation of the
solvent extraction
circuit, and result in crud formation.
C�ud is defined as the material resulting from the agitation
of an organic pm·ase, an, aqueous phase, and fine solid particles,
that form a stable mixture.
Crud usually collects at the
Other names
interface between the organic and aqueous phases.
that have been used for the phenomena are grungies, mung, gunk,
s.ludge, etc.
Previous papers by the authors on crud have detailed the
causes and treatment of crud in various circuits, which include
such factors as ore type, solution composition, presence of other
orga,ni
. c constih1ents, design and type· of agitation, etc. (1,2).
However if the important problem of crud prevention is to li>.e,
solved, then an understanding of the crud itself is necessary.
This paper is therefore the result of continuing investigations
at CANMET in characterization of crud.
To demonstrate the
methodology being used, three separate examples of plant crud are
described.
Procedure
Samples of fresh crud fro� the circuits are examined
microscopically, visually and analysed for che•mical and mineral
constituents. In addition, various leach tests are performed to
determine as much as possible of the history of the crud

formation. Based on the conclurd1.0>RS and subsequent verification
in the plant, end changes in the plant: operat:l:1?1n,, the problem of
crud may be eliminated or minimi�e,d.
Results
The following are examples of three crud materials. Because
each crud is different, slightly different methodology may be
applied in the examination.
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1)

Physical Appearance
a) Crud No. 1
The crud has the appearance of a gelatinous, dark green,
slimy, material which contains a large amount of solvent together
with a smaller proportion of aqueous (50% organic, 15% aqueous)
and 30-35% solids after centrifuging. The crud originated from a
solvent extraction circuit for cobalt recovery and separation
from nickel.
2) Chemical Analyses
a)
Samples of the crud were acetone washed, the residue
separated and analysed by XRF for semi-quantitative analyses.
This particular crud analysis indicated the major constituents to
be Si and Ni with the minor constituent being Fe.
b) Scanning Electron and Qualitative Energy Dispersive
Analysis
The analyses showed the crud to be amorphous, flaky to
gelatinous mixture of soluble nickel chloride and insoluble
silica.
Leaching Tests
As a means to determine the characteristics and history of
crud formation, certain leaching tests have been useful. In the
case of the Example No. 1, in which 2.0 samples of the crud were
slurried in 50-100 mL volume of various leachates, the results of
weighing the leached residues and XRF analyses indicated the
following:
the lowest Ni in the residue occurred with H2so4
the lowest Si in the residue occurred with NaF and/or acetone
the order for Ni solubility was H2so4 > H2o > NaCl > NH4cl >
NH4OH > HCOOH > NaF
The conclusions from those tests were:
a) the Ni present in the crud is easily solubilized and is not
bound intimately with the �i (because of the good solubility in
H2o, H2so4 , salt solutions and NH4OH).
b) Si exists as a precipitate in that it is readily dissolved in
the presence of fluoride.
c)
a high organic component of the crud was indicated by the
fact that Varsol 140 and acetone were effective in breaking the
crud.
d)
analyses of the leachate for phenol (often a cause of crud)
indicated none present except in the water leach, which could be
concluded that phenol was present in the circuit and may have
been a contributing factor towards the crud formation.
The
results of these tests and subsequent crud generation tests
indicated the following:
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1) the crud is composed of mainly Si and Ni and is an amorphous,
flaky to gelatinous material.
2)
treatment with various solutions can break-up the crud and
solubilize the Si and/or Ni.
3) fluoride ion or a suitable surfactant polymer can be added to
the aqueous phase prior to SX to prevent or minimize crud
formation.
4) organic continuous is preferred to minimize crud formation.
5) high shear in such a system is a major factor in crud
generation.
Case No. 2

In this example the problem consisted of a crud formation in
the strip circuit of a copper circuit from heap leaching.
There
was interfacial crud (thick, brown almost compact material) as
well as solids (slimes) in the aqueous layer which had the
appearance of ore fines.
The plant solvent was almost black in
color - considerably darker than the normal deep amber of fresh
solvent. The crud was a thick, brown almost compact material.

Initial tests with fresh organic indicated that crud could
still be generated following emulsion formation, indicating
neither the diluent nor the extractant was responsible for .the
crud. Contact of the plant feed solution with 10% H2so4 (to
remove copper) followed by a caustic wash resulted in the removal
of the dark color, although contact with fresh feed again
Infrared analyses on the plant organic
produced some crud.
indicated no carboxylic or humic acids, but the caustic treatment
resulted in the removal of several IR peaks. This would indicate
the presence of some degradation products of the solvent system
or the
presence of organic additives in the leaching or
electrowinning circuits.
XRF analyses of the slimes indicated Si (major) together
The crud contained Si (major) at about 0.1 the
with Al, Ca.
concentration of the slimes. The slimes were identified as ore
fines.
Leaching Tests and XRF Analyses

Samples of the crud were leaching in various leachants and
certain of the residues (showing the greatest weight change) were
analysed by XRF. The results indicated:
1)
the copper in the crud is easily solubilized and does not
appear to be intimately bound to the silica.
2) the c�ud is apparently high in organic content as indicated
by the essentially white sand remaining after treatment with
acetone or methanol.
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3) e2o leaching reduced the total mass but did not solubilize Si
and Al.
4) NaCl, NaF, e2so 4, NaOH and acetone all solubilized the Si and
Al, indicating both are present as colloids or as amorphous
precipitates.
case No. 3

A

stripping

crud

from

a

uranium

circuit

consisted

of

yellowish, waxy material with a dough-like consistency.
The
solids crud could be separated from the aqueous and organic
phases by stirring and centrifuging.
Leaching of 150 grams material in

concentrated (28% NH4OH)
resulted in the separation of the phases, with approximately 50%
light yellow organic, 30% dark blue organic (major Mo) and 20%
yellow aqueous containing 20 grams white precipitate.
The
precipitate analysed 15% Sio2.
Acetone leaching produced a
residue with the principle constituents being Mo, Si, Mg, Al.
Analyses of residues obtained after leaching in water, e2so4,
NH4oe, NH4Cl, NaCl, NH4F showed Mo as the major constituent.
In addition to the characterization of the cruds, possible
solutions to the crud problems are also presented.
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SCALE-UP OF LIQUID-LIQUID DISPERSIONS:
EFFECT OP NON-ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE
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Imperial College of Rcienoe & Technology, London SW7, UK

Introduction . Different scale-up criteria exist for liquid-liquid dispersions In stirred tanks
of which constant power input per unit volume and equal tip speed are widely used.
The former is expected to apply in systems that follow Kolmogoroff's theory of local
isotropic turbulence while the latter indicates the presence of non-isotropic turbu
lence. A study of n-heptane - water and (DEHPA + n-heptane) - (Na,SO, + H,SO, +
water) systems indicated that they follow the equal tip speed criteria for scale-up but
showed an a., oc N-1.2 form of dependency of Sauter mean diameter (a.,) on stirrer
speed (N) which is in accordance with equations derived from local Isotropy
consideratlons(l,2). This discrepancy may be taken as evidence that turbulence in
these systems is not fully isotropic but the flow field inside the tank is composed of
different distributions of isotropic and non-isotropic regimes that result in an overall
performance resembling a local isotropic field within one tank size. The distributions of
these flow regimes may change with tank scale thus affecting the dependence of the
velocity fluctuations across the drop diameter on the geometric and hydrodynamic
properties of the system.
In this work a model is proposed that includes isotropic and non-Isotropic drop
breakage and coalescence and simulated results are compared with experimental
determinations of drop size distributions in three geometrically similar tanks of different
sizes.
Experimental. Three geometrically similar tanks of standard configuration were used.
The tank diameter ratio was 1 :2:4 the smallest tank being 11 cm In diameter. Two flow
regions were established, the impeller one with high non-Isotropic turbulence compo
nents and the circulation region with no significant variation In the dispersion
properties. Drop diameters were measured using flash microphotography at geometri
cally similar positions in the three tanks. Both equal tip speed and equal specific power
input per unit volume scale-up criteria were investigated for different hold-up fractions.
The change of a., with N was also investigated. Experimental results are shown in fig.Cl)
and fig.(2).
Theoretical . The model proposed combines isotropic and anisotropic drop breakage
and coalescence by introducing the corresponding velocity fluctuation expressions in
the phenomenological equations derived by Curl et al. and Coulaloglou and
Tavlarides(3,4,5).
The baSlc expression for the breakage frequency is
[14' (a )]'12

{

g.(a)=k,---ex -"2

a

and for coalescence frequency
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]
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,
u
a+a
a+a

(2)

where u;(a) is the mean square of relative velocity fluctuations across the drop
diameter. g,(a) is the breakage frequency of a drop with size a, f,(a,a') is the
coalescence frequency between two drops of sizes a and a and the subscript x
indicates the turbulence type.
The structure of the flow field is introduced in these equations through the expressions
for u;(a) . For isotropic fields the velocity fluctuations is given by u./(a)-r:"a "'1(1 +41>2 (case
1). Two expressions were used for non-isotropic turbulence. In the first one the velocity
fluctuations were assumed to be proportional to the main stream flow i.e.
u;(a)-(ND/(1 +4>)>2 (case 2) while in the second expression it was assumed to be solely
controlled by the spatial velocity distribution. i.e. u;(a)-(Na/(1 +4>))2 (case 3) (9).
When more than one criterion of turbulence coexist in the tank, the combined
breakage and coalescence frequencies are respectively given by
g(a) = I,g,(a)

(3)

f(a,a) = I,f.(a,a)

(4)

and

Examining the three cases for the dependence of log(a.,) on log(N), case 1 (Isotropic
turbulence) gives a slope of -1.2. case 2 gives a slope of.'-2. while case 3 results In a
slope equal to -.66. Data reported in the literature (4.6,7,8,9, 10) shows a slope between
the limits -2. and -.66 with most of the data around -1.2. A proper combination of the
three expressions can give any value for the slope in the interval of-.66 to -2.0
.,�
u zoo.oo

:::---
�

• Equal Power Input Per Unit Volume
• Equal Tip Speed
• Simulation model

eo.oo+-----�----�---�----�-

o.oo

0.11

o.n

Tank Size m

Q.33

Q.H

Fig. 1. Scale Effect on Interfacial Area
Slmtetlon Model . The combined expressions for breakage and coalescence were
used In conjunction with a Monte Carlo simulation mooel that utilizes the Interval of
Quiescence (IQ) time management method.
The algorithm starts by creating a uniformly distributed sample (typlcally 400 drops)
and assigning the storage area required for drop attributes which are: size. breakage
and coalescence frequencies and age. The simulation run is divided into variable
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length slmulation cycles the lengths of which are determined by the system activity
during the preceeding cycle
The cycle starts by evaluating the system status (i.e. breakage and coalescence
frequencies) then event cycles start. An event cycle starts by calculating the IQ then
determining the type of event to take place during the cycle as well as the drops
taking part in it. The possible events are binary breakage, coalescence and circula
tion. All other events are considered to be of low probability. After the event execution
the system attributes are locally updated and another event cycle is executed until
the time assigned for the simulation cycle is elapsed.
At the end of each simulation cycle the system is tested for the attainment of steady
state which Is defined as the Sauter mean diameter being constant over three
consecutive cycles. Simulation cycles are repeated until steady state ls reached.
Results . The results obtained by simulation are in good agreement with the
experimental ones. This applies to the Sauter mean diameter as well as the drop size
distribution. Experimental and simulated results are shown in fig.(3) for a32 and in fig.(4)
for drop size distribution.
Rg.(5) shows a comparison between the distribution obtained using only the
non-Isotropic part of the combined model and the distribution given by the Isotropic
model. The two models give slmllar Sauter mean diameters but with totally different
drop size distributions. The one skewed to the left results from non-Isotropic turbulence
while an ideal Isotropic system gives a normal distribution. Both distributions are
different from the one obtained experimentally which agrees with the combined
model as shown in Fig.(4).
Conctu,1on,. A model that combines isotropic and non-isotropic turbulence has been
used to simulate drop size distribution In three tanks of standard configuration and
different sizes. It Is shown that the dependence: 032 oc N·'-2, which is usually attributed to
a fully Isotropic field, can also be obtained in a combined field. In the latter case the
drop size distribution Is not normal. For the system studied experimentally the observed
scale-up criterion of equal tip speed was also satisfied by the simulation model.
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Nomencloture
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D

k, ..... k.

N
µ
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drop diameter
Sauter mean diameter
Impeller diameter
constants (eqns l & 2)
stirrer rotational speed
viscosity
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p
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FORMATION OF MICROEMULSION IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEMS
CONTAINING CYANEX 272

I

3-32

E.Paatero, P.Ernola, J.SjOblom* a.nd L.Hummelstedt
Abo Akademi, Abo, Finland
*) Institute for Surface Chemistry, Stockholm, Sweden
Introduction. The organophosphorus compound bis{2,4,4-trimethylpen
tyl)phosphinic acid {BTMPPA, denoted by HR) is the active component in
the commercial extract.ant Cyanex 272 by American Cyanamid Company [ l].
When CYANEX 272 is used in sodium or ammonium salt forms a third phase
may be formed. In order to throw light on the regularity of the third
phase formation we have determined the phase equilibria for the model
system
water/n-hexane/Cyanex272 in the presence of varying amounts
of NaOH. In this system we could detect a macroscopically one-phase
region, which proved to be a microemulsion. The concept microemulsion
covers isotropic and t�ermodynamically stable solutions consisting of
oil, water and one or several surfactants [2]. In the present case the
sodium salt of the extractant acts as the surfactant. For review on
microemulsions see reference [3].
Experimental. Cyanex 272 was used either without purification or as
pure BTMPPA isolatad from Cyanex 272 according to the previously
described method [4] utilizing the microemulsion formation in the
water{NaOH)/n-hexane/Cyanex272 system as in the three-phase region
BTMPPA is preferentially partitioned into the middle phase. The purity
was checked by gas chromatography.
The phase equilibria and solubi
lization capacities were determined by mixing the components in am
poules. All samples were equilibrated at 25 °c for at least one day;
the most viscous samples one week. Phase transitions were detected by
visual inspection, in some cases accentuating with a laser beam as the
light source.
The liquid crystalline phases were identified by .means
of polarization microscopy. The water contents in or'ganic phase were
determined by Karl-Fischer titration following centrifugation at 3000
x g. Viscosity measurements were made with Ubbelohde type flow visco
simeters and densities were measured with an Anton Paar Model DMA 46
densitometer. If not otherwise stated all measurements were made at
2s 0 c.
Results and discussion. The pseudo-ternary phase diagram for the
system 2.4 M Na0H/n-hexane/Cyanex272 is shown in Fig. 1 in which the
number of liquid phases that coexist in equilibrium is indicated as
3L, 2L, and L. It should be emphasized that this is not a pure three
component system, since the number of components exceeds three; water
contains also NaOH and Cyanex 272 is a mixture of several compounds.
The batch used in the experiments contained 88 w-% BTMPPA, the rest
being mainly alkyl phosphine oxide and a small quantity of 2,4,4trimethylpentyl phoGphonic acid. Within the three-phase region the oil
phase and the aqueous phase are in equilibrium with a middle phase
whose composition according to the Gibb''•s phase rule should be
constant' and correspond to the.composition at the Isothermal Invariant
Point {IIP); the analyzed H20 content in the middle phase in various
points within the three-phase region agreed well with the composition
at the IIP according to the phase diagram, i.e. about 26 w-%. The
solution phase L is formed spontaneously without agitation.
It is
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Fig. J.. Pseudo-ternary phase diagram for the system
2.4 M NaOH/n-hexane/Cyanex272 at 25° c. Concentrations are
given as percentage by weight. D includes also D+L
optically fully transparent and isotropic. The viscosity increases
strongly along the dilution line towards the binary H2O/Cyanex272
axis; 0.59 cP for 84 % hexane and 12 cP for 40 % hexane at a fixed 2.4
M NaOH/Cyanex272 weight ratio of 51/49. The corresponding conductivi
ties are 0.01 mS/cm and 1.6 mS/cm, respectively. Our preliminary re
sults in collaboration with T.Warnheim by means of FT Pulse Gradient
Spin Echo NMR diffusion measurements imply a bicontinuous structure in
the microemulsion.
one-phase region, L, there is a small
Surrounded by the isotropic
anisotropic region denoted by Din Fig.
1. This viscous phase on the
binary H2O/Cyanex 272 axis was identified to have a lamellar
liquid
crystalline structure. X-ray diffraction measurement on a hexane-free
sample containing 42 w-% pure BTMPPA and 58 w-% 2.4 M NaOH gave a
repetition d·istance of 3. 41 nm at 20 ° c. We were not ab_le to detect
other anisotropic regions. Due to the branched double-chain structure
of the extractant a packing of this molecule into aggregates with
normal hexagonal geometry is most unlikely.
We compared the solubilization effects of Cyanex .272 and the puri
fied BTMP�A by titrating binary mixtures of 2.4 M NaOH and hexane at a
fixed weight ratio of 52/48 with equal amounts of phosphinic acid
either as Cyanex 272 or as BTMPPA. In spite of small shifts basically
the same volume changes and phase transitions were observed in both
cases implying that alkyl phosphine oxide does not have a dominating
role ei�her as a surfactant or as a cosurfactant in the present
system.
The effect of NaOH concentration on the phase eq.uilibria is shown
in Fig. 2. With increasing NaOH concentration IIP is shifted towards
the hexane corner indicating a decrease in the water content of the
middle phase. Furthermore, it is seen from Fig. 2 that between the
hexane corner and IIP, the equivalence line for the phosphinic acid
neutralization is also the boundary of the three-phase region. Below
IIP the neutralization line is approximately the boundary of the one
phase region. One can draw the conclusion that while the sodium salt
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Fig. 2. Ter nary phase diagrams at 25 ° c showin g the one-phase
regions for the system water(NaOH)/n-hexane/Cyanex272 at differ
ent NaOH concen trations. The equivalence lines for the phosphi
nic acid neut ralization are shown by arrows.
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Fig. 3. Dissolution of water and
hexane in solutions of Cyanex 272 at
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Fig. 4. Dissolution of water in
hexane as a function of pH.
[HR]= 0. 75 M (e), 0.375 M (A)
0 .18 M (+). I � 1 M

of BTMPPA acts as the surfactant, some free acid is needed as a co
surfactant to form the microemulsion. Generally the role of the co
surfactant is to modify the electrostatics at the aggregate interface
and to create other s welling conditions. M aximal solubilization is
obtained in the present system at a sodium phosphinate/phosphinic acid
molar ratio of 2:1 (Fig. 3).
The dissolution of water into the hexane phase on the pH scale is
shown in Fig. 4. The volume· ratio Vhexane+Cyanex212/Vaq was constant
(= 3:2). pH was adjusted with l M NaOH and ionic strength-with NaNO 3.
At [BTMPPA] • 0. 75 M the water content increases to a m aximum value of
35 w-% at pH 8.2 after which a third phase is formed and the water
content in the hexane phase drops abruptly. No one-phase region was
observable at this total composition and NaOH concentration (compare
with Fig. 2). It should further be pointed out that if the phases are
separated a new equilibrium is attained. The uptake of H 2 O by the
organic phase shown in Fig. 4 is in line with the results of Inoue et
al. [5] using NHt as counter ion and toluene as solvent.
Conclusions. The sodium salt of bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphi
nic acid can.act as an anionic surfactant which can form microemul
sions with water and n-hexane with the aid of the free phosphinic
acid. Maximal solubilization of n-hexane and water occurs at a given
ratio of sodium phosphinate and phosphinic acid (2:1). The aggregation
in systems containing the extractant and water(NaOH) gives also rise
to a liquid crystalline phase with lamellar structure.
Microemulsion formation is an important phenomenon in solvent
extraction systems. It may have dramatic effects on the kinetics,
reaction mechanism, and phase separation in normal extraction as well
as for the membrane stability in liquid membrane extraction. The phase
diagram on the actual system combined with the well established know
ledge from microemulsion model systems offers a tool for understanding
these effects.
Acknowledgement. We thank J.Bobacka for performing the K-F analysis.
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DESIGN OF HORIZONTAL LIQUID-LIQUID GRAVITY SETTLERS

S.A.K.Jeelani and S.Hartland,Department of Chemical Engineering
and Indus�rial Chemistry,Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
Universitatsstrasse 6,8092 Ziirich,Switzerland

INTRODUCTION.Mixer-settlers have been widely used in liquid extract
ion due to their high mass transfer efficiency and operational simplic 
ity.Although some progress has been made in developing design methods
for vertical gravity settlers[l,2}only few attempts have been made for
wedge shaped dispersions{3,4}because of the more complex nature of the
problem.In the present paper,theoretical and semi-empirical equations
for the design of wedge shaped liquid-liquid dispersions in gravity se
ttlers are proposed based on the concept of binary and interfacial coa
lescence which are verified with our own and published measured data.
THEORY.Consider the wedge shaped dispersion band in a continuous ho
rizontal settler shown in Fig.1 of length Lin which the coalescing in
terface is inc-i.i_ned at an angle 0=tan-l (H0/L) to the horizontal.In a
differential element dl the decrease in flow rate of the dispersed pha
se dQd must equal the volumetric interfacial coalescence rate
2¢1/3Ti1cose {5} so that
(1)
-dQd/dl = 2¢1/3Ti1cos0
The initial dispersion height Ho is determined by the turbulent zone
of length 10 at the entrance to the settler where the drop diameter is
¢0 and the feed flow rates of the dispersed and continuous phases are
QdO and QcO per unit width.The flow rates at a distance 1 from the beg 
inning of the band where the dispersion height is H are Qd and QC.Assu 
ming the interfacial coalescence time Til=Tio¢1/¢0 this equation can be
integrated with the boundary condition Qd=O at l= L to give
(2)
Qd = Qdo(l-l/L) = (2L¢0/3Ti0cos0)(1-l/L)
Since the variation in dispersion height H with wedge length 1

H = (L-l)tane = H0(1-l/L)
(3)
is linear,it follows that the drop velocity
( 4)
v = Qd/H£ = Qdo/Ho£
is constant for a given hold--up £.
Drop growth within the dispersion is independent of the interfacial
coalescence and given by d¢1/dt = ¢1/6Tbl {SJ.Assuming the binary coal
escence time Tbl = Tbo¢1/¢0 and writing v = dl/dt thus gives
d¢1/dl = ¢o/6Tbov
(5)
which can be readily integrated to give
( 6)
¢1 = ¢o(l+l/6TbOv)
indicating a linear increase in drop diameter with wedge length.
EXPERIMENTAL.The experimental investigation was carried out in a si
ngle stage mechanically agitated box-type perspex mixer-settler unit.
The mixing chamber had dimensions of 10x10x22.5 cm with a baffled out
let port of 1cm diameter located 10cm above the base.The horizontal
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settling chamber was 39.5cm long and 22.5cm high with two 1.3cm diamet
er outlets for the heavy and light phases located 3.5 and 17cm from the
base.The six straight flat blade turbine was located 8cm from the base,
the variable speed motor drive system,the closed loop arrangement and
the cleaning procedure being described elsewhere{6}as are the properti
es of the demineralized water and 50% by volume of n-heptane in paraff
in oil at 20 ° c,used as the continuous and dispersed phases.When the st
eady-state was attained,the variation in dispersion height and volume/
surface mean drop diameter with wedge length were measured photographi
cally{7,8} the experiments being repeated at different flow rates,disp
ersed phase feed hold-ups Ep and impeller speeds.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.The interfacial coalescence time 'iO for dro
ps of diameter 4> o determined from equation(2) at 1=0 with cos0=1 are listed in Table 1 for different data sources and is correlated in terms
2
of the Bond number B=6pg4>0/o hy
-0 21
( 7)
'io/g/4>o = 66.5 B .
with an average absolute error of 14.8%,wheTe g is the acceleration due
to gravity,o is the interfacial tension and 6p is the density differen
ce between the phases.The values of the wedge length L predicted by eq
uation(2) at 1=0 using 'iO obtained from the above correlation are lis
ted in Table 1.It can be seen that good agreement with the measured va
lues is obtained inspite of the simplifying assumptions and limited da
ta.In design,having predicted the wedge length L,the next step is to
predict the initial dispersion height Ho as explained below.
Table 1 lists the values of the measured residence time of the disp
ersed phase t=HoL£/2QdO with £=0.75.The dimensionless residence time T=
t/g/4>0 is given in terms of the Bond number B by
T = 428 B-0.5B5
(8)
with an average absolute error of 20%.The initial dispersion height Ho
can be obtained using the predicted wedge length L yielding the drop
velocity v from equation(4) as shown in Table 1.
The variation in the reduced drop diameter 4>1/4>0 with wedge length l
for three different dispersed phase hold-ups obtained in the present
work together with those of others{3,4}shown in Fig.2 can be seen to be
light phase

I

1heavy phase
I

L

� Notation for wedge shaped dispersion band
9. 3atc :!6:!
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Table 1. Measured and predicted parameters for wedge shaped dispersions using data from dffferent sources
Vijayan and Po nter

Jeffreys et al. [3)
Parameter

Measurea:
EF

1/ B
L, cm
Ho cm
1 0,, cm
eo
v, cm/s

Tio' S
Tbo' S
t, s
dl/d$,cm
Predicted:
L, cm
H0, cm
V, cm/ S
6vTbo' cm

410 = 0.08 cm

·'

cm Is
Qdo'

Qdo' cm'ls

m'ls
Qdo' c

Present

4>0 =0.13cm

4>0 =0.llcm

410 = 0.09cm

[4)

ls
Qdo' cm'

1.67

1.03

1.33

6.3
0.72
1.5
2.3
12.2
10.0

5.5
0.84
1.4
2.9
13.2
14.5

0.5
10.8
23.1
2.3
6.9
5.6
0.98
1.2
2.3
11.8
13.6

19.3
3.7
0.49
8.7

24.2
3. 7
0.61
10.8

4>o• cm
o.038 I o.o4 I
2
cm /s
Qdo'
0.42
0.56

0.055
0.83

1.00

1.17

1.00

1.33

1.67

1.03

0.67
29.6
14.2
4.7
6.8
18.1
0.24
0.9
6.4
29.8
9.1

0.67
29.6
17.2
5.6
9.8
17.9
0.24
0.9
8.9
35.9
12.8

0.67
29.6
18.5

0.67
23.4
22.2
4.6
1.8
11.7
0.39
1.0
5.7
28.8
13.3

0.67
23.4
33.7
3.6
0.3
6.1
0.62
1.2
6.1
27.2
22.7

0.5
15.0
25.8
2.1
4.2
4.7
0.66
1.8
4.6
19.7
18.1

0.5
15.0
27.7
2.4
7.3
5.0
0.74
1.5
3.7
18.7
16.5

0.5
15.0
32.1
2.5
7.9
4.5
0.89
1.4
3.3
18.0
17.5

0.5
10.8
17.5
1.9
2.5

0.5
10.8
22.1
2.1
3.0

0.25
175.8
23.0
3.0
5.5
7.4
0.19
1.4
15.6
61.6
17.5

0.33
158.6
20.2
3.2
4.8

15.1

0.67
23.4
19.3
4.0
0.7
11.6
0.34
1.2
5.2
28.6
10.6

9.0
0.23
1.1
6.9
43.3
9.6

0.5
83.9
27.4
3.7
5.6
7.7
0.30
1.2
5.0
45.8
9.0

18.9
3.3
0.34
9.6

22.8
3.3
0.40
11.3

26.7
3.3
0.47
13.3

20.5
3. 4
0.40
10.2

27.2
3.4
0.52
13.2

34.2
3.4
0.66
16.8

17 .4
3. 5
0.39
8.0

22.5
3.5
0.51
10.5

28.2
3. 5
0.64
13.2

14.9
3. 7
0.38
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� Variation in reduced drop diameter $1/$ 0 with dispersion
length (1 0 +1) for different systems
linear as predicted by equation(6).�he binary coalescence time Tbo for
drops of diameter $0 can be correlated by
0.7
TbO/g/$0 = 48.2 B(9)
with an average absolute error of 34.3% thus enabling the drop growth
rate 1/6vTbo to be calculated and compared with the measured slopes
d�/dl (where i=$1/$0),expressed as reciprocals in Table 1.
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The progress in expanding applications of mixer-settlers is prim
arily associated with radical decrease in dimensions of settling cham
bers with a high degree of mass exchange being preserved. A decrease
in the volume of settlers and the area occupied by them can be accomp
lished both by changing emulsion properties (the physical-chemical
properties of liquids, discrete composition, dispersed phase concentr
ation) and by using special devices to accelerate the emulsion s�par
ation. In both these cases the settler operation can be analyzed and
an advantageous design predicted if one has the equations that would
express, on the one hand, the relationship between the emulsion layer
height 6 h, unit load q, diameter of drops dk' interfacial tension f,
viscosity /le, /19 and density Jc
Jg of both phases, and, on the oth�
hand, the dependence of the unit load of the new sellter on these sane
values and the characteristics of the used apparatus.
The dependence of the emulsion layer height dh on the unit load q
is the most important characteristic of the settler. Among the most
attractive expressions we shall note the one given by Stenner et al.
h
[1), which was modernized in [2] to acquire the form
=At h ,., (1)
where q1 is the limiting unit load at which A h»hlE
and¾ is the the characteristic height, i.e. the emulsion layer
height for mich the unit load is equal to half of its limiting value.
It is not difficult to show that equation (1) retains its form for
the load recalculated in terms of the dispersed phase, with q in this
equation replaced by qd and q by qd - the limiting load in terms of
1
1
the dispersed phase
Ah
(2)
qd_ = �df Afi+lz*'
The limiting load in terms of the dispersed phase qd.l ' especially
for low dh values, depends, but slightly, on the dispersed phase con
centration, ·does not depend on the emulsion layer height, and can
serve as a stable characteristic of the emulsion separation process.
Based on extensive factual data with a wide range of the variation
of drop diameters and the physical-chemical properties of the working
fluids, the authors have obtained an analytical expression for qdl
in the following form:
,1/J9dli yn
qdl ffl-c
'
= C
O
())
(i
where
9
C =- 30+f.3·!0 3 (tJ.2(4)

,

q qi

3k/

fl=- D,'17 +U.2(0.2-t / e
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(5)

Equations (3), (4) and (5) make it possible to calculate the lim
iting specific load qdl without having to perfonn an experiment on
separation of the layers. The other quantity,�· entering the design
equation (1) for the working unit load q , as shown by extensive in
vestigations, varies but very slightly, within 0.05-0.10 m, most
frequently assuming a value ranging from 0.06 to 0.08 m.
Having the equations to calculate qdl and qd one can easily find
the dependences for the limiting unit load q1 and the working load q
with respect to the sum of phases.
Sectionalization of the Settler. The emulsion layer height Ah
increases non-uniformly with increasing unit load q. At small q
values Ah grows slowly, and at q=0.5 q1 it reaches the value of
nh=�, equal to approximately 0.06-0.08 m. Subsequently, even a small
increase of the unit load brings about a rapid growth of theenulsion
layer. In its turn, the load per unit of the emulsion volume, equal
to q/ah, has its ma ximwn value at the minimum emulsion layer height
after which it rapidly decreases with increasing Ah.

�

9e

� = 1,/J+h,,. '

(6)

At Ah-0, (q/ Ah)ma x=q1/h.!E. If we take h*=0.08 m then (q/Ah)ma x=
12.5 q1• With Ah successively equal to 0.02, 0.045, 0.080 m the
q/ Ah value will decrease respectively to 10, 8, 6.25 q1• The example
clearly shows that the unit load (load per unit of the emulsion
volume) will decrease two-fold when the emulsion layer height increas
es only up to the value of h*. With a further increase in Ah the
work of the emulsion layer becomes inefficient.
If, however, we confine ourselves, e.g. to a value of 4hs: �·
then q:: 0. 5 q1• The volume of the settler with such a load is small,
since the q/ Ah value remains high; its height is also small, if the
overall height of the clarified layers of the light and the heavy
phases is not raised beyond what is necessary. This kind of a thin
layer settler occupying a large area can be subdivided, as shown in
Fig.1 into a number of
sections (settlers with a
smaller area) and arrange
them one over the other. If
the number of sections is
large and the unit load of
each one amounts, e.g. to
Fig. 1. Sectionalization of the
q=0.5 q1, the total unit
load of the sectionalized settler. a) hollow settler; b) secticn
alized settler
settler can be equal to
several q1 values •
. Let us consider the operation of an ideal sectionalized settler
shown schematically in Fig.2. For an ideal settler the following
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assumptions are made. The settlers place.d
one over the other are absolutely identi
cal. They have the same unit loads, both
t;e total q and the loads for each indivi
dual phase (q', q•.•). They have equal
horizontal cross-section areas. In each
section the emulsion layer height, ,ih, is
the same; also the same are the heights
of the clarified layers of the light, h',
Fig. 2. Ideal sectional- and the heavy, h'', phases. The thickness
of the partition separating the sections
ized settler
is negligibly small. The collectors of
clarified phases, all the channels, pipelines for the withdrawal of
phases are not included in the volume of an ideal sectionalized
settler. The overall height h of the sectionalized settler is equal
to the sum of the heights h 8 of all the settlers.
The unit load q of each section is defined by the equation (1).
The number of sections in the settler
,I=

N

A/l

ti

/2� 4 /J+/z'+//"

(7)

5

The unit load of an ideal sectionalized settler is equal to the
product q•N
/2
•
,,1_
(8)
=� !J/z +f/+lz"
With fixed h, h' and h'' values and a fixed value of the capacity
factor for each section equal to the ratio of the working unit load
q to the load at flooding, an increase in �h increases q and decrea
derivative
ses N. Therefore, qN has an optimum for which the
taking
is equal �o zero. After certain transformations,
{li'+h*
we
shall
arive
at
the
following
expressions
for
o{,
/;*
Jh, h , q, N and qN under the optimum conditions:

711

9,

§;%

=

( 9)
( 10)

fj_
;V

=

9t d / (Ir cl.),

( 11 )

/z//;., o( ( /-1-o(.}J
iN' =9elz/lz* fl+«l
-=

( 12)
( 13)

The coefficient ol is equal also to the ratio of the total
height of clarified layers to the emulsion layer height. jh, and
is a measure of the height utilization efficiency. The lower is ,1,
the greater is ultimately the unit load of a sectionalized settler,
qN. In the limit when oe-o, N- =
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1-

/im jj == D�
·
(14)
J.t-lJ -; N'
h n,,.
The expression (13 ) shows that the higher is the sectionalized
settler the greater is its 4N. Let us now consider the following
example. Let h*=0.08 m, h=4.0 m and d =1, i.e. Ah=h*. Then
qN=1 2.5 4 1• Taking into account the fact that the unit load of a
simple settler cannot exceed 41 we arrive at the conclusion that
sectionalization has made it possible to raise the unit load 1 2.5
times. The qN values can be very high. For instance, with 41=
8 m 3 /m 2•h, qN=100 m3 /m2•h.
In the general case the coefficient Kd of the unit load increased
by sectionalization is e4ua.l to
,/ - IJA1 - -,-h
---,--_
c15>
11,1 1;,,.rf+d)
The unit- load qN of an ideal sectionalized settler does not const
itute a universal characteristic of such a settler. It can be supple
mented with the unit load qNV (in terms of the unit of settler volume)
(16)
Q r - 11
_I�
,
2

r-

;.41v

-

7z;

//

+ �)

qN allows one to calculate the area occupied by an ideal sectionalized settler (F..9-) whereas with the help of qNV it is possible to
N ,
>·
estimate its volum� (v
=c
In a real sectionalizffK settler a part of the area and volume is
occupied by the apparatus in which either no separation into layers
is performed at all (flow channels, holders and fasteners, etc.) or
the additional separation into layers is performed at the common
phase boundary in the settler. That is why the dimensions of a real
sectionalized settler are greater than those of an ideal one. The
task of the designers is to reduce this difference to a minimum.
Conclusions. Sectionalization of settlers in mix-and-settle extra
ctors enables making these extractors compact and expands considerab
ly their applications as compared with column apparatus. Decrease in
the volume of mixer settlers leads to economy of materials and
extractants, reduces the overall operating costs. The above calcul
ations form the basis for designing efficient industrial mixer
settlers.
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Introduction
Plate packages as mechanic settler aids are successfully used for the separation of liquid-liquid
dispersions in simple gravity settlers. They shorten the length of sedimentation of the drops and
enlarge the interfaces, where the drops can coalesce. Besides, the times of coalescence compared to
even liquid-liquid interfaces descrease. The drops which coalesced at the plate, form trickling films,
flowing off according to the hydrostatic pressure head towards the principle interface. The draining
of a thin layer out of continous liquid between the drop and the trickling film out of drop phase
determines drop coalescence. We are interested in this process of coalescence and want to create a
basis for the design of plate settlers. So far experimental and theoretical investigations show that
coalescence

at

,gly influenced by
ditions

for

inclined plates

within

hydrodynamic

forces.

coalescence

and

a

special range of operating condi lions is stron

These

operating

thus must be defined since

conditions in general offer good con-

they are interesting for the

apparatus

design.
princ,pol 1nlerloce
dispersed phase

lmkl1ng 1,1m

Fig.I. Seltling of drops al a plate package in a liquid-liquid dispersion

Theoretical and experimental results
For the apparatus design the
residence time of the drops
on the trickling films up to
their
given.

coalescence
For

the

must

be

calculation

of this "time of coales
cence" a physical model was
developed. It was introduced
in /meo 86/ and Fig.2 and
the following passage gives
a short description of' it.
A drop which reached the
trickling film at the plate,
EiJ:..1. Proces., of coa/e.<cence at a plale
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deforms
trickling

itself
and the
film surface

and moves with its own speed v

along the trickling film flow. Meanwhile the enclosed thin layer
P
between drop and trickling film flows over the contact edges (2 • r ,· TT )with a certain profile u(z),

while the drop approaches the trickling film surface with the velocity do/dt. The model calculates the
approach of the drop towards the trickling film surface, while the drops move along the trickling film
flow. It provides the residence time of single drops on an inclined plate. In the following the model

equation are listed.
Table 1. Model equations

• Equolion for computing the coalescence lime al s,ngle drops·
l,·

2
6
�
2•
)•
1 [ lC 1·Cr C i l ·ln (
2
6
5
2.( c2- c3 1
C 1 ·C3· •C 1 6 •CtCJ

( 6,.6 1 upper and lower limit of ,ntegralion l
• Summary factors c, . c1 • c3
3
caso.-t,p -g d,
9-11,. r,'

t,

• Computing of the parameter 1 0

"

if

t, � 0
1
FF

,., > 0
2

In

ff;

· arc Ian

Blal3 and Rautenberg /bla 84/ gave a detailed description of the experimental procedure and the
problem of investigations on coalescence at inclined plates. Fig. 3 demonstrates a comparison of
experimental and calculated times of coalescence for small drops in dependence on the drop diameter.

Th� throughput of dispersed phase (trickling film

volumetric flow rate) related . to the plate width

is parameter. According to this
the calculated and measured times
of

coalescence slightly

n-Am lolcohol (dis ersel/ Wo ler
I • 24'(
angle al inclinol,on: 6'

increase

at an increasing drop diameter.

The model calculation can repro

duce the measured times of coa
lescence up

to

10

the drop sizes

with Bond-numbers lower than

0.1 I 6. Drops of a Bond-number

higher than 0.116 are no longer
spherical and the times of coa
lescence marked with an arrow,

rise dramaticly. So far thi� fact

cannot be reproduced by the mo

del.
However, it is possible to dedu-

ce an explanation for the coales
cence
for

behaviour
a Bond

of drops

number

flow rote al the trickling film
per unil breadth: �1 /b
"-43 1/hm(ll
o - 87 1/hm (3)
L.."' -...!5 6 -· · �( 2 l
.........J
0) -t-"T--r-..-..--.,--,--,--,--.--,J ..,. .:;. � ;:!JL..--.---.--2.0
0
mm
0.5
\5
1.0
drop diameter dp
Fig.3. CoaleJcence of small drop., at inclined illlerfaces

hig-

C l'C 2 and Cs listed in Table I,
the parameters
we discuss
that purpose
her than 0.1 I 6. For
which are formed out of operation parameters and 111aterial properties. A closer look at these abstract
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summarized terms allows a physical interpretation of the hydrdynamic function of the model equation
for the description of the layer drainage between the drop and the trickling film surface. The
parameter Ct is proportional to the pressure p of the drops towards the trickling film surface, which
p
can be calculated as follows:

Pp = t:i.p · g · d/ · cosa / ( 6 · f/ l
The product of the parameters C 2 and C1 makes:
This is proportional to the shearin1 stress -r P between the moved drop and the plate which can be
described by the equation:

A mathematical simulatipn of the model equation for the coalescence time t� according to Tab. I shows
that short coalescence times appear exactly when the values of the individual parameters C 1, C 2 and C1
or their products C 1 •C1 or C 2 •C 1 are as high as possible. The absolute value of the total product Cj
C 2 • CI is a dimension instrument for the
n-Amytotcoholldispersel/Waler; T, 24·c
evaluation of the present coalescence
angle of inclination: 6'
conditions due to the present material and
flow role of lhe lriclcling lilm
operating datae. Since the physical values
0.4
per unit breadth: 43 1/h m
and pressure p are
shearing stress T
P
P
�
directly
proportional to the abstract
...
�
0.3
...
values C 1 , C2 and C1 , the value of the
'P
"'"'::,
"'.,,
shearing stress T
multiplied with the
P
0.2�
pessure P is a dimension instrument for
p
C
the hydrodynamic influence on the coales
"'
.c
1
u
cence process as well. Thus, if the value
0.1 "'
of the product 1 p ' P is high, the condi
p
tions for short times of coalescence are
good. If this product for a special opera
ting condition (V R• and Cl are constant) is
plotted versus the drop diameter, the
3 �
function course shows a distinctive minimum
...
V,
V, ...
�
(Fig.4). The comparison of measured times
a.
- a.
of coalescence (empty circles) with the
2 g .,,
� 2
function course ( T P • p P) shows that the
C:
"'
0 ...
u
u .!:::
smaller the values of the function are the
�
"'
0
:;:
coalescence
time
increases.
At
the
u C
"'
beginning of the distinctive minimum of the
::,
.c
0
u
"C"'
function ( T P • p ) the coalescence times
=' >
p
c..o
increase abruptly. Then the drops move on
the trickling film flowing off from the
3
I
2
mm
0
plate
and leave it without having
drop diameter d p
coalesced. The transition drop diameter, at

g

-

...

-

....

Fig.4. Compnriso11 of measured coalesce11ce times

a11d /u11ctio11 course T ' P
diameter

p

p

i11 r£'latio11 to drop

which the time of coalescence could not
be determined, is marked by an arrow in

Fig.4. Hydrodynamicly, the worst conditions for coalescence are at the minimum.
Long times of coalescence are the result. In the range of the minimum of the function(t ' p ) other
p
p
interfacial physical properties which are not included in the model gain influence towards the low
pressure p and the shearing stress T ' the result being that the process of coalescence is no longer
P
P
determined hydrodynamicly. Experimental results confirm this fact. Only when the drop diameters are
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high, at which the influence of the shearing stress increases rapidly, coalescence can be regarded as
a process which is determined mainly hydrodynamicly, as described in /meo 86/.

The aim of the investigations on the coalescence of single drops at inclined plates is to provide a
basis for the. design of gravity settlers with plate packages. So far experimental investigations
provided the result that the coalescence mechanisms of large and small drops are different and can be
interpreted hydrodynamicly. Thus the short coalescence times for small single drops (Bo<0.11 6 ) can be
traced back to the high contact pressure. Contrary to this the great shear field between the drop and
the plate determines the short coalescence times when the drops are large (see /meo 86/). This strong
influence of the plate always appears when the drops can press nearly through the trickling film on
the plate. Principally a physical calculation model can precalculate the behaviour of coalescence of
single drops at inclined plates. Thus hydrodynamicly it is possible to define favourable operating
conditions for coalescence.

b
plat_e width
C 1 ..C 4 summarized terms
drop diameter
dP
Immersion depth of the drops in
LE
the trickling film /pri 69 /
contact pressure below the drop
Pp
rc
radius of the contact surface of the
drop with the trickling film
coalescence time
Bond-number: (t.p •g•d/)/(4 • o)

V

p

R

drop velocity /meo 87 /
trickling film volumetric flowrate
angle of inclination of the plate
layer thickness in the beginning (0.1 mm)
critical thickness of the layer
thickness of the trickling film
dynamic viscosity
density difference
interfacial tension
shearing stress tension between drop and
plate
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DROP COALESCENCE IN PULSED PERFORATED PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMNS
�
H. Schmidt, R. Mai*, E. Eggert, E.-M. Lessie
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH, lnstitut fur Reaktorbauelemente, P.O. Box 3460,
7500 Karlsruhe 1, FRG; *Universitat Karlsruhe (T.H.), 7500 Karlsruhe, P.O. Box 6980 FRG
Two phase liquid-liquid countercurrent column extractors are today of significant technical
importance and a number of apparatus variants are common. Economic reasons recently gave
rise to favor the low energetic pulsed systems. In nuclear reprocessing of irradiated spent fuel
elements there is the additional issue of not mechanically moved construction parts which
favors the pulsed system.
On account of the absence of an unifying fundamental theory the literature provides a
number of global approaches to predict operating conditions and mass transfer performance
in dependence of influencing parameters. The prediction of the extraction height based on
the dispersion model e.g., accounts for a material balance taking into consideration overall
mean values of convective flows, transfer areas, material transfer coefficients, and
longitudinal mixing flows [1). In this modeling approach the drop phase is considered to be a
second continuum disregarding drop coalescence and redispersion events which result in the
drop size distribution causing a spread in drop residence times and material transfer rates.
The first two figures are showing results obtained as a part of a detailed pulsed perforated
plate extraction column investigation program and are strongly suggesting the requirement
of a more realistic treatment of the problem.The influence of drop coalescence on column
behavior gets obvious in the column operating diagrams of figure 1. The overall volumetric
throughput is plotted versus the frequency of pulsation in the aqueous nitric acid/organic
tributyl phosphate material system. The diagram shows two flooding curves obtained
experimentally and theoretically, respectively, parameter is the mode of operation. The firm
solid upper line is the flooding curve of the aqueous phase continuous mode of operation.
Above the curve the column can no longer operate. The firm dashed line is the result obtained
in the organic phase continuous mode of operation, and a significant decrease in throughput
values is observed. The viscosity of the organic phas.e is two times higher than in the aqueous
phase, and thus the drainage and rupture of the film between two coalescing drops takes
more time in the case of organic phase continous mode of operation than in the aqueous
continuous phase. As a consequence the coalescence events of aqueous drops in surrounding
organic phase are delayed and thus are more unlikely than such of organic drops in
400
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surrounding aqueous phase, i:e, the maximum throughputs for aqueous - continuous mode of
operation are increased. due to large drop transportation as a result of enhanced drop
coalescence. In contrary the maximum throughputs for organic - continuous mode of
operation are much lower-since the breakage events dominate the coalescence events and
s.mall,drop transportation takes place.
The results.obtained by calculation,taking into account the physical properties: interfacial
tension., densities and viscosities are in poor agreement with the measured reality (see the
weak lines.in Fig. 1 ), suggesting that drop coalescence and - breakage events have to be taken
into consideration [2].
The need .for doing this. is:al.so; indi1Iated in figure 2, showing measured longitudinal mixing·,
entities based on the dispersion model. The Peclet-number and the mixing coefficient of the
dispersed phase are plotted versus the holdup. In this figure the operating parameters: flow
rates as well as frequency and stroke of pulsation, and the geometric parameters: diameter
and hei'ght of col,umn as well! as. the cartridge dimensions are kept constant. In spite of. this.
significant changes. in the fluid dynamic entities: holdup c, drop size d32, Peclet-nwmber Pe.
and mixing· coefficient E can occur as the result of shifting drop interactions. Such phenomena
can be observed in praxis causing a loss.in separation power or even leading to columtdai.lure-,.
and are easily to demonstrate experimentally by adding, an interfacial active ag,er;it. 1:b�.
almost four fold increase of longitudinal mixing in the dispersed phase (Ed goes from the-)((
symbol value of 2.4 cm 2/s to the V-symbol value of of 9 cm 2 /s) is due to a, lac!<- HIil drop
coalescence, e.g. the balance of drop-drop interactions is shifted to the dominance of d'rap
breakage.
Both figures indicate the importance of drop breakage and - coalescence on the operation
behavior and the separation power of column extractors and firmly suggest modeling efforts
taking into account drop interactions to provide a more reliable basis for selection and
calculation of such equipment.
Only recently there are reported approaches in the literature, treating the dispersed phase
more realistically.
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El9.:..,L EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A simulation model which accounts for breakage and coalescence interactions and
microscopic interphase mass transfer in turbulent flow fields is reported in [3]. In [4] the effect
of drop breakage in a rotating disk column is considered. Simulation models taking into
consideration drop interactions are reported in [5] for a vibrating plate extractor and in [6] for
a Kuhni column. In [7] the simulation of the fluid dynamics in a pulsed sieve plate column is
described, and in [8] drop coalescence and breakage events are measured based on a
colorimetric method.
The coalescence studies reported here are carried out in a material system equalized in its
refraction behavior. By adding glycerol to the aqueous nitric acid phase and by use of heptane
instead of n-alcane in the organic 30 vol.% tributyl phosp�ate 70 vol.% n-alcane mixture the
equalization in the refraction indices is achieved. The experimental setup and the pulsed
perforated plate column of 1400 mm cylindrical height and 38 mm inner diameter are shown
in figure 3. The photograph (Fig. 4) shows a typical drop population of the original nitric acid
tributyl phosphate system in the aqueous phase continuous mode of operation.
In the system with equalized refraction index the drop phase is no longer visible, and hence a
colored drop submitted via an imerged capillary is visible in presence of all the other drops
(Fig. 5). The use of high speed cinematography as well as of video tapes provides the
observation of drop-drop coalescing events and suggests the separation in two different types
of coalescence, i.e. the collision - and the settling coalescence. The figures 6 and 7 are small
sequenzes of cinematographic pictures taken with 100 frames per second. The first five
photographs are showing the event of a settling coalescence just below a perforated plate of
the cartridge during downstroke pulsation (Fig. 6). In figure 7 a collision coalescence event
during upstroke pulsation is to be observed in the lower part of the reaction zone of the 50
mm equidistantly spaced perforated plates.
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Fig. 7. COLLISION COALESCENCE

.� DROP COALESCENCE EVENTS,
PARAMETER: PULSATION

In figure 8 typical coalescence events in dependence of location and time are shown. The
settling coalescence takes place in the upper part of the reaction zone during downstroke
pulsation. This situation is characterized by the retardation and restacking of the drops in the
vicinity of the perforated plate. The collision coalescence is observed under the situation of a
forced convective flow in upstroke direction. There are two regimes of coalescence, i.e. during
the entrance and the exit of the drop phase into or out of the reaction zone, respectively.
The first results indicate that collision and settling coalescence are of equal frequency. Large
drops of 2 mm diameter are coalescing with a total frequency of 23 %. By doubling the
throughput holdup values of 37 % are reached and a coalescence frequency of 10 % is
observed for 2 mm diameter drops. The coalescence events are in the same order as the drop
size decreases to 1,5 mm diameter values. It seems to be that equal sized drop coalescence
takes place holding for relatively large drops of 2 mm and 1.5 mm diameter. Small drops of
about 0.5 mm diameter obviously coalesce only with large drops whereas the coalescing
events are relatively scarce. Further experiments and detailed parameter investigations are in
process to get more information about the inter-drop coalescence processes and to establish a
reliable coalescence rate correlation.
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REVIEW ON THE MODELS FOR THE CALCULATED DESIGN OF
_
' 3 37
GRAVITY SETTLERS FOR THE SEPARATION OF LIQUIDLIQUID DISPERSIONS
Dipl.-lng. W. Rommel. Univ.-Prof. Dr.-lng. E. Blass
Lehrstuhl A fiir Verfahrenstechnik, Technische UniversitAt Miinchen, FRG
Colescence in dense disoenions
Liquid-liquid extraction shows up the problem of the separation of the two phases after mass transfer
took place. For doing this the drops of the dispersed phase must flow together to a homogenuous phase
("coalescence"). Usually in practice simple gravity settlers are used for this purpose.
The separation of liquid-liquid dispersions in gravity settlers is determined by the interaction of a
multitude of usually non-quantifyable factors. The ISEC 88 in Munich had for a result that a cal
culated design of such gravity settlers was not possible so far. Still the settler lay-out must be
done with the aid of large-scale pre-experiments, since the interdrop-coalescence within a dense
dispersion and at a principle interface can not be predetermined for sure. The coalescence of drops is
interpreted as a mere interface reaction, which is mainly influenced by hyd�odynamics, interparticular
interactions, electrostatic and electrokinetic effects, effects of surfactants and mass transfer.
The complex interaction of all these influences makes the coalescence in a gravity settler seem a
stochastic process, since we know hardly anything about the influences themselves and their inter
actions among each other. The insufficient scientific informations in the field of interface physics
and chemistry and of the colloid science make it difficult to investigate the coalescence process by
engineering means. The hydrodynamic factors, which strongly influence the coalescence behaviour
especially in a simple gravity settler, are mathematically calculable due to fluid-mechanical
principles. The interparticular interactions, which are affected by van der Waals- and dispersion
forces, are summarized to global dimensionless groups (for example Hamaker-constant) and are made
accessible for engineering investigations on the coalescence process in this way. The information on
the electrostatic and kinetic influences, however, is restricted to the description of the formation
of repulsive double layers in the interface, but does not offer any fundamental correlations or models
on how these effects should be applied to the coalescence. Similar is valid for the . i'nfluences of
interface active agents on drop coalescence. Some mechanisms of the effects of surfactants in a
liquid-liquid interface, as Marangoni effect, stabilzation of the interface, steric hindrance, are
known . However hardly mor can be said that they generally hinder the coalescence process in a way
that cannot be predicted. Mass transfer between the two phases strongly influences the process of
coalescence as well. So far, however, only a qualitative estimation is possible (e.g. Ford-Missen
criterion), whether coalescence is favoured or hindered.
In order to find a sensible way for the calculated design of gravity settlers extensive research work
investigates the coalescence behaviour of individual drops at principle interfaces. So far the results
provided information on the complicated drainage process of the thin liquid layer, with or without
tensid influence, between two drops or between a drop and a principle interface. Furthermore, it was
possible to explain the coalescence behaviour of dense dispersions principally out of these
fundamental investigations on individual drops, but so far it has not been possible to transfer the
results of single drop investigations directly to the droplet swarm coalescence in dense dispersions.
Another possibility are investigations of coalescence processes in dense dispersions directly in
horizontal and vertical continuously and discontinuously operated settlers. A number of describing
formulations for the settling process at the horizontal interface origins from that.
Pesccibins formuJatjons for the height of the stationary djsoersjon )ayer
In an extensive literature research we condensed the published investigations on the. coalescence in
primary dispersions at horizontal interfaces in tabular form. The synoptical table collects authors,
bibliography, short characteristics of the individual model formulations, equations and - when known limitations of the models. Table l shows a shortened version of the original table. Only equations,
which can be used for vertical settlers, are listed, since they are dealt with in the following.
GeneaJogjcaJ tree of the coaJescence models
We can distinguish the mere empirical and the theoretical droplet coalescence models with physical
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Gehealogical tree of the model formulations for the droplet swarm coalescence at the
horizontal interface

basis. As shown in Fig.I the theoretical model formulations form the group of stochastic models and
the group of deterministic models. The group of deterministic models can be subdivided further into
balance models and into so-called layer drainage models. This subdivision is gradual; some models own
characteristic features of several groups. The models for vertical settlers· of Allak, Jeffreys (No.6)
and Vieler, Glasser (No.13) listed in Tab.I can be ranked with the group of empiric, those of Hosozawa
et.al. (No.5) and Doulah, Davies (No.7) with the group of stochastic a-nd, those of Smith et.al. (No.4),
Hartland et.al. (Nos. 16,17,21 ), Jeelani, Hartland (Nos. 29,33) and Misek (No.32) with the gr.oup of
deterministic formulations.
Quantitative comparison or models
In order to test the productivity and limitations of the quoted models quantitative considerations are
necessary. We developed a computer programm which contains the most important models for settlers
listed in Tab. I in the form of independent subroutines. One model subroutine contains the respective
limitations, all the calculation formulaes and numerical procedures, if necessary. The main program
provides the testing datae as type of apparatus, material system and properties, volumetric flow rates
of the djspersion and mean drop diameter of the initial dispersion at the settler inlet. The result is
the respective stationary height of the dispersion layer as a function of the input datae. As shown in
Fig.2 the direct comparison of all models is hardly possible, since we only used the datae given by
the individual authors, we did not extrapolate. Only parts of the models can be compared respectively.
Fig.3 shows the comparison of the models of Smith/Davies, Allak/Jeffreys and Hartland/Vohra as an
example when the�Ioad of the dispersed phase is varied. Each of the models show an increase of the
stationary height of the dispersion layer at an increase of the dispersed phase load. However the
absolute values differ clearly. Fig.4 shows a comparison of the same models when varying the input
drop diameter. A decrease of the height of the stationuy dispersion layer can be observed for each of
the models while the drop size increases. For low drop diameters the absolute values differ a lot, for
bigger drops the difference between the calculated values decreases.
All our comprising calculations show similar tendencies.
Last consideotions
We found that a 11eneral, merely calculated design of gravity settlers is still not possible. Datae
which have to be determined empirically ("coalescence constants") are always necessary. This is
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natural for stochastic: models. For physical-deterministic models the reason being that not only
hydrodynamics but other effects which have not been defined by models, influence the coalescence
process. Mainly the effects of surfactants, electric effects and mass transfer should be mentioned, as
said before. These effects cannot be avoided in simple, techniC"al gravity settlers. For the future for
these types of settlers the coalescence constants have to be determined as easily as possible and in
the end to be made possible for calculation.
Financial support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (SFB I 53) is greatfully acknoledged.
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MASS TRANSFER DURING DISPERSION AND COALESCENCE
IN CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTORS

3-38

Dulatov Yu.A., Ponikharov I.I., Galeyev F,A., Alexandrovsky S,A,,
Kirov Institute of Chemical Technology, Kazan, USSR

The study of mass transfer processes in centrifugal extractors
shows that the main components of mass flow at an extractor stage are
represented by mass flows across the dispersed phase surface and ac
ross the interface during dispersed flow coalescence. While conside
ration of these components contributes to complicated description of
mass transfer in extractors, nevertheless, it allows to represent the
mass transfer mechanism in accordance with the reality.
For the study of mass transfer in a polydispersion flow it is ne
cessary to define distribution law of dispersion particles, its para
meters and drop velocity in the flow. These tasks have been solved
using transparent rotors and cells, with cylinder nozzles as disper
sion elements having 1,5 to 3 mm diameter holes and a heavy liquid as
a dispersed phase.
The velocity and size of dispersed particles were determined with
stroboscopic light photography by a "scanning" method (1] giving re
sults equivalent to those obtained with high-speed moving picture
photography at frame frequency up to 530 sec-1
The processed data characterizing drop velocity, show that particle
motion in a polydispersed flow may be approximated by equation
(.SO .I'. )0,1 O,tS

7r=0,0SW· 'J/fc ·'i ·d

O,ll

,

(1)

where W is rotation frequency; fc - continuous pnase density;
't- current extractor radius; d. - drop diameter.
To consider the empirical distributions, a law of distribution was
chosen according to K. Pirson, As alternative hypotheses,� -,f,- and
lognormal distribution were considered. The proof of hypotheses by
Pirson fitting criterion shows that empirical data are best described
by4'°-distribution the density function of which is

fCd.>=

A 'l . d ,z-t. e-ii.cl. ,
r<,z>

r<rl) is a gamma-function,
"'
" rz and il are distribution parameters
the estimates of which tl, and A were defined by empirical distribution moments:
m/$ 1; � = �in.
As a result, a correlation of parameters of ¥-distribution against
phyaical properties ot a liquid system and rotor rotation frequency
bas been obtained.
The studies of mass transfer to a dispersed liquid were performed
in a transparent transfer cell, the arrangement drawing ot which is
shown in Fig,1. A aet of interchangable capillaries and funnels pro
Tided for phase sampling at any point within the cell and at any
where

.A.=
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croes section of the dispersed flow. To reduce the influence of mass
transfer across the interface within the funnel on the concentration
of dispersed phase samples, sampling was realized under conditions of
continuous washing-off of the surface layer.

L.P.

-$

---

H.P

�===™==---

Fig.1. Transfer cell
Concentration profile along the pathway of the diape�sed phase was
defined with a keroaene-benzoic acid-water system for the case when
the limiting resistance to mass transfer was concentrated in dispers
ed phase due to ideal mixing of the medium in the contracting zone.
This was proYed experimentally (2] by continuous phase sampling at
various points within the cell. Intensive mixing of continuous phase
is explained by the influence of a dispe�sed particle flow having ve
locity of about 1 m/sec. The continuous phase is involved into circu
lation and the velocity of it differs then only slightly from the ve
locity of dispersed particles.
Maas flow, at limiting resistance to mass transfer within the dis
persed phase irrespective of-volume concentration of particles in the
flow, may be approximately calculated by summing identical mass flows
introduced by individual particles; the calculations may be based on
solution of diffusion equations for a single drop. It should be noted
that while calculating efficiency of mass transfer to a dispersed
phase, one must not use a time coordinate because of different veloci
ties of drops in the flow. Every drop holds up within the contracting
zone area ( the height of which is represented by h) during a certain
residence time, and its saturation depends on its individual time of
contact. Thus, to describe a process of saturation of a dispersed par
ticle population, a space coordinate was used. Mass transfer efficien
cy of a dispersed flow within the area having height h, was calculated
by the expression
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·-

,,:�f(d}A(h,
(A(h)> = ,I
,I d'f<a)dd

cl)dd

where A(h,d) is the law of single drop saturation.
Experimental concentration profiles along the pathway of the dis
persed phase (Fig.2) are indicative of non-stationary mass transfer
to the dispersed phase.

A<h>

I
2

0. I5

1.W:165s-!;
'Z.=3.4;
� :11.1 mm-1 ; a:2.63
\ :115s-l.;
2 • ,....,
ij =6.3;
:11.7 mm-1 a:2.71

O.IO

i
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I

2

3
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5
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Fig.2. Experimental saturation curves
A comparison of the experimental saturation curves with a series
of the known models of non-stationary mass transfer into a drop shows
(2] that the obtained data have a good matching with Colderbank-Kor
chinsky model
a,s

A(h,d) = [ 1- exp(-ft�a-Fo)] ,

(3)

where Fo= i,1Jh/U(d}d.21 s- a Fourier number and a is an empirical coefficient.
The value of coefficient a=2.7 within the test range of rotation
frequency (W:110 to 230) was practically constant.
Mass transfer during interface coalescence of a dispersed phase
was studied with the same transparent cell. The amount of substance
transferred due to drop coalescence, was defined from concentration
differences within the layer of the coalescent phase and in the dis
persed particle flow at the interface level in the cell (Fig.1). This
process may be represented (3] by the following empirical relation:
(4)

where lris an average velocity of the dispersed phase, Hand h e are
geometric parameters of the extractor stage.
However, it should be noted that the above equation (4) has been
obtained for a quantitative estimation of dispersed phase saturation
within the interface interreaction zone specified by the authors.
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Considering mass transfer during drop coalescence, it is necessary
to know coalescence duration. It was no success to exactly determine
the duration of coalescence process, but high-speed photography made
possible to estimate it as 10 -3aec. Under test conditions, the resi
dence time of the dispersed phase withia the sampling funnel amounted
to 0.1 sec and within the liquid phase at the cell bottom was 1 sec.
Hence, the difference in the substance concentrations within the lay
er and the sampling funnel is not caused by mass transfer into drops
during their interfacial coalescence, but arises due to mass transfer
across the interface disturbed by falling drops.
Experimental conditions provided no opportunity to obtain an actu
al value of mass transfer during drop coalescence, but it may be es
timated with regard to the following: 1) minimum degree of dispersed
phase saturation at the sampling point adjacent to the nozzle end,
was 0.03; 2) under conditions when the sampling funnel was operated
without washing-off the surface layer, i.e. when the interface was
located within the funnel, the degree of saturation of the dispersed
phase sample grew about 0.015 higher. Hence, the degree of dispersed
phase satur�tion during interfacial coalescence is the value of order
of 0.01, while the degree of saturation within the layer amounts to
about 0.1, bllt mass transfer efficiency of extractor stage is 0.2 to
0.3.
Thus, in the process of mass transfer in a centrifugal extractor
the interfacial coalescence affects mainly indirectly, by means of
liquid phase mixing under the influence of falling drops; these fac
tors are taken into account in equation (4) by dispersed phase velo
city and by height of heavy liquid layer.
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ON METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF EXTRACTION EMULSION
SEPARATION IN MIX- AND -SETTLE EXTRACTOR
S,M.Karpacheva, V.M.Muratov, Moscow, USSR
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Extraction emulsion is a mixture of aqueous and organic phases,
one of which is continuous and the other is dispersed in the form
of drops.
Extraction emulsion belongs to the type of "unstable" emulsions,
i.e., its separation rate V is rather high.
P
The rate developing in a mixer is a very important factor in
choosing a unit design, as it is the rate that primarily determines
its technico-economic parameters such as a settler area, metal con
tent, one-time extractant loading, floor area and construction work.
Therefore, in many countries researchers are engaged in developing
the method of determining VP and its possible optimization [1J.
The greatest hopes are placed on revealing the interrelation
between the physico-chemical properties of emulsion forming soluti
ons and the rate of their separation V f2J. Many publications attem
p
ted to solve this problem and assumptions were given as to which of
the properties, viz., phase density (.f'), difference in their den
sities (6.f), viscosity('),
interphase surface tension <o,, 2), de
}
termines the separation rate VP.
A large amount of papers deal with the study of the rates of
single drop destruction at the interphase boundary in different sys
tems of solutions. The results of the studies are contradictory.
To clarify the problems and define concretely the influence of
the physico-chemical parameters of solutions directly on V we me
P
asured in statics the separation rates of light systems with two
extractant types, i.e., 100% TBP and 25% TBP, The aqueous solutions
of four types were used: acid - SN HN03, weak acid - 0,5N HN03 and
salt ones - 3,75 mole/1 NH4No3 and 0,83 mole/1 NAl(N03)3+0.5N HN03•
The separation of the emulsions was studied using mutually saturat
ed solutions. The aqueous solutions were prepared from distilled
water and �heroically pure salts. The organic phase was prepared from
cnemically pure '.l:BP of two different batches that differed a little
from each other in6'1•2 and, hence, the content of SAA (surface ac
tive agents).
The solutions prepared with the required ratio of m-volumes were
placed in a glass vessel and agitated until pure phases were obtain
ed, The method provided the dispersion of any phase at choice.
Then the agitator was removed, the height of the emulsion layer was
recorded and the rate of the layer reduction with time as well as
the average rate VPcp=�, where Hi is the initial height of the
emulsion layer and� is the time of a full separation of this layer
were determined, The experiments were thermostated.
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Vpcp of 0/W and W/0 emulsto·ns was determined for each system.
In some cases VP .of the same sys.tem could vary with the m-phase
volume ratio.The emulsion sometir:1es "was not formed at a certain rati.o
(more often at m I 1). TherP.fore, the V values were compared at
P
ma:0,51 1,012,0,
The Table summarizes the physico-chemical characteristics of the
systems studied and V of the 0/W and W/0 emulsions at m mentioned
P
above.
Phvsico-chemical oronerties

System

S".r

.s'o

Af

)'fl

fo

�-'--

1 00'/4TBP+8N HN03 1.18 1.04 0.14 1.34 5,29 11.7
1 OO%TBP+O,5N
HN03 NH4No
3

1.01 0.98 0,03 1.06 5,41 8,89

1 O(Y%TBP+3,75
mole/1 NH4No
3

1 • 1 2 0.98 0.1 4 1.00 4.80 8,54

1 O(Y%TBP+0.83
1.23 0,84 0,39 1.02 1,9314,52
mole/1 U(N03)3
+0.5 N HN03
25%TBP+8N HN03 1,23 0.84 0,39 1.02 1,9314.52
25%TBP+0,5HN0
25%TBP+3.75

3

mi>le/1 NH 4No
3

1.01 0,81 0.20 1.02 1.9011.46
1.12 0.81 o.31 1.00 1,85 12.•88

25%TBP+0,83
1.14 0.82 0,33 1.97 2.0 12. 05
mole/1 Al(N03)3
+0,5N HN03

V '-'!' mm/a
Vg -p
m"'V Emulsion
c
t;:rne
0,5
1.0
2.0
0,5
1.0
2.0
0,5
1.o
2.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
0,5
1.0
2.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
0,5
1.0
2.0

N

'07w w7'0

1.8
1.9
1.7
1.1
2. 18
1.3
1• 9
1.8
1.9
3,0
2,8
2.4
3.0
2,8
2.4
3,3
2.7
3,2
3.6
2.7
3.1
2.1
1.9
2,5

1. 6
1.9
1.8
o.6
1.2
1.0
0.2
0,3
1. 0
2,5
2.3
2.0
2.5
2,3
2.0
1.8
1.6
1 •7
2,5
1.9
2.1
2.1
1. 8
1.9

I
II
III
IV
V

VI
VII
VIII

From the analysis of the tabulated data one can draw conclusions
on the effect of some factors.
In particular, the m-phase volume ratio obviously affects V ,
P
however, this influence has no distinct tendency.
The growth of A� through a decrease of � of the organic phase in
creases the separation rates V of the emulsion of either type.
P
The growth of �S' through an increase of� of the aqueous phase as
effected by the introduction of salts, rises V of the W/0 emulsions
P
to some extent (in this case the type of salt has also an effect)
and practically does not affect the separation rate of the 0/W emul
sions.
Hence, the logarithmic dependence of V on4fin [3] cannot be takP
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en as credible, the more so, as neither in that paper nor in any sub
sequent ones O.J there is a description of a method used to determi
ne this dependence that would allow a variation of 6� of the system
without changing its other phyeico-chemical parameters.
At the same time it should be noted that the difference in V of
P
0/W and W/0 emulsions is significant for systems II and III and the
ones similar to them, i.e., VI and VIII1 in other systems this dif
ference is relatively small. Thie fact does not agree with the gene
rally accepted concepts of the relation between V and the type of
P
an emulsion [5].
It can be assumed that the difference in V of 0/W and W/0 emul
P
sions could be determined by differences in densities and the pres
sure loss of a medium through which a drop goes, as well as in the
interphase surface tension 6'1,2 of aqueous and organic phase drope1
however, special measurements of tS 1 2 failed to detect these diffe
,
rences.
Some effect of the phase ratio on V could be also hypothetically
P
explained by different pressure loss of a drop layer. However, all
these assumptions need to be experimentally checked,
The data presented show the number of factors that influence V
P
and how it is challenging to determine the actual contribution of
each factor, An attempt to find the dependence of V on the phyeico
P
chemical parameters gives an impression that these parameters are
insufficient for the full characterization of the system and its
properties that are also dependent on the salt composition.
Our investigations showed that besides f', t;f', G"1,2,)" and
other factors such as phase ratio, m, emulsion type (O/W or W/0),
acidity, reagent chemical composition, V was also influenced by
P
the emulsion residence in a settler (the kinetic factor).
We have establ.iehed that at the first separation stage the con
tinuous phase leaves the emulsion more actively and then the sepa
ration rate of both the phases levels off. Based on these data a
conclusion was drawn that the shape and volume of a settler are
rational if they provide for the emulsion residence time needed
for the full preliminary release of the continuous phase from that
emulsion.
It is quite obvious that further studies of the relation between
V and phyeico-chemical and kinetic parameters are of great theore
P
tical interest.
However, due to the required instrumentation of the operating
extraction unite it is necessary to develop reliable methods for
the determination of separation rates or specific loads on extrac
tor settlers.
At present a considerable amount of data have been accumulated
to reveal Vp=f(H ) L1,2,5Jboth under static and dynamic conditions.
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For emulsions of all the extraction systems studied this depen 
dence was found to be extreme1 at this dependence there is (VP)H ,
corresponding to each height of an emulsion layer in a settler. The
experimental data available show that with an increase of the emul
sion layer VR grows to the maximum and then drops.
Having in mind that V =Q/1:' one can reconstruct the dependence
p
Vp=-f(Hi) to give T'p=f(H�).
For each syste m of solutions it is obvious that the optimized
height of the emulsion layer (H�)opt will be in line with the sepa
ration rate VP opt and time i:in.
Then, the optimized settler area will �e (Fopt) min=Q/V�x. The
wmin=Q•r minp, and the optimized
minimum emulsion volume will be
height of a liquid layer in the settler is assumed (Hor )opt=2(Hi>opt.
Thie reserve of the settler height is chosen taking account of
the possible change of the interphaee position and H� due to varia
tions of solution density, accident changes of the capacity for
each phase and mixing intensity resulting from variations of voltage
and pressure in plant grids as well as other factors.
And on the contrary, if the c alculation is performed based on
the specified height of a liquid layer in a settler Hor , then the
I
allowable height of the emulsion layer is determined first H��0.5lfar,
'i::� is found for it from the curve 'i::p=f(H�) the em�lsion volume
W� = 7:pQ' and the settler are WJ/H� are determined, then assuming
several versions of the settler width and length one finds its op
timum shape.
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SEPARATION OP' MICRO-DISPERSIONS WITH THE AID
OP' P'IBRE-BEDS
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Liquid-liquid dispersions under any circumstances appear at many
processes in chemical engineering, like at liquid-liquid extraction,
at the condensation of hetero-azeotropes, at the reduction of
solubility caused by changes in temperature etc •. The separation of
the dispersion causes extreme technical difficulties. Thus the process
of separation is promoted by means of various aids. Using a fibre-bed
is a rather popular one. Fibre-beds are known to be sometimes very
successful in advancing the separation. However, the safe selection
and design of a fibre-bed is not possible, yet.
Experiments want to improve fibre-bed settlers for future designs.
Experiments
Experimental investigations aimed at the determination of the
separation performance of fibre-bed settlers. Thus dispersions of
water or 3m HN03 and TBP/n-alcane of a drop-shaped volumetric hold-up
of about 0.4% dispersed organic or about 1% dispersed aqueous phase
and drop sizes below 100 micrometers were produced in a stirred tank.
(Fig. 1 shows the used experimental apparatus schematically.) With the
aid of fibre-beds with glass-fibres, stainless-steel-fibres or PTFE
fibres dispersions were separated. For the experiments we varied the
drop size, the volumetric flowrate of the dispersion, the width of the
fibres, the ·depth of the fibre-bed and the hold-up of the dispersed
phase at the inlet of the fibre-bed. During the experiments the hold
up of the dispersed phase remaining in the continous phase behind the
fibre-bed was measured. This was either determined by the Karl-Fi
scher-method or by infrared photometry. In addition, the drop size in
the dispersion was determined by a diffraction spectrometer (reported
at ISEC 1986, fl./). The wetting abilities of the used fibre material
were quantified by contact angle measurements.
Results

The task of the fibre-bed settler is to reduce the hold-up of the
dispersed phase behind the settler as far as possible or necessary.
Ideally, this hold-up is totally separated and only the molecularly

Fig.1.
1 - dropsize measure
ment; 2 - stirred tank;
3 - aqueous; 4 - or
ganic phase; 5 - pump;
6 - sampling; 7 - set
tler; 8 - fibre bed
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dissolved quantum of the dispersed phase in the continous phase
remains. This hold-up cannot be split off by fibre-bed settlers, but
can only be removed by chemical or thermic separation processes. In
order to get" a relation between the smallest remaining quantum of the
dispersed phase (=molecularly dissolved hold-up) and the drop-shaped
hold-up of the dispersed phase which actually remains, the tertn ·
"related dispersed ph'ase", short RDP, was defined and used for the
demonstration of the experimental results:
RDP

hold-up of drol!)·shaped dispersed phase, not split off
hold-up of dispersed phase, molecularly solved

This term is dimensionless.
There are the most important results of the investigations:
- The separation performance depends on the wetting behaviour of the
fibre material. PTFE as a fibre material can be totally wetted by the<
used organic phase, however, PTFE cannot at all be wettet by the
aqueous phase. In experiments the PTFE-fibre, compared to other.fibre
materials, provided the w.orst separation results. Glass fibre shows a
wetting behaviour which differs less, and it separated a bit better
than the PTFE-fibre. The stainless-steel-fibre is about equally well
wetted by the liquids- investigated and compared to glass and PTFE.-.·
fibre it works best (see Fig. 2 and 3).
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- The separation performance decreases for smaller drops for all fibre
materials, and it decreases at increasing superficial velocity for all
fibre material•, the degree of the dependence, however, differs. The
lowest dependence appears at the stainless-steel-fibre which, as
mentioned above, shows a balanced wetting behaviour.
- The separation performance increases if thinner fibres are used;
fibre wi�ths, which lie in or below the range of the smallest drop
diameters worth to be mentioned, are best, see Fig. 4. Here we can see
that the RDP increases when the fibre width increases, which
corresponds to an increase of the hold-up of the dispersed phase
behind the settler.
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- The separative performance can hardly be influenced by the depth of
the fibre-bed; a minimum depth is necessary for the uniform flow
through the fibre bed and is enough to reach the best possible
stimulation of coalescence. Fig. 5 shows the result of an experiment
which varied the depth of the fibre-bed of a stainless-steel-fibre. It
makes obvious that fibre-bed depths of 5mm reach the same separation
performance as bed depths of 60mm.
- The separation performance depends only little on the holdup of the
dispersed phase at the inlet of the fibre bed. During an experiment at
nearly constant conditions only the hold-up of the dispersed phase at
the inlet of the fibre bed varied strongly and we observed the
separation performance, see Fig. 6. According to this the hold-up of
the dispersed phase which has not been separated at the output of the
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fibre-bed remains below 4 times the quantum of molecularly dissolved
dispersed phase, even if the hold�up of the dispersed phase at the
inlet of the fibre-bed varies more than three orders of magnitude and
takes a holdup of more than 20 percent in the most extrem case.
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Symbols
df
dp

( µm)

L
RDP

(mm)

w

(cm/s)

(_ µm)

(- )

- fibre diameter.
_ characteristic drop diameter of a RRS
distribution,
-fibre-bed depth.
-related,drop-shaped holdup of the disperse.
phase behind the settler,
- superficial velocity.
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EFFECTS OF MEDIUM COMPOSITION AND ELECTRIC FIELD
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1. Introduction
Various i�dustrial applications of liquid surfactant membran
extraction processes require an effective and inexpensive
splitting of the employed W/0 emulsions.
Various reactors are used for different applications, e.g.
crude oil desalting or splitting of liquid surfactant
emulsions containing a lot of water. Coalescence of the
encapsulated water droplets is induced by an AC or DC field.
In usual processes emulsion splitting is carried out by high
field strength in the range between 500 - 6000 V/cm .
The electrocoalescence mechanism is complex and only par
ticularly investigated. Fig. 1 shows a simplified modell
2, Apparatus
Coalescence is induced by high alternating voltage up to 20
kV to avoid electrolysis in the encapsulated water phase of
the emulsion. The use of high voltage and a large content of
water in the emulsion (30 - 50 vol%) requires a reactor with
insulated electrodes (Fig. 2). A combined solid/liquid
insulation (glas/oil) of the reactor results in a high
disruptive strength. Emulsion splitting was investigated by
high voltages up to 20 kV and frequencies up to 2500 Hz.
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U, I - 20 kV
1 - 10Rl00Hz

Pig.1. Mechanism of electrostatic coalescence

1 - Drop on collision course; 2 - elongation, film-drainage;
3 - unstable drop formation, bree.lcdown of the critical film;
4 - ooalescence; 5 - bigger droplet

Pig.2. Reactor

EB - Splitting cell; S settler; P1, ,P2 Pumpe (emulsion
input); P3 Pump (organic output); M water output
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3. Influence of emulsion composition
Efficiency of emulsion splitting is strongly influenced by
the emulsion composition. The characteristics of the emulsion
depend on concentration and type of surfactant and extractant
on one hand and on the solvent on the other. However these
parameters are less investigated.
i Influence of surfactant concentration
In liquid surfactant membranes the surfactant is used in
excessiv concentration above the CMC. Nevertheless the
breaking speed is exponentially depending on surfactant
concentration
(Fig.
An
increase
in
surfactant
3).
concentration causes a decrease in breaking speed.
ii Influence of extractant
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Pig.J. Breakingspeed and yield (at) as function of the
surfactant concentration
ETARZ yield per volume and time
breaking speed
bsm
Breaking speed is also a function of type and concentration
of the extractant due to its surfactant behaviour (Fig. 4).
However increasing concentration of the extractant lead to de
creasing breaking speed in all investigated systems (Fig. 5).
iii Influence of the solvent
The separating membran layer between the encapsulated water
droplets containes pure solvent up to 95 vol%. The electro
static coalescence seems to be influenced by the dielectric
character of the solvent, because the organic phase must be
removed in a first step, and the characteristics of the
adsorption layer at the interface, because the layer is
disrupted for final coalescence.
The investigations show that cycloaliphatic solvents lead to
higher breaking speeds than aliphatic solvents (Fig. 6).
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Breaking speed even seems to be a function of the
conformation of the molecules. This can be also correlated
with the dielectric constant and the polarization of the
solvent
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.dielectric properties influence both steps of coalescence. In
case of high electric field strength the correlation between
polarization and breaking speed is good (Fig. 7).

4.

Electrical parameters

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show that the coalescence depends sharply
on the electric field strength and the frequency. Increasing
field strength and frequency cause increasing emulsion
splitting. It is useful to attain good recycling of the
organic phase of the emulsion by increasing both the
frequency and the field strength. On the other hand it is
also necessary to use the right solvent for an optimal
emulsion splitting, well known by its conformation behaviour
and dielectric natur.
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A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF KINETIC CONSTANTS OF

TRANSFER BETWEEN LIQUIDS

I 3-42
�--�

•

J.P. Simonin, C. Musikas
E. Soualhia & P. Turq
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie, UA430 Universite P.& M. Curie
8,rue Cuvier, 75005 PARIS
FRANCE
• DGR, CEA de Fontenay-aux-Roses

Introduction

In the last ISEC'86 and in various publications [1,2] the need for a
better technique, in order to measure kinetic constants of transfer of
solute between phases, has been emphasized. Moreover there is a brisk
demand from chemical engineering industry in that sense. It might seem
amazing that since the first method proposed in 1954 [3] by Lewis and
known commonly as the Lewis cell, no really satisfying set-up has been
achieved. In all cases since that time, experimentalists have met with
the main problem of controlling reliably the diffusive part to the
transfer of solute. For example [4] at least three theories can be used
to describe the diffusive transport near an interface: the stagnant
film, the boundary layer and the penetration theories.
In order to palliate this uncertainty, Albery [5] has proposed in
1976 a nice alternative to the Lewis cell and other previous techniques
such as the moving drop. The main progress of his device is to much
better control the hydrodynamic conditions of the flow, since it is
adapted
from
well
known
the
rotating
electrode
used
in
Electrochemistry, for which the theory has been made by Levich [6].
Nevertheless some proble- still seem to hold: essentially the presence
of a filter limiting the process and whose characteristics are
relatively poorly known, and above all one can ask [2] whether the flow
inside the rotating cylinder is the same as outside, i. e.
that
described �y Levich.
In this paper we want to present a technique inspired by the
Rotating Cell of Albery together with brief contact methods [7], that
we are building up at the time, and for which we think we can expect an
interesting improvement.

Description ot the methods The Rotating Capillary

The experi-ntal set-up is fair simple: it consists of a capillary,
-de for example of Teflon, in which a bore ot about 5 - was drilled
through the center of the cylinder. It is mounted on a rotating
electrode bearer and thus can be set to rotate.
At time t•O, the capillary, filled for instance with an
aqueous
solution denoted by A of a radioactive isotope of the studied
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species,is immersed in an organic solution of extractant B. This device
looks like the Rotating Cell with this difference that, here, the
solution inside the tube (part A of the system) is freed from
convection with the help of a "stabilizing medium" such as agarose or
sinter glass. Thus the diffusive part to the transfer of solute from A
to Bis perfectly known and can be treated exactly: in A, a pure
diffusion occurs and in B, a convective flow of the rotating electrode
kind.
Theory
The observable of the experiment is the proportion P(t) of solute
that has been transfered to B at time t. The basic assumption to
calculate this quantity is to suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that
a quasi-stationnary state prevails in phase B, i.e. that the local
concentration is nearly independant of time in the diffusion layer.
This is the well known kind of assumption made in Electrochemistry,
using a rotating electrode, for example in the case of an EC mechanism
including a dimerisation step and in so-called "purely kinetic limit"
where the dimer formation is very fast compared to the diffusion in the
diffusion layer.
The transport of solute is at one dimension x [6]. We then write
down the equations in phases A & B, supposing that the solutions behave
ideally:
( 1)

(2)

where c(x,t) is the concentration, and DA and D8 are the diffusion
coefficients in A and B. At the interface we assume a reaction with
kinetic constants �f and �r (forward and reverse)
kf
C.
(superscript i means interfacial)
M
OT'6

The boundary conditions are: a no flux condition at the bottom
+
the.capillary, and at the interface, if we set C+•C(x= O ,t) and
for C , we have:
(J C

(J C

(J X

(J X

Equationa 1 and 2 together with the boundary conditions can
solved analytically, perforaing a Laplace and a Pourier transform,
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where

is the
where
DB/6ttJ
diffusion layer thickness [6]; vis the kine-tic viscosity of Band w
the rotation speed.
Expression 3 appears as the difference bet-en the capillary tera
Pcap (purely diffusive) which is the result for P when the kinetics is
infinitely rapid, and a "kinetic" tera P' involving also the physical
a •

ttJ

paraaeters of the systea and in particular the rotation speed w through

the term a.

Results.
We have applied our device to the case of Cobalt ions transfered
from water towards HDEHP 0.2F diluted in dodecane (see ref.[7]) and we
have focused our attention on the two cases pH=3 and pH=5 corresponding
respectively to "slow" and "rapid" kinetic conditions. We have relied
on litterature (71 to get the partition coefficients at these two
values of pH.
First we have measured the effective diffusion coefficient of Cobalt
in agarose by taking B•A (buffer aqueous solution) and measuring
Pcap(t) for successive times. We have also measured DB with the
Anderson and Saddington open capillary method. Lastly we have extracted
Cobalt: at a time t the capillary is removed and the re-ining activity
of the gamma emitter 57co is, measured; knowing this quantity initially
gives straightforwardly P(t). Then one performs
a
least-square
non-linear fit on the experimental data with the use of equation 3. Let
us notice that in this fitting, only the forward rate constant �f needs
to be determined. Table 1 gives the results for the decimal logarithm of
�fat the two values of pH we have studied. After the fitting the
points,
experimental
theoretical curves pass nicely through the
yielding a low standard deviation on �f"
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Experimental results for log(kf) compared to ref. [8]
pH 3
pH 5

Danesi et al.

Rotating Capillary

3.1

4.0

-

-

- 2.5

- 2.1

Moreover we have performed the same kind of test
made
in
Electrochemistry, consisting in varying the rotation speed w and
looking at P for a given time t0• One notices a satisfactory agreement
for high rotation speeds (from 300 rpm), but an appreciable discrepancy
for low w 's (about 50 rpm). This fact can be attributed to the
fall-down of the basic assumption made to calculate P(t), i.e.
supposing a quasi-stationnary state in the diffusion layer: at low
rotation the time needed to establish the stable state is of the same
order as the observation time.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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SINGLE DROP APPARATUS WITH SMALL DROPLETS (d ' 1 mm)
FOR INTERPHASE MASS TRANSFER STUDIES

3-43

C. Mas, G. Franz, R. von Ammon, Institut fiir HeiJJe Chemie,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

Interphase mass transfer between droplets and bulk phase in dispersed liquid-liquid extraction systems is
known lo be enbanced compared to a stationary interface, e.g. in a stirred cell. Oscillations and internal fluc
tuations (Marangoni instabilities) within fairly large droplets (diameter 2.5 · 3 mm) are usually made responsi
ble for this phenomenon. If this is true, mass transfer to and from smaller droplets should be slowed down and
approach that of the stationary interface, because these droplets are more rigid and instabilities should even
tually disappear. Experimental difficulties, however, have so far prohibited single drop experiments with drop
diameters< 2 mm. We have now designed an new single drop extraction system where drops with diameters �
1 mm can be produced and measured. This apparatus is described in the first section.

Its main component is a stopcock whose fme boring determines the volume of the droplet (e.g. 0.5 mm3
corresponding to a drop diameter of 1 mm) (fig. 1).
In the first step the boring is filled with the liquid going to form the dispersed phase, i.e. the drops. It is es
sential that this liquid does not wet the material of the stopcock, because otherwise no reproducible drops are
formed. In our first tests we used a polyarnide-imide plastic (trade name 'torlon'), and ffiO or HNO3 as di
spersed phase in the falling drop mode. The stationary phase was 30% TBP in dodecane, either in pure form or
saturated with HNO3.
After the boring has been filled with water (or HNOy, the stopcock is turned into a vertical position and the
liquid is pressed out of the boring by pure dodecane. In a third step, the stopcock is turned again and the do
decane filling is replaced by water (or HNOy. It is ready now for formation of the next drop. The size of the
droplets is exactly reproducible.
dadtcane

I

112
20

molar

·,.,,

Fig. 1: Stop cock with fme boring for formation of small drops
fi&...1,_ Single drop apparatus (falling drop mode) equipped with stopa>ck for drop formation (top) and
conductivity measurement for analysis (bottom)
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The whole procedure was automated by turning tho stopcock with a controlled stepping motor. The rate of
drop formation can thus be varied within a wide range.

In this section a method is described for collection of the drops, separating them from the solution in order IQ
stop mass transfer, and analysing them.
The stopcock producing the droplets was placed on top of a glass tube of 4-0 mm diameter (fig. 2). Its boring
could be filled with HzO, HNO or dodecane, as described above. The tube was filled with the stationary
3
phase (30% TBP/dodecane) through neck a. The air could be released from the tube via opening b. In
addition, residual gas bubbles left in the upper part of the tube could be sucked off with an injection needle
applied through a septum at neck c. Tube d serves to adjust the whole system so that the drops fall exactly ,
vertically. Photographs of the drops falling down the tube could be taken through a window of planar glass.
mounted on the side of the tube (e).
Mass transfer is stopped when the drops fall through an orifice f (d

= 5 mm) into the lower part of the tube

which has been filled via tube g with a liquid of higher density which is assumed to be inert against the medium
20

of the drops. In this case a mixture of cis- and trans-decalin was used with a density of 0.8699

- 0.896520

gJcm . 30% TBP/dodecane bas a density of 0.824 (2).
3

The length of the glass tube from the top to the orifice is 139 mm. Thus the residence time of the drops in the
stationary phase amounts to 3 seconds. A time of about 30 minutes is available before noticeable mixing of the
two organic phases sets in by diffusion. This time is more than sufficient to carry out an experiment.
The drops are collected in a glass cup (h) equipped with two microelectrodes made from platinum. When the
tips of the electrodes have been wetted (about six drops are necessary) the electrical conductivity of the liquid
in the cup can be measured. The method was calibrated with HNO solutions of known molarity.
3

The conditions of four experiments which were carried out so far, are listed in table 1. Each experiment was
carried out at least twice, the temperature was 20°c throughout. Since these experiments were the very first
ones with the new apparatus and served mainly to test the method, the results must be considered preliminary.
Table 1. Single drop experiments for reextraction• of HNO from TBP/dodecane into water and for extraction
3

of HNO into TBP/dodecane
3
Run

Stationary

D

Drops

Phase

1

%of
equilibrium

01.135

0.32

86

HzO

0.02

0.027

88

30% TBP/dode-

0.42

0.085

0.167

43

cane

M/IHNO3

3% TBP/dode-

0.043

0.018

0.02

47

cane

M/IHNO

30% TBP/dodecane, 0.42 MIi
HNO

2

HNO concentration
3
in drops (MIi)

Hz

O

3

3% TBP/dodecane, 0.031M/l
HNO

3

3

4

3
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In runs I and 2, where HNO3 was reextracted from TBP/dodecane (30 and 3% by volume, respectively) into
water, a HNO3 concentration of 0.32 and 0.027 M/1 was found in the drops, respectively, after 3 seconds resi
dence time (table 1). With the distribution coefficients (D) tak en from (1) the equilibrium concentrations can
be estimated. It turns out that 86 - 88% of the distribution equilibrium had been already attained.
In extraction runs 3 and 4, where HNO3 is extracted from the drops into the stationary organic phase (30 and
3% TBP in dodecane, respectively), the measured HNO3 concentration in the drops after 3 seconds residence
time was 0.167 and 0.02 M/1, respectively. This means that only 43 - 47% of the equilibrium have been reached.
The fact that the reextraction reaction is faster than the extraction reaction deserves attention, but has to be
verified.
If, for the moment, it is assumed that both reactions are of first order (this appears legitimate since there
seems to be no dependence on TBP concentration), the mass transfer coefficient B can be estimated according
to

where S and V are drop surface and volume (SN = 60 cm"1), m is the mass flow and c the HNO3 concentra
tion in the drops.
Integration gives
In(c!cJ = - B·60·t
and B = 4.5' 10·3 cm/s (t is the residence time of 3 sec).
This rough estimate is smaller by a factor of 3 than the accepted value of Nitsch (3) obtained from stirred cell
experiments (4). Generally it is agreed upon that mass transfer in large drops is roughly twice as fast as at the
stationary interface of a stirred cell. So, if our preliminary results can be verified, they would confirm our as
sumptiort that mass transfer at small drops is in fact slowed down. Work is in progress.
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EXTRACTION OF ZINC BY BIS(2-ETHYLHEXYL)PHOSPHORIC ACID�
�
-INFLUENCE OF ACTIVITY AND HIGH LOADING
M.Koncar,H.J.Bart,R.Marr,Institute of
Technical University Graz, Austria

Chemical Engineering,

Introduction: The background of this work was to develop a
new test system for studying the behavior of extraction equip
ment under conditions of liquid-liquid mass transfer with chemi
cal reaction. Zn 2+ -Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (DBHPA)
dodecane is a very suitable system for those experiments. The
system properties of such a test system must be well described
and so, besides other, a lot of equilibrium studies were carried
out. Based on the law of mass action the obtained data were used
for finding a way to calculate the equilibrium over large con
centration ranges.
Experimental: A technical grade extractant containing 97\
DEHPA, about 0.7\ MEHPA, and 2.3\ neutral impurities dissolved
in 99\ pure dodecane was used for the experiments. There was no
difference between results obtained with technical grade DEHPA
and a DEHPA purified by the method of Partridge et al [4]. Che
micals in the aqueous phase were of analytical gra4e. The ionic
strength could be kept at a constant value of 0.1 by using
Na 2 SO4 .
The two phases were contacted in shaking funnels for 30 mi
nutes. A complexometric titration method led to the concentra
tion of Zn 2 + in the aqueous phase, the H+ -concentration was
measured with a pH-electrode.
Theory: For
be assumed:

the chemical reaction the following equation can

( 2)

(HA) 2 is the symbol for DEHPA, which exists in a dimeric form in
aliphatic diluents [1,3]. Using the logarithmic form of (2) a
plot of the experimental data should lead to a straight line
with a slope of n (Fig. 1). For the discussed system a value of
n = 2 was found by many authors [1,5]. However, for DEHPA con
centrations above 10- 2 mol/1 (monomer) the stoichiometry seems
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to change to a value of 1.5 [6]. Furthermore the values for n
and K.x are only valid for low loading ratios ([Zn0r9 l/[(HA) 2 .0]
< 0.1) [3] where [(HA) 2 .0] is the DEHPA feed concentration. To
overcome those difficulties activities should be used instead of
·concentrations in eqn.(2).
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-250
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A

A
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A

-- theory

exp.

Fig. 1. Determination of DEHPA activity coefficient
pH = 2, I = 0.1, Zn tot = 0.1 g/1
A way to calculate a kind of activity coefficient for DEHPA
was shown by Danesi et al [2]. The measured slope of 2 in the
logarithmic plot for low DEHPA concentrations is extrapolated
to higher concentrations. The deviations between extrapolated
and measured data are then used to calculate the activity coef
ficient for DEHPA (Fig. 1). A somewhat similar way leads to a
-�ind of activity coefficient for the organic Zink complex. For
that purpose eqn. (2) must be rearranged to:
with

D = D o * (1-2_*[Zno rq] / [ (HA) 2. o ]) 2

( 3)

D = [Znor 9 l/[Zn.q]
+
D o = K.x*[(HA) 2 . 0 J 2 /[H J 2 .

The term in parenthesis in eqn. (3) can be interpreted as the
_free capacity of DEHPA and D 0 is the distribution coefficient at
zero loading. A logarithmic plot of the rearranged eqn. (3) (as
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shown in Fig. 2) leads to a straight line through the origin
with a slope of two. For a free DEHPA capacity lower than 80%
the experimental data do not fit the predicted line when con
centrations are used for Znorg and (HA) 2 ,0 in the equations.
However, this fact is not only due to the difference between
0,-----------------------,
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Fig. 2. Determination of stoichiometric correction
factor. pH = 2.0 - 3.5, I = 0.1, Zn tot = 0.1 1 g/1

exp.

concentration and activity but also to a change of the s�oichio
metry in this loading ranges. Again the deviation between expe
rimental results and predicted conditions (Fig. 2) can be used
to calculate a kind of activity coefficient which will be called
'stoichiometric correction factor' in the further discussions.
Results and discussion: First the activity coefficient of
DEHPA was determined. Following the way used by Danesi [2]
experimental and theoretical data were plotted as
shown in
Fig. 1. All experiments of this series were carried out at low
DEHPA loading conditions. For high DEHPA concentrations the
experimental data show a deviation from the straight line. The
activity coefficients obtained by correcting this deviation can
be calculated by using equation (4):
1/j = 1+9.07*[(HA)2,0] 1. .1.s:a
)2. 38K, 262
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( 4)

This equation leads to a better fit of the data than that pub
lished in [2], especially for lower DEHPA concentrations.
The equation to calculate the stoichiometric correction fac
tor f. was obtained by using Fig. 2. Here the experiments cover
ed a large DEHPA loading range. Fitting the deviations leads to:
with

1/f. = l+0.616*8 1 • 3•7

(5)

B = 2*[Znorol/a(HA)2.0

To calculate the eqiulibrium the concentrations
have to be exchanged for activities a�:

in eqn. (3)

a(HA) 2 =-y'*[(HA)l2
This empirical approach on activity values allows a predic
tion of the equilibrium concentrations over large concentration
and DEHPA loading ranges by simply using the law of mass action.
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DEVELOP!VIENT OF AN AUTOMAMATIC DEVICE FOR 1HE STUDY OF DROPINTERFACE COALESCENCE

3-45

M.J. K/ourio, C. Gourdon, G. Casamatta,
Ecole Nationale Superieure d'Ingenieur.; de Genie Chimique, U.A.192, C.N.R.S.,
Chemin de la Loge, 31078 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE
Drop-interface or interdrop coalescence is one of the basic phenomena that undergoes the
disper.;ed phase in liquid-liquid extraction contactors. Particularly in columns, near flooding
conditions, coalescence may be the predominant mechanism that is controlling the behaviour of the
droplet bed.
Many aspects to which coalescence event is very sensitive have to be considered :
hydrodynamics, physico-chemical properties of the two-phase system involved, interfacial
dynamics, mass transfer direction and intensity ... Therefore, it seems up to now to be difficult to
gather in a global model the whole influences investigated.
During coalescence event, an elementary step corresponds to the drainage of the continuous
phase between the two drops or between the drop and its interface. This step is characterized by a
parameter called coalescence time.
The present paper is devoted to the description of an automatic device which is assigned to
achieve drop-interface collision, and to measure the respective coalescence time.
DESCRIPTION of the EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
The principle of the device consists in achieving drop - interface collisions at determined
relative velocities . In solvent extraction contactor.;, these collisions occur at velocities which are
usually lower than the terminal single drop velocity . In order to cover this range ( order of
magnitude 1 cm s-1 around) , the drop stays immovable at the tip of a nozzle and the interface
moves up and down relatively to the drop . The interface stroke is achieved by means of a plug
driven with a motor at variable speed .
The device is schematically described in Fig. 1 .
The collision is recorded with a linear video camera connected with an on-line micro-computer
The experimental device consists of ( Fig. 2)
- a coalescence cell
- a plug chamber
- a drop formation system
- a measurement system
- a micro-computer APPLE II E
The coalescence cell is a part of P.T.F.E. column, of which inner diameter is 40 mm
Two opposite windows, made in mineral glass of 25 mm diameter , allow to observe the
drop-interface collision and to light conveniently the phenomenon .
At this place, a stainless steel nozzle is located perpendicularly through the column
The second part of the device corresponds to the P.T.F.E. plug chamber.
The plug is driven by a piston jack (SKF), actuated by a variable speed motor .
The upstroke and downstroke movement of the plug may be automatically controlled with the
micro-computer that is used .
It is required to use a digital-analog converter for actuating the variable speed motor .
By this way, the device may be entirely automatic .
The choice of materials is determined by the requirement of cleaning very frequently the cell
with sulpho-chromic acid .
The principle of drop formation unit consists in pushing as accurately as possible the plug of a
micro-syringe containing the phase that will form a drop at the tip of a nozzle . This operation may be
performed either with a specific electronic unit (1,2] or with a micro-computer [3].
The measurement system consists of:
- a linear video camera
- a light source
- an interface card
- a micro-computer APPLE II E
- a clock card
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The video camera applies the CCD technique . It is composed of a row of photosensitive
silicium cells ( 1024 pixels) which provide the analog information that is stored in registers . These
signals are transmitted in series to the interface card .
The interface card into one of the slots of the micro-computer APPLE II performs the
conversion of the analog signal corresponding to an image into 6 bits words . On the other hand, it
allows also to control the exposure time of the pixels, that ,in fact ,is usually fixed to 10 ms in this
work .
Assembler language software allows to control the interface card and the real time image
acquisition .
DESCRIPTION of IMAGE ACQUISffiON
One image, as already mentionned, is composed of 1024 informations (pixels) digitalized into
6bits words . It means implicitly that light intensity is represented by means of 64 different levels . 0
corresponds to black colour, whereas 64 corresponds to white light.
The camera is located in front of the window perpendicularly to the nozzle .
Pixel 1 and pixel 1024 correspond respectively to the top and to the bottom of the exposure field .
In Fig. 3-a, a typical image is described . Grey colour intensity is plotted against the numbers of
pixels .The drop appears because of the difference of refractive index relative to the one of the
continuous phase .The top of the drop corresponds to the left peak,whereas the bottom corresponds
to the right one .
Drop-interface coalescence is illustrated in the next figures . In this case, the dispersed phase is
the light one, the interface being moved downward .
In Fig. 3-6, the interface appears in the field of camera vision . There are now 3 peaks detected
by the linear camera . The one relative to the interface is going down .
In Fig. 3-c, the contact between the drop and the interface is achieved .
As coalescence occurs, there are no longer 3 peaks, but only one corresponding to the interface
( Fig. 3-q) .
The time elapsed between the contact and the disappearance of the drop is measured by means
of the clock card and provides the properly speaking coalescence time .
As example, some results are exhibited in the figure 4. Mean colescence times are plotted versus
interface velocity.
This device is assigned to a routine working for taking into account the influences of
phsico-chemical properties of the liquid-liquid system investigated .
The results are needed in order to deduce the interface-drop coalescence time under specified
collision conditions .This parameter is useful for qualifying the efficiency of coalescence as soon as
the contact between two drops or between a drop and its respective.interface is achieved .
Both mechanisms occur in any lcind of solvent extraction column or other liquid-liquid contactor.
This specific study has to be integrated into a global study [4,5] that is undertaken in the
laboratory in order to deduce correlations between coalescence frequency and hydrodynamics
involved for a given liquid-liquid system
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ELECTROCHEMICAL TRANSFER OP IONS ACROSS THE WATER/
NITROBENZENE INTERPACE
A. Paulenov�, R. Kopunec, A. Svec, F. Mac�!ek, Department of Nuc
lear Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Comenius'University, Brati
slava, Czechoslovakia
Koryta has pioneered l'l./ the electrochemical approach to extraction
of simple salts into high-permitivity organic phase. The approach is
based on the Verwey-Niessen concept of the electrical double layer at
an ITIES (ITIES = Interface of Two Immiscible Electrolyte Solutions)
/}.J, the Butler-Volmer-Frumkin description /3,4/ of charge transfer
across the ITIES and Parker's TATB assumption for standartization of
potential differences at an ITIES fl:ll.
During extraction process no electrical current flows through system:
I+ + I_ = 0,
(i)
where I+ is the current corresponding to the cation and I to the
anion of simple salt BA. Condition ( l.J is analogous to the required
for a corrosion system, where a nonequilibrium potential /rest poten
tial/ is established under the zero-net electrical current flows
through a metallic electrode. The general equation for the extraction
potential difference <fextr' which is the potential difference formed
between water and organic phases during the salt extraction, was deri
ved and solved numerically.
Far from equilibrium and far from potential of zero surface charge
this equation takes a simple form (2)

4<f� = 4Cfdid±

(RT/i! F)tw[£(w)CBR(w)/£(o) c.!A(o)]-

(2)

(RT/?F) �(k:fk�),

where £ (•) and £ (o) are the permitivities of the aqueous and of
organic phase, C 8A (ff) and CBA (o) are the non-equilibrium concentra
tions of salt and � and k� are the conditional rate constants of
cation and of anion, respectively.
The distribution potential 4:iutpdist is given by eq (3)

t; ffdb.t =

Ill O

W ,,P

(A: cp;

+ J: 'f�) /2 )

where A;; 'f+ and � 'f- are the standard potential differences of
transfer of the cation and of the anion, respectively £6.7,
The extraction rate can be characterized by extraction current
Iextr, which under the same conditions as above is given by (1)
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(3)

Iextr = I+c
o,

� '+ k'_ IK
where Jcextr= (L

•)�

/_ ..

F.A. c /w) kexu01

a

'

( 4)

and k • is the partition coefficients of
the salt.
E xperiments were conducted according to the methodology elaborated
by Samec et al er,§7 I Heyrovslcy Institute, Prag. The transfer poten+
+
tials for Cs and TMA were determined by means of cyclic voltametry
at 298 K using polarograph LP 7e /Laboratorni pristroje, Prag/ 1 adju
sted at Department of Nuclear Chemistry Comenius'University, Brati
slava.
The used galvanic ,.cell is generaly described by

A g. I A g.Xe� l R .,.x-,.,, II S.,.Yro) I s+x-(utJ 1 ArX<.s> l A 9- ,

where x- were Cl- or Br
+
TPhAs, Y =DOC , TPhB

+

+

anions, R were Li
(l!'ig. l).

+

<s>

+

or Na+cations, s = TBA ,

Fig.l,Electrolytic cell. 1-water, 2-nitrobenzene, 3-water: RE1 and
RE2 are reference electrodes, CE1 and CE 2 are platinum counter
electrodes, area of the interface is cca 0. 2 cm 2
Under condition ( 5)A'!Cft is determined by the charge CYf the elec
trical double layer rather then by activities of the ions £97. The
potential difference A:, variations are represented by the varia
tions of E /when activities of x- are equel in both w and w'phases/:

E 11

1.:1- A: If,+ -(RTl.1FJh1,(a.s.. ro,!a.,.-(11>).
+

(6)

The standard potentials of TMA and Cs+ cations transfer across
the water-nitrobenzene interface were measured polarographically
using galvanic cells (5) at 298 K. The cyclic voltammograms of there
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Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammogram o:f base electrolytes: 0. 01 moldm-3NaBr (w.),
0.01 moldm-3 TBATPB {nb), 0.01 moldm-3 TBABr (w')
Fig.3,Cyclic voltammograms o:f tetramethylammonium ion trans:fer {after
addition o:f 0.001 moldm-3 TMABr to the aqueous base electroly
te(w}) at sweep rates 1-3.3; 2-6.6; 3-16,6;and 4-33.3 mvs-1
Fig.4,Cyclic voltammograms of caesium ion trans:fer across water/ni
trobenzene inter:face
A: base electrolytes: 0.01 moldm-3 LiCl (w}, 0.01 moldm-3crys
talviolet dicarbollidcobaltate (DCC} (nb}, 0.01 moldm-3 crys
talviolet chlorid (w'}
3: a:fter addition o:f 0.001 moldm-3 CsCl to the aqueous base
electrolyte
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systems at four different polarization speeds are depicted in figs.
2-4. The half-wawe potentials, diffusion coefficients in organic and
aqueous phases and standard potentials of ionic transfer across the
water/nitrobenzene ITIES were calculated from the plots according to
+
obvious relations. The values of TMA and Cs+ transfer potentials
(35 and 160 mV, respectively) coresponded to those found by Samec
et al /7,8/.
Conclusion
The study of the inter facial processes at ITIES gives us impor
tant data for description of ionoc transport through liquid membra
nes. Our interest in the region of electrochemical interface is now
focused on systematic research relations between E.(o), adsorption
phenomena and transfer rates and mechanism in two-phase systems wa
ter/nitrobenzene and water/nitrobenzene mixture with other organic
solvents.
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EQUIPMENT

ELEMENTS AND METHODS OF EXTRACTOR DESIGN

T.Misek, Research Institute o! Chemical Equipment, Prague,
Czechoslovakia

4-1

For the realization of a liquid-liquid extraction process a number
of extraction apparatuses is used and even more extractors have been
invented, patented and proposed. Most of those really existing on the
market are proprietary ones, i.s. the principle of the extractor, the
process o! its manufacturing and the process of its design and opera
tion are owned by individuals or organizations and because of business
interests many important features are held secret. This fact is in
dramatic contrast to the scientific knowledge and to its inevitable
condition - the freedom of information. The proprietary and preposes
sive standpoint penetrates also the technical information system to
an extent which is difficult to discern. As a result the opinion ari
ses that the extractor design is not a science but only a form of some
know-how or of a risky, tedious and unreliable empirical scaling up.
The processes occuring in chemical apparatus and the apparatus de
signed for realization of chemical and related process form the sub
ject of chemical engineering science. This science in contary to natu
ral science strives for improvement of the subject of science - the
apparatus and process - by gaining a deeper level of knowledge which
at the same time is the only possible basis for a reliable apparatus
design.
This type of knowledge exists mainly in form of a set of physical
and mathematical models of individual, more or less fundamental pro
cesses and phenomena, occuring in extractors. In this lecture prevai
lingly the physical side of modeling will be dealt with. It is hoped
that the physical picture of extractor behaviour will help to reveal:
- the connections and interactions between individual processes;
- strong and weak points of our contemporary picture;
- the research priorities
and will support the idea that the design of chemical apparatus is an
important branch of engineering science.
1) The 'hierarchy of apparatus, process and phenomena.
A very important property of a process is the scale at which it
proceeds. The process operating on elementary level is influenced
and controlled by the proc.ess of nearest higher scale with all the
possible feedback mechanism. It is seldom possible that the process
of a low hierarchical level is directly controlled by a process of
high hierarchical level without any intermediates. The action proceeds
stepwise but without skipping the levels. Table introduces a list of
processes and phenomena occuring in extractors generally together
with the scale at which they act. The list does not strive at exact
completness;a use is made of simplications usual in liquid extrac188
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�.Hierarchy of apparatus and processes
tion (e.g. constant temperature and pressure). Fig. 1 shows schemati
cally the hierarchical position of individual processes and their se
lected important results.
The design of an apparatus has the same hierarchical structure
because of the same physical reasoning. The fact of hierarchy is
usually lost in mathematical modeling.
It is very desirable to have the idea of hierarchy in mind also
when performing the research work. Usual scope of such a work is loo
king for and finding the connection between causes and effects. Most
misunderstanding anddifficulties with more general application of
results arise if the causes and the effects belong to very different
scales.
2) Apparatus
At the top of the hierarchy there is the apparatus in broader sen
se. It creates, delimitates and shapes the space where the process
occures. Through the apparatus and its details the process materials
and energy are introduced and distributed and conditions of the pro
cess are predestined. All control actions are possible only per pro
visions created by the apparatus which is the only connection between
the outer world and the process closed inside.
In a design procedure the apparatus also stands at the top position
because only here the input data enter.
Among the ways by means of which the determining role of the appa
ratus is exerted belongs the preferential wetting of the materials of
construction. It is exerted by the liquid phase which has the contact
angle smaller than 90 ° . Preferential wetting is a qualitative factor.
With contact angles in vicinity of 90 ° the effect could be altered by
filling the extractor first by the liquid which should wet the respec189

tive material. Here following 4 types of wetting effects will be men
tioned:
a) Wetting of a packing in packed columns by the dispersed phase. The
wetting effect completely alters the flow structure from countercur
rent flow of dispersion clouds to countercurrent film flow on the
packing surface. In whole the effect is favourable, both the through
put and the extraction effiency may be enhanced.
b) Wetting of extractor walls by the dispersed phase. It has been
found that this type of preferential wetting causes the wall flow of
the dispersed liquid the thickness of which may attain 1 mm. In co
lumns, in which the in-build parts have not been fastened in a tight
way to the wall, the wall flow may significantly increase the overall
throughput and endanger the eventual scaling up because the ratio of
wall flow is in small columns much larger then in big ones. Also the
forward mixing effect is deformed and dissimilarity of pilot plant
is thus increased. In all agitated vessels or compartments the coales
cence and the drop size increases. Also the phase inversion changes.
c) Wetting of impellers by the dispersed phase. Experimental results
with the RDC column support the idea that wetting intensifies the
drop splitting process decreasing the drop size. More research would
be necessary with other types 9f impellers. The wetting may explain
some difficulties with correlating the average drop size in agitated
vessels.
d) Wetting of perforated plates. The phase to be dispersed on the
plate must not wet its material. Generaly drops do not enter openings
in plates of the same or �maller size without enforcement.
In doing and publishing any research work in liquid extraction the
wettebility of all details should be taken to consideration and duly
described.
J) Plow structure processes
This class of processes is generally well known and calculation of
countercurrent extractors with some type of axial mixing has become
widely accepted scheme. Unfortunately moat designers, when performing
this procedure neglect the forward mixing effects in columns, some
times also the backmixing in the dispersed phase and mostly do not
even know of the existence of pseudo-forward mixing effects in mixer
-settlers. This phenomenon may have very significant influence in
extraction with chemical reaction.
Coefficients of backmixing have been extensively studied in the
past. The picture is however by tar not complete nor accurate. The
back-mixing is to be related to the right scale of turbulence (to the
right hierarchical level) and all types of back-mixing, including
droplet entrainment and entrainment of the continuum in the wake of
droplets as well as the forward mixing effects should be taken in
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full consideration during the evaluation of experiments. Care is to
be taken in distingiushing the stational!Y and the dynamic models.
The prevailing number of measurements has been performed in very
small apparatuses which are usually not reliable enough for the de
sign of full scale extractors. The intensity of splitting-coalescence
process is to be taken into consideration when thinking of the mass
transfer resistance in the dispersed phase.
4) Drop life processes
This class of process represents the very modern trend in extrac
tion research. Most of the published work however is devoted to the
mathematical solution of the population balance in which for the sake
of the elegant or even only of possible solution very unrealistic
assumptions are being taken. This denotes namely the number of daugh
ter drops in splitting, the frequencies of splitting and of coales
cence and various types of resistence or enhancement in the drop-to
-drop coalescence. Very few independent studies of splitting and of
coalescence have been performed. Very little is known on the very
last and most important stage of coalescence process, i.e. the coales
cence itself. Both drop-to-drop and drop-tointerface coalescence
should be studied in mutual relation. Accurate description of the drop
life processes is the key to determination of the extractor size and
extractor efficiency; important intermediate quantities being the drop
size distribution, drop age distribution, velocity distribution and
the longitudinal profiles of the hold-up and of the aforementioned
quantities.
Very important and largely neglected is the character and velocity
of liquid flow in the vicinity of the drop surface from inside and
from outside. Usually the flow pattern of freely falling drops is
taken into consideration which never occures in actual extraction
equipment. Most realistic from the already published solutions of
movement inside of drops seems to be the Handlos-Baron and the Newman
Vermeulen types. They have been applied however only to the simplified
case of physical extraction and of monodispersed system.
5) Mass transfer processes
At the elementary scale only mass transfer occures and the solution
is feasible only if the drop life processes have been adequately des
cribed and if all necessary information on:
- equilibria of all compounds
- eventual reaction equilibria and velocities
- mass transfer coefficients in both phases
- relevant physical properties in dependence on composition stands
for disposition. Simultaneous solution of mass transfer processes and
of drop life processes on exact level seems to be mathematically very
intricate and hardly feasible. Because the back-feed of mass transfer
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Table

Scale
Processes
A Apparatus and control
Apparatus size
- Apparatus type, size, details and internal
Size of details
geometry, materials of construction
- Wetting effect
- Energy input, type quantity, distribution
- Throughput of both liquids,recycles and side feed
B �low structure processes
Compartment size
- Perfect mixer
- Countercurrent flow
- Back mixing
- Forward mixing
- Entrainment of droplets
- Entrainment in the wake of droplets
C Drop life processes
Drop size
- Arising of drops
- Drop movement & international circulation
- Drop splitting
- Drop-to-drop coalescence
- Drop-to-interface coalescence
D Mass transfer processes
Elementary
- mass transfer ind-phase
- mass transfer in c-phase
- chemical reaction velocity
- phy,sical equilibria
- chemical equilibria
to drop life processes is generally small and the opposite influence
is large, separated solution even if less accurate would be advanta
geous.
Most of contemporary solutions are based on neglecting the fact
of nonstationary character of mass transfer inside of droplets and
the drop size, drop age and droop concentration distributions. Also
reasonable reaction mechanism
and activities of reaction interme
diates are missing.
The way of treating the modeling of extractors on hierarchical
principle both in the design and the research practice strives at
generalization of the model as a whole and o! its elements. The way
from particular to common is typical for all branches of science and
should be typical also for the very practical problems of chemical
engineering. This lecture aspires at suggesting such a way and indi
cates the research priorities.
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EFFECT OF THE GEOMETRY OF IMPELLERS, INTERSTAGE OPENING,
AND STAGE HEIGHT ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE OLDSHUE/RUSHTON
EXTRACTION

.,

4-2

J.Y. Oldshue, Phd, Vice president-Mixing Technology, Mixing Equipment Co.
Rochester, New York, USA
The performance of a commercial multi-stage mixing column is a careful bal�
ance between variables affecting capacity and-efficiency. The mixing
impeller has a dispersion function as well as a blending function. But an
excess of either fluid shear rate or interstage mixing can adversely affect
the capacity of a column. The impeller has an effect on bubble size,
affects dispersion, and also affects the undesirable interstage mixing be
tween compartments.
For a given column diameter, the combined through-put of the two liquid

phase is proportion..91 to ratio of the area of the opening of the area of·
(1)
the column to the 0.8 exponent.
0.8
Capacity Cl (AJA) .
However, the stage efficiency of a column is adversely affected when the
(2)
stage opening is increased.
ln

(1-E)

(Ao/A)

-0.75

It is many times desirable in industrial columns to make'the stage open
ing as large as possible and it is possible to make th� ratio of the im
peller diameter to the opening diameter something on the order of 0.8 to
0.95. This allows for removal of the impeller and shaft from the column
for maintenance if necessary. A study wss initiated to determine effect
of different impeller diameters upon the stage efficiency with a fixed
opening diameter between compartments.

FIGURE 1,
13. JaK. 262

Geometries Used in
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Experimental Program

Figure 1 illietrates the colllll!D ge011etry used. The stage height to the
column diameter ratio vas 0.33. The stage opening diameter to column
vas 0.61. Three different configurations were used:
a) A 51 - diameter radial flow 6 flat blade turbine.
b)
c)

A 76 - diameter 6 radial flow flat blade turbine.
A 51 - dia-ter disc placed in the opening in con
juncton with the 51 mm diameter impeller in (a) above.

TABLE f
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Z8 /T=O .33

00 /T=O.&I

O/T=O.33,O.5

Dd/T:O. 33

TOTAL STAGES= 14
T= 152mm
PHASE RATIO,HzO/ORGANIC=I .7

Figure 2 illustrates the date obtained with the system MIBK - Acetic Acid
and water over a range of impeller speeds. It ia shown in Figure 2 that it
ia most desirable to have
the diameter of the im
!50
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FIGURE 2.

Effect of Impeller Diameter
on Efficiency with MIBKAcatic Acid Water System

peller be very close to
the diameter of the open
ing, approaching a 0.8 to
0.9 ratio rather than be
ing 0,5 to 0.7. Visual
studies of the flow
pattern of these two im
pellers indicated that the
main reason for this en
hanced behavior with the
larger impeller is due to
the fact that its flow
pattern is contained more
completely by the station
ary horizontal baffles and
there is considerably less

interstage mixing to disrupt the countercurrent concentration driving force

in the column.

Figure 3 throws the result of adding a 51 - dia-ter disc at the inter

stage openi-ng to using the smaller 51 mm diameter impeller shown in Figure
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#1.

The system here

was a water-benzene

system with a proprie
tary solute in solution
and is indicative of
the relative perform
ance obtained by reduc
ing the degree of
interstage mixing be
tween compartments.
The disc also has a
reducing effect on ulti
mate capacity, so that
must also be taken into
consideration when com
paring the system with
and without a disc.
Figure 4 shows the re

lative performance of
the
76 mm and
51 mm diameter
impeller for a given
flow of the water
benzene system used
in Figure 3. It
again confirms the
enhanced peformapce
of the column with
the impeller more
closely related to
the opening size of
the horizontal com-
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FIGURE 3,

Effect of Putting a Disc on the
Shaft Located at Th• Horizontal
Level of the Stationary Stage
Opening
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Effect of Impeller Diameter on

Stage Efficiency, Water-Benzene
System

part111ents.

Inherent in the design of a countercurrent multi-stage contact of the
Oldshue/Rushton type, is the fact that the linear velocity of the two
phases is approximately constant on different scales. When the stage

height is changed in a given diameter �Ollliiul, for example, in the 152 mm
diameter col11111n reported here from 51 mm stage height to s stage height
of 76 mm, 162 mm or 152 nm, the stage efficiency is given by the rela
tionship:
-ln (1-E) • It 8
la

This is true for Murphree efficiencies, and care must be taken to con
vert all stage efficiencies from overall to Murphree for this particular
relationship to hold.
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Stage efficiency increases with stage height asymptotic to 100%, As a
general rule, the stage height should not be less than 0,33 times the tank
diameter. This means that for a 3 meter diameter column, the minimum stage
height is approximately one meter. The stage height of 1 meter in a full
scale column will give a much higher efficiency than a stage height of
51 mm or 76 mm in a small pilot column. Therefore, most large scale
columns of the Oldshue/Rushton type operate on a commercial scale with a
fewer number of much more efficient stages than used in a pilot scale
column.

NOMENCLATURE

D

- Impeller diameter.
T - Tank diameter.
D - Diameter of interstage opening.
0
A
- Area of interstage opening.
0
A - Area of open column,
T - Column diameter,
Z
- Stage height,
K
- Liquid mass transfer - co-efficient, normally units
la
of reciprocal hours,
N - Number of active stages.
E - State Efficiency.
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DEVELOPMENT AND IIASTERING OF HIGH-EFFICIENCY PULSED
Erl'RACTION COLUMNS

4-3

s.M.Karpacheva, v.N.Koshkin, Moscow, USSR

Developments of extraction columns have objectives of generating
high turbulence that would provide for the needed mass-transfer co
e!fioient, organization of uniform cross-sectional reagent distribu
tion through a radial diffusion and a possible minimization of longi
tudinal mixing.
These problems are solved moat effectively through a supply of ad
ditional energy in the form of oscillatory motion of a liquid column
(pulsation) and use of plate packings with open high section nozzles
(of KPIDd3 type) developed in the USSR £1.J (Fig. 1).
The reagent !low leaves the numerous nozzless of a plate in the form of inclined jets
interacting with the continuous phase. The
high turbulence zone is generated over the
whole plane of a plate; moving away from the
plate the jets mix, the rate drops and bet
ween the plates a "damped" zone is produced.
The optimized design should provide for the
minimum height of such a zone in the inter
_Fig. 1. KP£1M3 plate
plate apace (not to become stagnant). The
breaking of a phase to be dispersed takes
place directly in a jet which permits holes of a large size C2, 3J.
The hydrodynamics of such extractors little varies with an incre
ase of overal column dimensions, which is confirmed by our investiga
tions of !low structure and mass transfer in pulsed columns of dia
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.9, 1.3, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.4, 3.1 and
3.4 m. As a result of these investigations the needed hydrodynamic
coefficients were received and the method was developed !or the cal
culation of commercial units on the basis of laboratory data on the
kinetics and statics of the process and the physico-chemical proper
ties of reagents.
The procedure of the calculation of KP.11M3 packed pulsed columns
(EPC) is baaed on a drop size¾ the predetermined value of which
depending on the column section is reached through variations of the
pulsation intensity J. The size dk determines the characteristic
velocity V0, hold up ..Q.., the working W and maximum w3 loads, mass
P
exchange surface S and residence time in a column 7: ,4, 5J •
¾-v0-w3.wp- .n-s-t.
From the tests of different systems [5, 6J in pilot columns 0.1
and 0.2 m dia and columns of different diameters the following ex
pressions were obtained:
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(1)
(2)
(3)

v0

(4)

is a characteristic velocity of a minimum size drop.

51. • Wd/Vd • w,/(v -We >f
Q • 3�: g/.6J2 G' �) 0 .059(J'V.fd) 0.4(Wp/Vo),
s • 6S?./dk'
Ct: .Q/Wd • ..Q(n+1)/�Wn,

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

'I' is a coefficient taking account of the hindrance of motion o.6o.a.
e calculated or experimentally determined w3 find WP
Based o
z.
w
w.
D .. k1 .13 Tp I WP is assumed o.6-o.a w3•
The calculation of the unit efficiency must take account of the
non-ideality of the hydrodynamics, i.e., HETS=h=hm+Hlog (9). The lat
ter grows with an increase of its dimension$ and depends on the flow
structure. The coefficient of modelling� .. hcom/hlabgrows correspon
dingly ["57.
HETS can be determined by the generally accepted method, by count
ing the amount of a substance transferred on a theoretical stage or a
transfer wiit using the mass transfer coefficient Km• mass exchange
surface Sand the average difference in concentrations .1Cav•
One can also make use of the kinetic characteristics and having de
termined the required duration of interaction to attain equilibrium?:
under laboratory conditions and reproduce it in a unit considering the
working time 'Z:'elto be the time of the residence of a disperse phase
� in it which is usually less than that of a continuous one
7:,,t • -¾1 HETS • 7: I 7:d ( 4) •
We have described the flow structure using the recirculation model
taking account of the fact that with the number of ideal mixing cells
N=B-10 the concentration profiles calculated by the recirculation and
diffusion models coincide L1].
Taking account of the fact that the interplate distance (h.r) in com
mercial columns 0.2-0.4 m is comparable to the height of an ideal mix
ing cell (H A ) assume H� =11.r• Thus, the number of cells is a fixed
quantity and longitudinal mixing is taken into account only by a frac
tion of a back penetration f. The value off is found through the coe
fficients of longitudinal mixing E.

o

w
is inWhere h is a flow ratio �I fl is viscosity, _§) is density,
terphase tension1 Wis flow rate1 ZW is a total flow rate, c,d is
a specific flow rate of a continuous or disperse phase.
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The adequacy ot the suggested method ot calculation was checked in
the process ot uranium extraction from the solution of 0.5 mole/1
HN0 , 25-J°" TBP in n-paraffi:ns, in columns 0.2 and 1.5 m dia. Expe
3
rimental
conditions and hydrodynamic parameters are tabulated in table

L'll.

�rom the comparison between the experimental and calculated profil
es over the column height (Pig. 2.) it can be seen that the agreement is
adequate only for the continuous phase while for the disperse one the
discrepancy in the concentration profiles is significant. At the same
time the initial and final uranium concentrations of both the phases
are practically in line.
The possibility of using the suggested method of calculation and
modelling pulsed extraction columns was checked by us in the design
and introduction of commercial units for the 10°" TBP extraction of
rare earth elements and purification of uranium from impurities.
Total Working Load in all Experiments
W•15 m 3 /m 2 h, Plow Ratio nx1:1
N

1

2
3
4

5
6

7

.r.111tU.810ll Pulsation d x10;
2,
type
intensit� k
2
m
%
J x10
m/s
Oil in
water
Water in
oil

Oil in
Water

D

2.00
2.34
2.67

2.00
2.34
3.00
2.00
3.00

=

0.98
0.80
0.57
0.8
0.4

200 mm

12
20
26

0.86
0.72
0.60

D

=

J.iong1tudina1.
1.n1.et concentmixing coeffi- rations of aolu
cien s
tiona,3
ka:/m
Ex10 m2/a
aqueous rgani aqueous organic
phase
phase
phase rphase

4

1.7
1.9
2.1

71.1
7
9
51.6
29.7
16
150 mm
9
19

7.5
1.0

39.1
23.1
17.8

2.5
2.9
3.7

25
10

28.85
28.85
28.85

28.85
28.85
28.85
31,65
30

0.43
0.72
0,79
0.25
0.38

0.11

1.0
1.37

The REE extraction unit (Fig.J) incorporates columns for extraction
l't-Jl, re-extraction [8,9], extract washing £4-7.l and extractant wash
ing. The use is made of a pneumatic pulsation system with a slide val
ve-distribution mechanism. The .total air rate is 1000 nm3/h. The. stabi
lity of the column operation is ensured by an instrumentation and auto
mation system.
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The process was pre-performed in a pilot plant comprising several
columns D-0.2 m. The parameters obtained in it, viz., the load of
10 m 3 /m 2h and HETS=2 m were attained in as short as several months in
a commercial facilit.y, and then with the mastering of the s cheme they
were exceeded, i.e., the HETS was reduced to 1.5 m and the load in
cre ased. Thus, with an order of magnitude increase of the section the
modelling coefficient turned out to be unity.
Uranium extraction from ore solutions, its purification from impu
rities are accomplished in a cascade comprising an extraction column

b

tJ�-�-�--�z

1 H,

Fig.2. Comparison between experimental (1) and calculated (2) uranium
concentration profiles over the column height in continuous (a) and
disperse (b) phases [f,J

Pig.3. Scheme of the unit for extraction purification of rare earth

elements
1 - Effluent, 2- Air, 3.-Initial solution, 4- Washing solution, 5- Ext
ractant, 6- Regeneration solution, 1- Re-extract
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2 m dia with the height of the reaction zone H •11 m and a washing co
p
lumn Dks1.6 m, Hp•6 m.
The required number of theoretical plates is ....,4 for extraction,
at the stage of high purification it is,., J. �be process of separa
tion from impurities requires a long time of contact, which is provi
ded by the significant height of the column reaction zone. This pro
cess was pre-checked in a pilot unit having columns 0. 2 m dia in which
HETS was 1.5 m at the load of 25 m 3/m2 b.
The operation resulted in the following major parameters: the spe
cific working load W= 2 5 m 3/m2h and HETS• 2.7- 3 m. The entrainment of
the disperse phase with the continuous one is 0.01-0.05%. The air
flow rate to produce pulsation in a single column is � 600-700 m 3/h.
Thus, the modelling coefficient was equal to 2.
Since with an order of magnitude increase of the pulsed KPHM.3 pack
ed extraction column section the modelling coefficient is equal to
unity, and with a futher increase (by two orders) it grows only to 2,
the developed design can be considered to provide (in a practical sen
ce) ideal hydrodynamics.
The reliable coefficient of modelling as obtained by ua makes it
possible to perform calculations and design of commercial columns
using the hydrodynamic tests of pilot 0.1-0. 2 m dia ones and exclude
the expensive check of the hydrodynamics of large-scale units.
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URANIUH EXTRACTION ON PILOT SCALE DIFFERENTIAL
4-4
CONTACTORS
'----'
V.Grllc, Borls Kldrlf Instltute or Che•lstry, Ljubljana, YU
J.Golob, Edvard Kardelj Unlverslty, Ljubljana, YU
I�TICJII. In contrast to mlxer-settler batteries the differential
types of contractors have found fairly small application in hydrometalurgical
processes. There are, however, certain advantages of these contactors as: low
solvent inventory, small floor area, modest power cons1.11¥Jtlon etc, which
stimulate broader application in hydrometalurgy (1-4).
In this work, operating characteristics of a pilot plant Kuhni coll..frlfl and
a sieve plate coll..frlfl of 15 cm diameter were measured in comparison to an
industrial mixer - settler battery for extraction of uranit.m from acidic
leach liquour using kerosene solution of tertiary amine as the extractant.
The extraction as well as the phase separat1on efficiency of this system were
measured on the multistage colt.mns of l5 cm diameter in broad range of
operating conditions (throughput, phase ratio, dispersion type, mixing
intensity, composition of the leach liquor etc). The colt.mns were operating
for several days in by-pass with an industrial mixer-settler battery. The
results are presented on efficiency and operation stability oerformance of
both types of contactors in extraction and stripping process.
EXPERIH:NTAL. The Kuhni colunn was the standard 15 cm diameter glass
column, consisting of four cylindrical elements, each containing 6
mixing/separation compartments ( 5). Stationary horizontal perforated plates
had 20 % of free cross-section area. The perforated plate glass column
consisted of 6 stages, each 40 cm height with steinless steel or PVC plates
with holes 2.5 nrn in diameter ( 1.2 % of free area). Experiments were
performed with industrial solvent extraction system, which composition is
presented in Table 1 (6).
Table 1. Carposition of phases in the industrial mixer-settler battery (6)
Process

Phase

Extraction

Aqueous

Stripping

Aqueous

Organic

Organic

Composition

o.e- 0.001 g u3oa11, o.5 Mil so42- , pH 1-2
0.05-2.5 g u30811, Alamine 336 J.5 %,
Isodecanol J.5 %, Kerosene 93 %
a-Jog U308/l, 1 /.111 (NH4)2 50 , pH= 4.1
4
(addn. of NH3)
2.5-0.05 g u3o8 , (see also the extraction
process)

RESIJ..TS. The effective extraction and stripping isotherms of the
studied industrial liquid-liquid systems, reported elsewhere (7,8), are shown
in Figures 1 and 2, respec ti vely. The experimental results obtained under
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Table 2. Experimental results

Colu,ri type Process
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Kiihni
Perforated
plates
Perf.plates
Perf.plates
Perf.plates
Perf.plates
Perf .plates
Perf .plates
Perf.plates
Perf.plates
Perf.plates
Perf .plates

Extraction

Extraction
Extraction
Extraction
Extraction
Extraction
Extraction
Extraction
Extraction

N

(mln-1)
100
1)0
67
100
120
80
100
120
100
100
100
200
200
100
200
100
200

Extraction
Extraction
Stripping
Stripping
Stripping
Stripping
Stripping
Stripping
Stripping JOO
100
Stripping
200
Stripping
100
Stripping
200
Stripping
Stripping
JOO
Extraction

Extraction
Extraction
Extraction

Extraction

Extraction
Extraction
Extraction
Extraction
Extraction
Stripoing

-

II

aq .

140
140
150
150
150
200
200
200
250

JOO

160
20
10
40
40
20
20
10
60
60

JO
JO

20
150
150
200
200
200
250
240
250

JOO
JOO
JO

l llh)

11org
70
70

50
50
50
67
67
67
BJ
100
40
100
100
200
200
200
200
200

JOO
JOO
JOO
JOO
400
150

50
200
100

70

80
60
50
150
75

JOO

AID
(I)

2

2

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

4
1/5
1110
115
115
1110
1110
1120
115
115
1110
1110
1120
1

J
1
2

J
J

4
5
2
J

1110

C

aq, in

809
816
644
644
68J
769
769
68J
72J
72J
816

C

aq, out

(mg Uj18t1J
16
4
llJ

C

org, in

C

org, out

606

59

JJl
606
598
J4J
J41
521
500
606
J49

65
106
42
J8
75
20
72
45

(%)

98.0
99.5
82.5
88.7
87.6

7J

85
185
155
99
125
14J
J09

E=

76.0

1266
1266
1369
1369
1792
1369
1251
1266
1266
1369
1369
1390

246

J60

5J2
J52
812
57J
808
524
J64
575
472
820

JJ

1821

11J7

79.8
85.5
82.7
80.2
62.1
80.6
71.6
61.1
74,J
54.7
58.1
J5.4
58.6
71.2
58.0
65.5
41.0

90.J

90.0
89.J
82.J
87.8
80.9
85.6
82.J
88.1
87.1

J7.6

C -C
in out.100

-----era-

various conditions are presented in Table 2. They may be surrrnarisedc as
follows:

- Effect of the column type: Kiihni extraction column showed virtually,
better overall extraction and stripping efficiency than the perforated plate
column. If calculated in terms of stage efficiency the situation is reversed,
this

however

parameter is not quite appropriate for the Kiihni column.

Comparison on the basis of colunn height seems more reliable and favours the
Kiihni

column.

continuity,

The

only

disadvantage

of

this

contactor

concerns

phase

which is fixed with the ambivalent region. In contrast the

perforated plate column can operate stably at any dispersion type - and any
phase ratio.

- Relatively inefficient stripping is mainly due to difficulties in
establishing proper pH,

which should be kept between 4.1 and 4.3 in every

stage. AIT1Tlonia solution was from practical' reasons

fed on�y onto three

locations /top, bottom, middle) of the columns. Differential contactors

are

therefore less suitable to carry over the stripping process in which pH must
be kept constant on each stage by addition of a1TJT1onia.

- fffect of flow rate is relatively small and negative, e.i. the efficiency
slightly

decreases with

increasing

constant. Higher flux of both phases

flow rate,

keeping

other

parame.ters

however, can be achieved on perforated

plate column.

CONCLUSIONS. Columns of the given types may be effectively used for
ex1:raction of uranium from acidic leach liquor. Certain attention must be
given
TheFe

to the ma.terial of the column internals /perforated plates, mixers).
are, however, less advantages in stripping part of the cycle due to the

need for electrol'yte addition to every practical stage to provide constant pH
along the colunn height.
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COMPARISON OF HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPRAY
AND KUHN! EXTRACTION COLUMN

4-5

A. Tolic* , Gy. Vatai and H. Sovilj, *Institute for Technology of
Nuclear and Other Raw Materials, Belgrade, Yugoslavia; Faculty
of Technology, University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

The liquid-liquid spray column can not compate with efficient
extractors now used in industry. However, when spray column operate
with dense packing of drops and high hold-up, it bacamas attractive
because ,their simplicity and low operating coat. On the other hand,
the Kuhni extraction column with agitated turbine and multicompartment
is an adv�nced liquid-liquid contactor widespread in industry. The
Kuhni column can be designed to obtain minimal axial mixing, constant
hold-up of dispersed phase, and maximum capacity.
In this paper the operation of 10 cm I.D. spray extraction column
and a Kuhni extraction column with same diameter has been studied. The
hydrodynamic parameters were measured experimentally for the liquid
liquid system water-toluene in a pilot plant size spray and Kuhni
column. The obtained experimental data of dispersed phase hold-up,
axial dispersion in continuous phase and characteristic velocities for
both column are compared.
EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments were carried out in a standard pilot scale Kuhni
extraction column 10 cm I.D. consists of 18 compartment each 6 cm
height. Free surface area of the perforated stator plates for an axial
flow was 20 % of the total surface area of the column section. Each
section was equipped with a turbine impeller whose diameter was 6.8
cm, with impeller rings interspace of 1 cm each. Hore detailed
description of experimental apparatus can be find in our previous
papers [1,2]. The spray column had also 10 cm I.D., and was 274 cm in
height with perforated plate distributor (45 holes of 2 mm), described
with more details in erlier works [3,4].
In. both column water-toluene system was investigated. In all
experiments water was the continuous phase. The physical properties
for the mutually saturated system at temperature of 293 K are given in
Table,
The physical properties of investigated system
toluene

water

Physical property
Viscosity, mPas
Density, kg/m3
Interfacial tension, N/m

1.021
998

0.036

0.615
872

Evaluation of axial diffusion coefficient in continuous phase in
both column has been done on the base of one-dimensional diffusion
model. The degree of backmixing in the column was measured using the
dynamic injection technique. The tracer employed was aqueous solution
of potassium chromate.
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The
average tractional hold-up
deterained by ahut ott aethod.

ot

diaperaed

phaae

ha•

been

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A part ot experiaental reaualt• ia ahown in Fig.land 2.
Coaparing the alip velocitiea in both coluan, calculated
Ua • Ud/X + Uc/(1 - X)

aa [5Ji

1 )

troa the Fig.lit can be aeen that at lower aixing velocitiea (up to 3
rpa) the Kuhni coluan behave aa the apray coluan, the characteriatic
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Fig.I. The slip velocity comparison
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0,15

velocity depends only on superficial velocity of dispersed phase. At
rotor speed of 4 rps the characteristic velocity is the same for both
superficial velocities of dispersed phase, and for the characteristic
velocity the mixing speed is dominant, what is in agreement with
literature data L6J.
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Fi9.2. Dispersed phase hold-up c&m.pairliso,n
Dependence of diaparaad phase hold-up on apeci.f.1,c power c.o:n.aumpti.m:11
in ,Pig. 2., ahowa that in apray column di aparaad pna·•• hol.d·-111.P o:f 2iCl ',I
can be reached with about two ti••• lower c,ower el!lllll8UGp1ttoa. The po•we,r
conauaption in the Kuhni coluan was calcu4,at<ad .aa:
N

Ne

+

Nd

+

Nm

,(

2 l

,.a nd for spray column
N

Ne

+

Nd.

( 3 )

The power naad for transport of continuous and diaparaad phase ware
calculated on tha baaia of flowrataa and head of puap. The power
conauaption of turbine was calculated on the baaia of equation uaed in
literature for the aaaa type of coluan

[7J.

CONCLUSIONS
The coapariaon of the characteristic valocitiaa show• that at lower
aixing velocities (up to 3 rps) Kuhni coluan bahave •• the spray
coluan, the characteristic velocity dapanda only on superficial
velocity of the diaparaad phase.
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Comparison also shows that at same power consumption the disp�rsed
phase hold-up is higher in spray column, espe·cially at lower mixing
velocities in Kuhni column.
On·the basis of obtained experimental data it can be concluded that
the degree of backmixing in the conbinuous phase of spray column is
much higher than in Kuhni column.

NO.'DATION
N
Ne
Nd
Nm
N*
Uc
Ud
Us
Ve
X

�
-

power consumption of the column, W
power for transport of continuous phase, ,w
power for transport of dispers·ed phaae., .w
power consumption for �ixing, W
N/Vc - specific power consumption, W/m3
superficial velocity .Qf ·c.ont.inuous phas.e,, ,11m1/s
superficial velocity :o.f dispe:rsed phas.e,, ,11111/,s
slip velocity, mm/s
the volume of the working -part ,of 't.h.e '-column, •m3
dispersed phase fract·ional hold-up.
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HYDRODYNAMIC AND MASS TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPRAY
COLUMN WITH AN ELECTRIC FIELD FOR LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION

4-6

Manabu YAMAGUCHI, Hiroyuki SUGAYA and Takashi KATAYAMA

Department of Chemical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering Science,
OSAKA UNIVERSITY, Toyonaka 560 JAPAN

A spray column with vertical four-pole electrodes was designed for an
electrostatic liquid extractor.

The population behavior of the

dispersed drops in a d.c. electric field was studied on dispersed phase
holdup, drop velocity, drop size distribution and axial mixing of

continuous phase by using the system of water drops in cyclohexane. Mass

transfer of iodine from dispersed phase of aqueous iodine solution into

continuous phase was also studied in a range of applied voltage up to 23
kV.

Simulation of the column efficiency could be carried out by using

1,3-distributor
2-apray coluan
4,5-rod electrode
6-inlet and outlet of
disperaed phase
7-inlet and outlet of
continuous phase
8-inlet and outlet of
tracer liquid
S.CUon8·8 9-burette
10-roller pump
11-air damper
12 1 13,14-reaervoir
15-d.c. voltaae unit
S.CtlonC--C 16-electrometer
17-camera and T.V.
system

�
�
,10 11

� Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

the fundamental data obtained.
1,EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of the experimental

apparatus.

The test column,

90 mm inner dia. and 300 mm

high, was made of transparent

acrylic resin for observation
of the dispersed phase.
Four-electrodes, copper rods
5 mm in dia. and 300 mm long,

were set vertically along the

inner wall of the column.
The rod electrodes@were connected to a high d.c. voltage generator@.
The other electrodes@were grounded through an electrometer@ for the
measurement of the electric current between the electrodes. The upper
and lower parts of the column@ were equipped with a distributor Q) to

provide a supply for the dispersed phase@and an outlet for the
continuous phaseG), and with a distributor@to provide a supply for the
continuous phase G) and the tracer liquid phase@, and an outlet for the
dispersed phase@, respectively. When the dispersed phase holdup was
measured, the lower part was exchanged for a collector.
1.1.Hydrodynamic. Deionized water as a dispersed phase was fed to the
column by a roller pump @ from the top through the distributor Q) and a
given voltage was applied. After a steady state flow was achieved
under an applied voltage, the feeding of the phase was stopped and
simultaneously the voltage was cut off. The holdup was determined by
measuring the volume of the dispersed phase settled in the collector.
The diameter and velocity of the drops in the electric field were
determined by using a camera and a T.V. system (i).
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1. 2. Axial mixing of continuous phase .

Axial mixing of the continuous

phase was examined by the.pulse injection technique of a tracer[l].
Extraction efficiency of iodine from a population of
1.3,Mass transfer

charged drops of aqueous iodine solution into the continuous phase was
examined for various applied voltages.

Iodine as a transfer material

was used to allow the evaluation of mass transfer rate in the dispersed
phase because the distribution coefficient of iodine between the
dispersed and continuous phases was 0.015.

2,RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1,Drop motion, The water drops formed at the distributor were
attracted toward the electrodes by dielectrophoretic force and after
contacted with the electrodes they received electric charges. They
changed from a smooth falling motion to a violent zig-zag motion with
coalescence and redispersion when the voltage was increased. The

velocity of falling drops was estimated by a combination of Allen's law
or Newton's law with electric force acting on the drops[4]. In Fig.2,

the experimental drop velocities are plotted

20

against the applied voltage for drop sizes of
de=2.5 and 4.0 mm in a population of charged

drops.

15

e;

de•4 ,0 mm

The velocity decreased markedly with

applied voltage.

The solid line is values

calculated by a modified Allen's or a

modified Newton's equation for single charged
drops.
2.2, Drop size distribution ,

The falling

drops were coalesced and redispersed by the

electric force and their size distribution
was examined. The experimental drop size
distribution became wider as the voltage
was increased.

"

10

15

cp C kVJ

20

25

� Moving velocity of uncharged
aiic>cnarged drops fal 1 ing through
cyclohexane in the electric field

2.3,Axial mixing of continuous phase.
Axial dispersion coefficient of the

continuous phase(Ec) was analyzed by a

diffusion model[l].

The Ee-values

calculated by the model are plotted

against the applied voltage in Fig.3.
The coefficients decreased significantly
with the voltage. It is considered that
this is because, with the increase in
the voltage, axial mixing of the

continuous phase was depressed and

1'----'--�--�--'--�
15
20 25
5
-10
Ep [kVJ
.li9..,_L Effect of applied voltage on axial
dispersion coefficient of continuous phase

radial mixing was promoted by the effective motion of the drops.
2.4.Mass transfer,

Figure 4 shows experimental the extraction

efficiency(F=(Cd,i-cd,ol/(Cd,i-c*)) of the iodine in the dispersed phase
as a function of the applied voltage at a constant flow rate of both
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0.7

7

LJ

Lt.

Ud•O .029 cm/s

0.6

Up to 10 kV, the effect of
This is evident from the result

8

phases.

6

that the population of drops fell
through the continuous phase with a

small.

0.

4 '§

0.4

2

"·

><

�

mild, motion and coalscence behavior.

On the other hand, when the voltage
exceeded about 10 kV, the effect became
0.3 c__.L.__...L___i___.1....__.J 0
more conspicuous. The efficiency at 23
0
5
IO
15
20 25
Ep [kVJ
kV increased about 50% compared with
£.i..g_,___!,_ Effects of applied vo 1 tage on
t
'exfraction efficiency and overall volumetric hat at 0 kV. This enhancement is due
mass transfer coefficient based on dlspersed to, he increasing frequency of the
t
phase
1.0----------

I o.a
�0.6

interfacial area for diffusion and a higher

deg�ee. of turbulence within and around drops

u

di'spersed
phase

�

continuous phase

� 0.4

coalescence and redispersion of the
_drops,. that is, the producing a larger

<:J 0.2F+I"\+-------

0,L-_,__.,__.___L.____1._.w
0 5 IO 15 20 25 30
Lxl02 [ml
..Ei.9..:..2..: Co 1 umn efficiency based on
riiO<ITTled dispersion model

for eddy diffusion. The overall volumetric
mass transfer coefficient was analyzed by a
umii<!iimensional dispersion model[2]. The
Kda-values calculated by the model are

plotted against the applied voltag� in Fig.5.
The enhancement of Kda-value with increased
voltage shows a similar tendency bo the
ex.t raction efficiency.

2.5,,Simulation of column efficiency. To
simulate the column efficiency, the dispersion model mentioned above was
modified under the following assumptions., 1 )Coa.J..escence and
redispersion of the drops do not occur, 2 ),physical properties of both

phases are constant during the experiment, 3,),drops are spherical, 4)mass
transfer resistance is controlled in the dispersed phase, 5)experimental
size distribution and residence time distribution of the drops and the
axial dispersion coefficient can be applied.

as follows,
for dispersed phase

dmax kd ·t
·
a· J. J (Ca, j-cd * tdde
e, J
dmin
for continuous phase
dcd
uacrz- +

6J

dCc
a 2 cc
(l-$lEc 2 + Uccrzaz
and for each drop
dCa .

� = -

Model equations <U"e given

0

( 1)

0

1
6
�,jae,j(ca,j-ca*l

(2)

(3J

The �.j-value in the equations were calculated by an empirical equation
for single drops in the literature[3]. When experimental drop size
distribution was divided into 20 intervals, the 23-element simultaneous
ordinary differential equations of first order were obtained from Eqs.
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(1)-( 3 ). These equations were solved numerically by the Runge-Kutta
Gill method. As an example of the results, calculated concentration
profiles of the dispersed and continuous phases for Ep= 2 3 kV are shown
as dotted lines in Fig.5. Solid lines are the values calculated by
using experimental extraction efficiency.

The solid lines show better

efficiency than the dotted lines. The present model took into account
size distribution and residence time distribution of the drops, but did
not consider the effect of the coalescence and redispersion of the

drops. The difference between the lines may be caused by interfacial
renewal and mass transfer promotion due to the repetition of coalescence
and redispersion of the drops �alling through the continuous phase.
31CONCLUSION

l)The coalescence and redispersion behavior of the drops in the electric

field determines the extractor performance.

controlled by changing the applied voltage.

The behavior can be easily
2

)The dispersed phase

holdup significantly depends on both the flow rate of the dispersed
phase and the voltage applied.

3

)Size distribution and residence time

distribution of the d'rops tend to ?e wider as the voltage is increased.
4)The axial mixing coefficient decreases with the applied voltage.
S)Extraction efficiency and the overall volumetric mass transfer

coefficient increase effectively with the applied voltage.
NOMENCLATURE

C-concentration of iodine [mol/m 3].
d�drop diameter [m],

Uf-falling velocity of drop [m/s],

Ee-axial dispersion coefficient of

phase [-] •
<Subscripts>

de-equivalent drop diameter [m],
continuous phase [m2 /s],

Ep-applied voltage [V],
F-total extraction efficiency[-],
kd-mass transfer coefficient in the
dispersed phase [m/s].

Kda-overall volumetric mass transfer
coefficient based on dispered
phase [1/s].

Z�distance from top of column [m].
t-holdup fraction of dispered

c-continuous phase,

d�dispersed phase,
i-inlet,

max.-maximum.

min.�minimum,

o-outlet,
<Superscripts>

* -equilibrium.

L-column height [m],

u�superficial velocity of liquid
[m/s],
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A NEW AIRLIFT-EXTRACTOR IN NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
W.Boessert* •nd $.Weiss**

4-7

*Central Institute of Nuclear Research, Rossendorf, GDR

**"Carl Schorlemmer" Technical University of Leuna-Merse

burg, GDR

Solvent-extraction equipment for nuclear industry has been

described previously [>,J. Four types of solvent-extraction ex
tractors are in current use on a plant scale for reprocessing

uranium from irradiated fuels: packed columns, pulse columns,
mixer-settlers and centrifugal extractors.

The critically important considerations for the application of

a extractortype are the highest possible level of safety against

disturbing influence, least possible emission �f radioactive

substances and a high level of available in service. The objec
tive of this contribution are investigations and results in
fluiddynamics and mass transfer for a new airlift extractor in
nuclear industry.

The experiments were carried out in a new mixer-settler unit

containing one, four and ten stages. This extractor works without

mechanical moving parts, and the liquids are transported and
mixed by air. Fig.

shows one stage of this extractor.

The mixer-settler unit consists of a mixing chamber (1)
(65 mm 0 x 300 mm, capacity 900 mL) and the settling chamber (2)
(150 mm 0 x 100 mm, capacity 600 mL). A special tree symmetric

airlift-mixer (3) is used for a good mixing.

The amount of activity entrained in the air is small and the

air circulates in a complete closed system in order to prevent a
contamination of the surrounding.
For the experiments a 20 per cent tributylphosphate-tetraclor

ethene-solution as organic phase (dispersed phase) and a aqueous

phase (continous phase) solved 31 g/L HN0 , 20 g/L Al and 0 ....
3
12 g/1 uranium were used. The air flow rate was 120 1/h for every
m�xing chamber. The total liquid flow rate was 20... 40 1/h and

the ratio of organic to aqueous phase was 1/10... 1/23.

The experiments included measurements for the drop size
distribution by a photographic method and the holdup-time beha

viour for both phases.

The holdup-time results shows a very good mixing and the data

corresponds with the model of a ideal continuos stirred tank
reactor (CSTR).
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Fig. 2. Sauter diameter as a function of the energy dissipation ( £.)
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The modeling of Sauter diameter (d32; was possible by rela
tively simple correlations introducing the energy dissipation (£).
The energy dissipation is deducted by

(1 )

v1
m
4p

air rate L/hmass of aqueous and organic phase;
differential pressure.

Fig. 2 shows the Sauter diameter (d ) as a function of the
32

energy dissipation.

The results were expressed by
-0.462
d
32 = 3.244

in mm,

(2)

The results of drop size distribution were corresponded with the
fV et al. f1/.

theory of turbulence calibrated by Kolmogorow

Actual extraction eff!ciency is probably higher than 80 per
cent.
The airlift extractor (15 stages) is used on a plant scale

for reprocessing uranium from a solution of fission products /4.].
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RECIPROCATING-PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMNS FOR NUCLEAR FUEL
REPROCESSING

B. Ya. Galkin, N. N. Yegorov, V. s. Itiligator, L. N. Lazarev,
R. I. Lyubtsev, E. N. lllishin, L. P. Prokhorov, L. B. Shpunt,
V. G. Khlopin Radium Institute, Leningrad, USSR
J. Prochazka, A. Heyberger, J. Chermak, Czechoslovak Academy of
Sciences, CSSR

Extraction columns with reciprocating plates are widely used for
extraction operations in different branches of industry (1-5]. The
equipment of this type demonstrates a good performance and combines
the advantages of high flow rates and efficiency of mass transfer. The
following merits of the reci�rocating-plate columns should also be not
ed: possibility for operating under conditions of highly intensive vib
rations with low amplitudes; easy and independent control for frequency
and amplitude of vibrations; small volumes of contaminated air.
The use of reciprocating-plate extraction columns for spent nuclear
fuel reprocessing should enable to conduct the extraction processes at
higher specific flows, to minimize extractant radiolysis, to alleviate
the problems of nuclear safety and air decontamination. Taken together
these factors make the reciprocating-plate columns rather promising
for the use in nuclear fuel recovery processes.
The specialists from the USSR and CSSR have designed·and tested
pilot extraction columns as applied to the technology of nuclear fuel
reprocessing.
Below are presented the results obtained for two columns made of
glass tubes with inner diameters of 48 and 56 mm. The plate stack
heights of the columns were 4 and J m respectively. The design of the
plate stack allowed to mount the plates of various configuration on a
central shaft and to vary plate spacing.
The investigations were conducted with aqueous solutions of uranyl
nitrate and nitric acid. JO% TBP in n-paraffins was used as extrac
tant. The following parameters were determined: longitudinal profiles
and mean values of dispersed phase holdup in the packing section of
the columns; phase entrainment with leaving streams; profiles of ura
nium concentration along the column and mass-transfer efficiency (num
ber of theoreti�al contact stages) depending on the change of the
specific flows over a wide range up to flooding. Type and chracteris
tics of the plates, plate spaci�, vibration frequency and amplitude
varied with the aim to illprove gradually the conditions of phase mix
Lng. For the most designs of the plates three regimes were.realized
passing from low vibration intensities to higher ones: mixer-settler
regime, transition and emulsion-type regimes. The operating conditions
are shown in Fig. 1 as a dependence , of flooding load Qf/F on vibration
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intensity I for one of the plate
configurations. Experimental
points form a curve decomposing
into three portions - ascending,
horizontal and descending ones;
each portion corresponds approxi
mately to one of the three regim
es. In the transition regime the
\
flooding
loads are maximal and
30
exceed 60 m3 /m2.h.
In Fig. 2 the experimental da
\
ta on the effect of vibration in
20
tensity on dispersed phase holdup
lfd under conditions of fixed
flows for one of the plate confi
20
40 60 80 �� gurations are presented.
It is seen from Fig. 2, that
Fig. 1. Dependence of flooding
the
correlation between 'Pd and I
load on vibration intensity
is complicated by nonuniform in
%
fluence of the frequency f and
the stroke S of reciprocation.
20
The change in frequency affects
the value lpd to a greater degree
15
than the similar relative change
of stroke. The investigation of
10
the dependence between the dis
persed phase holdup and specific
f'low has shown that the columns
are steadily operated under loads
not exceeding 85-90 % of the flo
5
oding loads. In this case the
b:>ld-up does not exceed 20- 2 5 %.
The further increase in flow ra
tes leads to instability of lpd 60
iOO i20
80
value; the local accumulation of
dispersed phase and emulsion in
Fig. 2. Influence of vibration
intensity on hold-up of dispersed
version is observed between some
plates. The investigation of lon
phase. (1) Sa 3 mm; ( 2) S • 4 mm;
(3) S -= 6 mm
gitudinal profile of dispersed
phase hold-up has revealed that
the value lp d while extraction and stripping of uranium varies signi
ficantly with column height according to variation of phase composi
tion and properties, as well as to distance from input point of dis
persed phase. The representative profiles of dispersed phase hold-up

'o., '
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and uranium concentration in the organic phase for uranium extraction
and stripping operations in the 3 m height column are shown in Fig. 3

and 4.

h,M

The curves depicted in Fig. 3 3
which demonstrate the change of
the lf)d-value with column height,
have clearly defined peaks; the
value at a maximum is 5-10 times 2
more than minimal local values
of column hold-up. The comparis
on of Fig. 3 and 4 indicates
that the hold-up grows rapidly
as the dispersed phase moves
f
from the input point; this re
sults from successive increase
in degree of drop fragmentation.
After passage through the maxi
mum, the holdup profiles follow
20
10
30
the uranium concentration ones,
Fig. J. Hold-up profiles of
what is explained by the incre
dispersed phase (1) emulsion W/0,
ase in droplet coalescence rate extraction (2) emulsion 0/W,
as the uranium content in solustripping
tion decreases.
(I)
The main operational features 31,.,., (2)
of the tested columns while ex
traction and stripping of urani
um are given in Table for some
-versions of design and vibration
2
regimes of plate stack. The ta
bulated results suggest that
while extraction and stripping
of uranium high loads are accom
plished with high effeciency of
J
mass-transfer. In the case of ex
traction, in particular, it is
possible to conduct the process
with specific flows higher than
50 m3/m 2 -h, keeping the BETS
80
within 0.5-1.0 m.
Fig. 4. Profiles of uranium conEntrainments of the organic
centration in organic phase.
phase with raffinate and reext
(1) emulsion W/0, extraction,
ract-were in the reported tests
( 2 ) emulsion 0/W, stripping
no more than o.oa %, entrainment
of the agueous phase was within 0.1-0.J %.

"Pl-'
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Operating characteristics of reciprocating-plate columns
while uranium extraction and stripping
HETS,
[HN0 ] ,
D, H, Process, Q/F,
[U], g/1
qo
3
mm m Emulsion
m
J
mole/1,
m
%
4w aq. aq.
org. aq. ph.
type
�
.
ph. ph. ph
out.
in. out. out.

%,

56 J tExtraction, W/0
If
56 J
"
56 J
If
8
4 4
If
48 4
4 8 4 Stripping, 0/W
If
56 J

40
48
50-60
6J
57

2.6
2.5
2 7
.
.
2 2
2.2

23
37

0.86
0,65

112
JOO o. 1
260 0,07
97
9
2 01.0
107
119 0.008
5
3
119 0.012
60

-

-

JS
9
4

J. 1
0,4

2
.J
1.7
2,4
4,8
4,8
0.05
0.05

0.8-1.0
0,7-0,8
�5-20 0.9-1.6
15 1. 0-1. J
15 1, 0-1. 4
17

10

18
JJ

0,65
0,5

Qf

F
mJ
""""7':""
m •h
45
55
66
68
68
40
41

The tabulated data can be improved by advanced characteristics of
the plat es, bett er vert ical distribution of them and appropriate vib
ration regimes
.
Notation

frequency of vibrations;
f S - stroke (double amplit ude) of vibrations;
I= f•S - vibration int ensity;
Q, Qf - summary and flooding flows;
q 0 /4w - ratio of organic .and aq ueous phase flows;
�d - dispersed ph ase h oldup;
h - distance from the base of packing section;
D, H, F - diameter, heigh t, cross-section area of packing section;
[uJ, [HNOjl - concentrations of uranium and nitric acid;
0/W, W/0 - emulsions "oil in water" and "water in oil";
HETS - height of equivalent theoretical stage
.
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HYDRODYNAMIC BAHAVIOR AND THE EFFICIENCY OF MASS TRANSFER IN ARD COLUMN
Huai-Xuan Jin,
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Department of Chem. Eng., Tianjin University, Tianjin, China
The asymmetric rotating disc

(ARD)

column is a new type of extractor,

which

has been proposed by T. Misek and J. Marek (1,2,3). The construction of ARD extractor
enables

the

light phase to move up in a helical path and the heavy phas@ to move

down in a helical path as well.

The repeated dispersion and coalencence of the

dispersed phase leads to the continuous renewal of the interfacial contact area
of the two phases. The arrangement of horizontal baffles in column weaken the axial

mixing remarkably. Thus the hight efficiency of mass transfer is achieved.

In this study, the flooding rates, the holdup of dispersed phase and the efficien
cy of mass transfer were measured for different systems in ARD column. The demensions
of

ARD columns

34

and 44 mm.,

are:

diameter of column:

compartment

height:

71 and 91 mm.,

40 mm.

rotating disc dismeter:

The construction matials of internal

components of column are PTEF (polytetrafluoroet�ylene) or stainless steel.
THE MEASUREMENT OF FLOODING RATES
Experimental results obtained are shown in Fig.1 for the liquid systems kerosene-water

and

kerosene-35%

glycerol

aqueous

solution.

The 2-ethylhexanol-water system

is shown in Fig.2. The flooding curves in Fig.l and Fig.2 show that after the rotor
speed reaches a certain value (Ncr), a rapid change on the slopes of the curves
occures. For the three systems, the turning point of peripheral velocity of rotating
disc are about

1.93 m/s,

1.43 m/s,

and 1.08 m/s respectively. The above results

indicate that a higher agitating speed is required for systems of higher interfacial
tension to enable them to enter the turbulent region,

in which leads to greater

interfacial area for mass transfer.
When the dispersed phase adheres to the internal components of the column readily,

it occupies some space in the column,

forming a dead region and resulting in a

decrease of the maximum total flux (Ud+Uclf- The greater the amount of dispersed
phase adheres to the interior components surface, the more remarkable the above
effect is. In this work, when the rotating discs are made of PTFE., the total flux
is lower by 30% than those made of stainless steel.
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CRITICAL ROTOR PERIPHERAL VELOCITY

E.Y. Kung and R.B. Beckmann (4) were first to set forth the statement that there

exists a critical rotor speed (Ncr) in the operation of RDC. Later, G.S. Laddha
(5) made a further study of the hydrodynamical chacteristics of the RDC and concluded

that the critical speed of rotor has a close relation to the physical properties

of a system and the geometric size of a column. They recommended the following
correlation,

___u.�,----,- -

( (S"�,

3/J:. ..

)0..2$

In Laddha's investegation the break point separating region

I

(laminar

flow

region) from region II (turbulent flov region) corresponds to the critical rotor

speed by the value of (Frlcr· 'f2 ,t;l80. For no solute transfer the values of constant..
C and exponent n in equation (1) are,
Region I:
Region II,

Fr

C1•l.08;

C2 • 0.01;

n•0.08

n•l.O

In the operation region I Fr•'/2>180, or N<Ncr,

and in operation region II

2<180, or N>Ncr.

Thia experimental results show that there exists a critical rotor speed in the

operation of the ARD extractor as well as in the operation of the RDC. According
to the experimental data the regression analysis was made. The constant C and
exponent n in equation (1) were obtained as following:
Region I:

Region II,

C•2.4,

C•O.104,

n•0.13

n•l. 0

On the break point of region I and region II the value of (Fr)cr•'f 2 as below:
(Fr)cr'f2 • 44

THE MEASUREMENT OF DISPERSED PHASE HOLDUP

This experiments were made with four systems, 1. kerosene-water, 2. kerosene-35%

glycerol,

3.

2-ethylhexanol-water,

and

4.

2-ethylhexanol-ethanol-water.

These

experimental results are plotted in Fig. 3, 4 and 5. From these holdup curves it
can be concluded that:

1. The variation of dispersed phase flow rate influenced the holdup remarkably.

The influence of variation of continuous phase flow rate to holdup is smaller than.
the vaiation of dispersed phase.

2. When the phase ratio was nearly equivalent (i.e. 30/30 and 44/40), the holdup

increased remarkably with the increasing of total amount of two phases.

3. Making a comparison between Fig.3 and Fig.4, it can be observed that when

there is no solute transfer, the values of holdup, are greater than there is with

solute transfer. The reason is that the viscosity and interfacial tension of system

varied when the solute transfer exists.

4. As shown in Fig.5. The break point of holdup curve appears at a higher rotation

speed (about 800 rpm) for kerosene-water system. Thia means that the system with
higher interfacial tension needs higher power input to the agigator for dispersing

the organic phase to enter the turbulent region.
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Fig. 5. Dispersed phase holdup of different systems
EFFICIENCY OF MASS TRANSFER IN ARD

The efficiency of mass transfer in ARD column is measured by the concentration
profiles of solute along the column. This experimental data has been obtained only
for the direction of solute transfer: d- c, using 2-ethylhexanol-ethanol (as a

solute)-water system.

The range of variables investigated are:

The rotor speed,

50C-800 rpm; the ratio of two phases, Ud/Uc • 0.2- 1.0; the superfacial flow rates

of dispersed phase, Ud •(0.48 -l.92)xl0 3 m/s; and the superfacial flow rates of
continuous phase, Uc •(l.3-2.18)x 103 m/s.
Using the diffusion model containing the effect of axial mixing as Miyauchi
I.and Wilburn N.P. (6,7) suggested, the mass transfer of countercurrent extraction
in ARD column can be described by the following correlations:
d 2 X - Pex dX -N x Pex (X-Y) • 0 ...... ( 2 )
o
dZ 2
dZ

d 2 Y + Pe dY + F N
y
ox Pey (X-Y) • 0...... (3)
dZ 2
dZ

Boundary conditions:

Z•0, dX • -Pex( 1-X),
dZ
Z•l, dX • 0,
dZ

dY . o
dZ

The model parameters of diffusion were obtained, i.e. the number of true overall

transfer unit N0 x, and Peclet number Pex, Pey.
by:

The height of true and apparent overall transfer unit H0 x and Hoxp were calculated
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Hox • L/Nox····· (4)

Axf-mCyi
1 l
• • • • • ( 5) ·
8 oxp • L /[-n Cx0-m Cy1+HCxf -Cx0) ]

The following correlations were obtained by regression analysis of this experimen 
tal data.
Ux •
80 x

0 .101

x(l-x) enFr�0 .735 ......(6)

n c (1.4 7 N - 4.l)x
Hoxp = 1.98 U� (l-x)4.22 Fr0 .812...... (7)

where

Using the above correlations to calculate H0x and Hoxp• the error between the
computation an d the experimental values are less than 30%.
CONCLUSIONS:
1. When solute transfer exists, the dispersed phase holdup will descrease, due

to the variation of physical properties of system.

2. There are critical rotor speeds in the operation of ARD extractor. The optimum

operation should be in region- II, viz., in the turbulent flow region.

3. The capacity of ARD columns used in this work is about 20m 3 /m 2 h, the value

corresponding to the published data by K.H. Reissinger [ 8). The amount of maximum
flux is closely related to the compartment height along with column geometry, an d
physical properties of the liquid systems. In addition, the adhesion of dispersed
phase to the internal surface of column has a great in fluence upon the capacity.
4. I n the range of investigation the efficiency of mass transfer·of ARD column
higher than with other

is

agigated columns. According to the experimental data an d

the corrolation obtained, The height of a true overall transfer unit Hox is:
0.2- 0.5 m.
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MASS TRANSFER VIBRATING DISK EXTRACTION COLUMNS

1

4-10 I

I.J. Gorodetsky, A.A.Vasin, V.M.Olevslcy, A.E.Kostan�an, P.A.Lupanov,
State Research and Development Instj_tute of Nitrogen Industry and
Organic Products Synthesis, Moscow, USSR
At present time the most attractive extraction columns for mass
adoption in industry are those providing phase mixing caused by vibra
tion. Those are the columns equipped with a movable shaft to which the
packing discs or sometimes special partition devices are attached[1,2J.
The driving mechanism forces the shaft with the packing to move recipro
catingly with the preset amplitude and frequency; energy to be applied
from outside can be distributed along the cross section and height
uniforme, or based on some specified law, est ablishing hydrodynamic con
ditions which are optimal :for the soJlution of a certain process task,
Various modified constructions of the perforated discs (vibrating
plates) can be divided into two groups: plates with out guiding vanes
(usually with rounded holes) and plates which have the holes (usually
rectangular) provided witn the guiding vanes. The experimental studies
helped to establish that at non-changeaa>'le specific effective use
of energy the construction of vibrating plates does not affect noti
ceably hydrodynamic and mass transfer characteristics of extraction
columns. However, one can expect that the plates with guiding vanes
which provide properly arranged transversal mixing of streams will be
more effective :for the columns of larger diameter (over 1.5-2 m). In
the conventional vibrated columns the packing consists of �he plates
of two types which differ with opposite direction of the vane fold
and are located alternatively along the column height. The transversal
movement of flow caused by vibration in such columns changes its
direction for the opposite one while moving from one compartment area
to ano:ther but remains constant in time-course in the direction bet
ween any neighbour plates.
GIAP has offerred a new "package" method of asse1nbling plate pa
ckings [5] , when the plates of every type.are assembled into packages
which are arranged alternatively along the column height. In Fig.1 one
can see the scheme of plate assembling and the pattern of liquia
streams between the plate packages. Liqui..... s�ream direction when �he
packing mov�s up is shown with solid arrows and �hat when the packing
moves do1'0 is shown with dotted ones. AS one can see in Fig, 1 the
transversal movement of liquid within a plate package alternates its
direction every 1/2 stroke of the packing vibration, i.e. pulsa�ing
transversal movement of �he phases is originated in the vibrated
column. Such phenomenon is Breatly in�ensiryih� the phase dispersion
andl �ransversal mixing. The experimental data received from the

[), 'fl

15. JaK. 262
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vibrated column with the diameter of JOO mm have shown that in case
of plate "package" one and the same efficiency is reached at vibration
rate by 1.5 times less than at conventional plate arrangement. This
l
is explained by the fact that some additional dissipation of energy
takes place in such viorated/pulsated column thanks to the liquid
transversal pulsation.
Separation capacity of tho vibrated ex,;raction column (up to
about 10 stages) is restricted with the column height which
increase is resulted in the larger weight of the packing. This restric
tion can be eliminated by dividing the packing into several self-balan
ced packages and distributing its weight !llllong the supports located
along the column height. Pig.2 shows the column which consisting of 2

Pig.1. Vibrating/pulsating
plate extraction column

Pig.2. Extraction column with
the balanced packages
of the vibrating plates

plate packages pivotly connected by means of the crank arms [2]. Suc.h
design has that specific fiture that the neighDour plate packages are
moving in opposite diretions. Besides the possibility of appreciable
growth of separation capacity the design has some other advantages,
lower energy consumption and lower dynamic loadings on the botumn
what is especiaily important for the coulmn of large size. The column
of the above type has been successfully tested at the commersial scale.
The vibrated. plate extraction columns have that specific f'iture
that the partitions (piates) do not retard the flow of the dispersed
phase and do not reduce the column throughput [3] ; they have the ca
pacity which is maximal for the compartmented columns. At the similar
droplet size the throughput of the viurating disk extraction columns
is twice higher than that ot' the rotating disk ones. The estimations
based on semi-empirical relationships which properly describe the
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available experimental data show, that at the equal droplet size �he
coefficient of effective axial mixing in the continuous phase (Ee) is
in fact the same for the vibrating and rotating disk extraction columns.
However, while estimating the enflusnce of axial mixing on the column
performance rate one should operate with ratio Ec/W�is a mean space
velocity) rather than with an absolute value of Ec• As can he seen
from the above mentioned the value of Ec/Vlc• in the vibrated disk
column, has to be twice lower than that in the RDC. That is wh,.v the
Table 1. Results of commercial application of vibrating disk columns
Process description

N
1

Bxtraction of caprolactam rrom lactam oil
with organic solvents (trichloretlcylene,
oenzene)

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

Re-extraction of caprolactam with water

from the solution in organic solvent

K)olumn
diameter,
mm
800
900
1000
1200
900
1000

1200
Extraction of cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol 900
with benzene from aqueous solutions of cyclo
nexylamine sulphate
Extraction of cycloheJtB.Ilone and cyclohexanol 800
with CJcloheAene from aqueous solution of
900
mono- and dicarboxylic acids
1200
Water washing of sodium salts of mono- and
800
dicarboxylic acid& rrom saponificated pro- 1200
ducts of cyclohexene oxydation
Extraction of caprolactam with thrichlorethy-1200
lene from aqueous solution of ammonium
1600
sulphate
Drying of cyclohexanonoJcyme with concentra- 1200
ted solution of ammonium sulphate
Extraction of cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol 800
with cyclohexene from aqueou solution of
sodium salts of mono- and dicarboxylic acids
Processing of residues from the plant
500
"Luwa" for caprolactam purification
850
Extraction of cyclohexanonoxyme with cyclo h200
hexene from aqueous solution of ammonium
sulphate
Total
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Number of
columns
adopted in
industry,
DCB

1
3
2
7
3
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

1
2
2
2
42

extraction columns under discussion, and especially the commercial
ones, provide not only higher capacity, but also higher mass transfer
capacity rate as compared too the RIX:. '.l'he above considerations :ire
confirmed with the results of investie;ating tho extraction columns of
the both types applied in the caprolactam production [1, 7].
As a result of the i.nvestie;ations of vibrating diflk extraction
columns which were c·arried out, at the laboratory, pilot and commercial
scale, GIAP has developed the methodics of modelling and designing the
commercial extraction columns b�sed on laboratory tests, the methodics
is ba5ed on the main principles of the scaling up theory [8J.
High technical and economical values of the vibrating disk
extraction columns have pertitttted today to adopt them in eleven com
mercialized processes. The data related to the adoption of mass
transfer vibrating disk extraction columns in industry are given in
'!'able 1. At present 42 such extraction columns with thA diameters from
500 to 1500 mm have been commercialized.
The engineering projects have ·oeen developed for the extraction
columns of the vibrating type which diameter can vary: 80, 150, 300,
?00, 800, 850, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400 1 1500, 1600, 1800 and 2000 mm.
All thefle erforts have prepai•ed the conditions ror further wide use
of the viorated extractiu.n columns for the equipment of the various
procesfles.
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NOVEL EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT

4-11

G.I.Ivanov, M.Z.llak:silllenko, O.V.Hyskov, Branch of the Oil Insti
tute, Salavat,Research Institute of Petrochemical
Production, Ufa, USSR

Superimposition of pulsation upon phase streams within column-typ�
extractors is known to intensify mass exchange processes. However,
application of extra power is not always economical. Moreover, for
impulse-type systems with vertically oscillating medium scaling up
of plant proves illlpossible. Besides, the essential drawback of such
systems is the presence of considerable reciprocal dynamic loads
within the app.aratus and its pipework.

a

6

C

d

A-A

Fig.1. Different �mbodiments of mixing sections in extractors

with rotating stream:
a - when pulsation is superimposed tray 1 with slanting
openings produces swirling of phase streams in annular
spaces 2, 3 - sieve trays;
b stream swirling is produced by sloping vanes 1 posi
tioned between coaxial cylinders 2, 3 - annular shel
ves welded to cylinder 2;
c - stream swirling in annular gaps is produced by vanes 1
in one direction, as shown by arrows; coaxial cylindri
cal �artitions can he artificially roughened 2, 3 radial-slit (or sieve) trays;
d ·- swirling of streams in the two neighbouring annular
gaps occurs in opposite directions bringing about full
stabilisation of swirling streams in the settling zones.
Rotation directions are shown by arrows
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Proceeding from Li,2.J a novel extraction system is proposed which
is operable in a broad range of physical-chemical values Pc IJJ of
the media to be separated. By obtaining hydrodynamic similarity in
the different sections of the apparatus the problem of scaling up
0,'.l be solved, while the introduction of the dynamic damper into the
hEavy phase drain subsystem minimizes any adverse dynamic effects.
The principal part of the extraction plant is the column compri
sing vertically alternative mixing sections and settling zones, the
former being either ordered annular channels or flat ones (See Figs.
1 & 2).

-a

d

e

J

Fig.2. Different embodiments of mixing sections with flat packing:
a - mixing section 1 is formed by a set of flat sheets 3
with upper edges bent up. The above sheets are positi
oned at a certain distance from each other and are
placed on grid trays 4;
b,c - additionally roughened flat sheets: b - ribo shaped as
squares, ovals, triangles,etc. (or stretched-and-cut
sheets pressed to each other with a right-angle shift
along stretching); c - bent stamped tongues;
d - angula::- plates positioned between parallel sheets 3,
the upper set of sheets being 90 ° shifted as re8/1',8ds
the lower one thus producing at contact points a meshed
tray 4;
e,f - sets of flat plates with end perforated corners: e end corners 3 possess angular overlaps 4; f - solid
blinds 4 a.re placed between end corners 3; 2 - settling
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The embodiment with annular (coaxial) division is recommended to
be employed only in combination with pulsation superimposed upon
phase streams. The use of flat packing permits both impulse and gra
vitational regimes.
Investigations show that higher separation efficiency is achieved
with annular division, in which translational and rotational compo
nents of phase streams are combined� Operation in gravitational reg:L"lle is recommended at
Pc • V7ft' .E; �000,
were

;
K,.�a. We

- respectively Kintne£, Raynolds and Weber criteria;

� - resistance coefficient;

,P,,JI, - density and dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase;
� - liquid-liquid interfacial tension;

'.P 'l -

phase density difference 1
gravity constant.
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DEVELOPMENT OF EFFICIENT JET-DIRECTED REGULAR PACKING \ 4_1
FOR LARGE-TONNAGE PRODUCTION ON THE BASIS OF THE THEORt--2-OF MASS TRANSFER PROCESSES

�.Z.hlacksimenko, R.h.Tukaeva, R.G.Naouschirvanov, Oil Institute,
Ufa, USSR
The most characteristic features of the extractors applied in
petroleum and petroleum chemistry are a great specific power and the
use of easily emulsitying liquids. Such liquid systems are charac
terized by srr�ll values of interphase tension, insignificant diffe
rence in the phase density and high viscosity of the reagents.
In application to the above mentioned conrlitions a series of re
gular jet-directed packings has been developed (Fig.1). They are ba
sed on the following principles taken from the theory of mass trans
fer:
1. The development of a great specific surface of the phase con
tact and an intensive splitting of droplets owing to the jet outflow
of the phases which are directed against each other and their com
pact (Fig.2).
2. Providing a high value of the mass transfer coefficient caus
ed by: a) the creation of conditions for a short-term phase contact,
i.e. the conducting of the mass transfer process in essentially un
steady conditions;
b) the continuous renovation of the surface of the phase con
tact and frequent repetition of redispersion and coalescene acts
along the height of the apparatus.
J. The improvement of hydrodynamic conditions in the apparatus
and the reproduction of the scale effect by means of longitudinal
and transversal sectionalization and also by a continuous redistri
bution of the flows over the cross section.
Proceeding from the above mentioned th eoretical stipulations se
veral types of jet-directed packings have been developed (Fig.1), a
complex of design methods aimed at intensifying the mass transfer
process has been realized therein.
In industrial apparatuses packings are assembled into blocks, mo
unted along the h eight of the column with spacings.
Each block is subdivided into a number of parallel.sections (J)
by means of vertical partitions (2).
Packing blocks are a s et of meshes (4) with the continuous and di
spersed phases outflowing to each other in the form of jets . The dis
persed phase is intensively splitiing into tiny droplets which are
there moving in the free volume of the mesh and due to its small
size come into a short contact with the continuous phase. The drop
lets in the mesh corner nodes coalesce thus forming a subpreassure
layer of the dispersed phase, which then again outflows into the
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next mesh, Thus the process reiterates along the height of the appa
ratus.
Visual observations have shown that with packing location in the
form of blocks, free jets are formed from them at the inlet/outlet,

Fig •.1. Jet-directed
packings
I- X-packing;
II- U-packing;
III- T-packing;
IV- X-packing with a
settled zone
1
column;
partitions;
2
blocks;
3
4 - meshes;
sections;
5
6 - spacing

-

g

4

6
II

5

II

IV

h

i

j

�ig.2. The scheme of semiindustrial columns
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which may considerably reduce the efficiency of the apparatus due to
the increase in the longitudinal mixing of the flows. A sharp drop in
the phenomenon has been achieved thanks to the turbulizing grills (5}
allocated above and under the blocks. When passing the grills a liquid
flow with a uniform velocity field is formed. In some cases the jet
break-down is achieved by installing flat impingement plates (6}.(grid}
The results of the comparative researches of the first ever X-pack
ing with the existing types of the mass transfer devices are given in
the Table (Pig.2}. At present X-packing and its modification (Pig.1}
Compararive characteristics of semiindustrial columns

Sche
ma
a

b
C

d
e

f
g
h
i

j

Geometric
characteristics
-PacHng �wo-secti 25,.25i<2; H-3,Jm;
H•1,48m; m-2
onal
Packing four-sectio 25�25�5; H.J,6m;
nal+5 distribution
H-0,4; h•0,2m
plates
with perforated
da5; e-3%; h•70;
plates
m•9; la0,4m; H.J,6m
with double perfod•5; g •2%; h•BO;
ration
l-0,4m; H•2,4m; m-6
with inclined plate1 d•5; t•3%; l•0,38
1-0,100
with .X-packing
s-o,08m;o( .90 ° ;f-9%1
b•0,08m; m-18; 1-0,02,,
H.J,6m
packing ·two-secti o- 25x25�2 ; H.3,J;
nal with an impulse
H..1,48m;111a2
arotating-disk
D=0,42m; d-O,J25m;
contactor
d•0,358m; la0,20m;
l=0,264m;m=15; HaJ,6
oscilating plates
da5; f=16%;ms6;
+ a packing
h=1,5m; H=J,Jm
oscillating plates
+ .X-packing

HETP,

Column type

16

1 ,)

1/h
12,3

14

o,6

23,4

12

0,75

16

12

0,75

16

12

0,95

12,7

ID'

21,� 0,545

39

16

1,J

12,3

16

1,2

13,3

16

0,8

20

18

0,61

29,6

Symbols: h,l,H - linear dimention; e- fr ee sect ion; d - ho le diameter
m - number of plates; S - width of slit; W - to tal o utput; HETP height, equivalen t to theoretical plates
are introduced at the Novo-Ufimsky and Novo-Gorkovsky refineries in
the production of lubricating oil. The modernized column at the Novo
Ufimsky r efinery is a combination of X-packing sectio nalized with the
grid and with the Hashing pac king.
U-packing is widely used in the industrial complex "Chimprom" in
the production of herbicides.
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ACTIVE AND REACTIVE RESISTANCE.OF PULSED EXTRACTORS

V.I.Val'dman, L.S.Raginsky, D.Kh.Roizman, M.G.Timoshina,
Moscow, USSR

4-13

The design of energy-saving pulsed extractors requires the ability
of calculating the active resistance related to mechanical energy di
ssipation in a column 1·1 J. To ca lculate the resonance conditions
and to match the apparatus with a pulse conductor for the purpose of
incre asing the system efficiency one should know the reactive resis
tance of the unit.
The reactive resistance is related to changes in the kinetic ener
gy of a moving liquid during pulsations.
The extractor active resistance, is primarily determined by the
packingpreassureloss. The reactive resistance of the unit liquid
section is determined by the inertia of the feeding pipes and the
packing section.
The preasaure drop due to the packing can be written down as

f I vl tJ ·, i<H 'f.1t !tJ/ cJ+ :?A'pt (/31t -1) e :ft,

<1>

where the quasistationary value of the correction of the motion amount
is

J3�t -=-·(;j(lf./)/!TdV,

(2)

where KH - is a coefficient showing how much the dissipated energy
exceeds its quasistationary value, K r is a coefficient taking acco
p
unt of the effect of the liquid profile on the liqu:i.cl inertia, Vz is
a longitudinal velocity at a point.
The velocity pulse shape is close to a sinusoid U=U. cost.
The similarity criteria are Reynolds number, corresponding to an
amplitude velocity and the Struhal-Eu.ler number ratio:

fw·t;'

(3)

Q = fC<."V.t..
where fa =
st(Rea).
In the packing section the liquid is moving in a spinned way and
the field of longitudinal velocity is non-uniform over the interplate
space volume.
The E_reassure drop over the column
section is
· <'"P.acking
A"
Aj.)·=f-'8 nLJ + (},:.;r·1l :P /l 9-1 , v,� ;.p C clt

t

/f-=�H;:, .. � v' ;

-cc,1,,),0,1 cl/4'vi -=- q::t.J-·S,

(4)

where
- is liquid density, U �an immediate value of longitudinal velocity averaged over the section, 1 - is the packing section
length,
is an immediate value iof the packing resistance factor.
At each moment of time the value differs from the quasistationary

i

f

st·
For the calculation of the preassuredrop the following model is
assumed:
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bP=..P()<I <I-I> ,...1 V/c"v �Re;y .r,?-+/4e:ff ,Jill.
ctt- I
CJ==-S/JJJ,

(5)

where Reff and Leff
are constant values independent of time.
From (5) one obtains formulae to determine the parameters Reff and
from the oscillogram recorded preassurefluctuations and the lilevel in a column.

Reµ.::-�
IJ
L_(? '.)

clQ ,t.

(:?!)

/4eff:: (Lt,p-1/-"> +cf .::.Q1.J/

J

(6)

(7)

Taking account of (1) one obtains from (4)

Rfff = o, ��.i;;. · <::11 -fa· 1,,<r;, Is'\

. (8)

where K - is a mean integral coefficient taking account of the active
resistance increase due to the unstationarity.
The equivalent value of the packing section lenght is:
,t.eg- ::;Jv,f 15/,ii+ (/3it -tJ]!./p'L J

/

N11 =- t...f.t �q '(l)jtJ-c1F�/c (J-jl¾ �;

/{,i

-=J !f.(f�tlf c;}UIS. ¾;.(/�

t} 3_,;-L. fl.11 LI, 0

(9)
( 10)

The comprehensive investigations were carried out to determine the
packing resistance coefficient on a stationary flow, the j3 correc
tion in the column packing section on stationary and pulsed flows,
the equivalent values of the resistance coefficient and tne packing
section length.
The range of the investigations is 5000 {, Bea � 20000,
0.2 l: 2 � 2.
Within this range KH was found to be essentially equal to unity,
i.e., the active resistance can be calculated using the quasistatio
nary method. At S? 6 2 the excess of K as .compared to unity is not
more than 1 0-15% ;: 2 J.
The additive to the inertia is of the order of 30!10% ot the iner
tia of the packing section without the packing. Within the range in
vestigated this additive does not depend on Reynolds number or the
unstationarity parameter Q.
Reference
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PRINCIPAL CONCEPl'S ON POWER SAVING PULSED MIXING SYSTEMS FORI -1
4 4]
EXTRACTION UNITS

L.S.Raginsky , M.I. Rako vskaya , V.P. Serebryako v , M.G. Timoshina,
M oscow, USSR

The effectiveness of using pulsed apparatuses that are economic ally
more beneficial than extractors empl oying mechanical, vibrational or
other types of mixing depends in many respects on the rational usage
of externally supplied power that is transfonned in extractors into an
o scillato ry reagent mo tion of the required frequency, amplitude and
oscillation shape.

As is shown in [1] the rationality of using an externally supplied
energy is en�irely determined by the coordination of the main subsys
tems, making up the pulsation system of an extractor. The system com
prises a hydraulic subsystem of the technological apparatus itself,
c haracterized by a certain pressure loss due�to a local resistance in
packings

R = l J:

0

where 'J�col

\

i = 0,85· nracx f fi_ev.y /2 F :

- is an amplitude of a flow in a column;
- is the number of packings;
�1.· pack
is a pressure loss of a paeking;
c.·
is a reagent density;
p reag
is
a column area.
F col
and sluggishness of reagents

c i

,

; �;·•

X.., • wL.,, - wt�..,
= �""9 9(F:... + F:,)
L -.a = .f'U.0-9 .I.ff- ;
is a reactan e f a
umn indu ed by the ag l
and

where X col
c
o
col
c
l
col
quasielastic forces due to changes in the liquid levels in a column
and a pul sation chamber Cquas•
Reagents taking part in the process can be aqueous or organic, a
liquid including solid par�icles (extraction.from slurries) or a gas
phase ( oxidation-reduction reactions on electrochemical extraction).
The second subsystem most responsible for the efficiency of the
whole system is a subsystem of pulse transmission from a pulser to a
technol.ogical apparatus. This system can be purely hydraulic with l�
ped constants, pneumo-hydraulic and pneumatic with distributed con
atants. Their usage is determined by the conditions of the process
(temperature, reagent volatility, possible contact with air, require
ments for remote control of pulsation conditions) and production re
quirement.a: the ralative positions of the technological apparatus and
the pulser, centralized power supply to some technological apparatus
es or mixing devices from one pulser and some others. The match betwe237

en the .technological apparatus and the pulse transmission system is
characterized by the following conditions z 1 :Z 0; Krefl (1 )=0 under the
so-called conditions of travelling waves.
z 1 - is the wave drag of a pulseline
Z 0 - is the input resistance of the technological apparatus
Krefl - is the reflection factor
Krefl(l) = IZ1 -Zo /Z1+zo /
In this case the efficiency of the pulseline is maximum.
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Finally, the third subsystem is a pulse generator (pulser) that can
afford the required conditions of mixing if the parameters of its ope
ration are matched to the parameters of the pulse transmi,ssion system.
The matching of all the three subsystems is based on the simultane
ous solution of differential equations of liquid reagent motion in the
technological apparatus, transmitting member and pulser and made it
possible to establish the procedure of calculation of pulsed systems
with distributed constants; this procedure allows the energy optimi
zation of the pulsed system in each particular case with due regard
for the character of the technological process and the design features
of the apparatuses employed.
The use of the developed method pennitted a considerable reduction
of energy expenses to pulsed mixing which is no more than 5% of the
total operation expenses.
Thus, the optimization of power parameters of pulsed systems, in
volving theoretical studies of design and condition in their inter
relation makes it possible to considerably reduce the power intensi
veness of pulsed· extraction equipment and provides for its competiti
veness relative to the best world specimens.
Reference
1. Karpacheva S.M., Raginsky L.S., Muratov V.M. M.: Atomizdat, 1981.
Osnovy teorii i rascheta gorizontal'nykh pul'satsionnykh apparatov
i pul'satorov.
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NEW TRENDS IN APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT OF PULSED
MIX-AND-SETTLE EXTRACTORS

4-15

S.M.Karpacheva, v.M.Muratov, V.K.Lyubimov, Moscow, USSR
Pulsed mix-and-settle extractors proved to be reliable and effi
cient units. The possibility of making them fully air-tight, flexib
le stepless variation of reagent mixing and transporting conditions,
ease of remote control are their favourable characteristics1 these
qualities are especially attractive for the work with highly toxic,
particularly, radioactive wastes.
The hydrodynamic parameters (the separation rate, specific loads
in settlers etc) of the first pulsed mixer-settlers were not better
than those of units with mechanical mixing. This was explained by
the fact that the hydrodynamic conditions did not change as compared
to the traditional ones1 the difference being only in the design of
a mixing device.
As distinct from the previous ones, the organization of the hyd
rodynamics of the modern pulsed mix-and-settle extractors is based
on the experimentally confirmed assumption ['1) of the dependence of
the separation rates of extraction emulsions and the phase entrain
ment with outflows on the average size of drops in the mixing cham
ber, as well as the ability of controlling their size. For pulsed
mix-and-settle extractors procedures have now been developed to in
crease the specific load on a settler and decrease entrainments.
The drop sizes are varied in the ranges that retain the high effi
ciency of mass transfer. In compliance with this concept we have de
veloped different kinds of pulsed mix-and-settle extractors (PMSE)
that are now in commercial operation, in particular, a mix-and-set
tle extractor conditionally called "COTbl" ("Comb") f2], In this
unit the scheme of o ne section of which is shown in fig,1 the fun
ctions of mixing and intersection transportation of solutions are
separated. Different devices provide for mixing and transportation,
In the mixing chamber the phases move in a vertical direction1 the
emulsion moving in a piston regime in which effective radial mixing
is accomplished through the equipment of the mixing zone with pack
ing widely used in pulsed columns,
Fig.1. Scheme of section of "Comb" unit,
1 - mixer1 2 - settler1 J - pulser1
4 - KRIMZ packing1 5 - jerk pump for
transporting light phase (l.p.)1
6 - jerk pump for transporting heavy
phase (h.p.); 7 - pulse chamber in
mixing zone
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The hydraulic tests of "Comb" carried out using a mutually satu
rated system 0.4-0,5 N HN0 3 - 1100% TBP or its 2 5% solution in kero
sene showed that if the entrainment of either phase is limited
(0.1%) the extractor can operate up to the loads of 2 5 m 3/m 2 h at
the flow ratio n=4 and more than 50 m3/m 2h at n=1. It is important
that the difference in the specific weights of reactants was only
3
3 0 kg/m • For standard solutions typical of mixer-settlers, the mi
nimum entrainments were 0.02%. These loads are not only almost an
order of magnitude higher than those of conventional mixer-settlers
but they exceed those of counter current columns operating with the.
same systems.
On uranyl nitrate extraction from its low and high content solu
tions with 2 5% solution of TBP in kerosene the efficiency of the
unit was 90-98%.
The specified average drop size varied from 0.8 to 1.2 mm.

Fig.2 . Scheme of section of mix
and settle extractor with VMTD,
1 - antechamber; 2 - mixer; 3 settler; 4 - pulse chamber of
VMTD; 5 - valve1 6 - preassure
pipe

In the other extractor (see fig.2 ) the intersection transporta
tion and mixing of reactants are accomplished by a single device a single valve mix-and-transport device (VlvITD) ['JJ. In this case
reactants move in a piston regime similar to the "Comb" extractor.
When compressed air is supplied from a pulser to a pulse chamber
of VMTD the liquid closes the valve and is forced out through a
preassure pipe.When compressed air is released from the pulse cham
ber the valve opens and the liquid of the antechamber goes to the
pulse chamber.In the preassure pipe the liquid continues moving at
the expense of the accumulated (during the supply step) energy of
the compressed air.
Under these operation conditions VMTD provides for a wide range
of efficiency with little variations of pulsation pressure and for
mation of drops of the specified size up to 0.4 3 mm and as a result
of this the separation rate is increased. The traditional horizon
tal arrangement of the mixer-settler of this design makes it possib
le to increase the extractor efficiency by a factor of 1.5-2.0
through the replacement of the mixing devices now in operation by
a new VMTD without a long-term outage of the production facility.
In this case the mutual entrainment of phases is 0.02-0.07%. The
effectiveness of mass transfer improves with pressure supplied to
the compressed air device from 10 to 20 kPa and is close to 100%.
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The third type of a unit /:4,5,67 is distinguished by the usage of
a two-valve mix-and-transport device (TVMTD). It operates at the
drastically reduced frequency of pulsation1 it has an essentially
reduced working preassu.re of pulsation, Similarly to the unit "Comb",
in this case the settler is located above the mixing chamber (see
fig.J). A two-valve pump in which compressed air acts as a piston
Fig.). Scheme of section of mix-and-settle
extractor with TVMTD.
1 - antechamber1 2 - pulsechamber;
3 - mixer1 4 - settler; 5,6 - suc
tion and delivery valves

is the only consumer of power which is several times less than that
of the known types of transporting devices employed by extractors.
This fact makes it possible to control the mixing intensity in a
wide range and produce drops of the required size (up to 0.75 mm).
In the suggested here types of pulsed mixer-settlers it is pos
sible to control the mixing process in a wide range of intensity
and to optimize it which provides for the specific loads several
times higher than those of traditional horizontal extractors and
the high effectiveness of mass transfer.
References
1. S.M.Karpacheva, E.I.Zakharov et al. Puls. extractori. M., 1964.
2. S.M.Karpacheva. // Khimicheskaya Promyshlenost'. 1978. N 2.
P. 48-55.
J. S.M.Karpacheva, V.M.Muratov et al. // Chem.Industry. 1979. N 5.
P. 296.
4. V.M.Muratov, V.K.Lyubimov et al. // Ibid,. 1986. N 5.P. 49.
5. V.M.Muratov, V.K.Lyubimov et al. s.u. 929201 A., 1982.
6. s.M.Karpacheva, V.M.Muratov. s.u. 963145 A, 1983.
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�GN �OR MIXER-SETTLER WITH CONTACTING STEPS O� COLUMNS

I

I

4 16
B.N.Laskorin, A.V.Mironov, V.G.Fomenkov, L.I.Rusin, A.S.Khar'kov,
T.V.Petrova, All-Union Research Institute of Chemical Technology,
State Committee on Utilization of Atomic Energy, Koecow, USSR

As analysis has shown, practically all soviet and foreign hydrome
tallurgical plants use mixer-settlers with mechanical mixing of pha
ses as basic process equipment in the extraction schemes for recovery
of heavy, rare, dispersed, radioactive and non-ferrous metals from
solutions, as well as for purification and separation of metals (1).
Presently mixer-settlers of box-type with hydraulically independent
steps and impelled phase transportation have won widest application.
Several new designs for mixer-settlers with mechanical mixing of
phases have been developed and tested, they differ from the traditio
nal apparatures of box-type mainly in each contacting step being a
direct flow column, all constuctions designed using the principle of
hydraulic independence of steps.
Fig.1 shows the principle scheme for a mixer-settler of column
type with impelled transpor
tation of phases (2). Each
step of the construction is
presented by a column of direct
fiow and consists of a settling
chamber and a sectioned mixing
chamber beneath with a fore
chamber and mixing-transporting
device. The transportation of
phases from step to step and
their dispersion is done by a
1-- turbine agitator and additio
nal mixing by disc agitators.
Vertical arrangement of the
mixing and settling chambers
Fig.1. Scheme of a mixer-settler
with impelled transportation of phases creates a direct current moti
- mixing chamber;
on of phases in each step up
2 - settling chamber;
wards, as the phases move in
3 - mixing-transporting device�
a direct flow column, at that
4 - disc agitators
an uniform character of the
continuous phase in the mixing
chamber is ensured at practically any phases ratio in the feed due to
the interphase level being set above the level of the mixing chamber.
As compared to the conventional mixer-settler extractors of box-type
where the characteristics of the continuous phase considerably qepends
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on the phases ratio in the feed, the mixer-settler of the given disign
has the heavy phase as the continuous one practically at any phase ra
tio, i.e. a previously determined emulsion type is created in the mi
xing chamber.
Vertical arrangement of the mixing chambers, their sectioning and
regylated mounting of the disc agitators make it possible to create
a reciprocating regime in the mixing chambers, approximating the flow
structure in a plug-flow reactor. As a result the break-through of
unreacted reagents is eliminated, the volume of reactional zone decre
ases with insignificant degree of droplets crushing, which intensify
the phases separation in the settling chamber.
The above mixer-settler desing is especially effective for extrac
tion systems using organic extragent diluents with greater density than
that of the aqueons phase, since screening effect of the aqueous phase
eliminates the contact of the organic pfase and air, which brings
about sharp decrease of diluent losses on account of volatili ty (3).
Fig.2 presents principle scheme of a mixer-settler with independent
I
�
transportation and phase mixing (4).
The apparatur design has
every contacting step made up
as a column of direct flow with
interacting phases moving down
wards, the settling chamber be
ing placed under the mixing one.
The basic distinction of the
dasign is independence of tran
sportation and intermixing of 3
phases.
The heavy phase is forced
from step to step, the light
Fig.2 Scheme of mixer-settier
phase is transported by gravity
flow. This arrangement of phases with independent transportation and
mixing of phases
motion makes it possible to at
1 - mixing chamber\
tain an optimal mixing process
2 - settling chamber;
without regard of phases trans
3 - disc agitators;
portation, and that rases pro
4 - transporting device for the
ductivity due to effective phase
heavy phase
es separation.
Arrangement of the interphase
level below the mixing chamber ensures a special emulsion type in the
mixing chambers, where the light phase is continues one practically
by any phases ratio in the feed. The above construction can be effe
ctively used for hard-to-be-separated extraction systems, where non
intensive phase intermixing regime is neoessary.

I-
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A column type mixer-settler with stepped phase inversion (5) has be
en developed, the princ.iple scheme of it is given in Fig. J.
The contact�ng steps there
are presented by direct flow
columns,the mixing and settl
ing chambers are reciprocally
arranged along the conjugated
apparatus. steps· and, the in
terphase level is placed over
or under the settling chamber
according ly. The steps of the
apparatus are combinated in
such a way, that the dispersed
phase in the ending steps
.u.--1--...1..--,�--11.---L...J...,..-r-J.L.
will be the one that exits the
apparatus after the step. The
design makes it possible to
Fig.J . Mixer-settler with stepped
phase inversion
do an alternate phases inver
1 - mixing chamber;,
sion in the mixing chamber,
and that raises effectiveness
2 - settling chammer;
of mass-exchange and inc·rease
3 - mixing-t:ra:nsporting device;
4 - disc agitators·
productivity. Diapers.ion in
the end steps of' the phase
exicting the, apparatus minimize the losses of expensive utragents,
cuts, th& c·111a.t of the subsequent technological operations. Decreasing
the number 111f muing-transporting devices twice cuts energy cosumption.

r-
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SEPARATION CAPACITY OF SINGLE-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTORS
'_ 4-17
�---'
G.I.Kuznetsov, A.V.Kosogorov, A.A.Pusbkov, L.I.Sbklyar,
State Committee for Atomic Energy,Moscow,USSR
The separation capacity of a single-stage centrifugal extractor is
determined by equality of the liquid's residence time in the separa
tion chamber to the time required for the separation of a phase. If
the rate of drop deposition conforms to Stoke's Law for a. continuous
light phase,it will be expressed as follows:
Q

=

r.p·d;-1.l --,r-h
27)-1

( 1)

.where h is the height of the liquid layer in the separation chamber,
s is the path traversed by a drop in the s.eparation chamber in the
direction of the interface during the residence time. In a plateless
rotor S=r,-rt ,whereas in a plate rotor (Fig.1) s = -1!.__
t
z VB
The diameter of the drops in the dispersion phase d d and the radial distance of the interface in the separation chamber r;_ are the
indefinite values of Formula 1 • The study a.f the influence of various
factors on dd and r, has been carried out by the use. of the CE-125(1)
centrifugal extractor with a rotor diameter of' 125 rmn and cap_acity of
up to 3 m 3/h,using the system of solutions of 2 moles/1 nitric acid
and the 30% tributyl phosphate in synthine.
In the absence of flows in the CE (r, is defined as �i o ) the
formula is as follows:
2

2

;,,r;, - /Vf.

Ph-Pt

-

2g

t..

w2 JJnnh

(2)

where h 1, is the height of the heavy phase rise from the separation
chamber to the weir of this phase. This equation is widely used for
the calculation of centrifugal extractors,though it does not show the
true position of the interface.
The increasing of the liquid flow in the heavy phase channels re
sults in the rising of the resistance to -the flow and layere of li
quid appearing at the weirs of heavy and light phases. The interface
in the separation chamber shifts from the position it occupied at
Q .o ,Equation 2. Without emulsion in the separation chaaber (,.1 is
identified as r, e > the fo:rmula is aa follows:
(3)

2-4S

where p,.h= c,f); + c2 Qh are pressure losses owing to resistances occuring
in the flow of the heavy phase from the separation chamber through
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2/5
the hydrolock to the weir; ph = cs /Jh and P,t = c,.. fl,t
are pressures produced by the movement of the liquid layers over the weirs when the
heavy liquid flows from the hydrolock and when the light liquid flows
from the separation chamber. For the CE-125 the formula is:

(4)
Zl.3

2/.3
•
The coefficients are calculated at Qh , Qh ,and Q l ,the coefficient
at Q� is determined experimentally. As is seen from Fig.2,the inter
face shifts from r, 0 at the total capacity of 2- 3 m 3/h and attains the
value of "'t ,when the heavy phase flows into the light one,

QE,.#fi
hh

I

h

2

.!

I
0

�
Fig.1.Functional diagram of the
centrifugal extractor

20

�

Fig.2,Dependence of interface posi
tion in the separation chamber
on capacity

But the continuous phase has in the separation chamber some quanti
ty of drops of the dispersion phase,in this case [2] the interface
formula at the heavy dispersion phase is as shown below:
(5)

whereas at the light dispersion phase it is:

(6)
. where 'f,, is a fraction of the heavy
se,and � is a fraction of the light
se. As follows from Equations 5 and
of the dispersion phase fraction in
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phase in the continuous light phaphase in the continuous heavy pha6 ri,. increases with the increase
the layer of the continuous phase,

r.· ,nor ({-( t= 0.0S%
'° ,.,,.,. LJ-3 ea 45,r.

'f'd

f'f-t'
2·2' R:l).05%
e=45'-

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

'----'-.....L.....L--.L-.1-&.&..4,--

,,5

'<

30

'f5 r._ ,

r;., r

t'i,mlfl
Pig.4.Dependence of capacity of
the centrifugal extractor
on the interface position

Pig.J.Dependence of interface po
sition on the fraction of
the.dispersion phase in the
separation chamber

while the l";i decreases. With a certain quantity of the dispersion pha
se in the continuous �hase,the interface radial distance reaches that
of the heavy phase overflow radius into the hydro lock ( r,,. • r )-,Pig. J,
Curves J and 4,when the heavy phase is a dispersion phase;or to light
phase weir from the separation chamber ( r; i •rt ) ,Curves 1 and 2,when
one is a dispersion phase. In both cases the continuous phase (emul
sion) begins to escaJe from the rotor together with the dispersion
phase. The continuous phase entrainment into the dispersion phase de-·
pends on the rate of the flow and has a steep rise from the gradual
increase of the separation entrainment of the dispersion phase into
the continuous one.
To attain the maximum capacity of the CE it is necessary to raise
the �h to the maximum,if the light phase is a continuous one,or to re
duce the r;, as much as possible,if the heavy phase is a continuous one.
The maximum permissible flow rate of the dispersion phase in the sepa
ration chamber is calculated from Reynold's Criterion for a laminar
mode of liquid flow. The interface position is regarded·as the opti
mum one when the entrainments into light and heavy phase are equal.
This position for the light dispersion phase can be determined from
the ratio:

=

(7)

and for the heavy dispersion phase - from the ratio:
r2-

(8)

Curves 2 and 4 in Fig.4 show the optimum capacity of the CE-125 at
equal entrainments into the .both phases of 0.05 and 0.5% respectively.
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As seen from Fig.4 the optimum capacity of the CE-125 is two times as
high as the nominal one under certain operating conditions (Curves 1
and 3) and depends on the flow ratio Ol. and mutual entrainments of pha
ses. The radius of heavy phase weir �hat which the optimum interface
position is attained varies from 37 mm at0(=8 to 31.5 mm ato. =0.125.
The sharp bends in the curves indicate the phase inversion causing
abrupt changes in the extractor capacity.
Besides the variable interface radial distance the capacity of the
CE depends on the diameter of drops of the dispersion phase,Equation
1. But the laminar mode of drop motion of the dispersion phase in the
rotor of the CE (RH2, f =%:) ,described by Stoke's formula (Equation
1) can take place only at drop diameter equal to dd f 2{ ;nn if the ro
tor diameter is d =0.4m,n =25s-1 and atdd145JJm,if d =0.04m,n =50s-1
Owing to the fact that the drops in the separation chamber may be
larger at maximum capacity of the centrifugal extractor,it is neces
sary in such cases t.o apply Allen Is formula (Re = 2+500, ��·16 ) or
Newton's formula (Re = 500+150000, f= 0.ftlt ) ,when calculating the drop de
position. For a selected syste111 of solutions at d; -::::.d
and with
dd -n-1.2· r{�{,o [3] the extractor capacity will be as follows according
-2 0 -Qlt
3
2 2 3
to: Stoke's equation Q- dd -n ·d - '\t . · n · d ; Allen's equation
-(.{t,
0.05
2.U
5
n
MI/ H3d27f
,1 o
25
�- dd -n
; Newton's equation{l-ddo'·n
· · -d..t ,n ,d
·.d ·-

r=

.J-o. 5
O.'f d .
25
- us t
· 17
•

t,(Q,1./h)

�"',�

r-�

+�.z, tg/Q/./h)

o
�
�

2.45

e,?'o

0 -q{
0-(1.2
6-(1..J

'

�= � '\

+- 41/
i\

:::
2

,, 7
C,

220 .____.____..._____ 2.5 .__....._____,.___ 2.0 ........�-L----'--1.75 {9 (dst,mm) 3.0 3.2
3.'f lg{n,m·? 1.5
f.S
2.0
2.5 iy{d,mm)
Fig.?.Dependence of separation capacity on the diameter of the stirrer
Fig.6.Dependence of separation capacity on the rate of stirrer and
rotor revolutions:Rotor with package of plates O-Ol.=20;o-o<.=2;
t.-0( = 0.5; x - « =0.05 ; Rotor with spider 0-01.=20;v-0(=2;r- -o1.=Q5;®-o(= 0.05.
Fig.7.Dependence of CE capacity on their rotor diameters at the rota
tion rate of 50s-1:1-Rotor with package of plates;2-Rotor with
four-rib spider
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Special experiments have been carried out with the CE-125 to con
firm the above dependen�es. The obtained experimental dependences of
the separation capacity on the stirrer diameter (Fig.5),rates of ro
tor revolutions (Fig.6) and the rotor diameter (Fig.7) prove that
n _ d -(Q5+1.3)

"'

st

·n

-o.5+ 0.1 d 2.5

(9)

All the above considerations and dependences are true for both pla
teless and plate CE, but the capacity of the plate extractor is from
2 to 2.5 times higher than that of the plateless extractor.
Notation

Q - flow rate,separation capacity,p - density of the solution,Ap
difference in densities of liquids,d - diameter;p- dynamic visO'>eity,
r - radius,s - drop path,z - number of interplate gaps,0 - angle of
plate cone,w- angular rate of revolutions,n - speed of rotor and
stirrer,p - pressure,� - light-to-heavy phase ratio,f - fraction of
the dispersion phase in emulsion,e - entrainment,Re- Reynold's number,
c - constant coefficient. Indices: d - drop, c - continuous phase, i interface,h - heavy phase, I. - light phase,st- stirrer.
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MASS TRANSFER IN THE MIXER OF A CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTOR

I

4-18
H. Barz, R. Eichler, w. Ratzsch, Central Institute of Nuclear
-....-�--Research, Dresden, GDR
It is reported on investigations on the one-step centrifugal
extractor ZEN-100K (Fig. 1) built in USSR. The extractor is conside
red to be emp1oyed in the field of recovery of spent nuclear fuel.
Its parameters are as follows:
diameter of bowl 100 mm
drive shofl
flow rate·
500 dm3/h
volume of settler 600 cm 3
-volume of mixer
140 cm 3
power of electro400 W
motor
speed
2,800 r.p.m.
Mass transfer of HN0 and
3
o (N0 } was investigated
u2
3 2
in the system 30% TBP/Kerosine - water,
Results
Mass transfer e·qually talces
place as well in the mixer as
in the settler. This fact is
Fi2, 1, Soviet extractor ZEN-100K
�
based on a second mixing zone
eaused by acceleration of the

phas�s flowing through the cone between mixer and settler.
Mixing efficiency depends on flow rate in such a degree that mass
transfer efficiency appears nearly constant. At nominal flow rate
phases are almost as well mixed as in an ideal mixing cell and hold
up is uniform.
The speeifical mixing power £was evaluated by measuring the time
in which the number of rotat-ions of the·undriven extractor diminuates
in either case, when the mixer was empty or when it was filled with
liquid. The value fore is about 40 m 2 /s3 ,
The mean diameter according to SAUTER d 2
, was determined within
3
three· syst.ems listed in table 1 • For this purpose samples were talcen
from the mixer and the distribution of drop size was found out by
the method of sedimentat1on analysis, The results are shown in fig,2.
In table 1 the values of the constants in equation (1) are given
which is generally used for calculation of mean drop diameter.
c,-o.6·
6"- interfacial.. tension
1 0
d3,2 .. 01 o 6
)
< 1)
�c-density of cont. phase
. ,t0,4 ( - 2 'fd
9c
fd-hold-up of disp. phase
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Table 1. Values of the constants in equation (1)

System
(a)
(b)
(c)

Water - Kerosine
Water - 25% TBP/Kerosine
Water - 25�� TDP/Kerosine

c2
0.9
1.0
1.0

c1
0.18
0.17
0.)9

org. drops
org. drops
aqu. drops

60--------------

'fd
['I.J
40
20
BO'---'----'--'----'----'---'-...._--'--'----'

0 .___.____.__.,_,__.____...,_.....__.______.__.___..

o

100

d�2 [fm]

200

a1

as
Fig. 2. SAUTER-diameter d
3,2
function of hold-up of disperse
phase 'fd

aJ

as

'I'. 9'/'o,wi

a9

Fig. J. Stage efficiency ? H
depending on phase ratio
�= org./aqu

Stage efficiency according to HAUSEN 1H (Fig. J) was. determined
by measuring concentrations at inlet (ci)' exit (ce) of extractor
and also after equilibration of samples (c 00 ):
?H

=

Ci - Ce

Ci - C00

(2)

10-�-------------��, ,::,_

By integration of mass
transfer equation (here
K
derived for aqueous drops): [cm/s]
de

-

Aa
---1!=-K(c
-c�)
dt
Va a a a

k a • ko

H+ko

(3)

(4)

and after inserting stage
efficiency follows for the
model of an ideally mixed
cell:

. (5)

.-- _,, ..

,• ko

---'

"'lea

10-1

;::::=*---.::..�:- "•
,..__-.:.

10-3

.._
--....::.

.._

__ __

,,__

Ka

____----:-----

10-• ._________.___.___.__.....__.,____,
as o.+ O.J 0.2 0.1
I'«�- Mase-transfer coefficients
calc. with eq. (5),(4)
comp. rigid drop model
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In figure 4 the calculated mass-transfer coefficiento are shovm.
In equation (5) the quotient Va/Aa was replaced by the SAUTER- dia
meter d 2!6 and the individual coefficients were calculated with
3,
equation (4).
Conclusions
- Mass transfer in one-step centrifugal extractors takes place
as we11 in the mixer as in the settler.
- Dispersion of drops in the mixer is influenced not only by para
meters of equat.ion ( 1) but also by wetting effects and by viscosity
of phases.
- As fig. 5 demonst-rates mass transfer in the drops under consider
ation is more rapid than in rigid spheres and can be calculated by
equation (6) [1]:
-0.50
.(6)
Shd = 0.32 Re�.63 Sc�-50 ( 1 + f'd )
/J-c
when Red is formed with the mean fluctuation velocity{'?,]:
1
V = 1. 38 ( £ • d) /J

10 ° ----------------kd
[emfs]
•
10-

'

0

',

� exp. ZEN- 100K

', ',�
''
,

',

.,__ cafc. w,¥h equ.(6)

' .._- rigid drops ( Shd • 6.6)

'

10-J...._____,_____j____;'�--'-_;______.
10'
10 2
10'

Fig. 5. Mass-transfer coefficients
of·HNo by resistance inside of the
3
drops
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND CONSTRUCTIVE INVESTIGATIONS .ON .·A SOUET

PROTOTYPE CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTOR FOR REPROCESSING OF SPENT

I 4-,9

FUELS

R. Eichler, H. Barz, W. Brandt, D. Nebel, W. Neumann, W. RKtzsch,

G. Schulze, Central Institute of Nuclear Research, Academy of
Sciences, Dresden, GDR

A one-stop centrifugal extractor from the Soviet institute Swerd
NIIohimmasch £1.l (flow rate 0,5 m 3 /h) was investigated in order to
estimate and improve its application especially for reprocessing of
spent fuels.

membrane
magnet of the magnet
coupling

1
2
3

4

_ spherical upper
bearing, SS
air nozzle

bearing shell
special coal

5
6

7, 9 _
8 -

bearing b�dy, SS
air channel

gaskets

12,13-lower cylindrical
bearing, coal, SS

Fi"gure 1 .

Drive.shaft with air

--' --·

lubricat-e'd -bearings

2S3

Following parameters were experimentally determined:

- the phaee purity as function of the flow rate, of the density ratio
and of the intertaoial tension

- the air carried over with the phases, leaving the device
- the aerosol content in the exit air
- the behaviour ct fine disperse solids in the inlet phases
In the syatem uranylnitrate, nitric acid, water /30 J TBP in n-alkane
(C9-c ) quality of mass transfer (efficiency more than 90 J) as well
13
as quality of phase separation (entrainment about 0, 1 J) are aut!icient.
The content ot finely divided solid• may not exceed 0.1 J.

Special measuring arrangements were elaborated in order to investigate

the fluid dynamics in the running centrifugal extractor. Phaae separa

tion in the aeparation ihamber of the extractor was studied during
operation by means tor a two-dimensional eliding anemometer.

The obtained results provide a better interpretation ot the operating

characteriatics in a single centrifugal extractor and an estimation
tor aeriea-connected oentri!ugal extractor• (caacade) and ot the cen
tral proceaaea.
The aupport and the gaaket of the shaft were reconstructed with an
eapecially equipped aeroatatic bearing, which ia characteri&ed by ita

low maintenance and extreme long-lite propertiea. Fig, 1 ahowa a prac

tical example of an air-•upported shaft. Thia extractor worked without
maintenance in a trial run laating more than 30 000 houra.

Reference

1, Nudel K.X. et al.//Proceedinga IV, CXBA-Sympoaium,
Karlovy Vary 1977, Volume I, P. 222-230
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MASS TRANSFER IN CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTORS

Dipl.-lng. F. Otillinger, Prof. Dr.-lng. E. BlaB
Le ntuhl A fllr Verfahrea1techalk, Techa}cal Ualvenlty, of Munich, Federal Repu�lic of

ermany

INTRODUCTION

High intensity of centrifugal field is extremely useful for accelerating the mixing and separating
process during an extraction. This is of particular interest when one is dealing with liquid systems
of very small differences in density, or when short contact time isl necessary. Hydrodynamics and
mass transfer of the dispersed fluid-fluid systems in centrifugal extractors cannot yet be fully
calculated.
For the last few years Schilp and Blass [IJ have clarified the flow through perforated sheets,
drop sizes and the radial settling motion of the dispersed heavy liquid. Otillinger and Blass [[)
have described the radial ascending motion of the dispersed light liquid and the Residence Time
Distribution (RTD) of the two liquid phases in centrifugal extractors. The experimental and theore
tical research is now concentrated on the mass transfer in centrifugal extractors.

METHODS OF RESEARCH

The experimental research was conducted with a model centrifuge with a thick glass disc front
(Fig. 1). Perforated sheets with different hole diameters and hole pitches can be inserted into the
centrifuge. There are various radii possible . In addition it is possible to fit nozzles of diffe
rent length for the dispersed liquid and run without perforated sheets. This is of interest if we
want to vary the path length of the dispersed liquid. The centrifuge is surrounded by the required
measuring and. supply equipment. The flow process is recorded and measured by a high speed camera and
a stroboscopic camera.
L .,

G�

!.i&..l......

Cross section through
the Model Extractor

The measurements of the mw tnns[cc were carried out in the system water / iodine / Shellsol TD
with iodine as transferring component. With the help of two spectral photometers the iodine concen
tration in water and Shellsol TD at the inlet and outlet of the extractor was continuously measured
and plotted. Mass transfer in both directions - from disperse to continuous and continuous to
dispersed phase - was examined.
In a centrifugal extractor the heavy and the light fluid can be dispersed or continuous. With the
aid of the pressure difference at the outlet of the heavy and the light fluid the centrifugal
extractor can be filled with the heavy fluid (light liquid dispersed), or the light fluid (heavy
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liquid dispersed). In case of dual-flow sheets the stationary layers of the dispersed phase are very
low, while the stationary layer of the continuous phase fills up the space between the stationary
layer of the dispersed phase and the next perforated sheet.
RESULTS
1. Mass Transfer Coefficients
The mass transfer coefficients were measured in the system water / iodine / Shellsol TD. In this
system main mass transfer resistance is in the water phase. Since in centrifugal extractors the
heavy and the light liquid can be dispersed or continuous, it is possible to calculate mass transfer
coefficients of the dispersed and the continuous phase using only one liquid system.
1.1 Mass transfer coefficient of th e dispersed phase
In this case the heavy liquid (water) is dispersed in the light liquid (Shellsol TD). Mass
transfer is measured integral for the motion of heavy liquid drops, coalescence and mass transfer at
the interface of the stationary layer in front of the perforated sheet. By varying the length of the
paths and measuring the mass transfer at the stationary layer in earlier experiments it was possible
to isolate mass transfer during motion.
Fig. 2 provides the experimental mass transfer coefficient of the dispersed phase. The mass
transfer coefficient depends on field intensity ( B d

f;J\

-

settling path ( tir m ).

but is constant over the length of the

The comparison of the experimental data with the theoretical models shows good agreement with the
Pilhofer equation DJ which is based on the Handlos/Baron model

LY

for oscillating drops. The

Kronig/Brink model !JJ for circulating drops cannot describe the relationship of the mass transfer
coefficient to field intensity and lists different mass transfer coefficients for settling paths of
different lengths. This does not agree with our experimental results. Empirical equations of Skel
land/Wellek [1QJ for circulating and oscillating droplets offer mass transfer coefficients depending
on the length of the settling paths, too.
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1.2 Mass transfer coefficient of the continuous ohase

In this case the light liquid was dispersed in the heavy continuous liquid (water). Mass transfer
during the motion of the light liquid droplets was determined as shown above. Fig. 3 lists the
experimental mass transfer coefficients of the continuous phase. As in case of dispersed phase the
mass transfer coefficient of continuous phase depends on field intensity (
constant over the length of the path ( I!. r m).

s·� -�

and is

The experimental data are located between the Levich model l�l for creeping flow and Jhe Higbie
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Penetration Model � for short contact times. The theoretical model of Plucinsky/Pajak [fJ for
circulating drops describes the mus transfer in the continuous phase in the centrifugal field as
well as the empirical equations reported by Skelland/Conger /),] for oscillating droplets .

.

4
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i

E.i&.l_.
Comparison of mass
transfer theories
(continuous phase)

.
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2 Mass Transfer Models for Short Contact Times

Mass transfer of the dispersed and the continuous phase in centrifugal extractors are in good
agreement with the theoretical models derived for extraction columns in gravitational field. This
has not been evident up to now, because in centrifugal field we have unusual mass transfer condi
tions. First of all we have very small droplets {d 3 2 < 1,5 mm) and rather high drop velocities (w 32
> 0,5 m/s). Secondly, in centrifugal field mass transfer takes place at short contact ttimes (t <
Is). The validity of the theoretical models based on the Higbie theory f.6] in case of mass' transfer
controlled by the continuous· phase and the models based on the Handlos/Baron theory L41 for mass
transfer controlled by the dispersed phase enlarges the range of applicability of these models on
short contact times.

3. Mass Transfer in Centrifugal extractors witb several exchange stages

Perforated sheets, .which divide the apparatus in several stages, increase the performance of the
apparatus by reducing backmixing to one stage. In each of these stages drop formation, drop motion
and coalescence at the interface of the stationary layer takes place.
In case of high stages (few perforated sheets) mus transfer in one 'staae · is determined by 1drople't
motion (Fig. 4, high h1).
If we fit many perforated sheets into an apparatus the heiiht of the stages h 8 will diminish and
the length of the paths per stage I!. r m will .be shortened superproportionally because of increasing
influence of the inactive height l!.r 1 ( l!.r m • h8 - l!.r 1). The inactive height !:.r 1 results from the
thickness of the perforated sheets, the height of the stationary layer of the dispersed phase and
the layer of coalescina droplets. Hence, the 10-r a staae is, the smaller mass transfer rbecomes
durina particle motion, whereas the mass transfer taking place durina /Coalescence of droplets at the
interface of the stationary layer of the dispersed liquid is independent of the height, 1of a stage.
Thus in case of low staaes (h8 < 10 mm) coalescence p,ovides the dominating.-mass transfer rate in
one stage (Fig. 4; low h1).

�

n8
n,h
h8

-

number of constructive stagei ·
number of theoretical stages
height of stages
radius

17. 3ax. 262

( 'm·)
(m).
lm)
lm)
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t:, r 1 - ndial distance without mass tnnsfer (inactive)
t:, r m - ndial distance of drop motion
- mass tnnsfer coefficient of continuous phase
Be
•
mass transfer coefficient of dispersed phase
Bd
� interfacial tension
a
• anaular velocity
w
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DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCIAL APPLICATION OF COUNTERCURRENT
CONTINUOUS CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTORS

4-21

Yu.A.Dulatov , I.I. Ponikharov , Kirov Institute of Chemical
Technology, Kazan, USSR
Centrifugal extractors are a perspective equipment for liquid
liquid extraction. The intensity of centrifugal field of force surpair
sing that of gravitation field by order of 2 to 4, allows to ensure
high flow rates, an increased effectiveness of mass transfer and a
complete separation of extract and raffinate solutions. Consequently,
centrifugal extractors possess such advantages over gravitational ones
as compactness, reduction of volumes of directly handled liquids up 1D
1000 times lower, thus, sharply reducing fire and explosion risk; th�
also allow to reduce solvent/feed ratio, to handle both labile system
and liquids with small density differences, to reduce energy consump
tion for recovery of extract and raffinate solutions, to shorten sig
nificantly the start-up and shut-down periods, to save metal required
etc. The .equipment of the described type for commercial application is
currently supplied by various manufacturers abroad such as "Baker Pel'
kins Inc." (USA), "Hitachi" and "KCC" (Japan), "Alfa Laval" (Sweden)
etc. From a series of papers published abroad on commercial utiliza
tion of this equipment it is obvious that its advantages have been
practically confirmed in chellical engineering, oil refining, petroche
mical and medical industries etc. But it is also apparent that extrae>
tors need an extremely careful maintenance arid expensive frequent re
pairs and changes of mechanical seals, their usage is limited due to
complicated handling of solid and resinous foreign matters and depo
sits and because of an insufficient knowledge of operating mechanism
of internal contacting elements which, consequently, impedes calcula
tions and designing. ln view"of that, we have catried out a wide stu�
of internal fluid phenomena and mass transfer in countercurrent conti
nuous contact centrifugal extractors with the aim to work out methods
of their performance prediction and.designing as well as, basing on
the results of these investigations, to present recommendations on
intensification of the process in the described extractors and to de
velop new designs simplifying their operation.
The analysis of basic patents and manufacturers' literature made
possible to classify centrifugal extractors with reference to such
characteristic fe�tures as internal fluid phenomena, interface forma
tion for mass transfer in contacting internals and so on.
Further studies of internal contacting elements by means of visual
observations of flow patterns in plexiglas prototype models using a
strobotac, have shown that the availability �f a very wide range of
patent modifications Cabo�t .300) results in a rise of zones with se
emingly various internal fluid phenomena affecting mass transfer.
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Identification of these phenomena perm.ta to single out the tollowing
typical zoness a) maa:s .transfer occurs during dispersion of the out
flow; b) ma:ss transfer takes place in the course of succeeding pasa9.8t
of the formed drops within the other liquid phase;·�) mass transfer is
accomplished as a result of dispersion coalescence; d) mass transfer
is performed across cylinder interface of heavy and light liquids,
with due account of possible spontaneous convection. In the above va
riety of modifications it is various combinations of these four zones
having their own mass transfer coefficients due to corresponding in
ternal fluid phenomena where mass transfer actually takes piace. Such
identification affords a basis for mathematical description of mass
transfer in any countercurrent continuous contact:centrifugal extrac
tors using a backflow model. In general, each stage (see Fig.1) may
be represented as if consisting of all these four zones "a", "b", "c"
and "d", with reference to the earlier papers [1,2;3,4] which show th!
absence of backflow mixing inilispersed phase and availability of
backflow mixing in continuous phase as well as ideal mixing in coale&
cent phase.
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According to this model, concentra tion distribution across the
drum radius is calculated by consequential approximation method,lea d
ing off with the dispersed liquid inlet where the outlet concentra
tion in continuous ph ase is adjusted. Equa tions to determine Aa, Ab,
Ac and Ad are giv�n in [5,6,7,8] allowing to ca lcul ate the extractor
drum diameter. To offer an opportunity of calculating the extractor
Width (or height), ultimate capacity has been determined •. The analysis
of patente d internal designs leads to the conclusion that centrifugal
extractor cap acity is basica lly defined by two types of flow patterns
a) countercurrent two-phase pass age of liquids through various holes
and slots as, for instance, is the case in extractors provided with
waveform [9}, helical internals;
b) single-phase outflow through
rotating nozzles and holes into the other liquid phase like, for in
stance, in extractors �0,11,12]. The ultimate capacity of extractors
with a two-pha se countercurrent flow p attern is defined by phase re
versal state. To define a velocity rule at the.phase reversal point,
a method w as used proposed by Acad. Khafarov v.v. According to it,
for various shapes of holes and slots with this flow pattern, rela
tions h ave been determined to estimate fictituous velocity Wc of con
tinuous phase: a) for round and square holes and annular slots (9, 10
1J,14], b) for curved p assa geways [ 15 ]• which serves as a basis to
calculate ultimate total lo ad Qfotal=Wc S(1+Qd/Qc) where Sis section
al area, Qd and Qc are flow rates of dispersed and continuous ph ase�,
correspondingly. The operational load amounts to the value within 0.7
to 0.85 Qfotal.
Capacity of centrifugal extractors with the other flow pattern may
be defined if theoretical velocity Vt of ideal liquid flow through in
ternal contacting elements and flow coefficient "f'" are known, using
the conventional relation Qd=JIVt s. The single ph ase flow p attern hlJB
been analysed for various shapes of holes, slots and nozzles [ 16, 17].
The relations obtained to estimate Vt• allow for the- first time to
take into account the 'influence of Coriolis forces on outflow process
which is particularly significant if the effluent pressure drop up
stream the outlet is decreased or the outlet diameter is enlarged.
The equivalence of the described mass transfer process to the cal
culation relations used to define extractor capacity, has been proved
both by experimental studies of laboratory centrifugal extractor ope
ration and by production teats of commercial prototype&.
The data of theoretical and experimental researches as well as the
resulting reco-endations on the development of commercial extrac tors
have been used for design of centrifugal extractors va rying in size
from 400 to 1200 mm in diameter which are currently introduced into
co11111ercial utilization for:
1. Coke-ov.en liquid refining (throughput capacity 70 cu m/hr);
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2. Oxymethyl and-erythromycin production;
3. Solvent lube oil refining with furtliral and phenol.
The developed designs utilize no mechanical seals which have been
replaced by liquid seals simplifying their operation.
·Also, a variant of extractors has been developed providing for co1:r
tinuous discharge of solid deposits entrained by light or heavy li
quids; the extractor of this type is mainly designed for antibiotic
extraction.
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MODELLING
AND CONTROL

FUNDAMENTAL APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS AND SCALE-UP
OP EXTRACTION APPARATUS

5-1

�wrence L.Tavlarides, Chemical Engineering and Materials
Science Department, Syracuse University, USA

Liquid-liquid extraction is receiving a renewed prominence in
achieving chemical and biochemical separations due to energy effici
ency, advantages over other techniques for temperature sensitive
biochemical separations, importance in nuclear !�els reprocessing
and waste management, supercritical extractions and separations of
environmentally toxic substances in dilute solutions. Recently ad
vances in laboratory reactors diagnostic methods for dispersed phase
monitoring, fundamental model frameworks and high speed computers
employing vector and parallel processing have opened the way to the
possibilities of desig,n,control and scale-up of extractors from a
fundamental approach.
The purpose of this lecture and paper is to highlight these re
cent advances, present model !rameworks,and suggest areas of rese
arch which will permit these objectives to be attained. Topics con
sidered for discussion will start with advances in laboratory reac
tors to obtain proper kinetic rate laws for inter!acial flux for
reactive liquid-liquid dispersions. Recently developed diagnostic
techniques to characterize liquid dispersions which should have
major im pact on design and control that deserve mention include
laser optico-electronic devioes to permit drop-size velocity measu
rements, multivariate drop-size concentration distribution measure
n
ments and in situ dispersed phase concetration
measurement to
quantify dispersed phase exial dispersion and residence time distri
butions. Alao,of major importance is the use of ultraaonic sound
transmission to instantaneously measure local dispersed phase
fraction.
The framework to employ the above information will be prennted
and includes noninteraction models and interaction models. The lat
ter modela include population balance eqi-.tiona or llonte Carlo simu
lation techniquee. These are currently being employed for modelling
single and multistaged ut:ractora and will permit determination of
optimal operation conditions for maailnD throughput, imprOYed u:trac264

tor efficiencies, definition of flooding conditions, prevention of
fine emulsions and evaluation of interdrop mixing effects on selec
tivity and efficiencies. Also1 hybrid models for extractor scale-up,
which employ kappa-epsilon turbulent flow equations for the continu
ous phase to define regions in-a vessel of near uniform energy dissi
pation for use with Monte Carlo simulations of the dispersed phase
deserve mention.
Several examples will be discussed,and they include single stage
hydrometallurgical extraction and multistage column modelling of
hydrodynamics. Rational control of extractor columns to maximize
throughput and efficience is now feasible due to the above mentioned
diagnostic techniques. An example of control instrumentation with
the use of noninteraction models will be considered for discussion.
Scale-up efforts of several groups will be summarized in the paper.
The diagnostic techniques described above provide the basic experi
mental knowledge to probe the efficacy of fundamental models for
characterization of turbulent dispersions. Recent efforts whioh provi
de constitutive equations that account for energy exchange between
the dispersed and continuous phase due to dropleteddy and droplet
droplet interactions are considered for presentation. These equati
ons,when coupled with conservation of momentum equations for two
phase flow and turbulence models such as kappa-epsilon equations
provide a fundamental framework for accurate description of reactive
two phase turbulent flows. Concluding remarks,based on the above
material,will include suggestions for new areas of research.
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SCALING UP-GENERAL"THEORY AND ITS APPLICATION TO EXTRACTORSG
A.M.Rozen, All-Union Research Institute of Inorganic Materials,
Moscow, USSR

It was long thought that all the problems of scaling up can be solv
ed with the similarity theory. It is sufficient to perform experiments
in a laboratory column, to describe the results with equations in cri
terion dimensionless form and one can design a conmercial unit4 Howe
ver, the practice showed it to be untnie. Although the requirements of
the similarity theory were met the effectiveness of packed extraction
(Pig.1) and rectifying columns was drastically reduced when going from
laboratory to co1111J1eroial units: the HETP often increased by 5-10
times although Reynolds number defined by a packing
HETP, m
•
diameter remained constant. Therefore, to design
commercial units it was necessary to perform tests
on technological stands, actually, in plants,
expending
much
time and
efforts. A more
.l
simple way became possible due to the new concept
of a scaling up �-a). The main proposition of the
new theory is that the mass transfer coefficient
(from drops, bubbles) does not depend on the unit
to
Ill I,
(-.+"k!A/
scale and the observed decrease of the unit effectiFig.1.HETP vs flow
rate; 3-400 point veness with its size increase unpredictable by the
distribitor; 4 - similarity theory and called the scale effect is
sect:toning
explained by hydrodynamic non-uniformities, increase of the turbulence scale. However, the unsoundness of the similari
ty theory as the basis of the scaling up from laboratory models to
corranercial units is due not to the disadvantages of this theory but
the properties of small models: they have no hydrodynamic non-unifor
mities that lead to a scale effect. For this reason that it is not
possible to predict the flow structure in a commercial unit on the bas
is of experiments in small columns; however, the similarity theory re
tains its full importance for the description of local mass transfer
acts.
The author had the opportunity to become sure of
the scale effect hydrodynamic nature when in the
experiments with a pilot column 800 mm dia Kittel
plates (Fig.2) he obtained the efficiency= 30% and
in a commercial unit 4700 mm dia 100 m high only
12% [9]. The cause was in a disbalance of a radial
liquid transport an increased density of reflux in
the central portion of a column. The increase of
Fig.2.Kittel pla HETP with d of a packed extraction column (fig.1)
tes a-flow sheme; was also ofaa hydrodynamic nature - a non-uniform
b - rotary plate;
c - radial plate distribution of reflux and channelling (see below).

,

,
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The hydrodynamic nature of the scale effect makes it possible to
eliminate it by the method of hydrodynamic modelling in stands without
technological tests in commercial units.
Theory of scale effect. (Columns). In case of moderate hydrodynamic
non-uniformities the scale effect can be considered to be an increase
of longitudinal mixing, i.e., the effective diffusion coefficient D8ff
(2-5]. In this approximation
2
(1)
Deff = D11 + Dn = Du+ fAw d!/O.L,
where D 11 and D .L are coefficients of longitudinal and transverse (ra
dial) diffusion, Dn is a component of Deff' discribing a transverse
(essentially chaotic) non-uniformity in the distribution of liquid ve
locities 'W over the unit cross section,AW is a.non-uniformity value,
da is a unit diameter, f is a coefficient. Measurements of longitudin
al mixing in packings and plates of different designs showed �0,11]
that Du = � II f w.rr' OJ. = '/fl. ewe ff' where 'Weft is the flow rate or the
velocity of intensifying motion (e.g., on pulsation or vibration with
the amplitude A and frequency � , Weff =A�•'.J), f is a characteristic
size, � 11 and :fl. are constants). The scale effect, i.e., the growth
of Deff when going from a laboratory column to a commercial one will
be
(2)
6D = Dcomm- Deas = � .. (Ccomm-eeae)we rf+ f6w2c:l!ID.1. = A+B,
Since the effective height of a transfer unit HTUeff=HTUM+QcDc/Wc+
+QdDd/Wd' where HTUM=IV/l<d - a mass transfer HTUeff component, c and d
are continuous and disperse phase indices, the scale effect expressed
as a HTU growth will be:
(J)
aHTU = HTUc.omm- HTUt4 & • ec(ADc/%) + Sd (ADct/Wd),
where e is about a unity depending on the value of the mass-exchange
(extraction) factor F= d...'wd/Wc, (9=1 at F=1). In eq.(2) A characterizes
the influence of the turbulence scale, B describes the chaotic trans'
verse non-uniformity. It is principal for packed columns when lcomni
=d
and
A=O
as
well
as
for
different
units
without
energy
sypp
llab pack
ly. A is decisive for rotary-disc extractors when the chaotic non-uni
formity is suppressed by high transverce mixing and for columns with
pulsation and vibration with da= 1-:-1.5 m. Fig.J shows that in agreemmt
with the theory Dlab=D 11 = £ lA � grows with A� ,
llc�am__,'I_�-�-��
20 _
while Dcomm decreases due to the suppression of
transverse non-uniformity, i.e., a decrease of
Dn =Const/DJ. •
Hydrodynamic modelling. Optimization of ex
tractors. The task of hydromodelling is by using
design measures to �ring closer the flow struc
ture of commercial and laboratory units; the
structure is controlled, e.g., by the response
curves. The needed design measures follow from
Fig,J. D eff,c vs weff
the theory. To reduce the scale effect it is
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expedient: 1) to lower the non-unifonnities of flow distribution
by installing multipoint distributors (in units without external pow
er supply, Pig.1, curve 3) and using pulsation or vibration (Fig.4);
2) to intensify tranverse mixing which is also attained by energy
supply, since D.L•
£1131 413, where f. is a specific energy dissipation and, particularly, by a circular motion of
a liquid on plates; 3) to limit the turbulence
scale 1, i.e., the distance between discs in
RDE and between plates H (l=H/(1+H/da)-=-H);
4 ) to operate under rather high flow rates W
when the diffusion addition to HTU and corres
pondingly HTU decrease (eq.(3 ) andFig.1);5) in
case of packed columns when channelling is pos
sible (and A HTU=l' SL (9], where 1 is the
length of a chennel, 8 Lis a fraction of a
� Disperse phase
arslrlbution over the flow moving in a channel)to limit the height of'
column section with packed sections, i.e., the possible length of
ouy (1) and with (2)
a channel,curve 4 in Fig.1. The effectiveness
pulsation
of the measures taken is checked by mesuring
Deff in a stand using a model extractor of natu
ral size diameter but of a lower height. If
HTUlab'D lab and Deff at the same flowrate and
specific energy dissipation are known one can
find HTU of a commercial extractor with an adem>
tSOO J.m�in quately high accuracy (Fig.5, the line is hyd�Check of hydro- remodelling, the dots - technological experi
iiioc!illing
ments). Thus, the method of hydrodynamic modelling pennits the design of a commercial unit
and the prediction of its efficiency on the bas
is of technological experiments with laboratory
columns and purely hydrodynamic ones - with commercial columns.
l,S
Pulse and vibration extractors equipped with
6.J #,1 f.( J,a/Mu,
Kittel _plates (7,9](with free section 20-30C/4,
Efficiency fac- =25-)0°), KRIMZ, GIAP (see papers by Karpache
Jigt6.
r vs pulsation
va and Gorodetsky),seem promising while in theintensity
-se extractors the circular motion of liquid on
plates provides for the intensive transverse mix
.ing and suppresses the transverse non-uniformity; and due to the absen
ce of devices ar�ed inside that would. hinder the motion of drops the
maxilnum throughput is reached. The energy supply must be optimized ba
sed on effectiveness factor[9] (/> •Wf/HTUeff where Wf is the flooding
flow rate (J'ig.6).It should be noted,that Eopt and lopt are .... 1.5 less
than it would correspond to the minimum HTU. The plate characteristics

r,

:�
/:
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particularly the slot inclination angled.. must be optimized (with its
decrease the transverse mixing grows, D.a. - ctgo(, but Wf decreases).
The scale effect can be brought to a minimwn and the scaling factor
SUFa::HTUcomm/HTUlab close to unity can be obtained. For RDE, vibro- and
pulse columns of a moderate dia (up to 1.5 m) when the chaotic non-uni
formity is mostly suppressed, the Deff values can be predicted with
adequate accuracy [12] which permits the development of units of' this
kind using only the data of laboratory model tests without hydromodell
ing; an approximate calculation is possible on the basis of an element
�lement approach a
[ ] without any experiments (see the report by the
author and Kostanjan).
In units with a discrete contact of phases mixer-settlers (m/s),cen
trifugal extractors (CFE) the modelling condition as in the case of co
lumns is the equality of specific energy dissipation (in the first ap-.
pr_oximation - the peripheral velocity of a mixer), the average time of
phase residence in a mixing section of laboratory and commercial units,
the proximaty of' response curves. This provides for the equality of' a
phase contact surface and efficiency. The efficiency of short-resiaen
ce time CFE is described with a model of ideal mixing in both the
pha•se-s (Kuznetsov G •. I.).
Tha rate of emulsion separation in the mixing chamber of m/s is non
linearly dependent on the emulsion height and can be increased with
baf.fles that provides for the. maxirnwn rate corresponding to the initial
portion of the separation curve. As with columns it is important to op
t:i:mdi.ze the power supply to eliminate drop over-breaking that does not
praetically improve the efficiency but significantly increases the ne
e4ed size of a settling-chamber of m/s or a CFE.
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PROK A DROPLET TO A COMMERCIAL EXTRACTOR
(Modelling and Designing of Extraction Columns)

A.M.Rosen, A.B.Kostanyan, State Research and Development
Institute of Nitrogen Industry, Moscow, USSR
The objective of this work is to show the possibility of esti

mating extraction columns with external energy supply without any
experiments or using results of laboratory tests on a process system.

Based on the elemental approach the following statements were formulated [1-3 and experimentally proved [4-�.
1. Thanks to the external energy supply ( agitators, vibration,
pulsation) one of the phases is dispersed into rather fine spherical
droplets the velocity of which is nearly propotional to their diameter.
2. Mass transfer intensification in the above columns is related to
an increase of interfacial area "a" rather than of overall mass
transfer coefficient "l('J. 3. Mass transfer coefficients
do not
depend on the column size and design and in the first approximation
can be estimated from the phase physical and chemical properties.
4. Efficiency change (i.e. its decrease) in case of scaling up to
extraction columns is a result of intensifying the axial mixing.
nie sequence of commercial extractor calculation iss

J

J

1. Droplet size. As the experiments showed[7] the dropl13t size
in the emulsion of a liquid system ttt constant energy dissipation c
does not depend on the column design ttnd size (Pig.1). For calcula
tion of € ,see [6]. Average diameter of drops d;u iss
·

ct=c·e-°'",

·,11 � 1;.f;-

(1)

continuous phase density and
6""-interfacial tension. Some inaccuracy in (1) is related to the
:tact that some <1roplets are dispersed in the boundary layer which
results in viscosity "\l, dependence of d12 : d.ii =d3,. (f-'(+ &fNc )[6)(where
b!l:>const). More accurate •c" and di:t. can be obtained exp�rimentally on
a proCGBS system (see below).
2. Bingle droplet velocity "U". U -d relation can be divided in
d
to 3 ranges [2J s fine (Stokes) UNd2 , medium (spherical) U
and large ones U�const. (Pig. 2). The second range is typical for
the intensified columns, d,2=(0.5-2)mm, where the drag coefficient
of a drop f=12.5/R/i. . .
rJ fu "111 olrJ)M..1 fm I. ]
ll=t.o3 (J,tr) c0
'1,;. un L' 1rfc.
<2,
or in dimensionless form (( = 0.22RT·'h , where G.=l.l)'t/0 -dimension
less velocity, R ""ci,1 /{6/;,jj -dimensionless drop diameter, T:::
physic-chemical criterion - Archimedes' number, i:t a drop
diameter with a velocity close to the maxilllum one dm.,�J..2'.:::
when
.R. a 1, :rig.2, is taken as a linear si:ze.
4;lj
where C-;::: (0.2� - 0.36 )<, 0

=

:::J�'�;jl{w

,
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l'ig.2. Relationship
between U and R

flJ• 1. cl,,-& relation: ·BDB, ·Tibrational
colU11Da of various designs, columru, with
turbine-t7pe agitatora
D"' 150-400 -, disperse phase -kerosene,
continuous - water

[3]

3. Bold-up (B) and maxhm11 throughput (Wb. Steinour-Thornton
Pratt 1 s ao�ied equation is recommended to calculate hold-up[3}:
(3)

where w, and We -rates of the disperse and continuous phasee; for spre.y,
pulsed plate and vibrational columns c, =1, for packea. columns£., equals
the packing porosity, for rotating disk (RDE) � equals the relative
value of the narrowest cross section; ( 1-Bf' is a hindering function.
Yor the droplets with internal circuJ.ation =1.5, for those without
it m;::1. However, in both cases the results are close. F1g.3 compares
experimental "x" (left part of eq. (1) and•y" (right part of eq.3)
calculated from eqs. (1) and (2) using constauts "c" found by a
and trichlorsedimentation method for trichloretbylene-water
etbylene-caprolactam-water
systems. A good agreement of the da�a
.i.n<1icates that one can estimate "c" in eq.(1) from experimental values
of holdup without the drop sizes measuring.
Maximum throughput is deterirlined from
relation (3) and approximated by equation
K.•ID,�f1/

/s

,.

Vl,q-t'wc/=IJ/{n }: Ill! w,1/Wt;
n -t'-_o.,
l(n.*) = o.:J.9n."-t at1J�n.":5/;a"t/(n"/=o.1'!1
t�n"�JO.

4, Mass-exchange. Mass trasfer of the �
continuous phase is stationary: for
mea.ium dropls it can be properly describec
by the equation, wnich corresponds to a
Fig 3. x-y relation[5l
non-eddy flow (BussenesK, 1,evich) and
formally matches f;gby's equation; with eq.(2)

Nuc "' 1./Vf,- ic '

;

1

ftc = I./ JJ,°"'(,y;/.?,) 1l1 �Uc if, )- �

(4)
A process inside a drop is more complicated. The
theoretical
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analysis[B]gives two characteristic times, O :d/t,; is about one and
82 =lid� zj/.103 -sec. B, is sufficient for formation of an internal
diffusion boundary layer similar to an external one. During 0,<'c< fz
a dirfusional wake is formed inside li drop near its center, which
interacts with Ghe boundary layer and its thickneas increases. Finally
at V>�mass-trant1fer becomea unsteady (Cronig-�rink's solution, but
w,der di:t'ferent initial conuitiona), Fig.4 [9]. At f'"..c e, mass-transfer
is pra�tically steady and the possibility of becoming unsteody is
defined by factor A ( theoretic�lly specified only for Re �<1) and.
the column height. In accordance with the data of �O]mass-transfer
�
-o.r
1/:J
/1.,
is stationary
o.f
,f
=

Nu.,"'0.6Jt.r(i-tj',f,T

;

ftd

l •/J;;

.H)d {AJ/fi} 11

O

(more exactly N11,ro.32 R/' ft (1+.,u.p,r 0·• J
Fig. 5 compares mass-trans1'er coefficients
1

(1+.J'dt".}

(5)

� found in vii:bro-

extractors of different designs with
Ghe calculated from (4-5).
For higher accuracy it is
ac1visaole to estimate� experimen
tally in a laooratory column.

5. Account of flow-structure
ColUU1J1s with external .energy supply
can be calculated from axial m1xing
in a continuous phase (coef'fieier:it
E t ) • f, is es'Cimated fz,om .the
formulae for agitated extract.ion
/,
.2
o.S
columns
(BDE type):
Fig1 4. Mass transfer in side f.:.
½
Ec== O.SW,'H,+o.06J..f.!j11,"fi (,;)
a drop

1Jt, s '

where a'. is a free cross section of partition plates, 1(1 1s . a compart
ment height. For vibrated and pulsed plate columns,

E,=- E,llvVrH,/{E,+.JlvVvH,)

E. =O.f6{E/;,j'IJ

1

r:.:�"h,

(7)

where D�,- column
diameter, J,,1 )/� -ampli tud.e and frequency of vibration
(pu.Lsa�ion). Mass-transfer on the diffusion model of the axial
mixing canoe calcUlated with a computer. Practically acceptable
accura�y can be attained with a cell model (eel.I. n11111ber fl""R"/i =W.l/JE, ).
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In fact, n found from the impw.se response curves wos 7,6.6, 6.7,
12, 10.5, 9.5 while from the concentration profiles-8,5,7,15,11,8.
The experiments were run in vibrational columns of various designs
<�t = 100 mm) on kerosene-benzoic acid - water system.
Fig.6 compares ca:luulated and experimental (points) concentra
tion profiles in a continuous phase in toluene extraction of capro
lactaw (1) and its water re-extraction (2) in the asymmetric rota�ing
disc colwa.ns 2.B m. dia.
b. Enraction column design
The dro�let size is preset (usually �
d,�= OS+1,fmm). Throu.ghput,holdup,
specific interfacia� area and energy�
coasU1Aption are ca11.culated from �l
The k,., and E, are estimated experimen6
taly or from eqs. (4-5) and (6-7).
The cell height is He=�Ei: V-H)/w'c
i
and the height of the column is
calculated by the cell ·mu.de} •

Fig.6, Theory and .experiment
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HOLD-UP AND BACKIIIXINO ll LIQUID-LIQUID SPRAY COLUD
M.Sovilj, Paculty of Technology, University of Novi Sad,
Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

5-4

Although of simple construction and low operational costs, spray
columna have not been used extensively in industry because of high
continuous-phaae axial mixing. However, the operation of a apray col
umn with a denae packing of drops and high hold-up could make the use
of spray column attractive for both liquid-liquid extraction and beat
tranafer.
In this paper the operation of 10 cm I.D. spray extraction column
baa been etudied.
A pilot plant size spray column with dimensions given in Table
was used for complete measurement of the hold-up and backmixing. Wat
er and toluene were used as continuous and dispersed phase, respecti
vely which physical properties at 293 Kare listed in Table. The
hold-up of dispersed phase was me asured continuously by the hydrost a
tic method, based on the definition of the mean density of a diap ers
on Lt/.
Experimental details
Column:
Construction material
Lenght of working
section, cm
Internal diamet er, cm
Distributor, perforated plate:
Hole diameter, cm
N.umber of holes
Distributor plate open

QVF glass
Cilindrical part
250

area,%

Water

24
30 (max)

10
1
0.15
54
20

Operating conditions:
Range of flow rates, cm 3 /s
Superficial velocity, cm/s
1¥hysical properties at 29 3 K:
Density, kg/m 3
Viscosity, mPa s
Interfacial tension, N/m

Conical part

II

0.20
45
20
Toluene
34.5 - 50.3
0.44 - o.64
Toluene
872.5
0.615
0.036

4.7 - 12
0.06 - 0.15
Water

998
1.002

The amount of backm1x1ng in the continuous phase was e%pressed as
the axial dispersion coefficient related to the diffusion model. The
steady-state method was used for the measuring axial dispersion coe
fficients D.l. Tracer was prepared as a aqueous solution of potassium
chromat e. The evalution of data for axial dispersion coefficients was
performed accord-ing to Mecklenburgh and Hartland method f)].
Studies of axial mixing in the continuous phase indicate that axi274

al mixing is primarily caused by drop movement and by carry-over of
cont i nuous phase fluid elements in the lager drop wakes [4/. The eff
ect of hold-up of dispersed phase on axial dispersion coeffic ients
in the con tinuous phase is illustrated in Figure 1. As shown in Figure
1 the axial dispersion coefficient decreases with increase of hold
up of dispersed phase. It means that spray columns with a dense pa
cking of drops have a lower value of axial dispersion coefficients.

40

30

"
20

Fig.1. Dependence of axial
dispersion coefficient on
hold-up of dispersed phase.
The line corresponds to
Equation (1)

10

0.04

0.08

0.12 €

The experimental data for axial dispersion coefficient were corre
lated in the linear form on hold-up of dispersed phase (�/s) ill:
EC"' 4.017'10-3 - 0.021 e,
(1)
The results showed an average deviation of± 16.7 % from this corre
lation.
In this paper the following new equation based on physical proper
ti es of liquid-liquid system, hydrodynamic parameters and the distri
butor geometry is proposed:
u d2
u 2 d ,p o. 195 Uc d 0 S' c 0,842 0.58
E.
C E/ = 3.068•10-2( C ;; C)
(
( 2)
?c
)
Volume/su rface diameter of drop, d32, was calculated by the corre
lation developed by Perrut and Loutaty C6J for perforated plates with
multiple holes.
Comparison of axial dispersion coefficients calculated from Eq.(2)
with experimental data shows that average deviation is ±17.1 %. Rela
tively e nough for all data tested the experimental axial dispersion
coefficients agree with the predicted ones because the agreement with
in 30% is sufficient for use with the backmixing models l'IJ.
Figure 2 presents a comparison of axial dispersion-coefficient in
continuous phaae calculated from Bq. (2) with experimental data for
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the sy·stem water-toluene• which was. investigated in the present work.
In this paper the operation of 10 cm I.D. spray extraction c olumn
has been studied. T.bt hold-up and axial dispersion coef'f'i.cients were
meaamed experimentally for the liquid-liquid system n,t,e,r-toluene in
a pilot plact size apray o·ol'llllll. Por hold-up and azi.al d:hperaion co
ef''ficient new conelations were found which gave zeeul.ta. in a argee
ment -1.tb experimemal data.

Botat1011
d0
d32 Bc Uc t ftc 9c 6' -

hole di... ter of' diatributor • a,
voluae/aurface diameter of drop,_ a;
axial disperaion coefficient in 0011t:lnuous phase. m2/a•
euperficial velocity of continu011S phase. a/•;
hold-up of diapersed phase;
viscoaity of continuoWI phaae, Pa,a;
density of' oontinuoua pba••• kg/a�
:lnterfaoial teneion, W/a.
.
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STUDY OF DROP
EXPERIMENTAL
SIEVE-PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMNS

BREAK-UP

IN

PULSED

Dipl.-Ing. H. Haverland and Prof. Dr.-Ing. A. Vogelpohl
Institut filr Thermische Verfahrenstechnik der TU Clausthal
Leibnizstr. 15, 3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld, FRG
In liquid/liquid extraction columns all relevant parameters related
to fluid dynamics as well as mass transfer are strongly influenced by
the drop size which results from the actual operating conditions and
the physical properties of the liquids. In order to precalculate or to
simulate the behaviour of pulsed sieve-plate columns for new processes
many equations were developed in the past (summarized in [1]) for the
calculation of the drop size in this frequently used type of extrac
tor. Unfortunately, most of these empirical equations are valid only
within a limited range of operating parameters and physical properties
of the liquids and, therefore, it is not possible to apply these
correlations in the design of columns.
In pulsed sieve-plate columns drops break up while passing through
the holes of the sieve-plates. Up to now, our knowledge of the real
mechanism of drop break-up in pulsed columns is very limited. For that
reason, single drop experiments were carried out in a small glass
column using the liquid/liquid system toluene (disp.) / water without
mass transfer (Fig. 1). The toluene volume needed for the generation
of a given drop size was injected into the horizontally fixed glass
capillary tube and subsequently conveyed into the column by starting
a micropump. The drops formed at the mouth of the capillary tube had

to pass through a single sieve
plate installed 1 m above the
capillary outlet. The passage of
the drops through the sieve
plate was observed and filmed
with a high speed camera.
For the
experiments three
different sieve-plate geometries
were utilized: a) hole diameter
dh = 2 mm, pitch t • 4 mm, free
fractinal area
• 22.7
b)
4 mm/ 6 mm/ 40.3 ,: c) 6.5 mm
The pulsation
I 8 mm I 59.9
frequency f and the pulsation
stroke a were varied from O.O to
2.5 s-l and from 6 to 18 mm,
respectively. The diameters of
mother drops d
ranged from 1.5
111d
to 10.0 am.

,.

.,

,:

Fig. 1. ExperiHntal set-up
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9i111ea. The analyai.11 of the paaaage of the drops through the sieve
plate by meana of high-apeed photographs haa shown that the complex
behaviour in the intermediate regimes ia mainly caused by the dif
ferent point in time of the arrival of the dropa at the aieve-plate
during the pulsation cycle. The boundary lines between the regi111es are
affected only by th• pulaation intensity. A separate influence of
atroke and frequency waa not observed in the investigated range of
operating parametera.
The·moat important range of operation of the pulsation intensity is
fro• 1.0 up to 2.5 cm/a. In order to deacribe the behaviour of the
dropa in this area quantitatively, the definition of a probability of
break-up ia necessary. The probability of break-up P
b is defined aa
the ratio of the number of drops which are breaking up over the total
number of injected drops. In regime B all drops break up, that means
Pb • l. In regime AB the drop behaviour can be approximated by Pb =
(d-d stab) / (d100-d stab) for constant pulsation intensity. In regime A
the probability of break-up is zero.
Depending on the ratio of the mother drop size to the hole diameter
and the pulsation intensity different break-up mechanisms were ob
served. The break-up of most of the drops is caused by shearing at the
edge of a sieve-plate hole or at the grid between two sieve-plate
holes during the upward stroke. Some of the drops with a diameter lar
ger than the pitch of the sieve-plate break up at the grids between
three or more sieve-plate holes. At high pulsation intensities some of
the daughter drops generated during the first passage through the
sieve-plate are sucked back below the plate in the following down
stroke and break up a second time during the next upward stroke.
Figure 3 demonstrates the influence of the pulsation intensity, the
mother drop size and the sieve-plate geometry on the generated
daughter drop size volume distribution q3 (DDSVD). The DDSVD is
displaced to smaller values of the normalized daughter drop diameter
x = ddd/dmd with increasing pulsation intensity, larger mother drop
size and decreasing hole diameter. For all three sieve-plate geome
tries the mean diameter of the DDSVD can be approximated by x13 =
(l+dmd/dh)-n • The exponent n is a function of the pulsation intensity (e.g. for a*f=2.0 cm/s -.n=0.32). The break-up always leads
to relatively wide daughter drop spectra. For all investigated con
ditions the standard deviation of the DDSVD sx 13 varies between 10 and
20 % of the mother drop size.
For a simpler manipulation of the results the DDSVD can be
approximated by a BETA function. The parameters p and q of this
function can easily be determined from the mean diamter
and the
standard deviation sx 13 . The respective BETA distributions are plotted
in Fig. 3 as dotted lines and they show a satisfactory agreement with
the experimental histograms.
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Fig. 3. Influence of the pulsation intensity (a), the mother drop
size (b) and the sieve-plate geometry (c) on the generated
daughter drop size distributions

The hatched regions in Figure 2a and 2b show the Sauter mean
diameters d12 measured by Aufderheide D.T and Lorenz f:3J in two pulsed
sieve-plate columns with an active height of 4.3 m and nominal dia-

meters of 80 and 225 mm using the toluene/water system and the same
sieve-plate geometries as used in our work. The comparison of the max

imum stable drop diameters resulting from single drop experiments and
the mean drop sizes measured in those columns shows that the mean dia
meter of drop swarms in pilot or industrial columns can be estimated

by means of single drop measurements. Furthermore, some of the results
of these single drop measurements were utilized for a more detailed

simulation of fluid dynamics in pulsed sieve-plate extraction columns
by means of a drop population model [4]. The model gives the drop size
distributions along the columns as well as the hold-up profiles. The
good agreement between theoretical and experimental results has con
firmed that it is possible to describe the complex fluid dynamics in

pulsed sieve-plate columns on the basis of simple single drop
ments.
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AXIAL MIXING IN A DISKS AND RINGS PULSED COLUMN
G. Srisuwan, C. Gourdon, G. Casamatta,
Ecole Nationale Superieure d'lngtnieurs de Gtnie Chimique, U.A.192, C.N.R.S.,
Chemin de la Loge, 31078 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE
The use of disks and rings pulsed columns, initially developed for liquid-liquid extraction
processes, is nowadays extended to other applications in Chemical Engineering, especially to
solid-liquid extractions because of its specific geometry that is particularly convenient to the solid
particles treatment.
Since a few years, some works have been devoted to hydrodynamical studies of such columns in
our laboratory ( 1,2,3(. Recently, the drop population balance model described by Casamatta [4,5]
has been applied to the solid-liquid case (6]. This model deals with the description of the size
distributions of the dispersed phase all along any kind of counter-current column. The two-phase
flow is described by a dispersion- plug flow model, where the relative fluid-solid velocity and the
dispersion coefficients relative to both phases are introduced. In a first attempt, only the dispersion
coefficient relative to the continuous phase is required, the one relative to the dispersed phase being
assumed of the same order of magnitude.
The present work reports on the description of axial mixing evolution according to the positions of
the measurement probes. the pulsation intensity characterized by the product amplitude-frequency,
the distance between a disk and a ring. Moreover the influence of the dispersed phase on the axial
mixing coefficient has been put into evidence.

Experimental technique
For the determination of residence time distributions, a pulse tracer technique is used by injecting a
small quantity of HCI I .ON into the continuous phase. The detection of the tracer has been
performed by means of conductivity probes. which are placed into the active part of the column at
different levels (Fig. 1 ). Real time data acquisition is achieved via a connection with a
micro-computer.
The software, developed earlier [7), allows to deduce from the recorded peaks of the signals the
first moments of the residence time distributions, principally the mean residence time T and the
Peclet number Pe. Data processing is achieved in the spectral space with the use of the "Fast Fourier
Transform" algorithm [SJ. Besides, the former parameters are identified by means of
Gauss-Newton algorithm.

�- Experimental pilot column
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The dispersion coefficient is deduced from both �rameters by the following relationship:

Dt

= I /( T.Pe)

where I is representative of the distance between the measurement probes.

Mcasua:mcot probes pmitioo
From the experimental observations. it has been demonstrated that the results are sensitive to the
position of the first probe according to the pulse tracer injection level. In fact, it is suggested to
inject upstream the tracer. in this work below the first probe of which signal is considered as being
the input peak.
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On the contrary, if the injection and the input signal detection are located at the same level, the input
signal depends crucially on how the tracer has been injected, therefore in this case the dispersion
coefficients are always larger than expected and the results are not so good.
However, the distance between the first probe and the injection level has to be not too large,
because it may lead to systematic errors due to the deformation of the input peak which can no
longer be considered as a pulse signal. For instance, in the present work the signals delivered by the
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three different probes have been respectively considered according to their positions as input and
output signals, therefore it is possible to calculate three dispersion coefficients: 01_3, relative to the
section comprised between the level I and the level 3, and so on Dz_3, D1 _z . It has been
demonstrated that Dz_3 is always larger than the other ones (Figs. 2 and 3).

Therefore, D 1-3 only has been later taken into consideration.

Influence of ai:itation intensity and compartment beii:bt
On the figures 2 and 3, the variations of the dispersion coefficients are plotted versus pulsation
intensity A.F. As expected,_it is clearly exhibited that axial mixing increases with increasing
agitation intensity.
By comparison of the values of dispersion coefficients between Figs. 2 and 3, it is also shown that
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axial mixing is enhanced by increasing the compartment height H (distance between a disk and a
ring).
Therefore, the following relationships are deduced:
H =12 mm Dt = 0.94 A.F
H ,.24 mm D1 a 2.76 A.F

loOuence of the dispersed phase
The dispcncd phase consists of non active resin with a density of 1.15 and particle sizes in the
range of 0.7 up to 0. 9 mm. In order to take into account the influence of the solid particles on axial
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, mixing of the aqueous phase·; ,the. experiments have been performed at various flowratcs and
pulsation intensities. The results have to be discussed according to the mean hold-ups measured
between the levels I and 3 for each operating condition.
It is exhibited that axial mixing is decreasing either as A.F is increasing or as solid flowratc, at
constant A.F, is increasing. It means that axial mixing is lowered by the presence of solid particles.
The whole results have been plotted on the figures 4 and S.
A linear dependency on hold-up has been proposed, according ta the following relationships:
H= l2 mm
H=24 mm

D1/A.F

D1/A.F

= 0.94 (1-0)
= 2.76(1-0)

Symbols used
A ,

pulsation amplitude.
axial mixing coefficients ,

D1,D ,

F '
H,
I '
Pc,

Qd,
T ,
0

pulsation frequency,
compartment height (distance between a disk and a ring).
distance of the measurement section •
Peclct number,
m 3s· I_ dispersed phase flowrate.
mean residence time .
- hold-up,
m
m
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THE INFLUENCE OF CHEMICAL REACTION ON CALCULATION CONCEPTSr:-:-)
IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION
�
H.J. Bart, A. Bauer, R. Marr, Abteilung Thermische Verfahrens
technik, Technical University Graz, Austria
Introduction. Solvent extraction processes are performed either
in mixer settlers or in columns. The application of columns in the
fields of solvent extraction is hampered by the fact that often
kinetically controlled systems are applied which require suitable
residence times. The technically important copper extraction is an
example. It is effected with very selective complexing agents and
the chemical reactions involved are very slow. In this case the
chemical reaction has to be accounted for, whereas usually attain
ment of equilibrium is assumed. The subject of this paper is to
present the combination of an experimentally verified kinetical
model with a hydrodynamic column model and the comparison of column
calculations and experiments.
Kinetical model. A first order reversible reaction model, which
accounts for the influence of pH, was adopted from literature
[1,2). It is based on the following overall reaction equation (1):
Me 2+

+ 2

RH

<-------->

MeR
2

+

2

H+

( 1)

Eq, 2 gives the chemical reaction rate per unit area:
(2)

The parameters kr and K.,;x were be experimentally determined in a
stirring cell [3,4):
kF = 2 * 10-6 [m/s)

Kex = 12.8 [-]

Since aqueous phase species are nearly insoluble in the organic
phase and vice versa, the ch-eniical reaction is assumed to take
place at the interface. The mass transfer rate nR, therefore, is a
function of the unmeasurable interfacial concentrations (Eq. 2).
They can be calculated by the Two-Film-Model [SJ, which describes
diffusional resistances at an interface by partial mass transfer
coefficients, which were calculated from dimensionless numbers.
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Hydrodynamic column model. In the simplest case only convection
(i.e. residence time) of the phases through the column has to be
considered. In real columns additional effects such as drop size
distribution and axial mixing have to be regarded. A suitable model
for axial mixing is the dispersion model (Eq. 3), where the total
mass transfer rate across the interface nR represents diffusion
from and to the interface as well as chemical reaction at the
interface. Solution of this equation results in concentration
profiles along the column and column performance.
V * de
dh

0

Sensitivity of model Earameters.

( 3)

To have an idea of the
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EJ kF
20.
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carried out. Fig.
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f

ExEerimental. Mass transfer experiments were carried out on the
system copper/sulfuric acid (aqueous phase) and Acorga PT SOSO/Ke
rosene (organic phase). A column of the SHE type (selfstabilizing
high performance extractor) was applied which consists of a
sequence of mixing and settling compartments. Mixer settler behavi
our is thus approximated by the column.
Results. Although the column showed a high axial mixing, its
influence remained almost negligible. Tab. 1 presents the results
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of two significant experiments. Fig. 2 shows the experimental and
calculated profiles for the experiment shown in the right column of
Tab. l. The calculation on basis of the dispersion model fits the
experimental data best. In regard to the aqueous outlet concentra
tion the plug-flow calculation shows less deviation than the cal
culation on basis of equilibrium (kinetics neglected). However, the
plug-flow calculation is unable to describe the concentration step
at the phase inlet and the profile in the upper part of the column.
Table 1. Results of Column Experiments
Total Throughput [m 3 /m 2 h]

9.0

42.0

20.3

30.2

Mean Residence Time [min]

5.4

l.8

Bodenstein Number[-]

2.0

4.0

Organic Phase Holdup[\]

Dispersion Coefficient [m 2 /s]
Separation

[\]

0.0008

0.002

96.4

61.8

Conclusions.
Column calculations based on a hydrodynamic model
extended by a kinetical model were compared with experimental
results. The influence of axial mixing turned out to be of minor

2.00
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l!

!!J!

1.50
1.25
1.00

� 0.75
0.50
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E>
'4
X

0.25
0.00
0.25

a.so

Plug-Flow
Axlal Dlsperslon
Equl l lbrlun
Experlmental

0.75

1.00

1.25

NJ. COPPER CCKENTRATl� CG/Ll

Fig. 2. �perimental and Calculated Concentration Profiles
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importance compared to that of the chemical· kinetics. Consideration
of reaction kinetics proved to be essential since equilibrium has
not been attained by far.

Symbols
- interfacial area per unit volume

aspec

(m 2 /m 3)

Dax
+
[H ]

axial dispersion coefficient

(m 2 /s)

hydrogen ion concentration (aq. phase)

(kmol/m 3 )

kF

reaction rate constant

(m/s)

-)

- equilibrium constant

(

- metal ion concentration (aq. phase)

(kmol/m 3 )

[MeR ]
2
nR

_ complex concentration (erg. phase)

(kmol/m 3 )

- mass transfer rate, reaction rate

(kmol/m 2s)

- extractant concentration (erg. phase)

(kmol/m 3 )

v

- effective convection velocity

(m/s)

xd

- hold-up

(

Kex
[Me 2+ J

[RH]

-)
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STUDIES ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MIXING AND RESIDENCE TIME
�
5-8
DISTRIBUTION IN A NEW MIXER-SETTLER
Quan Xuejun, Su Limin, Institute of Chemical Metallurgy,
Academia Sinica, Beijing, China

The characteristics of residence time distribution (RTD) and flow
patterns of the continuous phase in a mixer-settler with double mixers
in each stage (DMMS) have been investigated, using a kerosene/water
system with water as the continuous phase under' three different agita
ting velocities and three different flow rates for the continuous
phase and dispersed phase and four different interficial heoghts bet
ween the two liquid phases in the settler.
RTD of the continuous phase in the serial double mixers and settler
were studied by use of the pulse-tracing technique and mathematical
modelling method. Investigations on the flow patterns of the continu
ous phase in the settler were carried out by means of photography and
through measurement of entrainment of the dispersed phase. Experimen
tal results show that: (1) RTD of the continuous phase is more closer
to piston frow in the 2nd mixer than in the 1st one, under lower agi
tating velocity and lower flow rate of the continuous phase; (2) The
effects of agitating velocity and flow rate of the continuous phase
on RTD of the continuous phase in the 1st mixer are obvious and in
contradiction to that in the 2nd; (3) The effects of flow rate of
the dispersed phase on RTD of the continuous phase in the two mixers
are equally inconspicuous; and (4) The continuous phase in the settler
appears to be in the form of circulating flow instead of piston flow.
When the agitating velocity, flow rates of the two phases and inter
ficial height between the two liquid phases in the settler are incre
ased, the circulating flow of the continuous phase also increases lar
gely, and therefore the entrainment of the dispersed phase is raised
rapidly.

19. JaK, 262
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DROP VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN A KARR RECIPROCATING
PLATE COLUMN

5-9

J.Vohradsky and H.Sovova, Institute of Chemical Process Fundamentals,
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Czechoslovakia

In the liquid-liquid column extractors, two liquids flow counter
currently under the action of gravity due to their different densiti
es. Maximum throughput depends on relative velocity of drops and con
tinuous phase. The relative velocity in a vertical tube is equal to
the terminal velocity of single drop, ut, corrected to the influence
of surrounding drops. How do the plates of the reciprocating-plate
extractor (or of a pulsed sieve-plate column) affect the relative
velocity?
Little attention has been paid to this question. The terminal
velocity of drop is usually replaced by characteristic velocity u0
which has to be evaluated from the holdup of dispersed phase X mea
sured in the particular extractor:
u0 • [ Ud/X + Uc/(1-X)]/f(X) ,
( 1)
lim

x-o

cpcx) •

( 2)

1 •

Relation of u0 to ut is not well understood. It is usually assumed
that u 0/ut < 1 due to the constriction of flow in the openings ot pla
tes, but in some cases u0 > ut was evaiuated from experiments [1,2J.
Only Hussain et al. [ �] measured the time which needs a drop to
pass several stages of a pulsed sieve-plate column. They developed
a correlation ot drop retardment with the plate geometry, size ot
drop and with the intensity ot pulsation.
To investigate the influence of plates in detail, we measured the
local velocities of single drops in a stage ot Karr reciprocating
plate extractor (Fig.1).
Drops ot 1,2-dichloroethane were photographed as they passed one
stage ot extractor tilled with water. Black background, side light
and a rotating slit in front ot the camera were used to obtain multicoordinate

0
L

¢48

observed
region

Fig.1. Stage ot the extractor
------290

plate

i. o.�a

ple photograph of each droplet. Distances between successive images
of drop were evaluated from negative on an ima�e analyser, and local
velocities of drop were calculated.
Stage was divided vertically into 15 sect.ions. Experiments were
repeated and the avarage residenc� time of drop in each section rela
ted to the residence time in absen?e of plates, 't'rel' was evaluated.
Profile of 'l"r81(y) along the height of stage was obtained (Fig.2).
Influence of amplitude� and
frequency ! of plate recipro'l:,uJ,
cation, of the velocity of con
2
tinuous phase Uc and of the si
ze of drop£ on the drop resi
dence time was studied, chan
ging the variables in the range
a E 0.002; 0.006) m, ! f: 2;
6 > Hz, Uc f <0;0.01'> m/s, d E
1 -----�----'-----'-----'
-40
0
<0.001; 0.0032) m.
..v..., 40
1) ,,__
Drop is retarded in the viciniFig.2 Relative drop residence time
ty of plate. Far of the plate, ---.!
a• 0.003 m, ! • 4 Hz,
its relative velocity approaUc• 0.005 m/a, d • 0.00221 ,11
ches terminal velocity.

<

/

<

/

Flow of the continuous phase was visualized by small polystyrene
spheres of density 1009 kg/m3 and photographed with long exposure.
Continuous phase moves periodicly in a zone around the plate (Hig.
3). Vertical component of its velocity at Uc• 0 can be described by
equations, different !or !low
through the openings (1) and
!or the !low above and below
-1'1,
the solid part of plate ( 2):
'J.
u1 • U1p• i/1-(y/"7.)
1-{y/11{) 2
U
U2
2p �
U • 2a! cos(21t!t)

-

2p

(})

Y

u1p • -U2p (1-f.)/E •

0

·----�-

( 4)

'

(5)
(o)

+fl'/,

':f'

Width of the zone grows with
the intensity of plate reci
procation,
IY/_ • 0.4h (1-exp (-2at/Q.034)] •

Fig.3,Reciprocation of the
continuous phase
( ?)

With a non-zero flow of contin�ous phase, the zone shifts in the
direction of flow and the velocities u1, o2 become
291

u1 • -<u

U2·w(U

2p

2p

+ u0 )[(1-£)/e] '{1-Cy/�)

2

2

+ucH'1-(1/"[)

- Uc •

- uc ,

(8)
(9 J

Outside the zone, the �elocity of continuous phase is ·Uc •
To simulate the vertical motion ot drop in the stage, we develo
ped the following algorithm (�ig.4). Velocity ot drop� is calcula
ted by superposition ot terminal velo
city ut and of the .local velocity ot
continuous phase. Random generator RG
is uaed to choose the time t0 when the
drop enters the stage at tixed position
y0 • New value ot drop coordinate y at
ter a time increment At is cal:eulated
by a subroutine STEP(u):
SUBROUTINE STEP(u)
t• t+.t\t
y ay + uAt
y • a.sin(bft)
RETURN
Position of the plate yp is calculated
sin1ultaneously. At the point y • - �
drop enters the zone. One of the flows
(1), (2) is chosen, probability .of flow
(1) beeing equal to the relative free
area of the plate€, In the flow (1),
drop proceeds with velocity ut+u1 until
it
leaves the zone at y • fl'/• In the
STEP(U )
flow (2), drop moves with a velocity
ut+U2 and finally touches the plate at
y • Yp• Then it moves together with pla
te tor a time N. Number N is chosen
from a normal distribution with a mean
(10)
M • 5.103 (af) 2 ,
ranging from 0. 2 to 1.3 s. Then the
drop falls to flow (1). It leaves the
solid part of plate with a velocity
equal to that of plate, and gradually
Fig.4. Vertical motion
acquires terminal·velocity ut•
ot drop in stage
The curve of relative residence times
obtained
from
this
model by repeated simulations of drop
y
(
)
�rel
passage agrees with the curve obtained from experiments for the
whole range of experimental conditions.
We can conclude that there are two mechanisms of drop retardment
for drops much smaller than the openings in plates. First, drops
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falling on the solid part ot plate are delayed. They usually stay
tor some time in contact with the plate and acquire its velocity.
Second, drops falling through the openings or plate have to overcome
the increased velocity or continuous phase U0/E instead or Uc• Outsi
de the zone surrounding the plate the velocity or drop is practically
equal to that in a column without plates. Therefore, the residence
time or drops in the reciprocating-plate extractor or in a pulsed
sieve-plate column grows with decreasing relative tree area or plates
and with decrease ot plate spacing.
Botation

a
d
t
h
R
t
tp
u
u0
Ut;
Uc
Od
u1
o2
u1
P
u
2p
X
y
Yp

-

amplitude ot plate reciprocation, m.
drop diameter, m.
frequency or drop reciprocation, Hz.
plate spacing, m.
interval ot contact ot drop with plate, s.
time, s,
time ot contact or drop with plate, s,
local velocity ot drop, m/s.
- characteristic velocity, m/s.
- terminal velocity, m/s,
- superficial velocity ot continuous phase, m/s.
- superficial velocity ot dispersed phase, m/s.
velocity or continuous phase in flow (1), m/s.
- velocity or continuous phase in flow ( 2), m/s,
- velocity or continuous phase in plate openings, m/s.
- velocity or plate, m/s.
- volume holdup ot dispersed phase.
- vertical coordinate ot drop, aa,
- vertical coordinate or plate, m.
relative tree area or plate.
£
border
or zone, 11,
"'l
local
relative
drop residence time, related to drop residence
'l"rel
time in column without plates.
(/J(X)- holdup correction factor.
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STUDY ON DROPLET BREAKAGE AND COALESCENCE IN
A RECIPROCATING PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN

5-10

Zhang Yue-bo and Fan Zheng, Ina ti tute of Chemical Metallurgy,
Academia Sinica, Bei,iing, CHINA
Knowledge of interfacial areas, drop aize diatributiona, and dia
peraed phase breakage and coalescence ratea ia eaaential for accurate
description and prediction of maaa transfer and chemical reaction
rates in liquid-liquid diaperaion.
In the previous work, atudiea on the behaviors of the diaperaion
in the agitated veaael were reported by many researchers Li-17. Re
cently, Jares J., et al. L41 developed the mathematical models of
the frequency of droplet breakage in the terms of the balance'of tur
bulent pressure to the interfacial tension in a reciprocating.plate
extiaction column (RPC). Chao [5/ alee investigated the drop breakage
and coalescence in a reciprocating plate extraction tank (RPr) by
means of the kinetic energy of collision. However, they do not give
us any information about the effects of geometric factors on the
breakage and coalescence of droplets.
In this paper, the effects of hydrodynamics and geometric factors
on the characteristics of dispersion were considered, and the models
on the rates of drop breakage and coalescence in a RPC were developed,
Favorable agreement was obtained between experimental and simulating
results.
In RPG, the drops are subject to shear stresses at the margins of
holes of plate and to turbulent velocity and pressure variations along
their aurfacea. These procesaea cause the drops to deform, and if the
deformation exceeds a certain minimum value, the drops break into
smaller parts, At the same time, dropa alao collide with each other,
and if they remain together for a long enough time, the drops coales
ce, In addition, drop coalescence may also occur
due to drop colli
ding with plates on which there ia a thin film of dispersed phase.
1. Breakage of droplet
The basic expression describing drop breakage rate ia
( 1)

where E ia the breakage efficiency, G(d i) ia collision frequency bet
ween two drops or fluctuation frequency of eddies smaller than Kol
mogoroff's linear scale 1, K b is constant related to the properties
of the system.
For the breakage caused by the turbulent fluctu�.tion, the breakage
294

efficiency was assumed to be proportional to Weber number, and colli
sion frequency can be expressed by the fluctuation frequency of eddi
es.
For the breakage caused by the shear stresses at the margins of
the holes of a plate, the form of a drop breakage was assumed that
the two parts of a drop coll,iding with the margin of hole of plate
slipped parallelly each other in the opposite direction. The breakage
efficiency was assumed to be proportional to the ratio of the shear
stress to the viscous frictional force caused by the slip of two parts
of a drop and the interfacial tension of the drop. In this case, G(di)
is the probability or frequency of droplets colliding with the margin
of the holes of a plate,
Thus, the rates of breakage caused by turbulent fluctuation and
shear stresses at the margins of the holes were obtained
(2)
(J)

Combining Eqs.(2) and (3), the total breakage rate of drops of size
di in a given volume was obtained

(4)
2. Coalescence of droplets
Droplet coalescence in RPC not only occurs between drops, but also
occurs on the plates. The basic expression describing the rate of co
alescence between two drops is:
( 5)

where h(di,dj) is the collision frequency between drops of size di and
dj for a binary collision process1 a(di,dj) is the coalescence effici
ency or the fraction of collisions between drops of diameter di and dj
that results in coalescence, N(di) and N(dj) are the total numbers of
droplets of diameter di and diameter dj.
For the coalescence between two drops, the collisions were also
assumed to be similar to gas molecular collisions. Thus, the rate of
coalescence between two drops was obtained
( 6)

For the coalescence of droplets due to thti collisions of droplets
with the plates, the coalescence rate can also be expressed by
29S

where h'(di) is the collision frequency of droplets of diameter di
with a plate, and a'(di) is the coalescence efficiency for the coales
cence of droplets on the plate.
In this case, the contact time twas defined as the time that a
drop would stay together with the plate, until either a coalescence
or a reseparation occurs, and the critical time tcr that once a drop
stay together with plate exceed it, the coalescence will occur, was
assumed. Therefore, the coalescence efficiency is proportional to the
ratio of the contact time to the critical time,
According to the collision frequency or probability between drops
and plate, the following expression for the coalescence rate between
drops of size d and the plate is obtained
(8)

Thus, Combining Eqs. (6) and (8) • the total coalescence rate of

drops of size di in a given volume

( 9)

The experiments were performed in a square reciprocating plate ex
traction column with an over all height of 1.7m. The cross-sectional
area of the column is o.02xo.01m 2 • The stainless plates were spaced
at O.OJ-0.05 • intervals and occupied 1. 2 m of column height. The
amplitude of reciprocation can be varied in the range of 0.003 m to
0.012 m, and the fr4quency of reciprocation could readily be adjusted
from a minimum of 2.5 sec-1 to a maximum of about 12 sec-1 by varying
the speed of the motor.
Only one liquid-liquid(watsr-kerosene) Bystem was used. Dispersed
phase holdup .was measured with a special electric conductive method,
and drop sise was measured with laser light transmittance technique.
Disperses phase volume fraction X was always taken below 15% in order
to satisfy sufficiently accuracy for the measurement of drop size, and
a small amount of sodium phosphate was added to the contin�oue phase
in order to prevent adhesion of drops to the wall of the column.
The respective effects of the geometric factors of plates and am
plitude of reciprocation on drop size were examined with sudden change
in vibration iJltensity or vib:ration frequency, where the change of
dJ2 versus time was followed by lig)lt transmitance. The experi.111111ntal
temperature was with �1.5 °c of 25 °c.
In terms of drop population balance equation, Monte Culo simulati
used to simulate the processes with breakage and coaleson method

wa•
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cence [5]. The effects of flow on the number of drops di can be given
( 10)

where Vis a given volume1 4X(t) is the change of holdup with tiae
after a step change of vibration intensity, which can be meae1ll'et by
holdup-meter, .Pv(di) is a instant volume distribution of drop size
determined by simulation, and the initial drop size distributio.ns
were measured by photographic method. The change of D32 with tiM
after a step change of vibration intensity and the results of ei&la
tion are shown in lig. 1, but the experimental data from e step change
of reduction in the vibration intensity were not simulated.
The breakage and coalescence coefficients were deter mined bJ •iaula
tion. The results showed that the coalescence coefficient at the higher
frequency and lower amplitude was larger than that at the others, wh.ich
can be considered that the coalescence near by the holes was enhanced
due to the weak shear stress 9 In this case, the drops rising up were
partial ly blocked by the vibating plates and dispersed phase on the
p lates, and maybe a settler layer of dispersed phase formed near the
plate.
D32 (mm)

...

+

Comparison of drop size from Monte
Carlo simulation with data from un
stable state experiments
yr d.1.734 cp; )'tcc0.995 cp;
Ga 25.05 dyn/cm; HPE 4 cm; Uc c
0.26 cm/a; ud.o.35 cm/a; Pa"'o.798
0
20
40
80
g/cm; f c=1.000 g/cm; n1 = 3.0
Step change: o 120 to 240 rpm, Ac
Kh•1o 4 Kt .104
12 mm,�"' 42.7%; a 130 to 375 rpm,
3.32
3.59
5.44
Ac9 mm, dha8
= 53. 5%; • 225 65.59
7 .10
7.03
to 445; Aa 6 mm, dh-8 mm. !I =32.2% •

nun, �

80

100

120

Kcd•10G
2.04
2.04
2.04

uo tts)

e

Kcp• 10
2.04
2.04
2.04

The p resent models for the rates of breakage and coalescence have
accounted for the effects of the hydrodynamics and geomet ric factors
on the droplets breakage and coalescence in RPC. This is, droplets
coalescence occured not only between drops but also on the plates. Dro
plet breakage were attributed to both the shear stresses near holes
and the turbulent fluctuation pressure. Although the results of simula
tion were only for the local breakage and coalescence of droplets wi'297

thout mass transfer, the models were also applicable for any positions
of the RPC. So that the models have a certain significance for the in
vestigation of dispersion in RPC.
Symbols
f
g
Hp
K ,K
t h K ,K
d p vt
l
'P
�
A

di
db
D32

amplitude of reciprotation, m.
drop diameter, m,
hole diameter of plate, m,
Sauter mean diameter, m.
frequency of reciprocation, 1/s,
gravitational acoeleration, m/s.
spacing between plates, m,
breakage coefficient, Eqa. (2) ,(3).
coalescence coefficient, eqa.(6) ,(B).
drop terminal velocity, m/a,
2 -J•
mechanical power dissipation per unit volume, m,s
free area at plates.
interfacial tension, m•s -�
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SB.ARCH POR PHYSICO-CHEMICAL MODBI.S OP COMPLEXING AND
EXTRACTION' EQUILIBRIA :PROM DATA ON COMPONENT
DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN PHASES

5-11

A.A.Bugaevsky, Yu.V.Kholin,
Kharkov State University, USSR

The majority of extraction processes whi�� are of practical in
terest involve a variety of species both introduced into the syateD:
and reaul tant from reactions. Baaed on the d·ependence of the distri
bution coefficient of one of the components upon the initial compo
sition of the system, the equilibrium state simulation permits find
ing the stoichiometric indices in the reagent-formulas and equilib
rium constants for complexing and extraction. The wide-scale compu
tarization has not changed the methodological approach to solving
these problems - the transfer of conventional data handling ir tri
al-and-error methods into machine computation often leads to doubt
ful models.
The authors propose an approach permitting an adequate systema
tic simulation of complex systems, involving estimation of equilib
rium constants for tentative models of an assigned stoichiometric
composition, tests of the model sufficiency, a purposeful supple
ment of inadequate models with species providing better agreement
with experiment, and the rejection of species not appearing in the
system. The model is thought to be adequate if its approximation
of the composition - property dependence is within the experimental
error. The model adequacy.is shown by the deviations

e. ck

comp _ c exper
k
• ck

(1 )

(ck is the total concentration of the component in one of the pha
ses, k the number of measurement runs) and by the criterion func

tion

so2 ._1_
n-v

(2)

where n is the number of measurement runs, v - the n�ber of· cons
tants to be estimated, wk-the statistical weight inversely propor
tionats to the measurement variance Ack. �� foz:m�las b��ow assume
equal phase volumes. With unequal
·'volumes 'the feneralization is no
.
'

problem. The concentration of the extrac�ed component in the oth�r
phase ck is then found as
(3)
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where tk ia the aaaigned total concentration of the extracted
component. To provide a good accuracy of Eq.(.3), the ck quantitiea
muat be commensurate or the smaller quantity ia to bound experi
mentally.
Simulation Algorithm. 1. Assign a tentative (aimple) aodel.
2. l'Or the model tested, unknown equilibrium conatants
K1(1 • 1, 2, •••, v) are found minimizing the criterion function
(2). At this atep the equilibrium composition of the system is
calculated and the model exceesiveness estimated. J. If the model
is inconsistent with experiment, new species are to be introduced,
which will certainly improve the experiment description at the
Then we proceed to step 2.
points of high /L1

Oitl.

Choice of new complex composition. The reaction in the system
can be written as
m·

i:
'vij
j•1

(4)

where� ij are the stoichiometric coefficients, Bj the indepen
dent c0111ponents[1], Ai the chemical forms. Since the choice
ot Bj is ambiguous, Eq.(4) can be rewritten in terms of predo
minating components (PC). A PC set contains m species with the
highest equilibrium concentrations. PC sets are found at the
points of high <it deteriorating the model adequacy. Let us
consider <it or� containing no PC concentrations (it is this
magnitude that is the moat sensitive to the model supplement with
the new species � • Let � be the species whose concentration
contribution to Ck or � is the largest. Then 'V hj are chosen
such that the supplement induced concentration change

/.1 I

�{-L �
:II

d �]

3 •1

•
rj

'V hj/[B3] }[�] d (.&ii]

(5)

could have the desired sign dictated by the aign of the expres
sion in braces. The substantiation and more complicated cases are
considered elsewhere [1].
Elillination of model :redundancy. The minimull of the criterion
function (2) is found for the 110del of teated stoichiometric coa
poaition ua1ng the Gawla-:sewton method and the auxiliary least
square proceclure w1th a BiDgular expansion of the ccmventional
equation -trix [ 2]. Low ainglllar mabera indicate the preaence
300

of

excessive co mplexes pr oducing no effect on the approximati on
quality. The studies of the singular expansio n diagnostics and
equilibrium compoeition permit an accurate· appraisal and discard
of exceseive complex••• The singular expansion provides extremely
high numerical etability of the computational algorithlDC�5J.
pample. Th• model o f uranium (VI) extraction into carbon tet
rachloride with the dibutyl phosphate (HA) - tributyl pho ephate
('B) mixture from an aqueous eolution o f 0.1 m ole/l �so (3].
4 studied
The starting hypothesis of reactions involve• the earlier
dibutyl phoeph&te and tributyl phosphate reactio nsias well as the
reactions uo2¼(B.l)� and U02,¼ Hilo formation (the superscript
refers to the species in the o rganic phase). The model appear•
to be inadequate and may be supplemented using three regions of
the experiment design. In the first region the deviations ACk > o,
the predominating components are uo�+, BJ.B0 , B0 , � • (uo ,¼(HA):J+
2
U02¼HAB0 ) , [ U02,¼(HA)�] L (U02,¼Hil0j We examine the reaction
responsible for the system buffer propertiee.with respect to
uo2¼Hil01

f

.Ac:cording t o Eq.(5), the new Ah species composition should be
such that

i.e.
+
O

[BJ.B ]
The reaction

+

Vh,B0 ,

(-2)]

-----

[Bo ]

>

o.

(7)

fit• the abOTe requir•ent. 'l'he other repone diotate a requin
aent of aupplaentinc the aoclel with the followiq apeo1 .. ,
uo�+, �B0 , UO:z¼(B.l) B0 • The repeated ooaputation atteata
to the IIOdel a4equaq, the 2oriterion t\mctiona b•inc 5.5 tiaea
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lower. Found are

logK (UO�+

lo glt. (UO�+

½ + 2.A.-

+

H2

+

HAB0

loglt. (U02 ¼(HA)� + Bo

� U02¼(HA)� )

-

� uo2HAB2+ )

..,--

0

U02¼(HA)2 B

• 8,86 :!: 0,04;
• 2,77 :!: o, 13;
) • 2

,15 :!: o,14

0
0 )
+
lo glt. (U02 ¼(HA)� + Hilo � U0 2¼HAB + H2 A2 • 0,44 - 0,15.

The species H2¼B0 is surplus and hence rejected. Special compu
tation proves that no other model o f four o r less complexes is in
satisfactory agreement with experiment. Thus, the singular expan
sion analysis of the pr oblem argues against any hypothetical pre
sence of co mplexes U02 ¼B�, U02¼(HAB)�, uo2 A+ in the system. Mo
dels with five types o f complexes were reduced to the above four
complex m odel.
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'fHB BXPBRDIBll'?AL ilD THBORBTICAL DIVBSTIGA!ION OJ'
IW>IOIIUCLIDBS DISTRIBU'fIOB Ill 'fHB PROCBSS OJ' EXTRACTION
CBRCIIA�RAPBY

5-12

I.S.Oureev, L.B.Buahtaeva, L.K.Gul.amova, Nuclear Physics Institute,
Academy of Sciences, Tashkent, USSR

Using of chromatography method for extraction and aubstraction of
microelementa fr0111 complex aolutiona allows to extend &114 to intensity
conaiderably the developments of optimal systems for realisation of
practical taaks for modern radiocbmistry &114 analytical chemistry. In
accordance with the well-known conception of plate equilibrium, s01ae
functional models aaauming the formation of column and eluate in the
process of extraction chronatography, provid1ng peraistent pus1ng of
elementary volumes of mobile phue through the column "n•, are discua
sed in the present paper. Proceed1ng fr0111 general notion of subatance
distribution in the prooeas of persistent semicountercurrent flow ext
raction, it is poasible to show ['I/ that in caae of start1ng fill1ng
of the columns "m• first stage, the total shares of� n" separate
stages, are described by binomial distribution (p+q)n , �here "P" and
"q" are the shares of substance in the phase of extragent and in the
mobile aqueous solution, respectively:
nl
n-r+1 r-1
m n •
1)
p
q
•
( n-r+1)1(r-1)1
�,

c

The numerical solution of Eq.1 and it:s subsequent transformations
into volumetrical values allow to determine the number of conventional
theoretical column stages:
r •

vm

2
wV

vn

'

(2)

where Vm - is a volume of mobile phase; Vn - is a volume of solution
passed through the column; w v - is a width of chromatographic zone
meesured at the exp (�/Spq)-level from it's maximum value. Theoretical
calculations using ES-1033 com�
1•O
puter and analysed experimentally with radionuclide 141ce have
.,;
� 0.5
been carried out to determine
the regularities of dynamics of
"b
substance concentration profile
formation according to column
50 R.mm
25
Pig.1. E%perimental(x) and theore- height, depending on the theore•
tical distribution of 141ce in co tical stage number, the number
lumn. at washing of 0.2M HCl solu of transfers and the degree of
distribution. The experimental
tions by 1,2.3.4-fold Vm-volumes,
respectively
distribution of 141ce by column
height, in chromatography process of the HDEHP-0.2M HCl system, adequ
a�e to the theoretical one. which is characterized by consequent dec303

§

rease of maximum magnitude and by washing awe::, of concentration pro
file, is given in Fig.1. For values of number of theoretical stages
calculated by Eq.2 with distribution curves, mean deviation does not
exceed± 5%, which allows to confirm the possibility of using the mo
del for the correct description by column height and the simplified
analysis of width dependence of substance discription curve on the vo
lume of mobile phase.
When extraction-chromatographic concentrating of microelements pro
ceeds, the substance swmnary accumulation in column stages, providing
that "n" "r", is described by interpolated formula:
n-1 k r-1
1
mr n• mo qr-1 '(r-ljt
(3)
L P
'
k•O

which solution leads to common expression, convenient for mathematic
calculations and spelling of computing programms:

1
�k+r-1)1
m r,n·mo qr-1 tr=n't
(4 )
Pk •
k•O
Rf
We demonstrate in ft], that the numerical solution of exprassion(4 )
using electronic computer ES-1033 with varying n,r and p over wide ra
nge of their values leads to the following dependence of column eleme
ntary stages number on the degree of equilibrium distribution and the
number of elementary volumes:
V . V0,159
(6)
r• p<Vo0 5-Vo.
<5> or r •
.5
159)

where v0 _159; v0 _5; v0 _841 - are volumes of solution, running out co
lumn with relative concentration of substance up to 0 -159; 0 .5; 0 -841
from original one, allowing to estimate the quality of extraction
chromatographic systems the degree of the concentration profile broa
dening.
Fig.2 presents the experimental curves
of 141ce-distribution in the process
of it•s concentrating in the HDEHP-0,2
M HCl under consequent passing of mul
tiple volumes of the mobile phase.The
mathematical treatment of experimental
25
50 R,mm
�
and theoretical distribution curves
Fig.2.Theoretical(x) and expe
shows, that the results are almost
rimental(.) distribution of
identical and are also close to those
141ce in the process of it's
obtained in case of binomial distribu
concentrating in 0,2M HCl solu
tion, independently from distribution
tions 1,2,3,4-fold Vmvolumes,
curves selection.
respectively
The theoretical analysis of substance formation ooncentration profile in eluate, u the elution chro
matograph, providing that the system is in equilibrium state, contains
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all necessary information about the efficiency of the extraction and
substraction processes of microelemenH, and also the simplicity and
availability of the method from experimental point of view, are of de�
finite interest. In .[2.J we analyse the numerical solution of dynamics
model of substance distribution in eluate, based on the following expression:
(n-1) I
(7)
(n-r) I (r-1 )!
The solution of Bq.7 relative to "r" leads to the dependence of the
colUlllll conventional theoretical stages number on degree of distributi
on and total quantity of substance in eluate:
(8)
r • 2fi p (Vma:z!v Zllx-,nlm0) ,
2

- is a maximum retained volume of eluate; v - is a volume
where V
max
of eluate fraction; Zllx-,n - ia a quantity of aubatance 1n elementary
eluate portion, corresponding to maximum; m 0 - is a total. quantity of
substance ::Im eluate. ill the parameters of the Eq.8 .can.be determined
experilllentally, that allows to esti.Jllate correctly conventional theore
tical stages nwaber of chromatographic system. !l'he precisi.on of deter
mination depends mainly on the precision of meuur.ement of the select
ed eluate fraction volumes. A number of e:icper:lmental. researches on the
study of the regularities of concentration profile tormat:1:on of wash
away curves· in the processes of extraction chromatography of lanthani
de& has been carried out to analyae theoretical_ -par.ameters -of substan
ce distribution 1n eluate on the basis of mathematical model (7). In
Pig.J and 4 the experimental and theoretical elution curves, obtained
1n the processes of substraction of 140L& - 141ce and 141 ce- 15 2,154Bu
computer treatment of mathe-

.....

20
40
60 V,ml
10
20 JO
40 V ._ml
Pig.J. Theoretical(x) and experi- Pig.4. Theoret1cal(x) and exper:Llnen
mental substraction of 1 40L&-141ce tal(.)substraction or 141ce-152)54:Eu
in HDEHP-0 1 211 HCl system
in HDEHP-0, 4.M HCl system.
The practical identity of experimental and theoretical eluated chroma
tograph& confirms reliability and correctness of the proposed model.
In case of high coefficient values of substance phase distribution
or of high initial concentration, it is preferrable to carry out the
definition of columns system parameters by analysis of substance dist
ribution on frontal yi.eld curve, the mathematical model of which is
k·1
x-D-r
{k+r::2>1
described by expression, -r,
(9)
p •
Ill
..0.q
n
(k•1)1(r-1)1
20, 311<. 262
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!he numerical solution of this expression using electronic computer
ES-1033 leads to the dependence of column elementary theoretical sta
ges number on the degree of substance eqµilibrium distribution:
vo.5
vo,841
vo.i- vo.159
(11)
r- P
r• p
"
2 , (10)
)2 •
(V0.841 - Vo.5
,:!
(Vo.5 - Vo.159>

..

In Pig.5 frontal curvea of 141 ce
distribution in ID>EHP-HCl aystem
0
are demonstrated. Exper1mental and
theoretical analyaes of theae cur
V,ml
vea
show that the reaul ts do not
Frontal yield curves of
apond to logic of multistage
corre
HCl solution in HDEHP-HCl system:
extraction
process when the degree
1-1,0K HCl; 2-0,5HC1; 3-0,JM HCl
of substance distribution haa not
been taken into account. The carried out theoretical and experimental
researches of substance distribution in the prooeas of extraction
chromatography and the obtained general mathematical deacription of
these processes made it possible to determine some principal regula
rities of change of the height equivalent to theoretical stage (H) of
column on separate stage of the process, and also the influence of
HDEHP concentration in stationary phase (Fig.6), the rate of passing
of mobile phase through the column with different hydrogen ions con
centration (Fig.7), which strongly differ from those obtained previ
ously by more complete and reliable description of processes occuring
in chromatography column.

H,111111
8

6
4
50
100% HDEHP
Fig.6.Dependence of high,equiv alent
theoretical stage on HDEHP concentration

ml
0,4
o, a
1, 2v ,iiiin:eiii2·
Fig.7.Dependence of high,equiv a
lent theoretical stage on rate
of 141 ce elution with 0,3M HCl(o);
0,2M HCl(x);0,15M HCl(e)solution

Thus, The proposed correct mathematical description of extraction
chromatographic processes gives possibility to predict conditions for
substraction and extraction of microelements from complex solutions.
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THE LINEAR RULE OF METAL EXTRACTION*

5-13
Han Li, Yushuang Wang, Zhichun Chen, Shulan Meng, Changchun
Institute of Applied Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Changchun, China
Since mono(2-ethyl-hexyl)2-ethyl-hexyl phosphonate (HEH(EHP)),Di(2ethyl-hexyl) phosphonic acid (D2EHPA) and naphthenic acid (HA) have
been effective extractants and applied in industry for the separation
of rare earths and non-rare earths,it is of more significance to study
the character of extraction of these elements systematically and to
search the rule of them.
We have done experiments for the extraction of fifteen individual
rare earths La-Lu (except Pm) and Y with HEH(EHP)-Kerosene-HCl(l),with
HEH(EHP)-kerosene-HN03(2),and for the extraction of Nd,Sm individual
rare earths with Naphthenic acid-n-Heptane -HC1(3J. A linear rule for
the metal extraction over a definite range of acidity and metal ion co
ncentration is found. That is the relations between the inverse distri
bution ratio �1/D) and equilibrium metal ion concentration (Ca) in the
aqueous phase form a group of excellent straight lines at various ini
tial acidity as
1/D =a+ bCa
coefficients a and bare functions of initial acidity (H) and their va
lues were calculated by least square method, as a=a (H),b=b(H). Thus,
over a definite range of acidity and metal ion concentration,the equi
librium parameters can be calculated easily for the given Hand initi
al metal ion concentration,without doing experiments. As an example,
+
+
+
we stud:w non-rare earths cu 2 ,co 2 ,Ni 2 of HEH(EHP)-NH3.H20-Kerosene
HC1-(Cu,Co,Ni) system. Experimental results show that the linear rule
is also satisfied in a definite range of acidity and metal ion concen
tration. It is considered that the linear rule is generally suited for
individual rare earths and non- rare earths.
+

+

1. The linear rule of the extraction of non-rare earths cu 2 , co 2 ,Ni 2�
HEH(EHP)-NH3.H20-Kerosene-HC1-(Cu,Co,Ni)
Condition of extraction:
(HEH(EHP))=l.OM, ammoniaty=35.5%, phase ratio l= :1, temperature= 25!i"c
The coefficients a • band mean relative error(re%) are as follows
+
+
cu 2
Ni 2+
co 2
H(N)
a
b
re(%)
a
b
re(%)
a
b
re(%)
0.01 0.0375 4.6025 1.34
0.05
0.0546 5.5848 0.82 o.08Q5 6.60"';7 "';.25
o.10 0.0493 6.0151 1.56 0.0910 6.4897 2.qo o. n26 17.7678 2.qo
0.15 0.0539 6.9417 2.18 0.08-a;o l?.9?19 0.82 O.lQQ? IQ 1,ao-a; 0.87
0.20 0.0827 8. 7562 0.93 o. 11.s:;-.; Q.6%2 2.61
0.24 0.1216 11.067 3.56 0.2238 13.450 3.53 0.35?? 17.019 1.8 7
0.29
0.3403 22.768 6.08
* The Project Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China.
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(cu 2•): 0 .05 -

0 .25M,

•l:

[co2..,]::0.0 5-o.25M,, (1u 2

0 .0 5 - 0 .2 5M

2. Relations between tha coef!icients or the linear rule and initial
acidity (H).

HEH (EHP)-:NH };-.H

1/D

Cu

Co

Ni

!

2

0-hno.ae.ne;.BC1-.( Cu,,CO,-Ni )

a(H)

o•. 0318...,i+.• 8999 H
.8619 H
o•.o320 87·
1•5210
(:)j.o,34,1-2 .,4.11 2 H

systea

b(H)

3 71838
4 e2456e •
4 4503 H
4 .2521e •

4.s3508 5.0 326H

c :o.05 :0 .01 - 0..24lf.• c:
H ew
011,�o.0 5 - 0 .25M; ll'eo:0 .05- o .. 29 N, 00
�::0 .0 5 - Oi..2 4N, Ciu :· 0 .0 5 - 0 .25M
H EH (EBP)-Kerosena-Blfo -RE(N0 )
RE:La-Lu and Y
3 3 syw.taa
3
a(B)
b(B)
1/n,
1.6645H
4
La
( 0 .0 14 69-0 .10 9 8H ) -l
-H-0.6?9 e
2 8.0+2 .880 e2 4• 9 ?lH
-a.3... o.557s. 13 .68H
Ce
0 4169
zo.Ol585.1 385H
Pr
3.0 749 a •
2 04
Nd
0.176T+1 53,.8H •
21.6 +56. 5H-248.6H 2
SIi
Eu
Gd<
Tb
Dy

Ho
Er
Tia
Yb

Lu
y

9

3

O. T 2 48e1,0J.69 68H

14 .1 42 6+55.29 85H

o.1 16t, e 9 •11 17H
0.11?e ?.396H

12 .2 463+2 6.92 35H

110881.771 H
9•54180 .8594 H

57H
0 .056,!{le-5 •
o., 3,}J3e t •43 8?H
1 • 1329a2'·2464

(0.009 15+0 .0 707,'1{)-l H
0 .4 62 1H
2 .1 55e
9

o.5030&2 •30 97
}
0.2t9te2 •370 H

. 22 8+4.62 9 ?H
? •5
0 2 377H
9 .7 4 e •
9 9

o.02&7el .}5. ,1.H
0.03035• t .. no9a

0
7•3080 .114B

(O.O'l,.75 e2.3012B_0.0?118)

- l) B
(0 .0 4462 +0.0 9728B
8.2212+4 .0 102 B

B:0.10-1.01, Ci:O.O�- O., J0.11
Ci:1n1t1al aetal ion CODHntration
HEB(EBP)-Kerou-: Bel- REC1
1/D
La
Ce
Pr

a(B)
99.
0.694 •t.16B

3

(1.1717-10.7138)-l
6
o.,a,a.18. 48B

syetea

RE:La- Lu. -d I
b(B)

-

0.0175?-0.1581B
(0.03735-0.2213B)-l
11.179B
Z4 •. '6zw, ,

0 .2 5M;

Nd

Sm

Eu

Gd

Tb
Dy

Ho

Er
TII
Yb

Lu
y

-1.3556+99.22H+102.04H 2
o.1377e9 .753H
o.0718e10•942H

2

0.07187-1.7061H+2 0.11H
o.0571e5.57osH
2

o.2s4 -2.3066H+5.5563H

0.2 925-1.99 %0H+3.9147H2
1.1571H1.4926

-0.1176+0.1336H+0.6954H2
o.3065e 1•905
o.1957e2•0053

o.11s4 -o.421H+1.78 1+6e2

HEu:0.01 -

HLa :1 0 -4 - 0. 04N,

Hc8:0.01

2

-52.71+1061.3H-971.84H
2 .9 55H
1 5.55e
t3.641+42.793H
12 • 30881.8669H
.4776e1.6618H

9

8.9846e0 •8332H

6.7244 +13.799 H

(0.1301-0.05465B)-l
(O.l352 -0.0289H)-l
l
(0.157-0.0323B)co. 1534-o.0282H)-1
(0.1349 -0.0535H) -l

-

O.lON, 8itd:0.10 - 0.50N,
0.07}f, HPr:0.01
0.30N, HGd:0.10 - 0.701, HTb:0.10 - 0.7011,

HS•:0.10 - 0.30N,
H :0.10 - 1.00N, 8H0:0.10 - 1.25N, HEr:o.·10 - 2.00N, H Tll:0.50 - 2 .50N,
Dy
Hyb:0.50 - 3.00N, 8Lu:o.50 - 3.00:N, By:0.10 -2.00N
D2EHPA-n-Heptane-HC1-(Sll,Eu, Gd)c13 _systea(3)
1/D
Sm

Eu

Gd

a(H)

0.02089

e'+•08 36H

o.0257e3.0263H
o.0006402e4•1328

b(H)

3.9024 e1.6087H
e1.1417e
3.
9499

0 6 50H
4.7922e • 9

HS•:0.4 - 1.0N, CSll:0.05 - 1.0M; BEu:0.5 - 1.0N, CEu:0.05 - 1.0M;
H Gd:0.5 - 1.1:N, C Gd:0.05 - 1.0M
HEB(EHP)-n-Heptane-BC1-(Nd,Sll)Cl3 S)'&tea
1/D

Nd

SIi
8ifd:o.0 1 -

a(B)

O.l?lt0e18.155H
o.lll3e10.62 4B

0.2 511,

Cwd: 0.02

b(B)
25•38 1e8 .6499B

3 9470B
14 •253e •
e
- 0.30M; 5.:o.ot - 0.25w, c811:o.02 -

0.30M
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THE STUDY OF EFFECTIVE SEPARATION COEFFICIENTS IN THE
EXTRACTION SEPARATION PROCESSES FOR THREE RARE EARTH SYSTEMS*

Weixing Zhang, Han Li, Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry,

Academia Sinica, Changchun, China

Owing to the similar chemical properties of rare earths, they are
often found together in natural ores. This results that most separation
processes of rare earths are multi-component systems. In order to
design the separation process properly or to realize optimization of
the process, the thorough study on effective separa,tion coefficients
of rare earths is very important. Literature [1,2] reported that, in
multi-component systems of rare earths, the effective separation coef
ficients vary with rare earth compositions, In our work, the effective
separation coefficients for three component systems of rare earths in
stages have been studied. And the methods which involve the use of
effective separation coefficients to determine the extreme values of
parameters for a separation process have been proposed.

1. Relations of the effective separation coefficients with rare earth
compositions
For a three component system of rare earths, such as A, B, C (A is
hard extractable component, C is easily extractable component and Bis
the middle component), according to the adjacent separation coeffi
cients�: and�, the relations of effective separation coefficients
C
e+C.
and �.. with rare earth com positions have been derived.
�..Hi
c
YC/XC
e c XA/XB+1 c
�,._.11• (YA+YB)/(XA+XB)•P,..fs XA/XB+(!:·�e
AB•"_

r.

A

�:YA/YB+1
YA/YB+1 '

(YB+YC)/(XB+XC) 81,,C YC/YB+1 e �:xc/XB+1
.slA re
YC/YB+�: • fA XC/XB+1
YA/XY

(1)

(2)

Xi,Yi - concentrations of component i in aqueous and organic phases.

2. Relations of ��.,, in stages with composition of feed, reextraction
ratio and .Purity of aqueous product
For the separation process of (A,B) and C (Fig,1) in which the
extraction ratio of total rare earths is constant,. the effective sepa
ration coefficient p�•• in stages has been calculated with the change of
feed composition, reextraotion ratio and purity of aqueous product
(Fig.2-4). During calculation, the values of <3...8 and f: are designated
as 3 and 5 respectively.

3. The minimum value of �::+s
From Fig.2-4, it is observed that (3,..•• reaches a minimum value (represented by() in all of the conditions discussed, By the use of
linear regression .method, we found that, when C1 ie very small, i.e.
(A,B) and Care well separated, p- is in good linear relation with
ffl (•Js/(Je+1 )) and ln(fA/fB).
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Pig,1, Counter current extraction separation process of (A.B) and C
H,NP - total stage number and feeding stage number
fA.fB,fC - molar fractions of A. B. C in aqueous feed Pa
A1.B1.C1 - molar percentages of A, B. C in aqueous product
AN.BN,CH - molar percentages of A, B, C in organic product
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Fig,3, The influence of Js on 13_:+":
fA/fB-7/3; C1=0,0001%;
1 - Js•0,3, 2 - Js•0,5, 3 - Js=1.0,
4 - Js=2,0 (N•14. NF=8. fC=0,5)

Fig.2. The influence of fA/fB
on ��:e l SN - stage number;
Js (reextraction ratio)•1.0;
C1=0,0001%; 1 - fA/fB-7/3.
2 - fA/fB=9/1, 3 - fA/fB-19/1,
4 - fA/fB=99/1

lo

�:=k1+k2EM+k3ln(fA/fB) (3)
EM - extraction ratio of total
rare earths in extraction
section
k1,k2,k3 - model parameters
For example, when the
values of
and �� are 3 and
5 respectively, the result is
as follows

7
2.

(3!

6

Jo

,:2 SN

Fig.4. The influence of C1 on f3;,ta :
Js=1.0; fA/fB=7/3; 1 - C1=0.00001%,
2 - C1=0.01%, 3 - C1=1%

�:1s8,54635-4,85652EM+1,28669ln(fA/fB).

�=1

11SN

"'

(4)

The relative errors of
to (3 are less than 1% in the ranges of
EM=0.23-0.66, fA/fB=7/3-99/1, C1=0.00001%-0.01%.
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e,�

4. The minimum value of f.lA in the separation process of A and (B,C)
By the use of similar method given above, it has been found that
.c
�: reaches a minimum value (represented by(#') in stages of scrubbing
section for the separation process of A and (B,C), and (3"'is in good
linear relation with EM' and ln(fC/fB).
( 5)

EM' - extraction ratio of total rare earths in scrubbing section
k1',k2 1 ,k3 1 - model parameters
For instance, when the values of
and� are 2.2 and 1.6 respec
tively, we obtained

�!

�:=1.76112+0.531203EM'+0.237435ln(fC/fB)

(6)

5. Determination of the extreme values of EM and EM' for the separation
processes of three component systems of rare earths
For the separation process of two component systems of rare earths,
the extreme values of EM and EM' were reported in literature (31,
Similarily, for the separation process of (A,B) and C, EM must have
the extreme value discribed in formula (7)
1;:, EM;:, (EM)min=fC+(fA+fB)/P:a.i

(7)

By combining (3) and (7), formula (8) is obtained.
(8)

a=k1+k2fC+k3ln(fA/fB), b=4k2(fA+fB)
With formulas (7) and (8), (F.M) min can be easily determined.
For the separation proce�s of A and (B,C), similar result was
obtained.

6. Conclutions
1. �...:&reaches a minimum value (3"'' in the separation process of (A,B)
1
and C. f3!« reaches a minimum value ('" in the separation process of A
and (B,C).
1
2. (3* is inversely proportional to EM. (3" is directly proportional
to EM'.
3. The minimum values of the effective separation coefficients can
be used to determine the extreme values of total extraction ratio for
the separation processes of three component systems of rare earths.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF LIQUID-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA FOR
PRACTICAL PURPOSES IN HYDROMETALLURGY

1

5-15

1

I.Ortiz and A,Irabien, Departamento de Quimica T�cnica, Facultad de
Ciencias, Universidad del Pais Vasco, Apdo 644, 48080 Bilbao,
Spai.D
A great deal of effort has been directed to the experi.mental evalu
ation of equilibrium constants for liquid-liquid extraction of metals
but the complex nature of hydrometallurgical solutions makes very dif
ficult the application of previous results to the industrial processes,
Three main kinds of molecules play an important role in liquid-li
quid extraction,
1, Water, due to the dissociation properties of electrolytes relat
ed to the pH v alue,
2, Electrolytes because usually hydrometallurgical solutions con
tain a complex mixture of salts,
3, Organic molecules which are the second liquid phase containing
in some cases complexing agents.
Equilibrium constants are usually based on the species concentra
tion in the system and results depend obviously of the medium compo
sition because activities are not usualytaken into account in the eva
luation of equilibrium constants,
A general procedure has been developed for the evaluation of acti
vities in complex systems containing D2EHPA as complexing agent. The
influence of pH, electrolytes and the organic solvent can be taken
into account in the general method,
Computer techniques for the solution of non-linear algebraic equa
tions allow a numerical solution of the evaluation procedure using ac
tivities instead concentrations.
A detailed description of the system �inc-D2EHPA will be given,
where the influence of pH, electrolytes and organic compounds can be
taken into account.
These results allow a better understanding and evaluation of the
complex chemistry involved in liquid-liquid extraction of metals for
useful purposes, where the main factors affecting the result of the
separation can be introduced in the equipment performance.
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OHE PILM THEORY - A NEW APPROACH TO LIQUID-LIQUID
5-16
EXTRACTION
Rong-Jiang Cao, General Research Institute for Ron-Perrous
Metals, Beijing, China

Many liquid-liquid extraction reagents used in hydrometallurgy
have been considered aa surface active ones. Their operations in in
dustry have.usually been controlled under the hydraulic conditions
which minimize the diffusion resistance of reactants and products in
the bulk phases, and yield sufficient transfer of the value compo
nents from aqueous to organic phase. Baaed on these two facts, very
recently, there seems to be a trend of considerations that the reac
tions of liquid-liquid extraction occur at their interface or near
the interface in aqueous bulk and fWJOtion as the rate controlling
step /J-47, even though the complication of interfacial reaction and
the limitation of peysicochemical information from the interface as
well as the difficulty in relating interfacial information to bulk
concentrations and bulk reaction rates have made a few other kinds of
considerations exist.
At present, almost all of the rates of liquid-liquid extractions,
if, superficially, from interfacial co.DCentrations, were deduced with
the arbihary assumption of Ci • i • Ci b' for example, CH+ i • CH+, a, b 1
'
'
C Zn2+,i•Cznl+,a,b1 CHDZ•i • CHDZ' o,b- etc ID , where Ci means the
concentration of component 11 subscript i means interface, o, organic1
a, aqueous1 and b, bulk1 aince we still can not determine the inter
facial concentrations directly now. Therefore, although all of the
models developed previoualy by Hughes L':,_J, two layer diffusion and
aqueous reaction layer model1 by Yu [6], two layer adsorption model1
and by Danesi ill, diffusion layer and reaction zone model, could ex
plain some results of liquid-liquid extraction, none could deal with
the real processes similarly.
Chemical kinetics of solvent extraction is a kind of phenomenal
kinetics. Two layer diffusion model is a work hypothesis. And the
theoritical treatment of the surface tension is a thermodynamic treat
ment. Therefore, before direct information can be taken from the in
terfacial reaction zone, there is no need of us to get into the diffi
culty of considering the characters of interface in detail.
If we follow Guggenheim's definition that the interface is a thin
layer of the order of 1O-6-1O-7cm in thickness, and its physical pro
perties vary continueously from those of one bulk to those of the
other N, and enlarge the thickness of interface to 1O-4cm then the
hydraulic film will be tenable, we can assume further that the extrac
tion reactions take place within this film as a whole and there is no
need of dividing the interface into organic and aqueous films. These
are the basic considerations and th!lfeatures of one film theory.
The reasons of the proposition of one film theory and its advanta
ges are as follows:
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1. According to Yu [6], for the concentration of a + , especially of
metal ions, has a strong effect on the surface tension, therefore,
the surface tension is a property of the interfacial zone.
2. The phase transfer catalysis of TRPO or primary amine in stripping
Pe 3+ occlll's in organic phase near the interface or near the bulk of
organic phase@].
3. Because of no restriction on the dissociation of the extractant
from the solvent, there is no need of explaining the different effects
of diluent on the kinetics.
4. There is no need of paying attention to the ligand substitution of
H o inside the coordination sphere of metal ions [9].
2
5. The bulk concentrations of reactants and products can be used for
kinetic treatments directly.
6. The film adjacent to aqueous bulk is extensible from 10-7 to 10-4cm
to accommodate the location of the extraction reaction by adjusting
the concentrating of ff+ and metal ions.
Experimentally, a Znso4-H2 so4-EHEH PA-c12 H26 system was selected.
The surface tensions with different oontents of Zn2+, H2A2 and H+ in
aqueous and organic phases were measured. The extraction of Zn�· was
studied in an improved Louie cell with strong agitations from 600800 r.p.m., and it has been proved that the hydraulic film can not be
thinned any more by enhancing the agitation further. By decreasing
the mixing of organic and aqueous bulk separately, it has been found
that the diffusions in aqueous phase had much stronger influences on
the extraction rates than that in organic phase. Under sufficient mi
xing of the two phases, the rate of the extraction could be expressed
as:
r • 1r[zn2+} [HA} / [H+],
which had the same form as that by Praisers /JO]. When the agitation
of the aqueous phase was under 500 r.p.m., a linear relationship has
been obtained between the rate of extraction and the speed of agitati
on, the diffusion process in the film or in the bulks can be checked
by the thickness of the hydraulic film.
The further study on the proposed one film theory is underway in
our laboratory now.
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THE PREDICTION OF BULK LIQUID-LIQUID DISENGAGEMENT IN DEEP-BAND SETTLERSr:---::7
P,D, Martin, D,J, Steptoe and C,L, Stockwell
UXAEt\, Harvell Laboratory, Oxford•hire, UK.

�

The prediction of the perfonunce of gravity liquid-liquid settlers (decanters),
in terms of the throughput available per unit area as a function of dispersion band
thickne•a, i•.of continuing interest in the deaign of extraction equipment, Because
it 1• not poaaible in general to predict perfonunce from system physical property
data alone, a number of workers have attempted to do ao from batch coalescence data,
One receq\ •thod of quantifying batch data has been described by Jeelani and
Hartland\
and featured two physically significant coalescence parameters Ka and
a, These parameter• were used in a predictive model for continuous flow settler
perforaance which alao included a further geo•tric constant p,

>,

Here we report the completion of a comprehensive aeries of pilot-scale matched
batch and continuous flow coalescence experiments using liquid-liquid systems of
widely varying coaleacence properties,
A theoretical comparison of batch and
continuous coalescence uses the Jeelani/Rartland parameters in a realistic new model
for the sedimenting zone of a deep gravity settler,
The
Nature of Theoretical M odel
theoretical model is based on an analysis
of drop sedimentation and coalescence in
Continuous the sedimenting zone of a vertical
From a b a t c h
phase out gravity settler,
(diff erential) coalescence teat are
derived parameters Ks and s: parameter
K 8 is a me a sur e of the rate of drop
growth from the drop feed size by
interdrop coaleacence, while s determines
Entrained
the modifying effect on coalescence rate
flow •one
of increaaing drop size. The coalescence
parameters, once obtained, must be
incorporated in a physically realistic,
but not unnecessarily complicated, model
of the behaviour of a continuous settler.
The·counterflow model used in the present
work is illustrated in Figure I, for
heavy phase dispersed.
It is assumed
that mixed phase feed is introduced near
the coalescing interface and that the
deep band of dispersion is divided into
two distinct zones.
In the 'Entrained
Flow Zone', dispersed phase drops are
sufficiently 8111811 to be carried upward
by the flov of continuous phase, but grow
by coaleecence to reach a critical size
above which counterflow. sets in; in the
FIGURE l.DEEP DISPERSION COUNTERFLOW
··counterflow Zone' growing drops sediment
MODEL
d o w n w a r d s t o w a r d s the c o a l e s c ing
interface, Expressions can be obtained for the volume of the entrained flow zone
and the height of the counterflow zone, and the net height of the dispersion
deacribed by an equation of the form:
Q

H • �

t

�

Q 2s+l

Kl H + K2 (a!)

2s
2a+l

(1)

which can be solved by iteration,
Experimental
The exper_imental equipment was designed so a11 to permit the
measurement of batch or continuous flow coalescence for dispersion bands up to I m
deep in the same apparatus., The mixer-settler and its flow circuit is shown in
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Pt�e 2,
The ai:dng VHHl conaisted of a tall pyrex glaH cylinder of 0, 15 m
internal diameter a,:itated by -,ltiple 'Rushton' turbines on a co-on shaft,
The
mixing veHel coimunicated with a :tall glaas aettling veHel of 0, 15 or 0,225 m i,d,
via one of two , mixed phase ports,
Separated light phaae was removed from the
aettler via an upper nir and heavy phaae via a lower port and adjustable weir, for
interface level conlrrol,
Aqueoua and organic phase feed pumps,
flowmetera and
1torage tanlt1 completed the flow circuit,
The mixer veseel could be fed either at
ita upper or lower end, so by opening the lower or Upper mixed phase ports, a
counterflow bed of aqueoua-in-organic(A/0) or organic-in-aqueoua(O/A) dispersion
could be studied,

2

1

6

'l

1 - Organic feed tank; 2 - A.queous
Settler Vessel; 4 - Continuous
Settler Vessel; 5 - Intetace control weir;6 - Organic receiver
tank; 7 - Aqueous receiver tank

lIG1fL2·
ee tank;

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT.
J � llixer/Bateh

The experimental procedure involved the establishment of a series of steady-state
flow conditions for each of which the phase flow rates and dispersion bsnd depth
were -aaured; from these measurements plots were made of the dispersion band depth
H as a fu nction of the coalescing velocity Q,i/A. Measurements of bstch coalescence
were made by shutting off phase flows and stopping the agitator; the positions of
the upper and lower interfaces of the collapsing dispersion bsnd in the mixer were
recorded aa a function of time, and the data used to derive parameters¾ ands.
Experiments were performed principally at a flow ratio R of unity, though with a
limited number of runs at a flow ratio of l: 2,
The experimental tests involved
three different solvent/aqueous pairs, as indicated in the table, with both aqueous
and organic phases dispersed,
These systems gave ii very wide range of interfacial
tensions and viscosities, and hence very different coalescence properties.

LIQUID-LIQUID PAIRS USED IN EXPERIMENTS
Aqueous
Phase

Interfacial
Tension
(N. m-l)

Density
Difference
(kg-m-3)

0.01 M IINO3

0.00159

142.l

3
3,10 E -

10% v/,v Acorga P5100 0.01 M IINO3
in Escaid 100

0,01950

183.6

1.99 E-3

Cumene

0,03812

140.7

7,50 E-'+

Organic Phase
Butan-1-ol

0.01 M HN03
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Organic
Phase Viscosity
(N,s ,m- 2)

,-,-,-r-n,-.,...--r-.,--r--,-r"TTT1-r-:i

1s-1

..
11-a

is-,L.L...;L..J...1..JU..-......--L.-...L...J...J...J....J....1-.1.-'--.__.

FIGURE 3. EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED
COALESCENCE PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS
SYSTEMS

&
,., Experimental
data

...
...
...
...

3

Wit h in the range of
Re s ult s
solvent/aqueous dispersed systems studied,
st a constant mixer agitator speed, widely
varying values of the parameters Ks and s
were found, Parameters also varied widely
for each individual system, but in a
p re d i c t able fas hion, as Figu r e 3
indicates,
The effects of the two
par a m ete rs b e i ng to some extent
co m p e ns a t or y,
similar coale scence
behaviour could be reasonably well fitted
by any combination of K8 and s lying along
the appropriate curve.
For each set of experiments, theoretical
predictions from the batch data, of the
form of equation(!), were made, These were
plotted for comparison with the continuous
flow data, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. In
Figure 4 it is seen that the results of
several sets of batch tests give similar,
but not identical, curves which taken
together give a reasonably good prediction
of the experimental continuous flow data,
Curves 1 and 2 arise from higher values of
Ks, and lower values of s, than do curves 3
and 4. Figure 5 is a further example, in
which excellent predictions are obtained in
experiments st flow ratio 1:2.

2 /J

...

�-·
...
. ..

"" Experimental
data

Hl•I

•l•I

•

o l....--'--...::1i.:::;..::::;..,�-....1--....,,.....1
Q.,A l••I•)

I

FIGURE 51EXAMPLE OF PREDICTED AND
EXPERIMENTAL CONTINUOUS FLOW DATA; B
FLOW RATIO 1 : 2

FIGURE 4 1 EXAMPLE OF PREDICTED AND
EXPERIMENTAL CONTINUOUS FLOW DATA; A
FLOW RATIO 1: 1

A similar degree of agreement was obtained for each of the solvent/aqueous
systems investigated in the O. 225 m diameter continuous flow settler.
In the
narrower, O, 15 m settler, however, it was found that dispersion band heights were
overpredicted, to widely varying degrees, Because the degree of overprediction was
greater for aqueous-dispersed than for organic-dispersed systems, this was thought
to be due to the enhanced coalescence by wall wetting in the narrower settler.
Conclusions
(1)

A body of comparative data larger and 110re consistent than reported
previously has been acquired for the batch and continuous performance of
the deep-band gravity settler, Liquid-'liquid systems tested haved included
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both organic-dispersed and aqueous-dispersed
varying from 1.59 mN m-1 to 38.1 mN m-1•

(ii)

with

interfacial

tensions

The coalescence parameters described by Jeelani and Hartland have been
measured in a deep batch mixer-settler and used in a new two-zone
theoretical model for counterflow-operated settlers correctly to predict
continuous flow data for a settler of 0.225 m diameter.

(iii) Continuous flow data in a narrower settler were not uniformly well
predicted using the measured parameters.
This is thought to be due to
enhanced wall wetting and preferential coalescence in this case.
(iv)

It was found that for flow ratios near to, or greater than unity it can be
assumed for predictive purposes that the dispersed phase fractional hold-up
in the continuous settler equals the mixer mean hold-up.
For lower flow
ratios this assumption is, at worse, conservative.

(v)

The succeBB of the predict! ve model indicates that it is not normally
nece�sary also to model the close-packed zone in a deep-band settler.

(vi)

It has been shown that hatch disengagement data obtained in a settler of
0.15 111 diameter can be used to predict the performance of continuous flow
vertical settlers of 0.225 m and by inference larger diameters.

Nomenclature
A
- Horizontal area of settler.
H
-Depth of dispersion band.
-Coalescenee parameter.
K8
K 1,K2-Constants.
-Volume flowrate of dispersed phase.
Q,i
R
-Flow ratio, dispersed to continuous phase.
s
-Coalescence parameter,
-Geometric parameter of Jeelani and Hartland.
II
-Dispersed phase hold-up.
£

Reference
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THE PERFORMANCE OF A PILOT-SCALE
PLATE COLUMN(SPC)

SIEVE

I s-,a

J.O. OLOIDI + , CJ.MUMFORD*, M.P.WILSON* AND L.XIAOJUN #
+Department of Chemical Engineering, Teesside Polytechnic,Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS! 3BA,U.K
• Department of Chemical Engineering, Aston University, Aston Triangle, Birmingham 84 7ET, U.K
#shanghai Chemical Industry, Design Institute, Shanghai, China

INTRODUCTION. The sieve plate column (SPC) is a gravity-operated extraction column which
contains a number of compartments formed by a series of equispaced horizontal sieve plates with
downcomers. It is strictly a hybrid extractor since, although contacting is stagewise ie involving
intermittent coalescence and redispersion, contacting within each stage is differential-continuous
with some crossflow of the continuous phase.
As with the majority of gravity operated columns, full-scale sieve plate columns do not
exhibit similar performance characteristics to laboratory-scale columns,<150mm, for which most
data are available. On the industrial scale the flow characteristics differ because of the greater
interplate distances, which may permit drops to recirculate, thus departing from the plug flow
characteristics observed in small columns, and because of the different magnitude of 'wall
effects'.
The SPC has attracted increased attention recently [1,2] due to its low energy consumption
and because when properly designed reasonably high efficiencies may be achieved. Two major
comparisions of the SPC with other extractors have been made, firstly with the RDC, using the
test system Clairsol-350 (d) - acetone(s) - water [3], and secondly with ,a mixer-settler for
uranium extraction.[2] The SPC was shown to be at least as efficient in most cases. The SPC is
also simple and cheap to construct and requires a small solvent inventory.
� • The design of a SPC from basic principles requires knowledge ot at least the,
1. Range of flooding velocities
2. Mean drop size or drop size distribution
3. Dispersed phase hold-up
4. Flocculation/Coalescence height (static hold-up) beneath each plate

5 . Dispersed phase film coefficient, kd based upon mean drop size or drop size distribution
6. Continuous phase film coefficient, kc based upon mean drop size or drop size distribution
Evidently 2 to 6 depend on the operating conditions.
Empirical correlations or models may be used for the estimation of Ito 6 above and to cross
check with pilot-scale data. However each of the above variables depends upon,
System physical properties
Design and arrangement of sieve plates
The directicn of solute transfer
The phase ratio, and
Which phase is dispersed
The following have been found to be desirable features in an SPC design [3-6];
a. Provision for reasonably-homogeneous, distribution of each phase across any
cross-section. This requires the maximum number of holes to. bcdunctional in
the dispersed phase distributor and in each plate.
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b. Generation of a large interfacial area per unit volume i.e O. l 64m2/m3 ·
c. The maximum height of the flocculation layer beneath each sieve plate must be less
than the downcomer length.
d. Operation should be within the jetting regime ie with a nozzle velocity above the
minimum jetting velocity [6], to ensure a minimum head of coalesced layer under
any plate and the majority of holes are functional.
e Any number of plates can be used provided the continuous phase inlet is
opposite the downcomer on the next plate, and the outlet is preferably
positioned to:aHow cross-flow over the inlet distributor.
f. Avoidance of erratic operation, which restricts phase flowrates to 50- 70%. of
those at flooding.
g. The plate material and column walls should be preferentially-wetted by the
continuous phase.
h. The sieve plates should be as flat as practicable when inserted into the column,
Any cross-stubs inserted into larger columns to achieve this should be of similar.,
material to the plates, to avoid the creation of high and low surface energy
junctions which could promote coalescence [7] and lead to a distortion in the
flocculation zone height .
i - Provision of man, or hand, holes between successive pairs of plates for cleaning and
maintenance.
j. Initial dispersion via a correctly-designed distributor [6] in which the holes may
be drilled and punched to provide sharp-edged orifices.
EXPERIMENTA�, INVESTIGATION. The dimensions of the 2.3m high industrial glass SPC,
with variable· stainless steel internals, used in this study were: column diameter 45cm, plate hote,
size 1.59, 3.18, 4.76 or 6.35mm, plate spacing 20 to 38cm, and 4 to 6 compartments depending
on ihe plate spacing. The two,phase systems employed were Clairsol-350/deionised water and
xylene/deionised water. Acetone constituted the solute in mass transfer studies [5]. System
physical properties are given in Table 1 .
Table 1. System physical properties
Density; kg/m3
Viscosity, kg/ms
lnterfacial tension, mN/m

Clairsol-350
783
0.0018
35.5

Xylene
867
0.0061
26.1

Deionised water
998.2
0.0011

Claiisols350 or xylene always comprised the dispersed phase . This phase was introduced
via a bottom distributor and 'the flowrate set to a value below the flooding velocity. The
continuous phase was introduced at the top, and the interface maintained at a constant level.by
careful control of the outlet continuous phase flow.
Drop sizes were mcaaUICd photographically [3-6). Average hold-ups were measUICd by the
rapid shut-off method [3-6]. Data for the system Clairsol-350 - acetone - water have been
reported elsewhere [5,6) Further results obtained with the system xylene/deionised water are
given in Table 2
21. 3aK. 262.
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RESULTS. The correlations of design parameters obtained earlier [4) derived using literature
data and the results obtained with the system Clainol-350/deionised water have been improved
upon [6]. These correlations were tested with the results obtained with xylene/deionised water.
The desig correlations are;
n
Dispersed phase hold-up,x

u

u

2P dn 0.11
-0.02
AP -0.15
c
d
x = 3.66 x 10-2 [--]
[ -1
[ n
]
CJ
Pc
Uc

u

2 -0.21
[-n-1
dng

(I)

Equation 1 con-elates the results with an average error of± 9%.
Flocculation/Coalescence height, ht

dn2 -0.83
gp Uc2pcdn 0.1-4 --c
U 2pcdn 0.45
h
_t_ • 1.86 x 1<>5 [ n
[
[
I
1
l
CJ
(J
(J
dn
AP 2.64
20.28
�
[--]
[-]
Pcdn°
Pc

(2)

EQuation 2 correlates the results with an avenge error of± 10%.
Mean drop alu (jettln1 rqlme)
d
AM U 2 0.19
-E.....2.11 [ .....--n n ]
a
dn

2s

-0.34 U
-0.19
AM
[_...,.._-n_l
[-n]
a
Uc

(3)

Equation 3 correlates the results with an unsually accurate average emr of ±0.54%.
Mean drop afze (non-Jettln1 repme)
A.__
_-,_i
dn

AMU2 .o7
...,.., n 0
1.74 [
]
(J

-0.44
A?dnl
[--]
(J

(4)

Equation 4 correlates the results with an averaae error of ±0.58%. The calculated data using
the above equations 1-4 for the system xylene/deionised water are given in Table 2.
Table 2, Experimental Results xylene(diapencd) - deionised water(continuous)

No

cm/a

cm/1

ud•

Un•
cm/a

x%,
Exp

x�,
Cal

I\, hi,

cS,i,

dn,

1

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41

0.11
0.22
0.25
0.29
0.33
0.11
0.22
0.25
0.29
0.33

1..55
3.10
3.50
4.08
4.64
1.55
3.10
3.50
4.08

1.88
2.64
3.07
4.26
5.14
2.24
3.69
4.26
5.17
6.29

2.44
4.99
5.64
6.57
7.48
2.44
4.�9
5.64
6.57
7.48

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.7
2.0
1.8
1.8
2.0
2.5

0.42
0.5-4
0.61
0.64
0.69
0.44
0.59
0.60
0.65
0.66
0.64

0.92
1.05
1.07
1.10
1.13
0.97
1.11
1.14
1.16

RIIJl,j Uc•

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

0.41

0.41

4.64
5.77

6.84

9.29
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Exp Cal

2.8
3.0

1.30
2.50
2.80
3.22
3.62
1.47
2.70
3.00
3.50

3.90
4.80

Exp

Cal

1.20
1.25

CONCLUSIONS Calculated values using correlations for hold-up, mean drop size and
coalescence height, Equations 1-4 were somewhat greater than the experimental results for the
system xylene/deionised water. However the h 1 values would be acceptable for design purposes
and the higher �2 and x values would self-compensate in the prediction of A. The study is
continuing to include other systems and improve the correlations.
Operation just below the flooding point is the best operating condition and ensures operation
of the majority of the plate holes.
Dispersed phase recirculation was completely eliminated at a plate spacing of 20cm. This
contributed to an increase in mass transfer efficiency achievable as the plate spacing was reduced
from 34 to 20cm. In using respective published single drop correlations to calculate the
thocretical overall mass transfer coefficients, best agreement with those determined
experimentally was obtained with the combination of the dispersed phase film coefficient from
Kronig-Brink(circulating) and Angelo-Lightfoot(oscillating) and continuous phase film
coefficient from Oarner-Poord-Tayeban (cln:ulatin,) and Anaelo-Liahtfoot (oeclllatina) [5,6]
The data presented, together with a procedure alven elsewhere [6], provide an improve basis
for SPC design within the limits of physical properties covercd.ie Pc 995.6 - 1582.6 kglm3 ; Pd
781.4 -997.7 kgtm3 ; Ile 0.0008067 - 0.00136 kg/ms; � 0.000657 - 0.0037 kg/ms; a 4.9035.5 mN/m; �p 110 - 584.9 kg/m 3 •
NOMENCI,.ATIJRE
� - Sauter mean drop diamcter,cm.
dn - Plate hole diamcter,cm.
g - Acceleration due to gravity,cm/m2•
h1 - Coalescence/flocculation height, cm.
U - Phase superficial velocity,cms.
x - Diapcncd phase hold-up.
p - Density,gm/cm3 •
µ - Viscosity,gm/cms.
a - Intcrfacial 1enaion,nm/m.
Subscripts
c - Continuo111 phase
d

- Dispcncd phase

n

- nozzle
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A COMPARISION BETWEEN THE PERFORMANCE OF
•PILOT SCALE UNAGITATED (SPC) AND ROTARY
'AGITATED (RDC) EXTRACTION COLUMNS

5-19

JJ,0. OLOmI+, CJ.MUMFORD• AND M.P.Wll.SON*
• f-Deplnmlnt of Olemlcll Enain.tna, TNUldl Polyteehnlc,MlddJeabrouab. a.v.Iand TSI 3BA,U K
''fDtplltJNllt of Chemlcll Enau-fna, Alton Unlv.. lty, Alton Triqle, BinnlnaJ!am B41ET, U·K

INTRODUCTION . The pcrfonnance of different extraction columns, characterised by the
operating range and separation eff"icicncy, can strictly only be compared if the column diameter
,· &lid test syatem are the 1ame [1]. However few investigations have generated comparative data
··,for different extracton, eapccially mass lranafcr efficiencies of pilot scale equipment. The
majority of research hu involved extracton <150mm in diameter, but industrial extractors may
be >10 times larger, which renders scale-up of data unreliable.
Ideally extractors which arc compared should be representative of the main types used
industrially. In the present case an unagitated extractor, viz a gravity operated sieve plate column
(SPC), was compared with a rotary agitated, RDC (Rotating Disc Contactor). The data covered a
,,,ufficiently diverse range of conditions to allow factors such as direction of mass transfer, degree
of agitation, column free area (RDC) and plate spacing (SPC) to be examined for their influence.
ROTATING DISC CONTACTOR <RDC) , The RDC comprises a number of compartments
· formed by a series of equispaced stator rings,with a central rotating disc supported on rotating
shaft in each compartment. Dispersion is achieved by the action of the rotating discs, the speed
of which may be variable to provide flexibility in operation, e.g changes in drop size
distribution, or to cope with variations in system properties.
"The advantages of the RDC are that it is cheap, simple to build and operate, and easy to
maintain. The low driving shear mechanical energy input constitutes an additional parameter for
the adjustment of the operating range and maintenance of a large interfacial area per unit volume
which enhances the mass transfer efficiency. The extractor is resistant to plugging and can be
operated in the presence of surface active agents and other impurities.
The main disadvantage of the RDC is that axial mixing, which limits the efficiency of large
scale extractors [2,3],is induced at higher rotor speeds corresponding to Re > 7.5 x IO". It
.,would be expected to find application with moderate to high interfacial .. tension systems
>�OmN/m.
SIEVE PLATE COLUMN (SPC) . The SPC incorportes a number of compartments formed by
a series of equispaced sieve plates with downcomers. There is repeated coalescence and
redispenion of drops at each plate, and crossflow of the continuous phase between adjacent
plates.
The advantages of the SPC arc the absence of moving parts, whilst frequent coalescence and
redtspersion of the dispersed phase at each plate enhances the mass transfer efficiency. 'It also
offers crossflow of the continuous phase which induces turbulence in the drops. There is little-or
no axial mixing [ 1,4J
It would be expected to find application with moderate interfacial tension systems,
10-40mN/m, when the number of theoretical stages required is relatively high·j5 and the density
,difference between the phases exceeds 100kg/m3 [5].
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EXPERIMENTAL. The SPC and RDC geometries used are summarised in Table 1. The
system acetone/Clainol-3S0/deionised water was employed throughout. Clairsol-3S0 had a
density of 783kgttn3 and a viscosity of0.0018kg/ms. Its interfacial tension with deionised water
was 3S.SmN/m, but reduced with increasing acetone concentraction in the range 0% to 10% w,w
to a final value of 18mN/m. The deionised water has a density of 998.2kgtm3 and a viscosity of
0.001 lkg/ms. Hence, apart from the flammability of acetone, the system had desirable features
as a standard test system [6].
Table 1. Pilot-Scale Column Details (all dimensions in mm)
SPC
RDC
Diameb:r
Column material
Sieve plate material
Rotor and Stator
Stan diameter
Rotor diameter
Plate,Rotor
& Stator thickness
Pille bole size
Companment height/
Plate spacing
Effective height
CNerall hei&ht
Number of Compartments
Rotor speed

450
glass

-

450
glass
18/8 stainless steel

18/8 stainless steel
377.5
225
2

1.5 to2
1.59,3.18,4.756,6.35

225
3500 to 3700
4300
14
0-300 r.p.m

200to 380
1800 to 2000
2305
4106

-

The methods of column operation were similar {5,8;2,9,10]. Clairsol-3S0 always comprised
the dispersed phase but acetone was transfered both to and from it in separate experiments. In
the concentration range up to 15% w,w acetone, the two phases were for all practical purposes,
completely immiscible and the distribution coefficient, m=8.8 The diffusion coefficient Dd of
acetone in Clairsol-3S0 was calculated as 1.37 x 10·5cm2/s and of acetone in deionised water De
as 1.10 x 10·5cm2/s at 20°C. Acetone concentrations were determined from measurement of
absorbance in an ultra-violet spectrophotometer.
The dispersed phase was introduced and the flowratc (and with the RDC the rotor speed) set
to the requisite valuebclow the flooding condition. The continuous phase was established and the
interface maintained at a constant level by careful control of the outlet continuous phase flow.
Samples of the inlet and outlet streams were taken at steady state. Drop sizes were measured
photographically and average hold-up measured by the rapid shut-off method
RESULTS . Correlations of the hydrodynamic design parameters for the RDC [2,9] and SPC
[S,8] have been reported previously.
It is generally recognised that the internals of columns should be preferentially-wetted by the
continuous phase This is certainly advantageous to avoid irregular dispersion in the SPC but
deterioration of the continuous phase wettability of plates due to scum deposition in service can
be partly overcome by drilling and punching the holes to produce sharp-edged orifices. A
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previous study using a 10cm RDC with wetted and non-wetted rotors demonstrated the rotor
wettability had no significant effect on mass transfer efficiency. [7]. However stator wetting by
the dispersed phase has been observed to prodlice oversized drops by drip-point release from the
resultant accumulations.
The mass transfer results for the RDC and SPC are given in Table 2 [2,5,9, 10]. In the RDC
mass transfer efficiency generally increased with (a) increasing rotor speed (b) increasing the
ratio of dispersed to continuous phase flowrate (c) increasing rotor disc diameter (d) decreasing
stator opening, and (e) decreasing compartment height. However, as would be expected with the
geometry used, in certain cases increase in rotor speed reduced the efficiency due to baclcmixing
[2].
Gcncrally mass transfer efficiency in the SPC increased with an (a) increase in dispersed
phase flowrate (b) decrease in plate spacing, and (c) decrease of plate hole size.
Comparing the mass transfer coefficients and mass transfer efficiency of the RDC and SPC
Table 2.Experimental Results; System; Clairsol-350 - acetone· water
Direction of transfer d to e
RDC[2,9)
Uc,
emfs

Ud, N1 x% d:i2.t X;n
emfs r.p.m

0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31

0.24
0.24
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28

u�

U4, Ii,,, x% d:iv

250
300
100
200
300
350
100
150
200
300

4.29
5.51
2.82
3.70
4.74
6.62
2.61
2.82
3.34
4.10

0.32
0.24
0.51
0.39
0.26
0.21
0.54
0.52
0.44
0.32

3.03
3.03
3.96
3.96
3.96
3.96
4.91
4.91
4.91
4.91

xout

Y1n yout K°"pt
x 10-4emJs

1.06
0.98
1.58
1.34
1.18
1.09
2.28
2.12
1.81
1.48

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.20
1.25
1.70
1.87
1.98
2.05
1.88
1.99
2.21
2.45

0.84
0.50
2.05
1.53
0.85
0.53
1.96
2.03
1.74
1.21

0.24
0.27
0.19
0.25
0.43
0.34
0.15
0.17
0.20
0.30

SPC {Plate hole size 3.175mm)

emfs

erii/1 cm

0.55
0.55
0.30
0.30
0.55
0.55
0.30
0.30
0.55
0.55

0.31
0.43
0.31
0.43
0.31
0.43
0.31
0.43
0.31
0.43

30
30
26
26
26
26
20
20
20
20

4.1 0.47
6.5 0.40
3.2 0.63
u 0.68
3.9 0.69
5.1 0.65
3.5 0.62
5.2 0.60
4.7 0.60
6.0 0.61

Xi.

� Y1n Yau1 �

2.50
3.01
2.01
2.56
3.51
4.26
3.76
5.72
4.29
6.87

0.99
1.12
0.52
0.21
1.07
1.52
0.72
1.04
0.82
1.69

x to-4cm/s

1.26
1.34
1.64
1.87
1.83
2.11
o.oo 2.36
0.00 4.16
0.00 2.19
0.00 4.56
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

10.5
9.8
12.0
12.0
10.4
11.0
11.2
10.6
9.1
9.7

0.20
0.22
0.37
0.11
0.29
0.48
0.54

0.58
0.58
0.39

under their optimum operati.na conditions (ie300 r.p.m for the RDC and 3.175mm holeaize plates
with 200mm plate spacina for the SPC) shows that with the specific system studied and the
geometries given in Table 1, The SPC was as efficient, or in some caaea more efficient.than the
RDC.
It wu shown for both typea of column [5,9] that the overall mus transfer coefficient could
be predicted with improved accuracy by takina into account the range of drop sizes encounted.
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The method applies the drop size distribution diqram to estimate the volume percentage of
acqnant,circulalina and OICillatina dJOpl in the population. Each drop aize fraction is considered
to conlribute to the o\'a'lll process in 11em11 of ill own residence time and mass transfer rate, the
Individual mus transfer coetricientl beina estimated from the different published single -drop
mua ttamfer models correspandina to drop states.
CONCLUSIONS . The study indicates that, provided it is correctly designed and operated
[9,10), the SPC can be equally effecient u the RDC for systems of moderate interfacial (18 to
35mN/m).

NOMENQ.A'.UJRE

dn - Sluter DICIII drop diamclcr,cm
He - compartment height, cm

E.,Mass transfer efficiency
K -Overall mass transfer coeff"lcient,cm/s
m-F.quilibrium �tribution coeffkient,Sol/Aq�
x - Dispersed phase hold-up
Y - Continuous phase concentration

N - Roear speed, rev/min
U - Pblle auperficial velocity,cm/a
X - Dilpened phue concentration

Subscripts

C - Continuoua phase
Expt.-Expaimcntal
out - Oulet

d - Dispersed phase
in- Inlet
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF PACICEO AND AGITATED EXTRACTION COLUMNS
5-20
T. L. Holmes, A. E. Karr, and R. w. CUsack, Otto H. York Co., Inc., Parslppany,
N.J., USA

In recent years, there have been several publications in which liquid-liquid ex

traction performance data on the toluene-acetone-water system were presented.

The

data were obtained in various types of small diameter agitated, packed, and perfor

ated plate columns as for example (1),, (2), (3), (4), (5).

The paper by Stichlmair,

specifically his figure 3, has been used to compare to new data on the toluene

acetone-water system (6),(7).

The purpose of the present paper is to present new data on the toluene-acetone

water system obtained in various small diameter columns.

The columns investigated

were the RDC, York-Scheibel and Karr agitated columns and Gempak
and York Wire Mesh packed columns.

™

2A, Gempak

™

4A

The characteristics of the columns investigated are shown in Table 1.

The toluene-acetone-water syst8111 has a moderately high interfacial tension.

the area investigated, the interfacial tension varied from 22 to 30 dynes/cm.
All runs were carried out with the toluene phase dispersed.

In

First, several runs

were made during which acetone was extracted from the aqueous phase to the toluene

phase (c to d).

The aqueous phase contained ab?ut 4.51 acetone.

The toluene ex

tract, containing approximately 2.51 acetone, then became the feed for the follow
ing series of runs in which acetone was extracted from the toluene phase to the

water phase (d to c).

In all the runs the volumetric flow ratio of organic feed to aqueous feed was

1.5.

The data were employed in the form of weight ratio unite.

Since the mutual

solubility of water and toluene is very small in the range studied, the operating

line was assumed to be a straight line, which facilitated graphical determination
TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF PILOT PLANT EXTRACTION COLUMNS
TYPE OF
COLUMN

RDC

YORKSCHEIBEL
KARR

TM

GEMPAIC

2A

TM

GEMPAIC

4A

WIRE MESH

*
**

DIAMETER
cm

LENGTH
m

OVERALL
COL. HT.
m

CELL**
LENGTH
cm

7.62

0.457

0.762

2.54

7.62

ACTIVE

0.813

1.219

5.08

1.156*
1.127*

1.981

7.62

1.524

2.743

7.62

1.524

2.743

7.62

1.524

2.743

4.32

3.81,5.08
3.81

18 STAGE

COMMENTS

18 STAGE

c to d EXTRACTION TESTS
d to c EXTRACTION TESTS
10.16 cm. DIA EXPANDED ENDS
PIPE ORIFICE DISTRIBUTORS
1.27 cm. CRIMP SHEET METAL
PACKING
PIPE ORIFICE DISTRIBUTORS
.6-3 cm. CRIMP SHEET METAL
PACKING

PIPE ORIFICE DISTRIBUTOR�
0.28 mm WIRE AT 144 kg/m

INCLUDING 1. 9 cm STROKE LENGTH

ACTUAL STAGE HEIGHT OR PLATE SPACING
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of the number of theoretical stages.

Furthermore, the equilibrium and operating

lines were nearly parallel and thus the extraction factor was close to unity.

Under these circumstan�es HETS and HTU are essentially equal.

The data were not accepted

Material balances were usually between 95 and 1051.

if the material balance was outside the range of 90 to 1101.
RESULTS:

The pilot plant test data are plotted in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Fig. 1 shows plots of the maximum stages per meter vs. total flow for the three
14
13

"'

12
11

10

-

C • d

t-

YORK·

I

SChE18El

R

I

: rfil

I

�c

�
-

GEJIPAK 1 2A

GEl1PA T"4A

•

n

211

60

40

-

I

I

80

100

TOTAL fl(llj, "3/(i,l HR>

Fig.1. Maximum stages per meter vs. total :flow agitated columns at
optimum RPM or SPM
.agi�ated and packe� columns.

The direction of mass transfer was from the

continuous to the dispersed phase.

Pig. 2 shows similar plots for mass transfer

from the dispersed to the continuous phase.

Fig. 3 shows volumetric efficiency as a function of total flow for all the col

umns for c to d direction of mass transfer.
to c direction.
3

2

Fig. 4 shows similar data for the d

Volumetric efficiency is the product of total flow in units of

m /(m hr) and number of stages per meter.

Thus, volumetric efficiency has the

units of reciprocal hours and is inversely proportional to the volume required to
do a given extraction job.

In Fig. 5 the data are plotted in a manner similar to figure 3 of the paper by

Stichlmair (1) for the c to d

direction of mass transfer.

The maximum number of theoretical stages and the maximum volumetric efficiency at

the corresponding throughputs can be determined from Figs. l to 5 and are summarized
in Table 2 for the agitated columns along with the corresponding agitator speeds.
END EFFECTS:

At the end of the experimental work, the end effects associated

with the packed column• -re deterained by removing the packed eection and connect
ing the bottca eection containing the distributor to the top diaengaging section.
Runs -re aade at various flow rates for both c to d and d to c transfer.
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The .end

effects averaged 0.34 theoretical stages for d to c and 0.63 stages for c to d, which
suggests that 0.34/1.52 or 0.22 stages/meter (d to c) and 0.42 atagea/-ter (c to d)
should be subtracted from all the packed col\llllll data to obtain conservative HETS

values for design purposes. The performance data shown in the figures have not
been corrected for end effects.

The following conclusions can be drawn about the perforaance of the

CONCLUSIONS.

extraction coluana teated.
1. The direction of aaaa transfer (c to d or d to c) has an iapact on column
performance. It is -11 known that when aaaa transfer takes place froa the dis
persed to continuous phaae (d to c), increased coalescence of the droplets occurs
thereby reducing interfacial area (8).

To counter this effect, the agitated col1ana

must be run at higher agitator speeds to attain peak performance.

Aa can be aeen

in Table 2, for any of the thrH agitated colilm\a studied (RDC, York-Sc:heibel,

Karr), the peak efficiency (expressed aa stages/meter) occurred at higher agitator
a · C

1,
13

YORK· I
SCHEIBI L

12

"'

11
10

�

300

--

C • a

250

=�
\r1

�u

150

KAR

DC

�

_ �

_,......

20

A< 4A I
GEtlPA� 2X11
40

200

60

�

100
50

80

100

TOTAL FLOW, M3/("2 HR)

TOTAL FLOW, M311!'12 HRI
FIGURE 2. HAXltt\JH STAGES PER Ml:TER VS. TOTAL FLOW
---AG-ITATED COLUI\IIS AT OPTIM� RPM OR SPM

FIGURE l. VOLUMl:TRIC EFFICIEUCY VS. 101AL FLOW
--mfATED COLUMNS Al OPTIMUH RPII OR SPM

speeds when running in the d to c mode than when running in the c to d mode. Of
course, this degree of freedom (i.e. increasing speed) was not available for the
packed columns studied (Gempak™ 2A, Gernpak ™4A, and wire mesh) and therefore there
was no way to counter the increased droplet coalescence ind to c mass transfer ap
plications. As a result, the efficiency of the packed columns was less when running
in the d to c mode than in the c to d mode.
This is best

2.

All the columns studied had good turndown characteristics.

3.

The capacity of'packed extraction columns is strongly influenced by packing
In going from 2A (1/2" crimp) to

illustrated by Figs. 1, 2, and 5.

geometry and physical properties of the system.
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4A (1/4" crimp) to mesh, the hydraulic diameter decreases, thus lowering throughput
achievable for the moderately high interfacial tension system studied.

capacity of Gempak

™

4A is only about 1/3 that of Gempak
™

is again only 1/3 to 1/2 that of Gempak

4A.

™

� • C
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20
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2A, and the mesh capacity
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FIGURE 4,
VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY VS, TOTAL FLOW
�ATED (OLUIIUS AT OPTIIIU!I RPM OR SPII

� ST! CHLIIA IR- TYPE PLOT

End effects have to be care

4.

End effects are important in designing columns.

5.

Several criteria may be used to select the optimum extractor for a given ap

fully taken into account if HETS is used

£!.ication.

as the criteria for scale-up.

Volumetric efficiency is one of the most useful criteria for selecting

an extraction column for a given application.

As shown in Figs. 3, 4 and Table 2,

of all the columns tested, the Karr Column showed the highest volumetric efficiency.
However, there may be cases where volumetric efficiency alone is not the only

criteria for selection.

For example, in extraction applications where a very large

number of theoretical stages are required and/or there is a headroom limitation, the

high efficiency in terms of stages/meter of the York-Scheibe! column may be the over

riding consideration.

On the other hand, in applications requiring relatively few

stages and high throughputs, selection of a packing such as Gempak

proper choice.

™

2A may be the

Each case should be considered individually which leads to the

final conclusion, which is:
6.

Pilot testing is strongly reconanended for any new extraction application.

Since the design of new extraction·applications from first principles is very risky,
whenever possible, pilot plant tests should be run.

These teats should be run over

a range of conditions to generate plots similar to those shown in Figs. 1-5 of this
paper, in addition to determining the effect of agitator speed where applicable.

These pilot plant tests then serve as the basis for scale-up to a commercial unit

and ensure that the necessary flexibility and safety factor• are incorporated into
the design.
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TABLE 2
SUNNARY or NAXINUN STAGES AND NAXINUN VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY•
COLUMN TYPE
RDC

YORltSCHEIBEL

STAGESl•
4.61 (M)
2.52
4.61 (M)
3 .32
13.34(8)

4.18

l86.9(M)

• (N)
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6.63
6. 74(M)
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EFFICIENCY 1 hr. -1
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1 36 (M)
15 2

13.74(M)

ltARR

VOLUN&TRIC

2 96(M)
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THROUGHPUT
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13.16
24.68
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13.16 1400
24.68 1300
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USING OP NONLINEAR DIPPUSION MODEL FOR EXTRACTION PROCESS
I 5-21 I
CALCULATION
A.Asenov, I.Penchev, E.Ivanova, High Institute of Chemical Eng�ne
ering, Department of Chemical Engineering, Sofia, Bulgaria

Accurate designing of column extractors requires a knowledge of
backmixing behaviour of both phases and its influence on the concent
ration profiles along the column. Real apparatus with countarcurrent
of phases usually have different intensity of axial mixing on various
parts of the columns, caused by nonuniform distribution of phisical
properties, hold-up of dispersed phase and drop size distribution
along the column [1 ,2).
Non-stationarY. nonlinear diffusion model is selected to deecripa
countercurrent e«tractors. If the perfect radial mixing is assumed,
solute balanoe across an infinitesimal column element yield• the fol�
lowing differential equation for mass transfer from continuous phase
into the dispersed phase:
( l)
(2)

.The initial and boundary conditions are:
0 4X" H
O< X � H
cl Cc
Ve t
\Cc,n
-X0 = -' \tl - Cc {O,t)) ,
DclO, i)

��e lH,t) = 0

a�

ax=

,

w,

)

clCd
�lo,t)
... o

= Oc\HI

(5)

t�o

t�o
:

(3)
(4)

t�0

Cd,,n
Dalo,u ,CdlO,tl -

Dc(H,t)

t .a 0

(6)

Dd(H,t) = DdlHl ,

t �o

In thie ca•• the height coordinate rune in the direction of the con
tinuoua phaee.
Sillulation have bean made for nonlinear equilibriua1

Cd•

k1Cc + ktC!

and nonlinear relation tor the diepereion coefficient u an fu.no:li�n
of uial poeition in the oolUIID.
'fbe equaUo.na are reduced to a 41Mn11onlaH fora bJ u.inc the ft
l'ialt1H1
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• ""
Co - Cc,in , '-c

Dco- Dc:max'•

• "'
Cd • ><*
Cd
, '-d = -;:;-- , '-d -::r.- ; Z
'-O
Cclo
D
Dd
Dc- _s_
· Ddo- Ddmox,· -0d = .,_'
"<:O
Ddo

=_ -CCco

=

= -Hx

;

The following dimensionless parameters are introduced:
VdH
Delo
VcH
Peco =
Dea

kdaH
Vd
Aco= kcOH
Ve

Pedo=

Ado=

kd

=

Vd

kve=

k
Ve

kvd

The equations in the dimensionless form are then:
k

clCc
Ve �

1
a (-De a"C:c;)
= Peco
oz
�

8'C:c;
Ac0 ( �� "' )
az
-�
'-d - '-d

(7)

kvd �� = �do¾(���)-� - A/;(� - �d)

(8)

d

+

and the initial and boundary conditions:

C\ (Z, 0)

0 < l ._, 1

Cd (Z,0)

0 <Z � 1

ace -

Peco Ir\
di"" - -is:- \ '-c,n- ;,,;
'-c (O,'t: ))
C

3�

ar(1,'t')=O

't�O

%�d ( 0, 't) = 0

't � 0

uE<l
llz.

=

Dedo
Dd

't �o

(cd to,'t) _ cd ,n_ )

The fully implicit finite-difference scheme has been used in this
work for solution of the model equations ['JJ.
Before the equations (7,8) are discretisided the concentration is
eliminated by use of equilibrium relation. A quasilinearization tech
nique described by £4.l has been applied for solving the nonlinear
equations. The equilibrium equation

Cd

= f tCel

is approximated by

where the subscripts i and 1+1 denote the.iteration number.
The results of solved are shown in Pig.1,2. The line presents the
solution of nonlinear diffusion model with variable axial mixing coef
ficients and dotted line presents the solution of nonlinear diffusion
model with constant axial mixing coefficients. The influence of back
mixing on time concentration profile• 1• shown in Pig.1. The differen
lce in calculated profiles between aolutions of the two models ia seen.
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The difference 1• rather essential in the concentration profiles along
the column, than in the inlet and outlet parts of it. 11gure 2 shows
the atart-up behavior of the system.
The numerical solution can be used for estimation of the axial dis
pe rsion, comparing the calc ulated and the measured concentration as a
function of time for fixed axial points. The contradictory data repor
ted by N tor the axial mixing coefficients calculated by the linear
model with different nonW2iformity of mixing could be explained by the
difference in the ateady-etate concentration profiles for the linear
and the nonlinear diffusion model.
N

CCz)

CC tau)

u
.8

.8

.6

.6

.4

.4

.2

.2
• 2 • 4 • 6 • BC

,�

,,,,,,.-:

I

�""
Cil),#t

I

i .,,

C.-o!lt

__. 00023
_____tau
......,

f

..__

__.

f.J.,,,

Symbols used:
d.. - specific interfacial area, m 2 m-�
C, � conce ntration of the i-phase, wt %.
Di: - dispersion coefficient,
m 2 .s -�
�- mass transfer coefficient, m,s -1
H - height of the column, m,
i - time, s.
V - specific velocity (Vc1.lf-t1 , Vr It,. ) , m.a -1•
t - hold-up.
Subscripts: c - continuous phase; d - dispersed phase; in - before
entry to contactor; out - at exit from contactor,
Superscripts:�*)- denotes equilibrium value;l-J- denotes dimensionless parameters.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AS A MEANS OF INVESTIGATION
5-22
or EXTRACTION EQUILIBRIA
A.M.Rozen, V.S.Vlasov, L.G.Andrutsky, All-Union Research
Institute of Inorganic Materials, Moscow, USSR
Mathematical modelling widely employed to study and optimize proces
ses (e.g., B-5]) can be also effectively used for checking conclusions
on the,extraction chemistry; in some cases it permits determination of
the composition and extraction constants of different complexes when
other methods are practically helpless, e.g., on extraction by a hydra
te-solvate mechanism, on extraction of microamounts of elements. This
paper discusses some typical instances.
It appears that the first correct description of an extraction equi
librium based on the mass action low taking account of both the forma
tion of a compound in an organic phase and the activity coefficients
in both,the phases was given in [6] for uranyl nitrate extraction with
TBP in synthinauo�+ +2N0 +2TBP = UO�(No3)2(TBP)2• Along ·,with the thermo
dynamic (K) and concentration (K =LU02(N03)(TBP),V(uo�+J[No� 2 [TBP] 2 )
constants the notion of the effective extraction constant i�\
was introduced; here ts and fc are activity coefficients of an extraij
tant and a complex in an organic phase, q is a solvation number. It tu
rned out·that at the constant extractant concentration i is a pproxima
tely constant1 at K:const a good description of extraction isotherms,
tig.1a (the numbers at the curves denote� Tm> in synthin, Xu and Yu
are uranium concentration in aqueous and organic phases_, the circles e.xp. the lines:calc.) and of simultaneous uo2{N.o3)2 - RN03 distribu
,__
tion (30% TBP, �=70, K =70f
were achieved, :fj,g .. 1b, {the numbers at
the curves denote the concentration of HN03, 1nole/l). 'Special investi
gations showed that the mutual compensatiim of rs and
variati�ns
to neon.st
n.eads
at
b
a
tt.
a
l
Yu,g/1
50% Yu• g/
1-s
r:aC;har
a
general
.,- 2
200
• •• r,egulari ty t:l, a] which
,,•.,,..- --JQ%, oo 1 '..-!�
permits the calculati30%TBP
�·
.�--__ ,.2!2%
on
of the concentrati
10%
_,...on constants K = ��
.2-00
300
100
100 200 300 0
0
needed for modelling
xu, g/1
xu, g/l the equilibria with
Fig.1 Uranyl nitrate extraction isotherms
R = constant.
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Consider HC104 and HN0 extraction with TBP that proceeds by a hyd3
rato-solvate mechanism. In [9] comprehensive data are available on
HOl04 extraction (TBP in 0014), including hydration water extraction
but the quantitative description of data is absent. The availability
of hydrato-solvate a3o+,(H o) (TBP)Ol0 was estab•lished; it was shown
2 3
that the solvation number decreases with the acidity growth. It foll
ows that complexes HC104(H20) hi •TBPi are formed; here i =3;2;1;and at

4
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1=3, h3=4. Hydration numbers h1 and extrac tion constant s Ki mu�t be
determined. The problem was solved by t he simult aneous description of
1 th
th e acid and water extraction isot herms. The concentration of the
i
complex/n the organic phase will be\f,.=Kia.� 0[s] 1. where a =
2
[Hc104] f±& • Ba O is wat er act ivity, [S] is thi free extract ant concen
tra t ion, (SJ :S�- It�,, t he total of acid and hydrat ion water concen
ri. • Th.en the free
t rations in the o�anic phase .are� =r ' lj��� :,rl,
�i.
i. �
ex trac tan t conc\nt ra t ion w\ll be
•
h·
h •
�hi.K�<C1aw;0csJ'(1)
[SJ= S0- a[3t<5a11
2K2a11:0(sJ\ t(4 Q 11
can be found. Actually
If h.1 and·K i are known,S and Yi,Y and
one must det ermine K 1 and hi' describing thi data. Ki -�alues were fo
und to weakly depend on b.i ' the selection of hi is illustra ted by fig.
2a. I t can be seen that h2 :2, however, for h.1 the v�lue = 0.5 was ob
t ained th.at has no physical sense; t his means t h.at both hydrat ed (ext
ract ion const ant K1h) and non-hydrat ed (K 1nh.) monocomplexes
H0104 •H 20,TBP and HCl04 °TBP (curve 5) are formed. IDhe ,ex traction con
stants proved to be equal toa lj:2.3 • 10-2, 1:2:2.7 • .,-o-3; x:1h. =
1.s. 10�, K1nh.= 0.7 • 10-7• The iso therm of HC104 ert.oaet ion wi th
o.}66 (1) and 0.5 mole/l (2) TBP in cc14 are well de:scribed (fig.2b,
the curves-calc., the dots-exp.). The data [ 9] on the -extrac tion with
more dilute TBP (0.128 mole/.l) are also well describe,d .(fig,.2c,d).Thus,
th e composit ion of hydra t o-.seiva t es was established fair.'.cy correctly.
Similarly the dist ributi,on of rb.enic [10] and tecbnet1,c (11] acids
was dreseribed.

h;ot=s.lJ; ��-:,_
YWgi'

;cst�

,.

h ydrat
YH 0 ,11
2

hi.drat d

0,3

0.3

0.2

Qt

0.1

OJ

�TL r

YHCl04,M

1,25 YHCl04,II

0,1

qllb
0.ll

f

6

ID

Xiie104,M

2�6810
XHC104,M

O,Ol O,Ob 0,1

YHc10 ,M
4

J'ig.2. '!'BP extraction of HC104 and H2o
1 - h • 4, h2 • 1, h1• O; 2 - h • 4, h2• 2, hl• O; 3 - hJ• 4,
J
J
h2• 2, h1• O; 4 - h • 4, � • 2, h 1• 0.5, 5 - h3•4,h2•2• h1 a 1
J

To model the BN03-TBP extraction it was necessa17 to describle a va
riation in the dissolYed water amount. It was tound P,2] that
:s

�'t�a,0/aMi0 'f\��.10(t)•i�',�'f.,��lbQ�A.�'f2/(t+Bif�+A2'M13/�t�

(2)j

Ya 2oc1), Ya2oc2) and'Y 820(,) are water solability in a diluent (1) ,
TBP (2) and acid 1DOnosolvate c,), � are volume fractions, Af6.74; A
l
2.611 B,3.651 B,1.0,. J'urtber, it was tound that complexes

22.lu,262
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HN0,•H2o.(TBP)S, K2::0.448(the existence of this complex was establish
ed earlier [13J), HN0,•TBP (K1:0.1?1)1 (HN03)2•H20•TBP (K1i2=5.a> •10-6)
are extracted. The distribution of acid and water is adequately descri
bed up to HN0 =10 mole/1, fig.3 \14). The results of i14] were used
3 of actinide distribution [15].
to refine models
It was also interesting to find the ,composition and extraction con
stants for microamounts of lanthanides-undiluted TBP complexes. Theda
ta known since 1959 (16) are characterized by the cur'les with a maxi
mum (extraction as Ln(No3) (TBP)3, the solvate mechanism) and a mini
3
mum with the following strong growth due to the extraction of acido
complexea 8pLn(No )
T
3 3+p 3(6]. The processing [17] was impeded by the ab
sence of data on
The recently published (1ej values f:t for
lanthanide nitrates were recalculated for microamounts of Ill in
nitric acid solutions using the llikulin rules �I.rt. =Y t. nm·f/vHli0
.3)
x8 • 2m*f"/x8, where'(" is the activity coefficient of Ill ma
croamounts in a solution of m• molality isopiestic with HN0 of
3
the concentration x8 • Purther, the data were processed assuming that

'ft

0,1

D

2 'I

HC10

0 �!--l>--*-+..,......
4

Fig,4. Complexes concentration vs �o
3
with the growth of¾ to 15 mole/1 TBP (T) and (HNo )i.T,where 1=1,2,3
3
and their mixtures become successively extractants;(the
concentrations
of these forms Yi calculated by model of HN0 extraction with undilut
3
ed TBP see in fig.4); it was suggested that complexes HN0 •H20(TBP)2
i
(K2=0.38);HN0 TBP (K1=0.205); (HN03)2H20•TBP (K112:9.7x10 5) and
3
3
(HN0 )3 H20-TBP (K1; = 5.5x10- ) were present. The constants of complex
3
3
formation Ln(Nc ) .T (K000 ) and Ln(No ) T2(HN0 T) (K00 1) were first
3 3 3
3
3 3
found (fig.5a). Further, from the data at 6<Xif14 mole/1 K011,K111:K
and the extractions constants for all the other complexes were calcu
lated assuming that the replacement of each molecule of HN0 T by
3
(HN0 )2T and of (HN0 )2T by (HN0 ) T impairs extraction insignificant
3
3
3
3
ly by a factor of� where� is of the order of unity,i.e., the distri
bution coefficients are described by the equations
Fig.}. TBP extractioo of H20 and mf0

3

»t.,:li«l_�:{k�'l'!Kmi!Y: K111;f�+K[4h1t!'iz+��i{z + �3("'!+�.½IJ�· l(��l�+��iY�+�6)hl}
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\3)

'f proved equal to 0,6 (fig.5b). As figs.5a,b show, with the growth
of the element ordinal number Z the extraction constants of the sol
vate and first acidocomplex go through a maximum and the extraction
constants of the acidocomplex Ln(N03) (HN0 T) and all the subsequent
3
3 3
ones grow from Z,i.e., with a lanthanide contraction. This is explai
ned by a high sensitivity of the extraction of acidocomplexes to the
ionic radius. Using the constants found and equation (3) the distri
bution of all the lanthanides is described quite adequately (�ig.5c).

Lu

•'

Tu

Nd

Fig.5. Lanthanide extraction
with 100% TBP

Pr
Ce
La

I
.t,,0, . ..lt/l

It is advisable to confirm conclusions on the number and composition
of complexes with instrumental methods. However, we believe, that the
extraction equilibrium cannot be considered understood until the sugges
ted chemistry is confirmed with the full mathematical description of the
system.
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SIMULATION OF.·HYDRODYNAMICS AND MASS TRANSFER OF
A DISKS AIIID RINGS PULSED COLUMN

5-23

S. Dimitrova Al Khani, C. Gourdon and G. Casamatta, Ecole Nationale Superieure
d'lngenieurs de Genie Chimique, UA 192 CNRS, Chemin de la Loge, 31078
Toulouse cedex,,. FRANCE
In solvent extraction columns, mass transfer efficiency depends essentially on
hydrodynamic. behaviour of drop population. Principally it is important to describe
explicitly the heterogeneous properties of the dispersed phase along the column.
The present pape.r. is devoted to put forward a theoretical way of analysis of
experimental data available in liquid-liquid extraction columns. This approach is based
on the application, of a drop population balance model [1, 2] taking into account the
basic mechanisms to which the drops are subjec t : transport, breakage, coalescence,
mass transf911. B� means of theoretical laws representative of the former mechanisms, it
is possible to siml.!llate the behaviour of the dispersed phase in any kind of column.
As application· of this mathematical model, the present work concerns the
deseription of the, behaviour of a disks and rings pulsed column. Simulation results are
compared with, steady-state hold-up profiles and concentrations of solute in both
phases proJiles,
By this way, it is possible to identify the parameters of the theoretical laws that are
representative, of the basic mechanisms and it is expected to perform an appropriate
analysis of the behaviour of the column
Tine model, Is relying on a drop population balance that leads to the drop size
distributil)J.ls at &Yery lev,el in the column.
The basic dynamic continuous equations are spatially discretizated by a
finite-difference method : the column is considered as a series of NE: pediH:tly mixed
stages with, CQUnter-current flows. Drop populaiion is represented by; a fmld: number
NT of classes characterized by determined diameters
The numerical system to be solved is a large scale stiff non-linear system. It
contains (2NT+1)NE ordinary differential equations : NTxNE equations describing the
hydrod�mamlcs, NTxNE equations describing the mass transfer relative to the
dispersed phase and NE equations describing the mass transfer 191ative to the
continuous phase.
The present work concerns the simulation of steady-state conditions. Two different
numerical ways were developed [3)
- an integration according to the time varlabllt by means of expUcit Runge-Kutta
algorithm up to the steady-stale contitions ;
- a dteCI resolution up to the steady-state conditions. This resolutiQtt Is achieved
by writing the system of equations under different matrix forma In Older, to apply a
method of auccesalve approximations. Such a method reveals ltseH very efficient for
improving significantly the CPU time (some CPU hours In the tlrst cue, IOme CPU
minutes in the second one with the same accuracy). Bnldn, no specific Initial
concitions .,. .-.quir9d.
The helghl of the active part of column Is 1.09 m and Ill diameter la 50 mm . The

distance between a disk and a ring is 25 mm and free area is 23% around. Agitation is
achieved by means of a lateral pulsator.The involved liquid-liquid system is
water-isopropyl ether. Mass transfer is achieved from the aqueous phase up to the
organic dispersed phase. The solute is acetic acid with an initial inlet concentration of
50 kg/m 3 in aqueous phase and the concentration of the dispersed phase inlet is
lower than 1.5 kg/m 3 . The distribution coefficient of solute between both phases is
assumed to be constant and equal to 3.6 3 6 .
Hold-up measurements were achieved by sampling the dispersed phase at four
different points along the column, in the active zone, under varied steady-state working
conditions. Solute concentrations in both phases were measured at the same points in
the column and also in the inlet and outlet flowrates.
As first consideration, a part of the operating conditions, experimental and
simulation results concerning mean hold-ups and extraction efficiency and the
respective values of model parameters are respectively collected in the Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison between experimental and calculated values

AF

No

flowrates Vh
Qc
Qd

cm/s

mean hold-up
exp.
calc.

efficiency
calc.
exp.

1
2

26.7
26.7
13.3
13.3
13.3
8.0
8.0
8.0

2.08
3.13
2.08
3.13
4.17
2.08
3.13
4.17

0.054
0.140
0.116
0.235
0.381
0.146
0.236
0. 348

0.131
0.095
0.384
0.358
0.350
0.596
0.537
0.512

3

4
5
6
7
8

13 . 3
1 3 .3
26.7
26.7
26.7
3 2.0
32.0
3 2.0

0.052
0.125
0.112
0.248
0.386
0.147
0.231
0.344

0.100
0.085
0.370
0. 359
0.361
0.595
0.5 3 7
0.502

The extraction efficiency is defined by the next expression:
elf = Yin - Yout I Yin• where Yin• Yout are respectively the concentrations of the
continuous phase at the inlet and outlet. It is easy to notice that the agreement between
averaged results of simulation and experiments is quite good for varied conditions .
Hold-up and concentration profiles are plotted in Figure.
The upper part
represents hold-up values versus the column height. The level 0 corresponds to the
outlet of continuous phase ( bottom of the column ). The dispersed phase Inlet and the
continuous phase inlet are shown by means of arrows. The lower part represents the
concentration y of the continuous phase and the mean concentration mx-• into the
dispersed phase versus the column height.
It has been demonstrated that by this theoretical way it is possible to predict
satisfactorily the grac:ients of hold-up and concentrations of solute In both phases that
are available on a disks and rings pulsed pilot column
The further step would be to investigate separately the basic mecanlsms by means
of simple experiments on single drop, in order to establish experimental laws.
appropriate to the li(J.lid system and the kind of agitated column involved ( 4, 5). By this
way. it will be expected to describe more preci..ly the behaviour of the drop
population (6).
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EXTRAC TION
BACKHIXE D DUAL-SOLVENT
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AND SCALE-UP
DESIGN
�
EQUILIBRIA
NON-LINEAR
COLIJ!NS WITH
K.R.Dongaonkar, G.W.Stevens and H.R.C.Pratt, Department or Chemical
Engineering, University or Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, 3042, Australia

Introduction

Until recently, the computation or backmixed dual-solvent

extraction columns has received little attention, despite their importance in
the chemical, metallurgical -and nuclear industries. However, we recently
described two methods tor this purpose (1), the first, using a simplified

analytical method, giving the height or number or non-ideal stages to achieve a
desired separation or two solutes, and the other, using matrix algebra, giving

the separation obtainable with a given number or stages. niese methods assumed
constant partition coefficients, and their extension to non-linear equilibria
is described below.

It is assumed that the equilibria ror each solute, A .and B,
Analytical Method
can be expressed by means or two straight lines, or slopes mj,h • mj,l and
intercepts qj,h• q j,l• intersecting at concentrations between those in the feed
and in the rartinate product.

The "crttical values" of parameters P•Ri /F and
R•E/F, which determine the upper and lower values or the solvent ratio, Ri/E,
at which the operating lines ror each solute intersect on one or other
equilibrium line (2), must now be defined in terms or the equilibrium line
segments tor the higher concentrations.
are then chosen.

SUitable operating values of P and R

As shown previously (1,3), the height or number of real,i.e., (non-ideal)

stages based on the diffusion and backflow models respectively are given with

adequate accuracy by

( 1)

and the exit feed-phase composition by
x 1 or XN . [�

G(l -

K4

E)(- -

K
2

K4
2
1))/(� G(1 - - ) K

2

a

4

�1-

K4
KJ

)]

(2)

where �1 • Ux/miU y, the extraction factor; for the diffusion model,
A - K, and G - exp(K,H); for the backflow model A• ln (K, + 1) and G•(K, + 1)N.
The Ki (1• 2 to 4) are the roots of the characteristic equation, which have

values which depend upon both the model and the phases in which backmixing
occurs (3).

Two simplified methods of solution of the diffusion model with non-linear
equilibria have been proposed, in both of which the equilibrium relation is
approximated by straight segments (4). Of these, the second is not applica ble
as it involves extrapolation of each equilibrium line segment over the full

concentration range, and for dual-solvent columns these would generally
intersect the operating lines.

The first method, for which the approximate
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boundary conditions (d'X/dZ') • o.an d (d'Y/dZ') - 0 are assumed between the

high and low concentration sections of column, was therefore used. A similar
derivation for the backflow model led to the following generalized expressions,
for the two sections, applicable to either model:
(1)

¾

X

High concentration end (subscript h)

or (Nh - 2) •

h,out

•

Ah

4
4 3
3
ln {a4 (; - 1) (� - < )/[� (a2M 3 (:
K2) -a4N J( 1-Y\)}
3
K4
K2
K4
(- ) 3
K2

§ G {[a N 3 - a M 3 (- ) 3 )

4

2

3
3
§ G [a 4 N - a 2 M

K4
2
2
[N _ M (_ ) 3 ] l
K
3
K4
1)
+ a 4 (K -

-

Low concentration end (subscript 1)

H

l

or N

( 4)

3

(11)
1

(3)

K4
K4
• 1- ln {(a4 (- ) - a ) xl,out/[a (1 - K H§ (1 - xl,outHJ)l
\
3
K
3
3

2

(5)

In equations (3)-('5), the values of the K i, § and a i (defined in
ref. (1)) relate to the appropriate section of the column; M, N - 1.0 for the

diffusion model, a.,d (K 1 + 1), (K4 + 1) respectively for the backflow model;
G • exp(KhAh ) for the diffusion , and (K4 + l)Nh- 2 for the backflow model;
Xh,out• X1.$ut are the dimensionless concentrations of raffinate leaving the
high and low concentration sections respectively; and Y 0 h is the dimensionless
extract composition leaving the high concentration section.

Arter the appropriate -data have been input, the program calculates the
product composition from the mass balances and the critical values of P and R.
Selected values of the latter are then input, after which the computational

procedw,e is as rollows using Eqs. (3)-(5) (See Figure l(b)):

1. Assume a value for the concentration of less-soluble solute Bin the extract
phase between the column sections and calculate the height, Hb,E or number
or stages, Nb,E for the extraction section.
2. Calculate Hb,S or Nb,S• i.e., for solute B in the scrub section.

3. Assume that H a, S • Hb,S or Na, S • Nb,S and calculate the A concentration at
the reed point (i.e., ror the scrub section).

E• i.e., ror the extraction section using the inlet
_
4. Calculate Ha,E - N a,
concentration of A calculated in step 3.
5. Compare H a,E or N a,E with Hb,E or Nb,E ( in the first iteration,. as
calculated in step 1). If these do not agree to within, say, 0.001, set
Hb,E or N b,E equal to H a,E or N a,E and calculate a new value for the B
concentration at the feed point. Retwn to step 2.

In steps 3 and 5, the exit concentrations cannot be calculated analytically,

and were therefore obtained iteratively, assuming initial values of 0.98 times

these at the operating line intersections.

E•lrKI
produc.t

E . E�

out IE.E_, 1

_

D

Oir«.lion of
m,u1r1n1ftr
Scrub s«;lion

1m1:��:iuon

Fig.
A Normal
arrangement

1.

Oual•sotvent extraction column

8 As assumed for
analytical method

Matrix Method

The method of Dongaonkar et al ( 1), was used for comparison.
Iteration was required to locate the stages at which the slope of the
equilibrium lines changes.

Results
The method was tested using the succinic ac id(A)-oxalic acid(B
)-amyl
alcohol-water system of ref. 1. For the first trial the straight equilibrium
lines for each solute, of slopes 0.588 and 0.325 respectively with zero

intercepts, were divided arbitrarily at aqueous phase concentrations of 22.0
and 25.0 kg m-• respectively and solved by the present method. For values of P
= 2.0, R • 5.7, with backmix ratios of 1.0 in each phase, and N 10 x values of

1. 0 throughout, the numbers of stages required were identical with those in

ref. 1, viz 42.82 in the extraction and 35.13 in the stripping section. Three
overall iterations were required by each method, with 17 iterations each in
steps 3 and 5 for solute concentrations A and Bin the present method.
In a further trial, the equilibrium line for succinic acid was replaced by
two sections, of slopes 0.563 (upper) and 0.629 (lower) with intercepts of 1.0
and 0 respectively, and that for oxalic acid by lines with slopes 0.4016 and

0.286, and intercepts - 3.0 and 0 respectively.

This again required three

overall iterations, with 14 and 8 for the solute A and Bconcentrations

respectively, giving 35.50 extraction and 23.77 scrub stages. Using the matrix
method, assuming 36 and 24 stages, the solute ratios A/Bin the extract and BIA
in the raffinate product were 8.36 and 8.46 respectively, compared with values
of 9.0 for each assumed in the analytical method. The agreement between the

methods is therefore satisfactory. However, the number of stages required is
appreciably lower than in the previous case, for linear equilibria, due to the
better fit to the exact equilibrium curves.
Notation
Cx , Cy • concentration in X, Y phase respectively, kg m-3 of pure solvent
E
• extract solvent flow rate, m3hr- 1
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- extraction ractor ror solute j, Ux/miUy•

- flow rate or solute-free solvent in reed, m3tir-1,
- height or column, m,
H
- slope or equilibrium line section ror solute j,
Mj
- no. or actual (i.e., non-ideal) stages.
N
N l ox - no. or overall X-phase transfer units per stage,
- R i/F,
p
- E/F,
R
Ri
- scrub solvent now rate, m3tir -1,
X
- Cxjlc 0xj• dimensionless concentration or solute j in reed phase.
- cyjlmc 0xj• dimensionless concentration or solute j in extractant phas�
y
- z/H dimensionless height,
z
- height, m.
z
SUbscrlpts
- solutes A,B,
a,b
- extract section.
E
h
- high concentration end.
j
- solute A or B.
- low concentration end.
1
s
- scrub section.
F
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EXPERT SYSTEMS IN NUCLEAR FUEL REPROCESSING

A. L. Mills, Chemistry Division, United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Harwell,

Oxen OXll ORA, United Kingdom

There are three areas of nuclear fuel reprocessing technology which are currently

of interest with respect to the application of 'expert systems':
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

flowsheet design and optimisation,

process design, and

process control.

The objective of the work is to simplify reprocessing flowsheet design and plant

operation by developing techniques where 'non experts' can access specialist

information and methods and obtain workable processes or the necessary logic required

for plant/process control.

Flowsheet design and optimisation

The REPROCX suite of computer programs has been described previously (!) am is

summarised in block form in Figure 1.
The key to the system is an adequate data

base for the various process alternatives that

might be considered.

In the UK the availability

of an automatic AKUFVE machine for U+Pu

distribution data generation enables a wide

range of PUREX conditions to be studied easily

and rapidly (2) , hence the flowsheet designer

can readily optimise process conditions with the
facilities offered by REPROCX.

CAO

CAO-

Since REPROCX

can be used as an entity or in parts, the effect

of fuel variations or flow transients say, can be easily and rapidly studied.

At the

present time it is not possible to compute fission product distribution coefficients
(decontamination factors) but there is a large pool of plant derived data available

that can be inserted into REPROCX to enable the requisite calculations to be

performed.

The menu and panel system used in REPROCX enables a competent person, but one

without specialist knowledge, to obtain a viable process flowsheet.

As such REPROCX

finds use in Design Offices where it is required to examine process alternatives or
control schemes.

The finally selected process can then be assessed by the specialist

in order to ascertain that all the design requirements have been considered.
Process design

There are several interpretations of the term 'Process Design' and in the present

context this is taken to mean the design of the best combination or head end, solvent

extraction, wasta treatment and product conversion processes such that given a

particular material for reprocessing the required products and plant discharges can
be achieved in the most technically efficient and economic manner. REPROCX may then
be used to work out the details of the flowsheets needed for the process.
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The procedure currently being developed is
shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen the product

and waste specifications are the starting point
and the logic then works back towards the head

end and fuel receipt part of the out of pile

flowsheet.

This technique enables both the

overall process and any necessary R&D to be

identified in an orderly manner.

At the present

time information on the performance of various

unit processes is being collected as a data base

and the complete system is being developed as an
interactive computer procedure.

.!.!R:.!!...--lgna
optlmlutlon oyatem

As with REPROCX, the.procedure when completed

will enable the non expert to examine the

consequences of s.electing a particular process or procedure as part of the flowsheet
and to determine whether sufficient data are available for its immediate use or

whether an R&D programme is required before the process can be included in the flow
sheet.

Similarly the procedure will highlight whether two processes in sequence are

compatible.

Consider for example an evaporation process for the concentration and

decontamination of medium/low active aqueous waste liquors.

This could preclude the

use of non evaporable species in the processes that generate these waste streams or
requires that special 'salt evaporators' are used.

Such a requirement when placed

on the waste liquors then has implications for the solvent extraction procedure also.
Given the necessary data bases the power of this optimisation technique can

readily be seen.
Process control

As plant control and operation become more complex the need for a system by which

faults can be readily identified and the consequences of flowsheet changes necessary
to restore the plant and process to the desired state is becoming more apparent.

Unfortunately the increasing complexity of both plant and process is such that even

the best plant operators· require both assistance and advice from the designers who
may not be available.

Interest has therefore turned to the development of expert systems for plant

control and process operation.

This work is still at an elementary stage but it has

highlighted areas of information that the plant operator requires and the need for

accessible computational facilities to confirm the possible effects of making (even

temporary) changes to an agreed flowsheet.

As in all the above the PUREX process is assumed together with the fact that the

operator is fully conversant with both the plant and the process.

The basic

chemistry of the PUREX process· is relatively simple and the detailed process must be
reasonably 'operator tolerant' otherwise it will not operate satisfactorily on a
plant. There are only two requirements for a correctly designed process and plant
and both have to be fulfilled simultaneously:
(i) the correct chemical reagents �us-t be fed to the correct sites on the plant
at: the corrcect rates·, and
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(ii)

the·plant must operate ·mechanically in the correct manner.

Given that these requirell!l!nts are ·met then·the process must work as the designer
intended.

This ideal s-tate of affairs is not always realised in practise hence the

perceived need for an expert system to assist the plant operator.

=

By way of example a uranium extraction

cycle is shown in Figure 3 and pulse columns

have been selected as contactors.

The McCabe-

-�ft ....

Thiele diagram for the process is also given.

For more complex solvent extraction procedures
the corresponding computer output would be

available.

It is assumed that the column in Figure 3

MJU
INd

fw•mline
\:;Umonilor

AO

_,

,

is· part of a process sequence such that the
aqueous uranium feed is derived from a
previous cycle.

The aqueous scrub and the

solvent feeds are generated from stock tanks

appropriate to the column.

'M' is an in line/

on line uranium monitor in the extract section
of the column which continuously measures the

2

....

0
1 �0
1 .:;.,_ ::a
10 c,
_ �,
, .�o-,�.�,o'.,--,o<,J

3

IUl1,0U'gllml)

IUl...o (mgstmll

_£!ad! Dlagram·tor uranium In
eJltractlon & ICNb MCtlone

uranium concentration of the aqueous phase at

that point where the concentration change as a function of position in the column is

a maximum.

The monitor is available for feed back control if required.

A partial analysis of faults leading to a high

uranium level in the aqueous raffinate is given

in Figure 4 and suggested corrective actions are

listed in Table 1.

It should be noted that some corrective actions

require the operator to recompute the McCabe

Thiele diagram, (or access a computer procedure)
and in the case of a pulse-amplitude fault to

have a knowledge of the column characteristics.

These may be available on a computer data base.

Experience will have shown that certain faults

will occur more frequently than others and this

information must be included in the expert system
since it is 'real' information.

_..!:.!11,.L_Pertol alaulttreelor high U
In aqueou1 rafflnate

The table also

indicates the remedial action that the operator might like to consider.

At this

point in time there is· no intention of 'handing over' plant control to the expert

system but rather to use it as an aide memoire to the operator and merely to suggest
a course of action.

The monitoring device 'M' measures the uranium concentration at a given point in

the column

and for correct

contactor

operation the

measured

correspond with the predicted value from

the McCabe-Thiele diagram.

of the comparison requires that all the

inputs to the column
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value should
The validity

are correct.

The

Ta.Cle ! ,

Some f-1ul ts !ro1:1. Ficure 4 and the orobable operat.::r' • res:)()nse

J f'ault

Probable c.suse

; !.Ow �olvent !low

Pump/!lowmeter taul ty?

Check, replace.
Increase
solvent now temporarily

High aqueous scrub flow

as above

as above, and/or decrease
scrub !low temporarily

High scrub acidi t.y

Faulty :nake-up or analJsis?

Change scrub and/or solvent
flow to compensate. Confirm
on McCabe-Thiel• diagram

U teed cone high

Faulty upst.ream operation?

Change U teed tlow or aolvent
and scrub tlows. Confirm on
McCabe-Thiele diagram. Check
\ flooding. Check upstream
operations

u teed acidity incorrect

u above

as Above

Ope:-at.cr' s response

comparison may be used to indicate a departure fran the required operating conditions.

Any such departure might be small and may not at that instant give rise to a column

malfunction, but if the rate of change of the value measured by 'M' is both unidirec
tional and divergent then an operator is made aware of a problem yet to come.

The rate

of change is indicative of the time available before the fault has to be corrected.
its present state the system is far fran canplete but it has indicated areas for

In

further work.

The first of these is to consider both the expert system language and whether a

'shell' could be used.

Because all the canputation is available fran existing programs

the expert system is essentially one of consulting lists seeking to relate a cause to

an event, for example the high level raffinate is caused by certain possibilities, or a
given feed failure is likely to result in one of several identifiable consequences,

this requirement has suggested that one of the LISP dialects might be a suitable
programming language.

One of the outcomes of the work so far has been to identify control requirements for

the process, some of which were not totally obvious prior to the commencement of the

work.

Thus in Figure 3 the 1110nitor 'M' is used to identify the position of the uranium

profile at a unique point in the extraction column, this meaaurement may be related to

the solvent and scrub flows· and to the uranium concentration of the solvent product

stream.

It may also be used in a feed back mode to control the solvent flow thus

controlling the column concentration profile and in a feed forward mode to control the
subsequent strip column.

The extraction data 111SY also be used to determine the percentage flooding in the

column which in turn can be used to assess whether the column is functioning in the

desired manner.
Conclusion

Application of expert system technology to nuclear fuel reprocessing plants is at a

preliminary stage.

It does offer a number of advantages to the design engineer and to

the process operator and it is expected that these advantages will be realised as

development work in this field proceeds.
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FLOWSHEET PREDICTION FOR THE LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION OF METALS

�

P.A. Noirot and M. Wozniak, Ecole Nationale Superieure de Chimie de Lille B.P.1O8 59652 Villeneuve d'Aacq Cedex, France

The separation of multicomponent mixtures by extraction involves competitive
equilibria so that the distribution coefficient of one metal is a function of the
concentrations of the other solutes. Thus, the prediction of material balance flow•

sheets requires a conaiderable experimental work and is tremendous because these
systems defy the conventional mathematical or graphical analysis.
To overcome these difficulties a �omputer simulation ia proposed and this work
describes the program (INSTALLEX) which has been developed and its application. The

calculations are based on equilibrium stage• and use a thermodynamic equilibriua
model which has been successfully applied in a previous work (1). Thia model is capa

ble of predicting equilibrium compositions of the phase• with great reliability and
without restrictions on the composition of the aqueous phase aa well as on the nuaber
of metals. As another advantage, it offers the possibility of evaluating any configu
ration by acting on the number of stages, the multi-feed compositions, the flow
rates, the position of the outputs, the by-paaaing of the stages.

Description of the prograa, For the calculation• it is supposed that (i) the extrac

tion cascade is compoaed of theoretical stages and (ii) that the two phaaes are
imiscible.

l:

The flowa surrounding a atage n are represented aa follows, with,
the aque�ua feed flow to stage n

the aqueous flow leaving stage n

the aqueous sideflow withdrawn from
stage n

E
n, 1

iin, .

J

the aqueoua side flow leaving
stage n for stage j

En,i the aqueous side flow coming from
stage i (Ej,i • Di,j)
Dn,j
Vn • Ln - Sn 0

r

L

n

vn-1

F
n

n

j

C m,n concentration of component m in feed
to stage n

Cm,n equilibrium concentration of compo

nent m leaving stage n
The same symbols, with an overline,

are used for the organic phase.

En+l, 1

v

;n+l,jq
n+I

.t:
i---

J,
n
+I

�

::.j
E

n ,J

With the previous assumptions, the model equations (2) describing an extraction in
volving N stages and M components are reduced to :

- NM component material balances which are established in accordance with the flow

sheet to be tested ,
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+

l En-1, i
i

Cm, i

+

- NM equilibrium relatio_!l_ships

[2]

I

i

En+l,i cm,i

Km,n

in which appear, as intermediates, the distribution coefficients Km,n· At stage n,

the values of Km n (1 < m < M) are calculated from a thermodynamic model which requi
,

res (i) the feed composition at stage n (ii) the thermodynamic stability constants c

the species in presence and (iii) the interaction parameters between the species for

the calculation of the activity coefficients according to Bromley's model (3).

Hence, for each component m there results by substitution a system of N linear
equations with Cm,n as N unknowns
Input
Equilibrium model parameters
Flowsheet characteristics

[3](Ln+Km,nLn)Cm,n

Fnc;,n + Fnc;,n

+ Yn-lCm,n-1

+ Yn+lKm,n+lCm,n+l

Estimation of the Km,n

+ tEn-1 • i Cm • i
1

f

t

+ fEn+1, iKm, i Cm, i
i

Calculation, for each component m,
of the Cm nfrom F 0 ,F0 c; 0 ,C� n
,
by solving equat�on; [3} '

The calculation sequence is �chema

Calculation of en,En

The illustrative example will give

a

g

tized by the adjoining flow-chart.

more information on the

t

p
t

tes of Km,n-noted K.':.,s- are needed.
As the partition coefficients may

vary abruptly along the extraction

no

cascade, the latter can be subdivi

Correction of the Km,n

p
t:

ded into s sectors, each stage

Calculation, stage by stage, of the Km,n
via the equilibrium compositions

8

c,
SI

2,

introduced. The system of equations

yes

[3] is solved for each component m

Concentration profiles

pl

1.

The K.':.,s values are calculated
from the equilibrium model, each

estimated, have been previously

c,

tl

0

whose feed concentrations s known or

d,

d,

of the sector having the same Km,s·

sector acting as a unique stage

no

c,

inputdata.

At the first iteration some estima

yes

i.e

to give Cm,n and hence Cm,n·
Generally, after this step, the electroneutrality condition is not fulfilled,

0
l Z.. Cm,n "f 0
1
is the charge of component m. If deviations en and en are too important,
where
the previous Km,n are corrected by applying an empirical function dependi ng on En,

z..
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H

En, Zm, Cm,n and Cm,n· The new Km,n are returned to the previous step until En
and En lie within permitted limits. If not, Km,n values are calculated, stage by
stage, from equation [2) , on the basis of the input feed composition.

The process is repeated until convergence is attained, i.e. when each relative

n,

rcqui

Km,n variation, from one iteration to the next one, becomes smaller than a prechosen
value (generally 10-2 or 10-3).
Illustrative example : As an example of application of the program, let us consider

nts o the separation of cobalt and copper from concentrated nickel chloride solutions by
s for using tri-iso-octylammonium chloride (R3NHCl) as an extractant.

The input data required for the calculation of the equilibrium compositions are

given in table I. They essentially result from the treatment of partition test data
by means of a refinement program (1).
Table I.
R3NHCl (H20)
0

data.

1

0

2

1

0

1

0

eded.

0

0

may

di vi-

2

0

1

0
Km,s·

0

3

1
5

- 4

0

3

-

0

1

0

-

1

2

1

0

0

H20

0

3

0

0

1

2
4

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

rion

0

Cl

-

0

0

3

tima

0

0

1

Ni2+
0

0

1

1

give

0

1

0

1ema-

Cu(H20)i+

Co(H20)i+
1

0

:1rt.

Parameters of the equilibrium model

2
2
2

-

6
7

8

9
1

2
3

1

0

4

- 4

1

0

2

- 8

0

0

1

2

2

-

-

7

9

Species*
CoCl(H 0)!
2
CoC1 (H 0)
2 2 2
CoC13(H o)2
coc1

lWn or 8Ni, CoCli

.y

l tions *

=

8
Ni,CuCli

=

Ni,Cl

=

=

-

3,24

- 6,07

4-

0,1039 ;
= 0,1016 ; 8cu,Cl
Bco,Cl
= B
= 0,05
B
BCo,CuCli
Cu,CoCl�
CoClj,CuClj

Interaction oarameters : N

8 1

- 0,34

(R NHC ii CoC1
3
2
(R NHCI) cocl
2
2
3
(R NHCl)foC1
3
2
CuCl(H 0)!
2
CuC1 (H 0)
2 2 4
CuCl/!! 0)
2
Cucl (H 0)
4 2
(R,NHCl)CuC1
2
(R NHC1) cucl
2
3
2
(R NHC1) CuC1
2
3
3

1ch

:e

log

3

2-

=

- 8,64

-

2,90

- 0,87

- 0,05
1,20
- 0,28

-

2,29

- 4, 5

-

0,04
1,79
2,27

0,0654

The organic species are overlined.

�nt m
lled,

ant,

It can be seen that the model comprises R NHCl(H 0), Co(H 0)i+, Cu(H 0)i+, Ni 2+ , c1-,
2
2
2
3
H 0 as components and that the parameters are (i) the thermodynamic stability cons2
tants B of the species in presence, every species being represented as the result
T
of a reaction involving these cOmponents, according to the given stoichiometric coef
ficients and (ii) the interaction parameters between the chemical entities resulting

essentially from Bromley's compilation (3).
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The flowsheet to be evaluated is represented by figure l. It mainly corresponds

to one of those proposed by Falconbridge Company (4). However, the aqueous feed is

different as well as the number of stages. Figure 2 gives the results of the simula
tion.

Organic phase:R3NHCI 0-28M

9 8 7 6

!!&:..!.:. Flowaheet of the extraction cascade

log Cm,n or log Cm.n
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consistent with the expected ones (4).

In order to optimize the separation other

'\\ simulations have to be resumed. In addi
tion,by means of the appropriate thermo

..

\
\
\I

\
\

-6
12

the program, the obtained results are

- Cu

\

\
\

Although the main purpose of this example

was to demonstrate the applicability of

10

8

6

stage n=

4

dynamic parameters, other metals as well

as other aqueous media, like hydrochloric

acid, could be considered. Laboratory

work is in progress with the view of com

\
\

paring predicted with experimental profi

les : unfortunately, such an arrangement

2

on a small scale turned to be more difficult to realize than expected.

Fig.2.Concentration profiles of Co and Cu
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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF HYDRODYNAMIC AllD MASS TRANSFER
CHARACTERISTICS OF RECIPROCATING PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN (RPEC)

A. R. Kolker, v. I. Orlov, I.
Institute, Leningrad, USSR
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Rogov,

1

Khlopin Radium

E. Sovova, A. Heyberger, J. Prochazka, J. �ermak, ITBCP, Prague,
�SSR
The purpose of this work is to show the possibility of approximate
calculation of mass transfer and hydrodynamic performances of RPEC for
multi-component systems of the type; nitric acid solution of uranyl
nitrate - tributyl phosphate solution.
It is known that the processes of mass transfer in column extrac
tors are well described by "continuous" model in the form of a system
of second order non-linear equations. The solution of such a system
presents some difficulties and requires significant consumption of ma
chine time f,.J. Cell model is an alternative which is more simple for
calculation with acceptable accuracy. However, known examples of the
use of different cell models are aimed on the calculation of one ex
tracted component b.-4/. In this work the cell model is generalized
for the case of several components extraction. Moreover, at high de
grees of extraction, characteristic for the extraction systems under
consideration, surface tension,, deneity f and viecosity I' of the
phases as well as diffusion coefficients of extracted components D
vary significantly. Thie causes the change of drop diameter d and con
sequently of all hydrodynamic characteristics along the height of RPEC
even at constant amplitude A and frequency� of vibrating mixer.
Devide the range of prescribed working concentrations of the first
component (uranium) in the raffinate phase into K parts. For each i-th
part ( 1 � i � K) we can write an expression for degree of extraction

:1:i.,, -

hi:

{ - )."!
.!I�"
J"i,; = ""11(101/
u''� _ ,In,,
ul�) = f _ f';' �"!
C

( 1)

where ni - number of cells relating to i-th part of column;
A· = 1 + Fi 7i . r; _ �; ai I. Fl = -.!!!tL
I
I - 1',
In; zd,ri
;
l
( + 11
where T; - number of transfer units in i-th cell; F; - mass transfer
( extraction) factor; �,· , tJ6; - fictious phase velocities; K11; - mass
transfer coefficient; O; - specific interfacial area.
From the material balance of column part including ni cells we find
the values
u ,,1 - 1./'J.,. 111,, r,� - X ft!}
/f{1•1J
ny
.Jlt(i•1J - ;;lni �
(2)

(x

(I)

fl}

concentrations in aqueous and organic phases for
where X,,; , !Jni
1-th part of column.
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The number of full mixing cells ni for i-th part of column is equal
to:

ni = fn !...::...:&_ / fn � ,
(J)
I-F°i\1'11i
The height of each part is L, =ni-H, , where the height of full mixing is:
H, = 2£,,- (I- c.,)/w!i.-

C4)

and everall column height L = il,
The dependences of viscosity, density and surface tension on concentration are given in /5/. The dependence of diffusion coefficients
of extracted components on their concentration was determined using
Wilke-Chang correlation /6/, The account for changes of phase proper
ties from stage to stage permits to increase the adequacy of the pro
posed mathematical model.
Drop floating-up velocity, holdup f, mass transfer coefficient and
longitudinal mixing coefficient Ee are calculated for each part of
column by the formulae given in /3/. The value of specific interfacial
area for each section is evaluated with account for drop size distri
bution function
In order to find this function suppose that in
steady-state conditions drop energy distribution is governed by Boltz
mann distribution. Since drop energy is presented as sum of "volume"
1
and "surface" components proportional to r 3 and r , respectively/ 7f,
we can have:
3
,
(fr+4iTr(<,-Td6/dT)
39-r'+a11r(0-TdG/dT)
((5 )
f(r)= Cf!",t4Tlr-'(6-TdG/dT) exp - 9-?+1t11P(<b -Td0/d7)
it ii >.p,1
.
.
where 'f =
; 11 , .f,, , M - evaporation heat, density and molecular
JM
mass of dispersed phase, respectively.
-J
Mean cube and square of drop radius ( i
and r• ) can be expressed in
terms of r using the ratio:

f{r-).

)

r= J rf(r)dr

(6)

The value of specific interfacial area will be:

f

00

a,= a;" r-1 f{r)dr-/F

1

0)

where a,= 3e., t;
- specific interfacial area neglecting drop size
distribution.
Analytical integration of eqn (7) is impossible but this can be
made in limiting cases, At small value of surface tension and high
evaporation heat of dispersed phase we have:
0

At high
have:

;- 0

3
a,= at t;r(r�4!3J)

f"

exp{- (,,/3); )dr- = 1,13 a/'

r
I
surface tension and low evaporation
,

a,= a;

�

r;

T,

2(if)

"

o

---;;-(,t)'1
S... r-r- exp
J

0

Il

l",-
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(7a)

heat of dispersed phase we

Jr= f.c?a.-

O

(7b)

Thus, the account for drop size distribution leads to the growth of
specific interfacial area by 13-27 %. Moreover, from the obtained ra
tios it follows that the value of specific interfacial area in the
considered pbysico-chemical system at constant drop breaking condi
tions depends on emulsion type ( water/oil, oil/water), as evaporation
heat of aqueous and organic phases differs significantly.
Simultaneous calculation of concentration profiles of two main
macrocomponents (U, HN0 3) is performed using the following iteration
procedure. In a first approximation the concentration profile of first
macrocomponent ( U) and the number of full mixing cells in each part of
colwnn are calculated from eqns (1-4). The concentration profile of
second macrocomponent (HN03) is fixed. Thus, the preliminary calcula
(!) ) at constant
(
!); Yn
tion results in U concentration profile L.i = f ( xm
i
(2)
2)
(
J-IN0 concentration ( �i = const; yni
= const) equal, for example, to
3
initial one. Then an inverse problem is solved: using calculated U con
centration profile and number ni new values of Hno3 concentration are
<
(
?) = f(L.)
and yn:i.
?) = f(L.).
To do this it is necessary
calculated: :x:.ni
i
i
to substitute into formula (3) the expression for model parameters:

(f

K,, a, H,

(x�o/..,, - X �11 ) 1ni 1 _ Wx, (x�3/,.,1 - x��,)
•. , ·(u<•½• -j/!�')
_
·w111 '711�•1)
n,

+ •.
, . ( /11•
!1111•)
wM' !ln(i+1} - ,,;
{+

K�i ai.
W,£

-

,(

•. ,, (Xn(inJ
I ·wxi

xW'iJ
ail

(uftl•
uW•lfu<li* _ u 1J\
- 1,1,1
'}Ii iln(i+t) -,:Jni /(Jn(i°r,) .Jni/

(8)

1

where y�i - equilibrium concentration of a component in i-th section.
Iteration procedure with successive fixation of macrocomponent co"
centration profiles is repeated until convergence is achieved.
If an extraction system includes rnicrocomponents the calculation cf
their profiles on the background of two rnacrocomponents is also per
formed by eqn (8) when equilibrium equations for each j-th microcompo
nent of the form /iJ#. = f{x lj1 are available /8/. Such a calculation is
possible at concentrations of microcomponents having no appreciable
effect on rnacrocomponent concentration profiles and physico-chernical
properties of the phases.
Fig. 1 and 2 show the obtained concentration profiles of macrocom
ponents, holdup and specific interfacial area along the column height.
'rhe calculation has been made for ltPEC 0.056 m in diameter with work
ing part height 3 m, plate spacing 0.02 m for operation with vibration
amplitude 0.003 m and frequency 3,75 cps. Flow rates of aqueous and
organic phases were 30 and 90 1/h, respectively. For comparison expe
rimental profiles of U concentration in aqueous and organic phases
obtained under the same conditions are presented. Calculated and ex
perimental values of extractor height and concentration profiles agree
with accuracy to 15 %. Fig. 1 shows the accumulation of HN03 in middle
part of extractor, whereas inlet and outlet concentrations are about
the same, which also agrees with experiment. Fig. 2 shows complicated
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�ig. 1. Component concent
ration profiles in RPEC.
1 - BN0 in organic phase;
3
2 - U in organic phase;
3 - U in aqueous phase;
4 - BN0 in aqueous phase;
3
(- - -) - experimental
profiles of U concentration

plot of holdup and specific interi'acial
area dependence along the height of ex
tractor. This is explained by different
effect of physico-chemical properties
of the system on hydrodynamic conditions
in apparatus, which, in turn, is defined
by the character of concentration profi
les. The increase of holdup in upper
part of extractor limits its throughput
due to the possibility of flooding.
Therefore, the use of irregular packings
is advisable which assures appo:ximately
constant holpdup along the height of apparatus. Desct'ibed method of mathemati
cal modelling can be used for the opti
mization of RPEC design and operating
conditions.
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DISSOCIATION EXTRACTION IN· ALKAU>IDS TECHNOLOGY:
INVESTIGATION, MODELLING AND OPTIMIZATION

1 5-28

V.V.Kafarov, V.G.Vygon 1 Mendeleev Institute of Chemioal Technology,
A.N.Lyssenk:o, All-Union Institute of Medicinal Plants, Moscow,USSR

Dissociation extraction is the method of separation of weak organic bases or acids, based on difference of the dissociation (ioniza
tion) constants and/or interface distribution coef!icients [1 ]•
It is expediently to apply the buffer systems tor stabilization o!
optimal conditions. The optimal control ot selectivity in such case
is possible by means of regulate o! pH profile by intermediate
introductions o! butter components. The flexibility of process cont
rol is ensured by multifactorness of control actions. The optimiza
tion o! separation scheme and control actions in view o! the system
complexity predestine the necessity o! mathematical model applica
tion. This model must reflects the structure of system interactions.
The perspective field ot application of dissociation extraction
method is the separation ot alkaloids, which are complex heterocyc
lic nitrogencontaining natural origin compounds, characterizing by
the salt!o:rmation reactions, proceeding by acidic-basic mechanism:
+

An-

The difference in basecity o! alkaloids is the precondition for
dissociation extraction utilization tor the separation of multicom
ponent mixtures, containing in the natural raw materials; and the
conditions are created tor complex treatment o! raw materials.
The equilibrium investigation allows to define the individual
distribution coefficients and selectivity as the !unction o! pH o!
medium (fig. 1).
E
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3
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5
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Fig• 1. Dependences of ergotamine distribution coefficient (a)
and ergotamine/ergocryptine separation factor (b) from aqueous
phase pH in"the systems with chloroform (a) and dichlorethan (b}.
In view o! complexity and multi!actorness o! dissociation extrac
tion the process development have to include the calculative optimi359

zation stage. The structure of physico-chemical interactions in the
multicomponent alkaloids systems at the arbitrary composition of
buffer background is proposed for the identification and description
of such systems (fig. 2).

-

-
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�

organic phase
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Pi H
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HAn1
PiHAn1
Ktk .= KtkAnl � � An 1 �
Fig. 2, Structure of interactions in alkaloids systems
H 2o

H

aq,

In accordance with accepted structure of interactions the mathe
matical model of alkaloids separation process in mixing stage is
developed. It includes the material balances equations for i alka
loids in organic phase and for all i1 kinetic units (molecular and
ionic forms) in aqueous phase:

V1, dc;."�
,r
"/('d 1.

V4 dC,,/dr

EN_
= L ( COR(i
f>.

= �

C OR4)

(c{N - c,,)

P.

-+

V, ( c

+ k·OR(ii,a
L
O

oa �

p;

8_

ki, a Vo( ct- c�,)

? k�R4 Q V, (c.ORC, _ c�/CG

the mass transfer fluxes balances equations for all i2 atomic kinds:

{ ki a Va(ci: - Ci)

8)

1L
'-2
0
'1
/
1
z
the equations of action mass law for all possible reactions on the
interface boundary:

K,3 Ci:: - Ci:: ci:

and the alkaloids-bases heterogeneous distribution equations:
8 _
Olt<iB
CP; - CPi.

/3,

EN

B

where C ,c ,c - volumetric, entrance and boundary concentrations;
V,, ,VL - total, aqueous and organic phases volumes; a - specific
°"4
- mass transfer coefficients for aqueous and
interface area;
,
- aqueous and organic phases volumetric
organic phases; G
,Je
physical
and chemical equilibrium constants.
flows;
3
Presented system of equations differ by large dimension and is
incompletely observed, because it contains hardly measurable concen
trations of particular alkaloids forms and boundary concentrations,
For the transformation of this system to convenient for calculation
form the summarized concentrations for each atomic kinds are intro
duced. It allows for system decomposition and bring the system to
generalized matrix form. �his generalized form is correct also while
process description in multistage extractor, where the back-flow
model is used as a base for flow structure description. The system

lfo, ..

k

.fa , /(

k
,L
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of equations is divided on the linear part, which is solved by block
tridiagonal matrix method, and non-linear part for calculation of
boundary concentrations profiles of hydrogen ions and anions, The
last ones are the iteration variables.

[B,] [ D,]
[ AL] [ B2 ] [ DL ]

0
yj,.-1

vjF

VJF+f

ON-I

0

v,,

[BJ-

where [A] , [DJ - hydrodynamic parameters matrices;
transforma
tion matrices, including system equilibrium and kinetic parameters;
X - vectors of measurable� alkaloids concentrations in both
phases and only aqueous phase;
alkaloids entrance concentra
tions vector;{AJ - reduced mass transfer coefficients matrix;
- number of stages.
The algorithm of multicomponent dissociation extraction calcula
tion in multistage apparatus possess quick convergence and uniqui
ness of the solution, which are achieved by means of developed
method of high dimensional mathematical model decomposition.
Presented method was applied for the development of the technolo
gy of ergot alkaloids selective separation by dissiciation extrac
tion method, The process is carried out in pulsed columns (with
ceramic Rashig rings) cascade
The optimal extraction regimes
was found with the help of the computer, The calculated optimal
parameters provide for high process efficiency. The results of ext
raction on two selective separation stages is presented in table 1.
The adequacy of developed mathematical model to real process is

I/ ,

f -

N

(2J.
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corroborated by comparison of calculated and experimental profiles
of ergotamine concentrations along column height in defferent
selective separation stages (.fig. 3).
Table 1, Relative alkaloids outputs (in%) from columns with
aqueous/organic phase on different extraction stages.
!C2H4c12 - aqueous phase

Alkaloids

100/0
99,4/0,6
4,5/95,5
0/100

Ergometrine
Ergotamine
Ergocryptine
Ergotamini.ne

hcol' m

6

4

Aqueous phase - CHC1
98,5/1,5
0,1/99,9

3

'\l• I
I
I

1

\

2

\

/"'----- ....... 2
caq' M
Fig. 3. The calculated and experimental ergotamine concentrations
profiles along column height in dichlorethan - aqueous phase (1)
and aqueous phase - chloroform (2) systems.
0

0,0005

0,001

0,0015
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DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF EXTRACTION FROM HIGH CONCENTRATEU
I
SOLUTIONS

5-29

I

V.V.Kafarov, V.G.Vygon, V.N.Kochergin, Mendeleev Institute of
Chemical Technology, All-union Scientific Association "Vitamins",
Moscow,ussR

The liquid-liquid extraction processes, which take place in organic
products industries: caprolactame, phenole, a number of synthetic vita
mins and also in the extraction of heavy metals, may be characterized

by the high solute concentration in the solutions (till 70%). The in
terface flux in this case is comparable with solvent and feed flows.

There are significant variations of physical properties and hydrodyna

mic behaviour in such conditions of mass transfer. The parametric non
uniformity of systems with wide interval of concentration changes re

sults in considerable variations of viscosity, density and interfacial

tension and loading capacities. Underestimation of such nonuniformities

leads to accuracy reduction of design calculations. The conventional

methods are based on the main assumption about the constancy of phase
flows and physical properties over the height of the column.

This assumption does not lead to a large mistake during concentrati
on profile calculation only at 2-5% solute concentration in feedsolu
tion, when the dependence of hydrodynamics on mass transfer is less

significant.
Prochazka et al. [I) tried to take into accont the dependence of mo

del parameters on concentration profile. The observed pilot plant con
c�ntration profile was chosen as the initial data for calculations.

The quantity of unknown parameters exceeding the quantity of mathe

matical model parameters; the number of model parameters was reduced

with the help of approximation functions method. According to this me
thod the parameters dependence on the stage number expressed in poly

nomial form. Therefore, such method is formal one, because it doesn't
account for the physical interrelations of model parameters. This is

the reason that the method is not widely used for design and optimi

zation of commercial-scale extractors.
A model of column extractor is developed, which differs from known

back-flow model, because it takes into account the dependences of vo
lumetric phase flows, back-flow coefficients and physical properties

(density, viscosity, interfacial tension) of phases on solute concen

tration. It is assumed, that the absolute values ot back flows are de
fined by the turbulent transfer and are constant under the conditions

of continuous supply of external energy. But the ratio of back flows

to the volumetric phase flows depends on phase velocities, which are
functions of drop sizes, density and viscosity.

The iterative procedure is developed for column design, using the
363

combination of tridiagonal matrix and Newton-Raphson methods. The con
centration profile, calculated on the model with constant parameters,

used as the first approximation.

During algoritm development the basic parameters are defined, which

are to be determined during the experiments on working systems, and al

so the secondary parameters, depending on the basic ones.
The diagram, defining the quantity of necessary parameters and sequ
ence of column design is shown in Fig. I.

H ydraulic
design and
flooding

I

Phase
equilibria
Constructive
parameters
d , D c,f, H
c
p

_I

Mass transfer
calculation

Physical
properties

Phase flows
G and L Pulse
�-----....--...._--1 intensity J
Reg lamented
Column
parameters
t-------height H
(degree of
e
extraction,
limitations o
D and H )
C

C

Fig. I. Sequence of column design with variable parameters

The basic parameter changes, depending on concentration are defined

from the equations, generalizing the well-known equations of drop move
ment and breakage in column extractors.
m m
= k 60,6e,-0,4f mrM m2M 3h 4
d
c J"c J d
32
I
ux = k2<'"P IJ4 c )d

where d, d32 and ux-drop mean and surface-volume diameters and characte
ristic velocity-, k and k -empiric constants, E -energy dissipation
2
1
,c,.� -density difference,f /' -phase viscosities, 6 -interfacial ten
d' c
sion h -holdup, m -constant coefficients.
i
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The linear behaviour of u =f(d) in operating region is shown in [2).
x
The holdup and drop diameter changes over the column height on each ite
ration are determined by the solution of mentioned set of equations.

Before the calculations this equations were written in increments in

respect to nominal level of energy dissipation and reduced to undimen

s1onal form. In such a way one cBn avoid finding the empirical cons

tants k1 and k , depending on system properties and can make the mathe
2
matical formalization more universal.
The developed model is applied for pulsed packed column design for

solvent extraction of diacetonsorbose and methyl ether of pyridoxine
half-products of ascorbic acid and vitamin B processing-from concen
6
trated feed solutions.

The model basic parameters were determined experimentally for tech

nical solutions on the pilot scale pulsed extractor with ceramic Ra

shing rings with packing height 5 m and i.d. = 56 mm. The experiment al

dependences of d, d
and u on pulse intencity provide for extractor
x
32
operating conditions optimization not only varying solvent-to feed ra

tio, but changing the pulse intensity.

The experiments and calculations show, that the most intensive mass
transfer and the most dence drop packing take place in the part of the

column, adjacent to the exit point of feed solution. The concentration
profile, calvulated on the base of model with variable parameters is

more cocave in this region comparing with the profile, determined from

constant parameters back-flow model (Fig. 2)
400

C,stl

Fie!;]- 2. Corncentration profiles in 300
continuous phase: �-experimental,
I-constant parameters model,2-va200
rious parameters mode� •. 3-various
packing size

�tD

The calculated and experimental profiles have been compared; the
mean relative deviation for system 35% solution of diacetonsorbose
chloroform is I6% for constant parameters model and only 3% for newly

developed one.

Due to significant concentration disturbance near the extractor exit

the physical properties of phases change drastically. The hydrodynamic

conditions here are close to flooding, when the rest part of the column
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is working with lower efficiency. Non-uniformity of hydrodynamics along

the column height leads to reduced column efficiency and capacity.

Such disadvantages may be eliminated by varying drop breakage chara

cteristics or column cross section, providing equalazation of holdup

profile along the column. The developed model allows calculation of op

timal cross-section profile, providing the holdup persistense over the
column height (Fig. 3). One can reach the practically optimal conditi-

F,cm 1
900

Fig. 3. Cross-section profile,

�o

providing the holdup equalazation

over the column height.

300

0

2.

ons of mass transfer filling the column with the packing of various

packing size were determined. The concentration profile, calculated
for various packing size column (curve 3 in Fig. 2) shows, that the ex
traction degree of diacetonsorbose may be increased by 8-10% as a re
sult of construction optimization at the same throughput.

It is worth noting, that the developed model max be used for design
and optimization of plate column extractors.
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A NEW METHOD OP EXTRACTORS DESIGN IN SEPARATION PROCESSES

V.V.Kafarov, V.G.Vygon, s.L.Grigorian, Mendeleev Institute
of Chemical Technology, Moscow, USSR

The chemical engineering synthesis of extractive separation proces
ses requires the development of adequate process models and stable ex
tractor calculation algorithms of high-order convergence and the sele
ctivity criteria for the optimal separation scheme design. All exist
ing methods of extractors design are based on the description of phase
non-ideality and chemical reactions with the help explicit dependenci
es of distribution coefficients on their concentration in one of the
phases. The selectivity in multicomponent systems is provided by the
components competition under the condition of variable phase composi
tion (pH, quantity of solvating agent, mutual solubility of phases,
etc.). So the calculation on the base of such this description may,be
unstable due to non-uniquenes of solution.
A new model is proposed for the simulation of counter-current ext
raction, which include phase equilibria block, accounting for practi
cally important physical and chemical mechanisms of selectivity:
1) physical distribution of non-electrolytes, including mutual solubi
lity of phases; 2) dissociation extraction of acids and bases; 3) ext
raction with respect to complex and solvates formation in the electro
lytes and non-electrolytes systems. The proposed model is recommended
for multicomponent extraction schemes design, including mixer-settlers
sequences and/or columns. Let us consider the basic principles used
for deriving the model with the help of t-th flow mixed cell, Pig.1:
1) all chemical reactions, taking place on the interface, may be desc
ribed with the equations of mass action law; the chemical reactions in
the bulk of phases are quasistationary and taken into account in the
convective balance of hydrodynamic set of equations; 2) the electro
neutrality conditions is expressed by the balance of ionized chemical
forms between the bulk phase and the interface; the charge disbalance
is compensated by the existence of electric double layer; 3) the in
terface is quasistationary and overall mass transfer is expressed by
the sum of the individual mass transfer flows A�iC�i; 4) convective
balance equations include the members accounting for the hydrodynamic
back-flow model (L p,Pp ,lp), bulk chemical reactions (Wr) and interface
mass transfer; 5) the non-electrolytes distribution and mutual solubi
lity of phases are described by the set of non-linear implicit equati
ons on the base of developed earlier approach (1,2], using the asymmeLq Lq
Lp Lp
trical coordinate complex, Pig.2 (X ALp• NA /NLp• X LpLq • NLp/NLq )•
The stationary process model in matrix form is presented below:

Alnc•P - ln

B • 0

P(C.:r ,SI) - H(c .:II,s II) •

1 •1

o

1 .2
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IvjiA�icc�i - cjf>•
cS + c1-8><f> >�A�i c c�i
J.

o
cKP
ji ) =

.....
0

1•3
1 •4

entr,, p
B P c�i + Wr(C�i) - .ti. � (c� - cKP
0
1. 5
ji ) + cji
i
i
p
W r(Cj i) "' 0
1. 6
where j,i - components chemical forms subscripts; p•I,II - phase sup
erscript; C - concentration vector; B P - hydrodynamic flow stru.cture
P a) 6V/((1+<
matrix;.A P - mass transfer matrix (A� -i\ Pjj•(K jj
Y )L l Y •
J1
',t
.p p ' p
F /L ); If!- phase flow ratio with respect to feed !low; A - stoicheomeP
P
matrix; ,i: - interface superscript; i •1 (p•I), b •O (p•II).

t+f

Parameters estimation of homo- and heterogeneous equili·bria equati
ons (0,S) is carried out, using the experimental data for closed cell,
The correlations of Kronig-Brink and Higbie were used for calculation
of film mass transfer coefficients K�j· For the lack of physical cons
tants of components the coefficients can be determinated using experi
mental data for flow mixed cell. The hydrodynamic parameters (back
flow coefficients for both phases fp=lp/Lp) is determinated experimen
tally on the pilot plant !or the mutually saturated phases for fixed
'-P - values and mixing regimes.
The algorithm is developed, which has a square convergence and all
ows calculation of concentration profiles over the height of extractor
or in the cascade of apparatus for all chemical forms of components
for given phase flows, entrance feed flows and concentrations. The fe
ed point may be varied along the column or in cascade scheme. The ini
tial estimates are chosen automatically. Problem of high dimension of
description, related with the existence of chemical factor, is solved
by modified method of Brinkley, applied to space distributed open sys
tems. The calculated concentration profiles are presented Fig.3 !or
the system, containing 19 chemical sentencies, taking part in acid basic equilibrium and solvate formation during the separation of two
indol-indolinic bases (P ,P ) in the acetic buffer-toluene system [3].
1 2
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h,
C

<c

:r.

�

::x:

""...

C

0

q:
:i:

hz.
P'ig.J.ConcentraUon ;profiles C�i (h): Y1-o.2a, (() •4. 1, K•h,l(h1+h2).o .5

During the in�estigation and design of multistage extraction sequ
ences is neceas� to find the optimal parameter values, satisfying
two contradictocy limitat:i,pns1 1) the maximum extraction of key com
ponents; 2) m.inimai e:ontent
. e of impuritee of other components in the
exit flows. The o.ptimization criterion have to be convex in the space
of the technologi·ce11 parameters ( (() c ,Kc, where c- number of the column
or cascade).
A new "determinant" cri:t.erion is developed, which is the d etermi
nant of component flows distribution matrix (2):
1 d12 ..d1k
w11 w 12 •• w1k
11' 1 • abs Det W • abs :21 :22: • :2k •absDet5?- �21 � : ·�2k
2. 1

. . ..

wk1 wk2 ° • wkk.

...

.

dk1 dk2•1

t

trn(ti)-trn(w11 w22 ••.wkk) .. (I)
2.2
6,
exit,i �i1exit,i /( /.j centr 1entr) d "'w /
where wij• Ciexit �
�
j
r
i ij ij w iii 1 s
j
r
s s
entr - phase flow on the r-th
phase flow on the i-th exit of scheme; Lr
entrance of scheme (teed); .R .. diag(wii) - extraction depth matrix;
fl - selectivity matrix.
The proposed criterion is monotonous in the space of wij and equal
to unity in the case of full separation and equal to zero if there is
any pair of linear dependent lines in W, i.e. for the lack of selecti
vity in process. The criterion topology in the vicinity of optimum for
the mentioned extraction system (Fig.)) is plotted on Fig.4.
The criterion serwibility to the feed point location Kand <fJ- va
lue is illustrated in the Fig.5 for given feed-to-entrance flow ratio
Y.
To develop the optimal extraction scheme it is necessary: 1) to
find parameters providing for maximum separation for fixed quantity of
stages in cascade or overall column height H=L"hc; 2) to redistribute
the heights (quantity of stages) of extractive and washing sections
for satisfying the selectivity limitations. On the second step we use
cal; d fix) )2 • It is shown,that
the next criterion: F 11 • -lnF1-sum1 ( 1- ( di
ij 1
j
the problem has a solution for l,$2k-J. The values of i and j have to
24. 3aK. 262
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Fig.4.The Det-criterion topology
� The criterion sensibility
to the feed point location K and If
.be chosen from the condition li-jl•1, which allows to minimizing in
the first turn impurities of most hardly separated components.
The separation scheme of nitroaniline isomers [4] optimization re
sults are reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Calculation results ((4] and by Det-criterion (2)) for
m 1• 64.0, m2• 25.0, m3• 9.J, where m • c�I/c�
j

Parameter

Cascade 1

Cascade 2

lf' [4]
15.J

30.0

tp (2)

h1 [ 4]

h2 [ 4]

32.6

28.0

6.7

12 0 8

J.4

4.5

h1

(2)

9oJ

10.2

h2 (2)
12.4
10.7

The matrices Wand Det-criterion values are presented below:
.98 .02 .oo
.90 .oo .oo
,.
= .72
.02 .96 .01
w
F
FI
.10
.90
.10
• 91
;
(2)
w[4J•
I
.oo .02 .99
..
.oo .10 .90

During scheme synthesis on the base of (2) using the model (1) in
each cascade (column) it is necessary to carry out precalculation of
parameters, assuming, that m •const. The calculation results are used
j
as the initial estimates for optimization on the base (2) and full
model (1). The developed effective algorythm of optimal separation se
quences parameters precalculation fork components in cascade with re
flux is realized on PC "Iskra-22611 •
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COMPAR!SON OF PERFORMANCE BETWEEN FRACTIONAL

_
! 5 31
AND CCXJNTER-CURRENT EXTRACTION PROOESSES FOR�. --�

SOWTES WITH CLCBE DlSTRIBlTTION COEFFICIENTS

Gurashi A. Gasmelseed, M.A.Fahim, Department of
Chemical Engineering University of Kuwait
P.O.Box 5969,

The

phase

ni trobenzenes

Kuwait

equilibria

of

heptane-methanol

the

system

ortho and

para

was predicted applying the

UNIFAC model and the results were compared with published
Fractional and counter current extrac-

experimental data.

tion of ortho and para nitrobenzenes was carried-out using
heptane and methanol as solvents in a Scheibel Column.

The

mathematical models for both types of operations were deve
loped and the concentration profiles as well as efficiencies
were

predicted.

These

experimental measured data.

predictions

were

compared

with

It was concluded from such work

that for systems with close distribution coefficients, (.such
as the one studied in this work) fractional extraction gave
better

efficiencies

and

good

counter-current operation.
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seperation

compared
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THE USE OF SPARSE MATRIX METHOD IN MULTISTAGE SIMULATION
CALCULATION AND THE OPTIMIZATION FOR FRACTIONAL COUNTER
CURRENT EXTRACTION*
Youjun Fu, Han Li, Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry,
Academia Sinica, Changchun, China

5-32

1

r

The storage of computer is always a problem in calculation. In this
study, the multistage simulating calculation method proposed in litera
ture [1] is improved by the use of sparse matrix method (2], and as a
result, the storage required can be largely reduced. The calculating
result shows that the improved method maintains the advantages of the
original matrix method, and therefore give the foundation to carry out
multistage calculation of high stage number or multi-component system
on micro-computer. Baaed on the improved calculation program, an object
function is designed, and the optimization calculation was carried out.
1. The use of sparse method in the multistage calculation
A. The sparsity of the differential matrix used in the calculation
The matrix method used in multistage calculation is usually the
Newton's method. In the process, a differential matrix is unavoidable.
For a bi-element fractional co�nter current sys:t.em, the multistage
calculation model is as in Table 1.
Because the
Table 1. The multistage calculation model of
matrix is formed
fractional counte·iJl" current system
by the differential of each
EXPRESSIONS
FUKC. S'l'AfrE
function about
'.I-Hf• Fl (l,k)-tYCJtl ,K>-YCJ,KJ]Wf-[J(Cii'\.J()••IC<I, KJJV�
NF FIClf,l(J-if(l(}<IV4<y(llfft,IQ.·YOlf,IOa,!IIE-w,1F11, 11;)-Klllf)Q:,VAli
Fl
each variable,
Fl (J,.,.cYCl-tl, K>-Y<r. 1(�(111,1()-X(J,IC)]VMt
Nf-tt-�
it must. be a
Fl
square matrix
1-N F2CI,l<)•J>Ci19"-XCI,KJ -Ycr-t1, K)
of (2MN)X(2MN).
The total
element number T=(2MR) 2 •
In the case of lite.rature [1], D(I,K) is exp�ssed as
M
D.(I, K)•C1Z(I ) C 2H(I) C 3 lf X(I .Jf4 (J)Y(I+1,J) C5(J)
.J'•l

Here, Ci and Ci(J) are model param•t.ers.
Moreover, the concentrations of hydrogen ion and fx-ee extractant,
i.e. Hand Z can be expressed as follows
Z(I)•ZO-mYT(I)

H(l).•HO-hXT(I)

Here, ZO and HO are constants for a given separation process
So that according to the above analysis, each of F2 formulas in the
model bas no aore than four variables. As a result, the differentials
of each F2 about the variables are all zero apart from four non-zero
• The Project Supported by National Katural Science Fo-dation or China
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values. As for F1, it is obvious that the differentials of each F1 has
no more than four non-zero values too.
The structure of the matrix can be shown as Fig.1. It can be seen
that zero elements filled most of the parts of the matrix.
The total non-zero element number NZ=MN 4+2MMN=16N. The total ele
ment number T=2MNX2MN=16N 2 • Non-zero element ratio NZ/T=1/N 100%.
For a twenty stage technology, NZ/T=5%.
B. Sparse matrix method
4N
The method used in this study
XO••• 0 0000 • · · OOXfJ· • · 00000 • · · oc>o
can be formulated as follows
0,C1'
'(Jl
(taking matrix A as an example)
'
''
A=

C

a21
0
a41
0

0
a22
0
0
a5 2

a13
0
a33
0
0

0
a24
0
a44
0

: --�,,

t�

•:
o

-�->

}<'1(

.....
1-N

x�

0�

xx

''

X

a55

��

'�-

.

'

''

ii>><o

''

",..�

)( )<

"

''

xi; ,.

� ,,
Here, a 2NZ dimension vari
'
'
able CE is defined to store the
'
)<
non-zero elements and the rela
tive row numbers, a variable of
Fig.1. The structure of the matrix
n dimensions ICFR is defined to
store the number of non-zero
elements in every line. The method can be expressed by Table 2

CE

No.
element
No.
element

! I
ICFR

el:::nt

.,..

Table 2. The store method of matrix A

1
a11
2
1

1

1

J

a13
4
3

2
3

5
a21
6
1

3

7
a2 2
8
2

9
a24
10
4

4
3

5
2

11
a33
12
3

13
a41
14
1

15
a44
16
4

17
a45
18
5

19
a5 2
20
2

2t
a55
22
5

From Table 2, the matrix A can be recovered.
Using this aethod the total number of elements to be stored is (2NZ+
n). For example, a twenty stage system, NZ=16X20, (2NZ+n)•(2NZ+2NZ)•720.
Nevertheless, the total number T=16X202 =6400. So the required store
space is largely reduced.
2. The optimization calculation
The obje�t function Q is established as follows
Q•

NXVOEXZO
1)XVAE

XX(1,

Using the prograa composed from the improved method to calculate the
object function, we optimized the conditions of (Sm-Gd)(N03)3-HR03373

HEH(EHP)-Kerosene system [2], under the restriction of recovery of Sm
great than 99.5%, purity of Sm great than 80%.
A. Complex method [3]: This method is used in the space of n dimen
sions, 2n points are to be selected of the space, and then compare
function values, give away the worst one ( on which the calculated ob
ject function value is the biggest), repeat this process until the de
gree of precision reached. The optimization variables used are N, NF,
VOE, ZO, HW, VAW. After 2,5 hours calculation, we got the optimal
conditions (Q=15O.7).
N=12, NF=S, ZO=O.45O3M,VOE=4O,82, VAW=9.38, HW=O.738M
B. Netmin method [3J: The domain Xj , Xj to be optimized is netted,
and the object function and restriction function of the net points are
calculated, Then compare the object functions of the net points whose
restriction function fit the restricting domain, and get the net point
whose object function is the smallest. Repeat this work until the de
gree of precise is satisfied, The selected optimization variables are
VOE, ZO, HW, VAW, while N and NF are set certain as 12 and 5. The
calculation took four hours and the optimal conditions are
HW=O.73M, VOE=4O.6, VAW=9.1, ZO=O.43M
Nomenclature
n - step number of matrix,
NZ - total number of non-zero elements,
X(I,K),Y(I,K) - aqueous and organic concentrations of K in I stage .
D(I,K) - distribution ratio of component K in I stage,
M - component number of system.
HW - concentration of scrubbing solution.
N,NF - total stage number and feeding stage number.
XF,VAF - feed concentration and feed volume,
XT,YT - aqueous and organic concentrations of total metals.
VOE,VAZ - volumes of organic and aqueous phases in extraction section.
VOW,VAW - volumes of organic and aqueous phases in scrubbing section.
XX(1,1),VAE - the product concentration and its volume.
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THE INFLUENCE Or CHEMICAL REACTION ON CALCULATION CONCEPTS
IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION

�
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technik, Technical University Graz, Austria

Introduction.
Solvent extraction processes are performed either
in mixer settlers or in columns. The application of columns in the

fields of

solvent extraction

is hampered

kinetically controlled systems are

residence times. The
chemical

fact that often

require suitable

technically important copper extraction is an

example. It is effected with very

the

by the

applied which

reactions

involved

selective complexing

agents and

are very slow. In this case the

chemical reaction has to be accounted for, whereas

ment of

equilibrium is

present the combination

usually attainassumed. The subject of this paper is to
of an experimentally verified kinetical

model with a hydrodynamic column model and the comparison of column
calculations and experiments.
Kineticol model.
accounts

for

the

A first order reversible reaction model, which
influence of pH, was adopted from literature

[l,21. It is based on the following overall reaction equation< I l:
2

Me + + 2 RH

<-------->

+

2 H

( l)

Eq. 2 gives the chemical reaction rate per unit area:
k,

K

*

( 2 )

ex

The parameters k� and K.x were be experimentally determined in a

stirring cell 13,41:

K

k, • _ • 10-G fm/sl

ex

I 2. 8 C-l

Since aqueous phase species are nearly insoluble in the organic
phase and vice versa, the chemical reaction is assumed to take
place at the interface. The mass transfer rate n., therefore, is a
function of the unmeasurable interfacial concentrations< Eq. 2 ).
They can

ba calculated by the Two-Film-Model (SJ, which describes
diffusional resistances at an interface by partial mass transfer
coefficients, which were calculated from dimensionless numbers.

In the simplest case only convection
i.e. residence time l of the phases through the column has to be
Hydrodynamic column model.
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considered.

In

real columns

additional effects

such as drop size

distribution and axial mixing have to be regarded. A suitable model

for axial

mixing is

from

to

the dispersion model C Eq. 3 >, where the total

mass transfer rate across
and

interface.

the

Solution

the

interface

this

of

interface

as

n.

represents diffusion

well as chemical reaction at the

equation

results

in concentration

profiles along the column and column performance.
D

V

ax

de

*

0

+

dh

Sensitivity of model parameters.

30.

( 3 )

To have an idea of the
influence

model

sensitivity

20.

of

E

Main

total

throughput
disper-

and chemical

reaction

coe ff i c i en t D.,,.. ·"

k1r, on

separation

perfor

and

chemical

mance. Phase through-

-60.

-40.

-20.

o.

20.

% Change of Parameter

Influence of

40.

60.

model parameters: Ex-

periment shown in the right column of Tab.
Experimental.

put

reaction outweigh the

effect

mixing.

rosene C organic

axial

of

Mass transfer experiment� were carried out on the

system copper/sulfuric acid C aqueous phase) and

high

three

rate constant

-20.

I.

Fig.

axial

sion

�

F'ig.

the

phase

-10.

a

shows the influence

parameters,

o.

Cl)
V>

the

analysis

was carried out.

10.
C
a.

of

parafTlet.ers

phase). A

performance

Acorga PT 5050/l(e-

column of the SHE type

extractor)

was

applied

which

selfstabilizing
consists

of

a

sequence of mixing and settling compartments. Mixer settler behavi
our is thus approximated by the column.
Results.

Although the

influence remained

cdlumn showed

almost negligible.

of two significant experiments. F'ig. 2

a high

Tab.

axial mixing,

its

1 presents the results

shows the

experimental and

calculated profiles for the experiment shown in the right column of

Tab. 1. The calculation on basis of the
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dispersion model

fits the

Table l. Results of Column Experiments
Total Throughput [m·�/m" hi

9.0

42.0

20.3

30.2

Mean Residence Time [min!

5. 4

l. 8

Bodenstein Number

2.0

4.0

Organic Phase Holdup

[¼)

[-]

Dispersion Coefficient [
Separation

m -' /

61. 8

96.4

I ¼I

experimental data

0.002

0.0008

s1

best.

In regard to the aqueous outlet concentra

tion the plug-flow calculation shows less

deviation than

the cal

culation on basis of equilibrium ( kinetics neglected). However, the

plug-flow calculation is unable to describe

the concentration step

at the phase inlet and the profile in the upper part of the column.
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�
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Axlal 0lsperslon
Equlllbrlum
Experlmenta l
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0.50

1.00

1.25

AQ. COPPER CONCENTRATION [G/U

Fig. 2. Experimental and Calculated Concentration Prof1les
Conclusions.

extended by

results. The

a

Column calculations based on a hydrodynamic model

kinetical

influence of

model

were

axial mixing

compared

with experimental

turned out to be of minor

importance compared to that of the chemical kinetics. Consideration
of reaction

kinetics proved

not been attained by far.

to be essential since equilibrium has
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Svoobols
interfacial area per unit volUJ11e

a
spec

k,
ex
2
CMe +1

( 1'12 11'13 )
2

axial dispersion coefficient

<oo lsl

hydrogen ion concentration<aq. phase>

< kooolloo

reaction rate constant

( I'll 5

equilibriUJ11 constant

(

3

)

-)

ooetal ion concentration<aq. phase>

< kooolloo

3

coooplex concentration <org. phase>

< kooo 1100

3

ooass transfer rate, reaction rate

( kooo 1 /00 2 s )

CRH!

extractant concentration< org. phase).

V

effective convection velocity

( I'll 5

hold-up

(

< kooo 1100

-

3

)

)
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As far as liquid-liquid extraction is concerned mechanically agitated columns are certainly the most used

for industrial purposes. Nevertheless there is a real lack in the field of control of such devices which

exhibit a very complex dynamics (non linear and with time varying parame�). In view of flexibility

and adaptability of equipments which is a new requirement in the field of chemical industry ,we thave
tried to develop the same control strategy for different kinds of columns, for example rotary agitated
ones (Kiihni columns) or pulsed columns.This aim has been acheived, on one hand, on taking into

account common behaviors of columns, especially concerning flooding, and on the other hand, on
implementing adaptive controllers which are able to handle varied dynamic behaviors.

Process description

Previous studies have been carried out for a better understanding of the optimal operation of various

agitated columns. They have shown that sieve plate pulsed [1,2) and Kiihni [3) columns exhibit their
optimal operating range in the vicinity of flooding (optimal behaviour in term of the maximal recovery

of solute). For both devices flooding coincides with the appearance of a dispersed phase swarm just

below the distributor (in our case the ternary system used is : water-acetone-toluene in which toluene is

the dispersed phase and the continuous phase feed is an aqueous solution of 5% weight percent of

acetone). In this case the detection of the appearance of this dispersed phase layer is made by a
measurement of the conductivity of the liquid medium under the distributor. For given feed flow rates
the flooding point can be reached by acting on the agitation intensity. So these studies led to adopt an
identical control strategy for both columns : control of the conductivity measured under the distributor

by acting on the pulse frequency for the pulsed column or the rotation speed of the shaft for the Kiihni
column. Figure 1 gives schematic sketch of both columns .
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The control al�orithm

The control objective is to maintain the columns in this optimal operating region in spite of disturbances

on both feed flow rates. For both columns the very beginning of flooding is characterized by a highly
non linear dynamics. This operating point is a boundary between emulsion type operation and cyclic
flooding. So the controller has to be able to palliate eventual changes in dynamics (different dynamics
according to the operating regime, emulsion or cyclic flooding) and/or changes in load (fluctuations on
feed flow rates), etc. The most suitable controllers for such objectives are the adaptative controllers.
Furthermore as microcomputers are becoming more and more powerful tools the adaptative control
algorithms can be easily implemented. Nevertheless this adaptive controller has to need very few a
priori information on the process or has to be not very sensitive to a poor or incomplete information.
Furthermore this controller has to be able to suit with any kind of columns whithout the need of a
complete change in its design parameters.
Adaptative controllers use a linear discrete model to represent the process dynamics such as
A(q-1) y(k) = B(q- 1) u(k-d) + e(k) (Eq. l) where q-1 is the backward shift operator (q-1y(k)=y(k- l )),

y(k) and u(k) are respectively the measured va1iable and the control action at time kT (with T is the
sampling period), d is the time delay, e(k) represent unmeasured disturbances and A(q-1), B(q-1) are
polynomials in q-1. The model parameters (coefficients of A(q- 1) and B(q-1)) are on-line identified and
consequently any change of the process dynamics is revealed by a change of these parameters. These
estimates are used by the algorithm to compute the suitable control. Many adaptive control algorithms
have been developed in the last decade. Nevertheless generally they needed a good estimation of the
time delay (d) and of the order of polynomials A and B. Some of them were also restricted to a specific
class of processes (for example minimum phase systems for reference model control). The proposed
algorithm allows to combine the advantages of predicitive control and of model reference control.

e(k)

�.1.:

G. P.C. with

double

reference model

The Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) developed by Clarke [4] is an extension of the well
known Self-Tuning Cont.roller [5]. Similarly it is based on the minimization of a quadratic criterion
which includes predictions on the output and on the input. The main difference between STC and GPC
is that GPC uses a Ny-step ahead prediction on the output greater than the time delay (Ny>d) and a
control horizon Nu which can be considered as the time horizon from which the control input is
supposed to be constant .To make the process response follows a reference model Najim et al. [6]
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introduced a double reference model. This double reference model is built from the characteristic
polynomial Am(q-1) which respresents the desired dynamics of the closed-loop system. The quadratic
criterion is written in terms of en·ors between the process and the reference model outputs and between
the control and the reference model inputs.The minimization of the criterion is performed relatively to
the control error (the only assumption needed is made on the future values of the control errors i.e. they
are supposed to be constant from Nu sampling periods, in fact Nu� I is convenient for most
processes). The control law u(k) is then computed from this optimal control error. The corresponding
control loop is given in fig. 3.
Real time experiments
This adaptive control algorithm has been implemented on an Appl<! II microcomputer. The model
parameters were identified by a normalization-projection method [7].The first results deal with the
control of the pulsed column (fig. 3 and 4). The design parameters of the controller was: T=lO s.
A (q-1)=(1-0.8q-1)2 , Ny=6. Nu= I, order of A=2. order of B= I. They show an automatic stan-up of
111

the column i.e. initially the column is fed with continuous phase. only and the operation of the column
is switched over to the adaptative controller before feeding the column with dispersed phase. It can be
noted the very good performances of the control algorithm in spite of important fluctuations on both
flow rates (fig. 5). Similar results have been obtained for the Kiihni column (fig. 6 and fig. 7) with
exactly the same design parameters for the controller except the characteristic polynomial
Am(q-1 )=(1-0.45q-1 J 2 though the dynamics of this column is very different from the pulsed column
one (especially the problem of phase inversion is more tedious).
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Conc!usjon It has been shown that the same control strategy can be applied to various types of
contactors. Furthermore the design parameters of the proposed adaptive controller do not need to be
completely modified according to the type of contactor involved. So even with a poor or incomplete a
priori knowledge on the process this controller is able to suit with any type of extractor. This shows the
highly adaptability of such a controller which is able to adapt itself to abrut changes in load and suits
well with processes even with a highly nonlinear dynamics (start-up operation). This allows to
conclude that the proposed strategy and the adaptive control algorithm might be of valuable interest
whatever the kind of mechanically agitated contactor involved.
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